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This book is dedicated to all those visionaries and dreamers who have dreamed of ¯ight
beyond the con®nes of Earth's surface and travel to the stars. From the myth of
Daedalus and Icarus, the early aircraft designs of Leonardo, the inspiring science
®ction of many masters of the craft, to the originators of modern-day astronautics,
these men and women have established the philosophical and technological foundations
upon which the ®rst starships will be designed. I fervently hope that some of the spirit of
these pioneers has entered into this book.
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Foreword

This excellent book by Dr Gregory Matlo could be viewed as a large multidisciplinary compendium of past research, current investigations and future
research in astronautics. However, unlike conventional works that are usually
closed, this book is an open guide in three main respects: it contains progressive
exercises as the chapter and section topics evolve, it provides the reader with many
updated references, and it clearly indicates projected research areas that could
become current research in the near future.
For a student, the included exercises could be transformed into small worksheets
or notebooks featuring many modern symbolic or algebraic computation systems
that run on desktop or laptop computers. Thus, rapid and progressive study is
possible ± a sort of learning library driven by the author and by the bibliography at
the end of each chapter. More than 340 references for both professionals and
students have been selected to provide the reader with a sound basis for expanding
his or her knowledge of the many dierent subjects dealt with authoritatively by the
author, who for several decades has worked actively in various ®elds of astronautics.
A systematic and unhurried study of this book will produce for the reader an
extraordinarily enlarged number-based view of space¯ight and its signi®cant impact
on our future global society.
If conscious life is to eventually expand slowly and inexorably, and without limit,
into space, it is important that appropriate scienti®c mentalities expand in advance in
to human brains. This book is a positive contribution at the beginning of such an
exciting though complex read.
Giovanni Vulpetti
International Academy of Astronautics
1 September, 2000

Preface to the second edition

In preparing the second edition of this book, I reviewed the Preface of the ®rst
edition and re¯ected upon the changes in our perceptions of deep space during the
last few years. As a native New Yorker, living only a few kilometers from lower
Manhattan, I have become very aware of the fragility of our civilisation and the
requirement for long-term goals that can unite diverse human cultures, not divide
them.
The expansion of human activities into the cosmos is such a goal. We may learn
about the origins and possible purpose of life in the universal scheme, seek to
establish contact with our Galactic equals or superiors, develop into mature
stewards of terrestrial life by using our technology to prevent cataclysmic cosmic
collisions, tap the resources of our Solar System for the bene®t of all humanity and
ultimately expand our DNA and civilisation far beyond the con®nes of Earth.
To work towards such lofty goals, I have attempted here to produce a book on
robotic and human space travel that is as up to date as possible. It draws upon my
experience as a Faculty Fellow at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
in Huntsville, AL during the summers of 1999±2001, and subsequent experience as a
NASA grantee and consultant. As well as reviewing recent relevant papers delivered
at international conferences and published in the peer-reviewed literature, the second
edition incorporates an Appendix co-authored by two professional colleagues,
Conley Powell and Travis Taylor ± both of these gentlemen serve as senior scientists
at BAE Systems, in Huntsville, AL.
Chapter frontispiece art produced by my wife, C. Bangs, is also included in
the second edition. With the exceptions of the Chapter 6 frontispiece (which was
prepared expressly for this book) and the Chapter 14 frontispiece (which was funded
by NASA contract H-29712D), all of the frontispiece art was funded by NASA
MSFC contract NAG8-1859, during Ms. Bangs' tenure as a 2002 NASA MSFC
Faculty Fellow. The new Chapter 14 describes my NASA-funded collaboration
with Ms. Bangs on holographic message plaques for future interstellar probes. As
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described in the more technical sections on light sailing, holographic ®lms may have
propulsive applications as well.
Although much of the original text has been updated, an eort has been made to
maintain the spirit of the ®rst edition. The book contains sucient mathematical and
technical detail to appeal to the astronautical or astronomical professional. Exercises
are included that might be of use to educators and young engineers. Before you can
invent the ultimate star drive and take o for the Andromeda Nebula, it might be of
value to understand the mathematical reasoning of those who have proceeded you in
this ®eld.
As many have suggested, our continued evolution as a species may require a
holistic recognition of the fact that we are of the same material as the stars, and our
expansion into space may be a reaction to this ± starstu returning to the stars. Quite
possibly, we must leave the Earth in large numbers if we are to preserve her. Are we
in some ways returning home, by going back to our origins, before the Earth was
formed? If we are part stardust and part terrestrial, are we meant to spread the seeds
of Gaia to other planets and other star systems? In order to do this, humanity must
learn to function in the more connected way of a focused organism seeking its
density, recognising that looking outward is in some way our return. A global
eort will be needed to take on the enormous technological, ®nancial and spiritual
challenge of the cosmos. Hopefully, we will rise to the challenge and abandon our
little political, religious and cultural selves in order to claim our large destiny.

Preface to the ®rst edition
In light of a recent paradigm shift at NASA, there can be little doubt that humans or
their robot proxies are heading towards the far reaches of the Solar System and the
Galaxy beyond. A number of books on the subject of interstellar ¯ight are currently
on the market (one of them co-authored by myself).
But this book is designed to be unique in at least several respects. First, I have
attempted to be as up-to-date as possible, drawing upon my experience as a Faculty
Fellow of the NASA Marshall Space¯ight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, where I
contributed to NASA interstellar research during the summers of 1999 and 2000.
Research results presented at recent international conferences in this ®eld are
reviewed, as well as articles in the peer-reviewed literature.
A few years ago it was possible for an individual to be acquainted with all recent
work in interstellar studies; but the ®eld has recently expanded explosively and such
comprehensive insight is no longer possible, and I apologise if I have omitted your
favourite paper or propulsion system.
Because one component of this book's potential audience is the experienced
astronautical or astronomical professional, I have not hesitated to include higher
mathematics in considering the performance of various deep-space propulsion techniques and observational methods. Many exercises dealing with the equations are
also included. It is hoped that engineering or physics professors might use these as
teaching aids, and undergraduate physical science or engineering students interested
in participating in deep-space exploration might also investigate them. Before you
can invent the ultimate star drive, you might ®nd value in gaining mathematical
facility with previously suggested ideas.
As many others have suggested, our continued evolution as a species may
require a holistic recognition that we are of the same material as the stars, and
our expansion into space may be an unconscious reaction to this ± starstu
returning to the stars. Quite possibly we must leave the Earth in large numbers if
we are to perserve her. Are we in some ways returning home, by going back to the
origins of our past, before the Earth was formed? If we are part stardust, part
terrestrial, are we meant to spread the seeds of Gaia to other planets and other
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star-systems? In order to do this we must function in the more connected way of a
focused organism seeking it's destiny, recognising that going outward is in some way
our return? A global eort will be needed to take on this enormous technological and
spiritual challenge, and we may well abandon our little political, religious, cultural
selves in order to claim our larger destiny.
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Introduction: The new realms of space

The whole world? The whole Universe? Overhead, obscurity unveiled a star. One tremulous arrow of light, projected how many thousands of years ago, now stung my nerves
with vision, and my heart with fear. For in such a Universe as this what signi®cance
could there be in our fortuitous, our frail, our evanescent community?
Olaf Stapledon, Star Maker (1937, 1968)

To H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, Olaf Stapledon and the other early masters of science
®ction, the Universe was a place of wonder, majesty and in®nite possibilities. Human
desires and motivations seemed dwarfed to insigni®cance by the sheer scale of
Creation.
Today, with a few decades of space exploration under our collective belts, many
people take a somewhat dierent approach. Yes, the cosmos is huge and our Earth is
small, and an individual human lifespan is as nothing when compared with the
billion-year evolutionary time frames needed to understand the life of a star or a
galaxy.
But we have walked on the Moon, and our probes have landed on four
neighbouring worlds and orbited or ¯own by others. In fact, four tiny emissaries
of humanity have left the realm of the planets and will drift between the stars for
near-eternities of time.
Humans are children of the Universe, with as much right to exist as anything or
anyone else. As described by Lewis (1996), there are untold riches in space, and we
can ®nd them. Minerals and isotopes from the Moon, asteroids or comets might
revolutionise our lives in centuries to come. Strange lifeforms beneath the dry soil of
Mars and the frozen oceans of Jupiter's moon Europa may forever alter the way we
relate to the Universe or other species. One day we will almost certainly encounter
our equals or superiors in the vast realm of Galactic space.
But before we can grab for these riches in marvellous spacecraft that future
generations may construct, we must conjecture and design what Calder (1978)
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referred to as `spaceships of the mind'. That is the function of this book ± to acquaint
would-be designers of deep-space ships with the techniques of their craft and
accomplishments of their predecessors. But before we can consider our ®rst
`mental spaceships', we must have a reasonable picture of the scale of that
immense new theatre for human activity: the cosmos.
THE SCALE OF SPACE
It is very easy to become daunted by the distances between the planets, let alone the
enormously greater distances between the stars. Perhaps a good ®rst step is to
consider distances to our nearest celestial neighbours and relate them to common
human concepts of space and time.
Consider ®rst our lovely and clement planet Earth, which is a convenient
starting point for our cosmic voyage. The equatorial radius of our nearly spherical
planet is about 6,400 km. We have sailed around our planet's 40,000-km circumference in about three years, and circled it by balloon in less than a month.
The fastest operational commercial airliner ± the Anglo±French Concord(e) ±
could cruise at about 2,000 km hr 1 . Since such supersonic airliners must stop for
refuelling every few hours, a Concorde would require rather more than one day to
circumnavigate the world.
But we can of course do better than this. If we leave Cape Canaveral on board a
Space Shuttle, we will be injected into low Earth orbit (LEO) with a velocity of about
8 km s 1 . Spacecraft in LEO require about 90 minutes to complete one orbit and
circumnavigate the globe.
Our nearest celestial neighbour ± our planet's one natural satellite, the Moon ±
has a radius of about 1,700 km and a mass 1/81 that of the Earth. The Moon requires
about 29 days to orbit the Earth in an elliptical path at an average distance of about
380,000 km, or 30 Earth diameters.
If we add another propulsive stage to our LEO spacecraft, we can leave Earth
orbit at about 11 km s 1 on the track pioneered by the Apollo astronauts. If
directed towards the Moon, such an interplanetary craft slows as it climbs
higher from LEO. The ship's kinetic energy is traded for potential energy.
Current-technology spacecraft require a few days to reach the Moon, and about
a week for a round trip.
The nearest planet to Earth is Venus, which is sunward of our planet. At their
closest to each other, Venus and Earth are separated by about 42 million km, but
because of Venus' enormous atmospheric pressure and surface temperature, humans
will not follow our robots to the surface of this forbidding world in the near future.
But if our interplanetary spacecraft passes the Moon and follows a long, looping
`minimum-energy ellipse' to Venus, it will arrive in that planet's vicinity after about
six months.
Mars is more interesting, and is a more suitable target for an early expedition by
humans. With a thin atmosphere, frozen water in its polar caps and possible fossil
life, this planet approaches the Earth to within about 75 million km. Our interpla-
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netary spacecraft can depart LEO and reach the environs of Mars in about nine
months. Leaving time for the planets to realign and some martian surface rest and
recuperation for the crew, a round-trip expedition to Mars using current technology
will have a duration of about three years. During the 16th century, Magellan's crew
sailed around the Earth in about three years.
Since Mars is about the limit for human expeditions using current technology,
our hypothetical Mars expedition might be an appropriate place to introduce a
new distance unit: the Astronomical Unit (AU). An AU is about equal to
150 million km ± the average separation between the Sun and the Earth. The
average distance of Mars from the sun is 1.52 AU.
A photon of light emitted from our Sun's surface and travelling at
300,000 km s 1 takes about eight minutes to reach the Earth, and an additional
four minutes to reach Mars. Our spacecraft on its nine-month one-way journey to
Mars no longer seems so fast.
Exercise I.1. Imagine a spacecraft capable of moving in a straight line between
planets at 10 km s 1 . Estimate the minimum one-way travel time for the craft
to reach Venus or Mars, starting from Earth, not including the time required
for acceleration and deceleration.
Beyond Mars we ®rst ®nd the orbits of most asteroids ± those rocky, mountainsized remnants of early Solar System formation. Then we come to the realm of the
giant planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Neptune's average distance
from the Sun is about 30 AU. The last of the known Solar System worlds, tiny
Pluto, orbits the Sun every 250 years in an eccentric orbit with an average
distance from the Sun of 39.4 AU.
But planets and asteroids are not the entire story. Beyond the farthest planet and
extending tens of thousands of Astronomical Units into space is the home of those
celestial icebergs we call comets. In the vastness of extraplanetary space, even the
150-million km AU becomes in®nitesimal.
The fastest craft launched by humans is Voyager 1, which used a gravity assist
manoeuvre at Jupiter to leave the Solar System at about 3.5 AU per year (about
17 km s 1 ). The nearest stellar neighbour to our Sun, the triple star a/Proxima
Centauri, is about 270,000 AU from the Sun. If Voyager were vectored on that
star (which it is not) that intrepid robot would pass through the a Centauri
system in approximately 77,000 years. But light traverses about 60,000 AU per
year. A photon emitted by our Sun reaches a Centauri in about 4.3 years, and the
star system is therefore 4.3 light years from the Sun.
Even the light year pales as we move far into interstellar space. Our Milky Way
Galaxy contains a few hundred billion stars, and is about 100,000 light years in
diameter. Neighbouring galaxies are separated by hundreds of thousands or
millions of light years. The Universe, which contains billions of galaxies, is
perhaps 20 billion light years across.
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Exercise I.2. Calculate the diameter of the Milky Way Galaxy and the breadth
of the entire Universe in Astronomical Units.
These huge universal distances need not concern us now, as for a very long time
to come, a radius of 10 or 12 light years from the Sun will be the limit of human
exploration. If we can learn to cross these still-enormous distances in timescales of
decades or centuries instead of millennia, many solar systems will open for us, even
in this tiny fragment of universal immensity.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Calder, N., Spaceships of the Mind, Viking, NY (1978).
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Motivations for deep-space travel

If man goes down I do not believe that he will ever again have the resources or the
strength to defend the sun¯ower forest and simultaneously to follow the beckoning road
across the star ®elds. It is now or never for both, and the price is very high.
Loren Eisley, The Invisible Pyramid (1970)

When one tries to predict the future of space ¯ight, we are faced with the same
dilemma experienced by visionaries in all ®elds. In order to model what humans
may (or may not) do at some point in the indeterminate future, we must examine
what it is that makes humans move along certain paths. Always uncertain, such
`futurology' is even more dicult today as human civilisation seems poised on the
threshold of a transformation from independent nation states to a global entity.
What might encourage this emerging global entity to expand its realm of operations
from the friendly, solar-heated spaces near the Earth to the alien, frigid void beyond
the planets and between the stars?
Many authors have considered this question in works of ®ction and fact. Some
suggest that the answer is to be found in history. Almost 3,000 years ago, the lonian
descendents of the Minoan/Mycenean Bronze Age civilisation, centred in the
Aegean, began to expand beyond the eastern shores of that sea into the wild
steppes of modern-day Russia. Before 600 BC, one lonian city alone (Miletus) had
established more than 60 colonies along the shores of the Black Sea. During the same
era, other Dorian Greek cities were colonising Sicily and southern Italy, founding
cities that became the nuclei of modern-day Syracuse and Naples.
At about the same time, the Polynesians were beginning their epic saga of
colonisation among the wide-¯ung Paci®c islands. These people crossed a much
greater expanse of ocean than did their Greek contempories and, incredibly, they
accomplished this exploration without the advantage of literacy. Instead of written
sailing instructions, Polynesian navigators crossed the watery void with the aid of
epic poems that informed them about star positions and wind direction.
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Can these terrestrial sociological models and others serve us in predicting the
future of space travel? Probably not, unfortunately. No matter how much modern
humans may wish to escape their overcrowded world in the manner of our ancient
forebears migrating from overcrowded islands and city states, we are frustrated by
the fact that the nearest Earth-like worlds are many trillion kilometres distant. Nonrobotic space explorers and colonisers must therefore take a little of Earth along,
simply in order to survive. The duration of voyages to such oases in space will be
measured in centuries, and the cost of even a modest venture to another star will
approximate the current US Gross National Product. Interstellar (or even interplanetary) colonisation seems destined never to play a role in resettling Earth's destitute
billions or relieving the world population crunch. Only in that most distant future
when an aging, swelling Sun promises to swallow Earth and the rest of the inner
Solar System will there be sucient incentive for interstellar colonisation by a
signi®cant fraction of the terrestrial population.
If interstellar colonisation cannot serve as a near-term driver to propel us into
the void, what about exploration? We all know about the Golden Age of Exploration and similar eras, when curiosity propelled humans far from their native lands.
And we all realise that the possibility of life on Mars (albeit extinct and primitive)
might be the spark that ignites an era of human missions to the Red Planet during
the 21st century. Perhaps the desire to explore the biological possibilities of distant
comets might be sucient to propel human-occupied ships to the outer fringes of the
Solar System and beyond.
Sadly, however, advancing technology reveals that interstellar exploration by
humans may also not soon emerge from the science ®ction epic. Why send a human
crew on a voyage that might consume decades or centuries if we can gain the same
information from a much less massive robot that is more reliable and tolerant to
loneliness than a human, and not as prone to boredom? The very success of robots
such as Voyager 1/2 and Mars Path®nder/Sojourner mitigates against sending
human crews on voyages of exploration far into the void.
If the urges to colonise or explore new lands are not sucient to extend the range
of human activities far beyond the Earth, what then of commerce? Might we mine
the asteroid belt, the moons of Jupiter and the frozen comets of the Oort Cloud for
materials precious to human civilisation? Might trade ships criss-cross the Solar
System in the 22nd century in the same manner that sailing ships circled the globe
in centuries gone by? And might these same ships be the nucleus of a society
adventurous enough to venture beyond the Sun?
Many authors ± beginning in the 1970s with the work of the late Gerard K.
O'Neill ± have now considered the potential role of space resources in the development of a space-faring civilisation based in near-Earth or cis-lunar space.
Although we have just begun to inventory the resources of our Solar System, it
seems apparent that space traders need not venture that far from Earth. Why mine
a main belt asteroid or an even more distant comet when all the resources we will
need for millenia are to be found beneath the lunar surface or among the nearEarth objects (NEOs), those asteroidal and cometary bodies that approach the
Earth closely?
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Therefore, it seems that desires for living space, pure knowledge and commercial
gain may not be sucient motives to justify near-term human exploration far from
the Sun. But one very powerful motive still remains that may ultimately trigger the
expansion of global human civilisation into the extra-planetary realm ± survival.
For many decades, geologist and paleontologists puzzled over the phenomenon
of mass extinction. According to the fossil record, terrestrial biological evolution is
generally a slow and stable process. Lifeforms of disparate classes ± trilobites,
dinosaurs and mammals ± develop slowly, mutate and radiate gradually to ®ll
available ecological niches. But then Mother Nature suddenly and unexpectedly
deals a wild card! Something happens, and happens quickly ± a planet-wide event
that upsets the ecological equilibrium, rendering thousands of species extinct and
oering the opportunity to survivors to `take over the Earth'.
Clues to the nature of these recurrent planetary catastrophes were uncovered in
the 1970s by a father±son research team from the University of California at
Berkeley. Physicist Luis Alvarez and his geologist son Walter investigated a clay
layer at Gubbio in Umbria, Italy, that separates the end of the Cretaceous era, 65
million years ago and the beginning of the Tertiary.
Much to their amazement, the iridium content in the sediments of the
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary was greatly elevated. Follow-up studies by the
Alvarez team and others have indicated that this iridium enhancement is a
worldwide phenomenon.
Iridium is not a common constituent of Earth's crust, but elevated levels of this
element are found in meteorites, the remnants of cosmic asteroidal or cometary
objects that occasionally impact the Earth. Many geologists were won over by the
theory of a cosmic event that ended the reign of the dinosaurs at the termination of
the Cretaceous, but not all were convinced. The evidence was at best circumstantial
until a `smoking gun' was discovered. This was the heavily eroded remains of a large
impact crater in Yucatan, Mexico, that is approximately 65 million years old and
was apparently produced by an object about 10 kilometres in diameter.
Computer models (and Hollywood special eects) have since been used to
predict and simulate the eects of a large asteroidal or cometary impact upon
Earth's ecology. Initial eects include a huge ®reball followed by a hydrogenbomb-like mushroom cloud (without the bomb's radioactivity). Firestorms would
devour all vegetation within hundreds of kilometres of ground zero if the impact
occurred on land. A more probable ocean impact would result in 500-metre high
tsunamis that might cross the planet's oceans at speeds of 1,000 kilometres per hour,
causing vast destruction and coastline modi®cation.
Some have speculated that the force of a large impact might trigger volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes along the fault lines where the Earth's crustal plates
intersect, vastly increasing the devastation. But Earth's ecology might recover relatively quickly if it were not for the `comet winter' eect. Huge quantities of dust
raised by the ®restorms would be carried by stratospheric circulation around the
planet. This aerosol shroud might have an upper atmospheric residence time
measured in years.
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For a few years after a major cosmic impact, summer will be absent over much
or most of the Earth due to the dust-weakened sunlight intensity. Vegetation will
wither and die, followed by the mass death by starvation of the herbivores that feed
on the plants. Carnivores will not survive for long as their food supply dwindles.
Most of the Earth's large animals disappeared with the end of the Creataceous.
Perhaps the early mammals survived because they were very small or perhaps
because they could hibernate until the climate warmed. Much smaller than their
dinosaur cousins and able to ¯y to isolated regions fortuitously protected from the
worst of the devastation, some early birds also survived.
Fortunately for us survivors, terrestrial impacts by objects in the multi-kilometre
size range are infrequent events, occurring at intervals of tens of millions of years.
But impacts by objects up to a few hundred metres in diameter are far more frequent.
We might expect such a `city-killing' asteroid or comet nucleus to strike the Earth
once per century, with an explosive impact roughly equivalent to that of a 20megaton hydrogen bomb.
The most recent such event occurred near Tunguska, a sparsely-inhabited region
of Siberia, in 1908. Loss of life and property damage was minimal, but millions
would have died if the `aim' had been very slightly dierent and the cosmic projectile
had struck Moscow.
The Earth has experienced a number of near misses since the Tunguska event.
We are probably due for another impact before the 21st century is very far advanced.
Because of the growth in human population since 1908 and the consequent spread of
habitation, we cannot expect to be as lucky next time.
But there is one major dierence between the modern world and that of 1908 or
our Cretaceous era predecessors. For the very ®rst time, a terrestrial species has
evolved that is capable of mapping the smaller bodies of the Solar System,
exploring them and diverting those that threaten the Earth. The desire to protect
the Earth from nearby objects that threaten all humanity may prompt us to become
an interplanetary civilisation. A true interstellar capability may develop as our global
civilisation examines those small bodies on the fringes of the Solar System that feed
the population of NEOs.
1.1

AN INVENTORY OF NEOs

Only a tiny fraction of NEOs have been detected, let alone studied in depth. John
Remo has recently estimated that there are about 20 NEOs in excess of 5 km in
diameter, roughly 400 in the 2-km range, 2,000 in the 1-km range, and about 6,000
with a diameter of around 0.5 km. He estimates that there are about 100,000 NEOs
in the 0.1-km range.
The impact on the Earth of a 5-km sized NEO would create a global mass
extinction such as the one that doomed the dinosaurs. Much more frequent
Tunguska-sized events, equivalent in destructive power to a large hydrogen bomb,
result from the impact of NEOs in the 0.1-km size range.
In his 1998 paper in the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, Gregory
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Figure 1.1. Cumulative percentage of known NEOs with orbital eccentricities and inclinations
less than the values indicated.

Matlo evaluates Planetary Society data from NEO News to investigate the source
of the known NEO population fraction for which reasonably accurate orbits have
been computed. As shown in Figure 1.1, more than half the known NEOs have
eccentricities in excess of 0.55, and about 30% have inclinations in excess of 30 .
Roughly 50% of known NEOs are in more elliptical orbits than most main belt
asteroids; about 30% are in orbits more inclined to the ecliptic than are most main
belt asteroids. We may reasonably conclude, therefore, that the NEO population is
of both cometary and asteroidal origin.
If the Earth is threatened by the impending impact of a NEO of asteroidal
origin, the best defence might be the launch of specially modi®ed ballistic missiles.
After rendezvousing with the oending object (hopefully in deep space beyond the
orbit of the Moon), the missiles would be directed to ignite their nuclear warheads.
Hopefully, the multiple nuclear detonations would be sucient to nudge the NEO
slightly from its previous path, thereby converting a bullseye impact on the Earth
into a near miss.
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However, if the approaching NEO is a dark extinct comet nucleus, nuclear
detonations might not be eective. Instead, in the manner of Comet Shoemaker±
Levy 9 that impacted Jupiter in 1994, the cometary NEO might be `calved' by the
nuclear detonations into many radioactive fragments, each on an Earth-intercepting
trajectory. Much gentler solar sail techniques might be necessary to gradually alter
the trajectory of the oending NEO over the course of several decades.
To protect the Earth from approaching NEOs, we must very accurately
determine the orbits of these objects and perhaps visit some of them to determine
their properties including composition and tensile strength. But since members of the
NEO population have a dynamical lifetime much smaller than the lifetime of the
Solar System, according to Williams (1998), a terrestrial civilization truly intent
upon protecting the Earth must investigate the origins of the NEOs and perhaps
de¯ect celestial bodies before they join this population.

1.2

CONSIDERING NEO ORIGINS

We may expect that most asteroids will long remain in their stable region between
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. But Wisdom (1982) demonstrated, some asteroids
approaching Jupiter might have their orbital eccentricities altered by the giant
planet. Close encounters between an asteroid and Mars might further alter the
objects trajectory, causing it to become a NEO. More recent work by Belbruno
and Marsden (1997) has demonstrated that comets passing near Jupiter can also
be perturbed to join the NEO population. (We expect that close encounters between
comets and other giant planets might also feed objects into the NEO population.) As
discussed by Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan, perturbations to the Oort Cloud (a region
of thousands of millions of comets extending a light year or more from the Sun) by a
passing star could conceiveably de¯ect thousands of comets into the inner Solar
System.
But the Solar System is a vast place. One might think that this very vastness
might protect the Earth from a cometary or asteroidal object that has been de¯ected
towards the Earth.
To investigate this supposition, we follow the logic of Matlo and Parks (1988).
Consider an object moving towards the Sun in a parabolic orbit with a velocity Vpara .
The mass of the Sun is Msun , and the coordinate system is directed positive outward
from the Sun. Applying elementary kinematics, the object's velocity towards the Sun
can be estimated from:
1=2
1:1
Vpara  1:4 GMsun  1=2 R cent
where G is the gravitational constant and Rcent is the object's distance from the Sun's
centre.
If the orbital perturbation occurs at time t  0 when the object is Rinit from the
Sun's centre and the object is Rfin from the Sun's centre at time t, the substitution
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Vpara  dRcent =dt can be used to integrate equation (1.1):
Rfin
Rinit

1=2

R cent dRcent 

1:4 GMsun  1=2

t
0

dt

1:2

If it is assumed that Rinit  Rfin , that MKS (metre, kilogram, second) values are used
for G, and that Msun is inserted (see Appendix), and we substitute for the number of
metres in an Astronomical Units (AU) and the number of seconds in a year, we
obtain the time in years required for the object to fall to the inner Solar System from
an initial position of Rinit; au Astronomical Units from the Sun:
3=2

Tyear  0:077R init; au

1:3

A comet or asteroid de¯ected into a parabolic orbit by Jupiter at 5.2 AU from the
Sun requires less than a year to reach the inner Solar System. Therefore, warning
time for a planetary catastrophe might be small indeed!
Exercise 1.1. Validate all steps in the derivation of equation (1.3). Then
estimate the times for comets de¯ected by Saturn, Uranus or Neptune into
parabolic solar orbits to reach the inner Solar System.

1.3

THE DIFFICULTY OF TELESCOPIC EXPLORATION OF NEOs
NEAR THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN

As an alternative to robotic or human occupied exploratory missions to NEOs
near their point of origin, we might consider remote exploration using terrestrial
or Earth-orbiting telescopes. This is very dicult, as revealed by the following
calculation.
Since the amount of solar energy reaching the Earth per second per unit area
(the solar constant) is about 1,400 W m 2 , the solar energy per second per square
metre reaching a celestial object Rau from the Sun is about 1,400 R au2 . If the object is
spherical and has a fractional re¯ectivity of REF and radius of RAD metres, the
amount of solar energy re¯ected from the object is (REF) (RAD 2 ) 1,400 R au2 . If
the object is a hemispherically symmetric isotropic re¯ector and it is Re;au from the
Earth, the re¯ected light energy per second from the object entering a near-Earth
telescope of radius Rtele metres is calculated as:
"
#2
RAD Rtele 
W
1:4
Wtele  700 REF
1:5  10 11 Rau Re; au
The factor 1.5  10 11 results from the conversion of Astronomical Units to metres.
The telescope/celestial-object geometry assumed in the derivation of equation (1.4) is
summarised in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. Geometry for remote viewing of a small celestial object of re¯ectivity REF.

From equation (1.4) we estimate the light energy per second entering a 10-m
aperture telescope situated on or near the Earth from a 10% re¯ective, 1-km radius
celestial body situated 5 AU from both the Sun and telescope as 1:57  10 15 W. If
the 10-m telescope is located outside the Earth's atmosphere ± allowing extinction
eects to be ignored ± the re¯ected solar energy from the celestial object reaching
each square metre of the telescope per second (also called the received ¯ux, frec ) is
5:00  10 18 W m 2 .

Exercise 1.2. Validate the derivation of equation (1.4). Calculate Wtele and frec
for a number of telescope sizes, distance values, celestial object sizes and
re¯ectivities.

From equation (3.1.13) of Kitchen (1991), it is possible to relate the sensor
independent (or bolometric) apparent magnitude mbol of any celestial object
observed above the Earth's atmosphere to the received ¯ux:
frec  2:5  10

8

 10

0:4mbol

Wm

2

1:5

Substitution in equation (1.5) reveals that the apparent bolometric extraatmospheric magnitude of our hypothetical object from which a ¯ux of
5:00  10 18 W m 2 is received is about 24.
Although challenging, detection of 24th magnitude objects is routinely accomplished by instruments such as the Hubble Space Telescope. But the problem of
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telescopically resolving ®ne details on the surface of a small, distant object is another
matter.
The angle  subtended by our hypothetical small celestial object is equal to
(2RAD=Re;au =1:5  10 11 ) radians. Applying the standard form of Rayleigh's
Criterion (as expressed in Chapter 1 of Kitchen (1991)).


2RAD
1:22

11
2Rtele
Re;au  1:5  10

1:6

where  is the wavelength of the light received by the telescope from the celestial
object ± the object in question subtends about 2:7  10 9 radians, or approximately
0.000 5 arcsec. Assuming 0.5-mm wavelength yellow light, a telescope aperture radius
of approximately 100 m is required to resolve the celestial object in question. A
space-based interferometer seems to be required, as opposed to a single-mirror
telescope.

1.4

ROBOTIC EXPLORATION OPTIONS

As an alternative to telescopic observation from the vicinity of the Earth, our future
space-faring civilisation may desire to explore distant objects of cometary or asteroidal origin using robotic probes. Such probes must be very intelligent and highly
autonomous because of the communication time delay caused by the speed of light
limitation. At a 5-AU separation the trip time for a radio signal to the spacecraft is
about 40 minutes.
Another issue impacting the design of deep-space probes is reliability. Since
repair facilities may be billions or trillions of kilometres distant, deep-space robots
must be exceedingly reliable and have at least a limited self-repair capability.
Keeping track of a small robot in the vastness of the outer Solar System or
beyond is also a signi®cant challenge. Commitment over periods of decades by a
large radio telescope such as the 300-m dish in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, will be
necessary to track and communicate with the distant probe.
As described by Jae et al. (1980) in their NASA Jet Propulsion Lab design
study of a probe to 1,000 AU from the Sun, probe power limitations will severely
limit data transmission rates as the probe's distance increases. Since terrestrial
technology will continue to advance during the probe's decades long mission,
probe communication coordinators may soon feel that they are dealing with a
quirky, distant antique rather than a ship of exploration. Perhaps far-future deepspace probes could evolve in ¯ight to keep partial pace with progress at home.
One alternative to super-intelligent, autonomous miniaturised probes might be
the location of a command centre on board a manned spacecraft located within a few
hundred thousand kilometres of the object being explored. Robotic probes deployed
by the larger craft could be under direct control as they explore the surface of the
small celestial body under investigation.
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DIRECTED PANSPERMIA

This possible motivation for robotic deep-space missions is technically feasible,
although ethically disturbing. Our technology has evolved to the point at which
we could launch robotic interstellar spacecraft on very long-duration missions.
Requiring tens of thousand or hundreds of thousands of years to reach a neighbouring young star or more distant star-forming region, such craft could carry nanopayloads of freeze-dried genetically-adapted micro-organisms. For a surprisingly low
cost, terrestrial life could spread its DNA throughout the Universe.
The technology for such directed panspermia missions is nearly at hand. Acceleration of the tiny (micro-gram mass) panspermia capsules could be accomplished by
current technology solar-photon sails no more than a metre in diameter. Deceleration near a young star would utilise the solar-photon sail as a deceleration
mechanism; deceleration in star-forming nebulae would be accomplished by
matter drag.
As well as describing the physical and biological technology of panspermia
missions, Mautner (1996) has touched on the ethical considerations. A technological
civilization threatened with extinction might elect to seed its nearest celestial neighbours so that the life of its planet can outlive the launching civilization and possibly
its planet as well. But individuals may reasonably oppose panspermia because it
randomly spreads life through the Universe, and the revived micro-organisms
might destroy or severely modify young, naturally evolving ecosystems in the
environments encountered.
Because of the rapid advance in terrestrial biotechnology and the near-term
feasibility of solar sails capable of launching payloads on extra-solar trajectories,
panspermia ethics is not a subject for the distant future. Unless international
agencies debate the advisibility and desirability of spreading terrestrial DNA
throughout the Universe, even such groups as foundations or small universities
may unilaterally begin the process of directed panspermia in the early decades of
the 21st century.

1.6
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2
The realms of space

Before brave explorers sail the seas in search of new and exotic lands, they ought ®rst to
prepare themselves by surveying their own country. Its properties may reappear elsewhere and help them make sense of new discoveries. One's native land might have hills
and valleys, forests and deserts, rivers and lakes ± features that a foreign land might also
possess. Whether at home or abroad, these features would probably obey the same basic
laws.
Ken Croswell, Planet Quest (1955)

Before humans commit either their robot emissaries or themselves to voyages deep
into the abyss, it is worthwhile for them to review what is known about their home
Solar System. Even though each set of stellar worlds we encounter will be unique and
individual in some respects, the same laws apply throughout the cosmos. What we
know of the Sun's retinue of worlds, satellites, asteroids, comets, ®elds and particles
can serve as a model for what we encounter orbiting other stars.

2.1

THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS

Current thinking regarding the origin of our Solar System is outlined in many
astronomy texts (see e.g., Chaisson and McMillan, 1996). All evidence supports
the hypothesis that solar system formation is a natural consequence of star
formation. Even before the recent observational discoveries of extra-solar
planetary systems, astronomers were convinced that planetary systems are far
from uncommon.
About 5,000 million years ago, a cool, rotating gas and dust cloud or nebula
®lled our region of the Milky Way. Mostly hydrogen and helium with a small
proportion of more massive elements and carbon dust particles, this nebula must
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have had dimensions measured in fractions of a light year and hydrogen atom
densities in the neighbourhood of 1,000 per cubic centimetre.
This primeval nebula may have existed for ages, and it may still have been
present today if a nearby stellar catastrophe had not triggered star formation in
its interior.
Perhaps within it, or perhaps within a few light years of the primeval nebula, a
massive star formed. Such stars evolve rapidly, moving away from the stable,
hydrogen-burning main sequence after a period of millions of years. As it aged,
the massive star expanded to become a supergiant that would engulf the orbit of
Mars if it replaced the Sun. Having exhausted its hydrogen fuel, the massive star
consumed helium, carbon and heavier elements as it converted more and more of its
material to energy and heavy elements that sank as an inert ash to its core. For
millions of years, the radiation pressure of the star's self-generated photons balanced
gravity and kept it from collapsing.
Finally, the fuel was gone and the huge star began to collapse. Temperatures and
pressures rose in the inert core as the outer layers fell inward. A whole new series of
thermonuclear reactions suddenly became possible in the core, and the star
rebounded in an enormous explosion.
In the twinkling of an eye, a mass equal to thousands of Earths was converted
into energy as the nuclear furnace of the dying star consumed elements as massive as
iron, to produce all elements in the periodic table up to and including uranium. For a
brief time, before it faded to oblivion, the light emitted by the supernova might have
challenged the combined luminous output of all stars in the Galaxy.
The nebula would have experienced this stellar death in two ways. First,
streamers of heavy elements produced by the supernova would have `doped' the
nebula with elements as massive as uranium. Second, the expanding gases ± previously part of the supergiant's outer layers ± would turbulently mix with the
substance of the nebula.
Exercise 2.1. Consider an uncollapsed spherical interstellar cloud with an
initial density of 10 8 hydrogen atoms per cubic metre (Butler et al., 1978).
Show that the cloud's radius is  10 13 km (about 1 light year) if it has the
Sun's mass (2  10 30 kg).
Turbulent eddies would have rotated throughout the primeval nebula, perhaps
resembling slow-motion whirlpools. According to Heiles (1976), a portion of an
interstellar cloud will collapse to a ¯attened disc resembling the primeval Solar
System if centrifugal acceleration at its edge is larger than, or about equal to,
gravitational acceleration:
! 2cloud Rcloud 

GMcloud
R 2cloud

2:1

where !cloud is the cloud portion angular velocity, Rcloud is cloud portion radius,
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Mcloud is cloud portion mass and G is the gravitational constant. As the cloudportion collapses to form the disc of an infant solar system, angular momentum
(per mass) !cloud R 2cloud is conserved. Initial cloud-portion angular momentum is
transferred to rotation of the protostar and rotation/revolution of the protoplanets.
Conservation of angular momentum is why most Solar System planets rotate around
their axis in the same direction as they revolve around the Sun.
Exercise 2.2. To demonstrate the eect of angular momentum transfer from
protostars to protoplanets, consider that the cloud in Exercise 2.1 collapses to
form a Sun-like star with a radius 7  10 5 km that does not transfer its angular
momentum to its planetary system. Assume that the uncollapsed cloud's rotational velocity is 0.5 km s 1 (about equal to its internal velocity dispersion of
0.5±1 km s 1 (Larson, 1973)). First equate cloud and protostar angular
momenta using !cloud R 2cloud  !protostar R 2protostar . Then calculate the protostar's
rotational velocity (vrotate ) using !protostar  vrotate =Rprotostar . Compare this protostar's rotational velocity with that of the Sun, which can be calculated by
dividing the Sun's circumference by its rotational period (about 30 days). What
a dierence a planetary system makes in a star's rotational velocity. The star in
question could not survive unless it transferred most of its angular momentum
to something!
Transfer of an interstellar cloud's angular momentum to protoplanets is not the
only change in the nature of the collapsing cloud. Temperature, pressure and density
build up in the central condensation ± the protostar ± until that object is able to
sustain thermonuclear burning of hydrogen (with helium and energy as the reaction
products) in the region near the infant star's core. Collapse ends as the radiation
pressure of the released energy counterbalances the self-gravitation of the material
collapsing towards the new star's centre.
Emitted radiation and a stellar wind ¯ow from the infant star. These factors
contribute to the evaporation of nebular dust and gas from the inner reaches of the
new solar system. The primeval hydrogen/helium atmospheres of the inner planets
(Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars in the case of our Solar System) would also
evaporate (over a period of thousands to millions of years) under the in¯uence of
the young star's emissions.

2.2

REALMS OF FIRE, WATER AND ICE

As the young star settles down to begin its long career as a stable, main sequence,
hydrogen-burning star, fragments of ice and rock (planetesimals) cruise the inner
Solar System, occasionally impacting the inner planets. Oceans form from these
impacts, as do primeval, non-oxidising atmospheres.
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However, when we survey the inner planets of our Solar System we ®nd a wide
variety of atmospheric environments. Tiny Mercury is a cratered desert, greatly
resembling the Moon. Venus, once thought to be a near-twin of the Earth, bakes
beneath a high-pressure, highly acidic carbon dioxide atmosphere. Dry, frozen Mars
shows tantalising hints of past wet eras when surface life may have been present.
Only our Earth, with its clement oxygen-rich atmosphere and abundant oceans, is a
®tting abode for widespread life.
As we survey any other planetary system for signs of life, the patterns of our own
Solar System can serve as a model. Although planet size, mass, geology and atmosphere play signi®cant roles in determining habitability, the dominant factor is the
radiant ¯ux received by a planet from its primary star. As de®ned by Dole and
Asimov (1964), an ideal region to search for life-bearing worlds around a distant
star is the `ecosphere' ± the region bounded on the inside by the point at which an
Earth-like planet's oceans would boil, and on the outside by the point at which the
oceans would freeze. Widespread life on a planet's surface could exist only in the
intermediate `water' zone, bounded on the inside by a realm of `®re' and on the
outside by a realm of `ice'. Dole has calculated that the inner ecosphere boundary for
a G0 star like the Sun is about 0.9 AU, and the outer boundary is about 1.2 AU. A
brighter F0 star has an ecosphere 1.8±2.6 AU from the star's centre, and the
ecosphere of a dimmer K0 star is 0.60±0.66 AU from the primary star.
Many authors have expanded upon and re®ned Dole's early work on ecosphere
limits. For example, Kasting et al. (1993) more conservatively calculated the Sun's
continuously habitable ecosphere dimensions as 0.95±1.15 AU. Wiegert and Holman
(1997) have argued, using computer simulations, that certain binary stars, including
Centauri (the sun's nearest interstellar neighbour) could have stable planetary
orbits within the ecosphere of both stars.
The ecosphere's boundaries may not be constant over long periods of time.
Hansson (1997) reviews arguments that Mars' surface life may have formed early
in the Solar System's history. Direct robotic probing and eventual manned expeditions during the next few decades should reveal whether fossilised life is present on
that hostile world, or whether martian life has even retreated underground.
Ecospheric boundaries are subject to expansion if we consider non-solar sources
of heat. As reviewed by Chapman (1999), observations from the Galileo probe have
revealed that Europa ± a satellite of Jupiter more than 5 AU from the Sun ± may
possess a liquid water ocean with greater volume than that of the Earth. A likely heat
source for this possible abode of life is tidal interactions between Moon-sized Europa
and giant Jupiter.
A small minority of bioastronomers have argued that life in the Universe
is absolutely ubiquitous. According to Wickramsinghe et al. (1997) exobiologists should even consider interstellar clouds and comets as possible abodes
of bacterial life. Davies et al. (1985) present the `majority-view' counter-argument
to this thesis.
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SOLAR RADIANT FLUX AND PLANET EFFECTIVE
TEMPERATURE

To estimate a planet's potential habitability, the ®rst step is to determine the planet's
eective (black-body) temperature, due to the radiant ¯ux from the planet's star
incident upon the planet and absorbed. In this calculation, we follow the
reasoning of Brandt and Hodge (1964).
The solar ¯ux incident upon a surface normal to the Sun ± the solar constant ± is
de®ned as:
Sc 

1; 400
Wm
R 2au

2

2:2

where Rau is the distance to the Sun, in Astronomical Units. The factor `1,400' in
equation (2.2) will vary with the primary star's spectral class. According to Dole
(1964), this factor should be replaced by 6,240, 2,900, 735, 395, 200 or 83 if the G0class Sun were respectively replaced by an F0, F5, G5, K0, K5 or M0 main-sequence
star.
The amount of radiant energy per second absorbed by a near-spherical planet
with a radius of Rplanet metres is expressed as:
Pplanet; absorbed  1

BASc R 2planet W

2:3

where BA is the Bond albedo of the planet (the amount of light re¯ected in all
directions/amount of light incident on planet). The last term in equation (2.3),
Rplanet 2 , is the planet's cross-sectional area. The Bond albedos of the Earth and
other major planets in our Solar System are listed in Goody and Walker (1972) and
in many other sources, and are reproduced in Table 2.1.
Because the planet is a spherical object, the radiant ¯ux emitted by the planet
can be expressed as
Wplanet;emit  1

BA

Sc
Wm
4

2

2:4

Next, by applying the Stefan±Boltzmann law, the planet's black-body or eective
Table 2.1. Solar System planet Bond albedos.
From Goody and Walker (1972).

Terrestrial planets

Albedo

Jovian planets

Albedo

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars

0.06
0.71
0.33
0.17

Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

0.73
0.76
0.93
0.84
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temperature can be expressed as:
"
Teff 

1

BA
Sc
4

1=4

Kelvin K

2:5

where  is the Stefan±Boltzmann constant (5.67  10 8 W m 2 K 4 ).
If we next substitute into equation (2.5) the value of Bond albedo for the Earth
from Table 2.1, the de®nition of the solar constant from equation (2.2) for the Earth
at 1 AU from the Sun and the numerical value of , we estimate the value of Earth's
eective temperature as 253 K.

Exercise 2.3. Calculate the eective temperatures for Venus (at 0.72 AU from
the Sun) and Mars (at 1.52 AU from the Sun). Then repeat these calculations to
determine what would happen to eective planet temperatures if the Sun were
replaced with an F5, G5 or K0 star.

Note that the Earth's eective or black-body temperature is well below the
freezing point of water (273 K). The fact that the Earth has liquid oceans at all
has a great deal to do with the planet's atmosphere, as discussed below.

2.4

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL DEPTH

Planetary temperatures as calculated above are increased by the radiant absorption
eects of planetary atmospheres. Radiant absorption in a planet's atmosphere is
characterised by the optical thickness (OT). According to Kondratyev (1969), OT
for any wavelength of light at a level z in a planet's atmosphere is the integral over
optical path length between z and in®nity of the product of atmospheric attenuation
coecient for that wavelength and the air density.
From Jastrow and Rasool (1965), a planet's surface temperature is related to
its atmospheric infrared OT and the eective black-body temperature by:
1=4

3
Teff K
2:6
Tsurface  1  OTir
4
Jastrow and Rasool list the infrared optical thickness as 0, 55.4, 1.4, 0.6 and 4.3 for
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars and Jupiter. Substituting equation (1.4) for Earth's
infrared OT and our previously calculated eective black-body temperature of 253 K
into equation (2.6), the Earth's average surface temperature is calculated to be about
300 K.
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Exercise 2.4. Calculate the surface temperature of Venus and Mars using the
results of Exercise 2.3, the OT presented above and equation (2.6).
Physically, the temperature-increasing eects of a planet's atmosphere is
identical to the Greenhouse Eect. Various infrared-absorbing gases in a planet's
atmosphere (CO2 , H2 O, O3 , CH4 and NOx for the Earth and CO2 for Venus) trap
reradiated infrared radiation from the planet's surface, thereby increasing the atmospheric temperature. The Greenhouse Eect on Venus is due to natural causes. A
portion of global warming on the Earth is due to anthropomorphic eects, particularly CO2 emissions by fossil fuels.

2.5

THE LIFETIME OF A PLANET'S ATMOSPHERE

Nothing is forever ± not even the atmosphere of a large planet. We can crudely
estimate the lifetime of a constituent of a planet's atmosphere following the
arguments of Jastrow and Rasool (1965), conservatively assuming that the interplanetary medium and asteroidal/cometary impacts do not increase that constituent's atmospheric concentration after the planet's formation.
We ®rst de®ne the scale height of the atmosphere in the exosphere (the boundary
between the atmosphere and space):
Hex  10

3

kTex
km
mcon g

2:7

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.381  10 23 Joule/degrees K), Tex is the exospheric temperature in degrees K, mcon is the atmospheric constituent's molecular
mass in kg, and g is the planet's gravitational acceleration in the exosphere in m s 2 .
For the Earth, the exospheric temperature is about 1,500 K. Since the Earth's
exosphere is only a few hundred kilometres above the ground, g  9:8 m s 1 . The
scale height of atomic oxygen (with an atomic mass of 16 and mcon 
16  1:67  10 27  2:67  10 26 kg) is therefore 79 km. For planets other than the
Earth, g  Mplanet G=R 2planet , where Mplanet is the planet's mass, Rplanet is its radius,
and G is the gravitational constant.
Exospheric temperatures are estimated by Jastrow and Rasool (1965) for planets
other than the Earth. For Venus, Mars and Jupiter, Tex is respectively about 2,600 K,
1,100 K and 130 K.
Exercise 2.5. Estimate g at the surface of a planet with twice the Earth's mass
and twice the Earth's radius. Then calculate exospheric scale heights for atomic
oxygen and atomic hydrogen (atomic mass of 1) for this planet if
Tex  1; 100 K and 1,500 K.
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From statistical mechanics, Jastrow and Rasool next de®ne the mean thermal
velocity of molecules of the atmospheric constituent in the planet's exosphere:
1=2

2kTex
Vcon;av  2
ms 1
2:8
mcon
The approximate lifetime of the gas constituent in the planet's exosphere is de®ned
next by Jastrow and Rasool as:
4Hex exp Rex =H ex 
s
2:9
tex 
Vcon;av Rex =Hex
where Rex is the planet's exospheric radius.
Exercise 2.6. Earth's exosphere will not escape into space in the near future!
First use equation (2.8) to validate that the mean thermal velocity for exospheric atomic oxygen is about 36 m s 1 . Then substitute Hex  79 km and
Rex  6; 500 km into equation (2.9) to estimate the lifetime of atomic oxygen
in Earth's exosphere as about 6  10 25 year. Then repeat the exercise for atomic
hydrogen.
Equation (2.9) actually underestimates a planetary atmosphere's lifetime,
because most of a planet's atmosphere is below the exosphere. Unpublished corrections to equation (2.9) by Richard Stewart, which are cited by Jastrow and Rasool
(1965), reveal that the lifetime of a planetary atmosphere constituent is typically
about 10 6 times greater than indicated by equation (2.9) for terrestrial planets
Venus, Earth, and Mars.
2.6

COMPARITIVE PLANETOLOGY: AN APPRECIATION OF THE
LIFEZONE

As outlined in Figure 2.1, an understanding of equation (2.9) allows us to appreciate
why some worlds bear life and others do not. A large exospheric temperature results
in a large scale height. Because the exponential factor in the equation is the most
rapidly varying, a high exospheric temperature will result in a more rapid escape of a
planet's atmosphere. If the planet is massive or if we consider very massive atmospheric gases, scale height decreases, the exponential factor rapidly increases and the
atmosphere's lifetime is increased. A gas giant world such as Jupiter or Saturn will
have a large exospheric radius, which rapidly increases the exponential factor and the
atmosphere's lifetime. Consider next a nearly airless world such as the Moon or
Mercury. Since all the planet's minuscule atmosphere is exosphere, the correction
factor that increases atmosphere lifetime in equation (2.9) should not be applied.
To increase the rigour of the preceeding analysis and include worlds such as
Europa, some analytical modi®cation to account for non-solar planetary surface
heating eects is required. This could be accomplished by including an additional
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The ecosphere ± between the boiling and freezing points of water

s  Central star
f  Water freezes on an Earth-like world
b  Water boils on an Earth-like world
eco  ecosphere
(non-solar heat sources may extend the
ecosphere farther into space)

Planet size

Small planets lose
their atmosphere
quickly

Large planets never
lose their primeval
hydrogen±helium
atmosphere

Figure 2.1. Factors in¯uencing a planet's habitability.

temperature increment term in equation (2.6) to account for tidal, tectonic or local
geothermal heating of a planet's surface.
One ®nal aside is presented to further emphasise the power of planetary-atmosphere lifetime calculations. In the early 1990s the author was asked to consult on a
science ®ction novel co-authored by Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin (B. Aldrin and
J. Barnes, Encounter with Tiber, (Warner, NY, 1996)). For plot purposes, the authors
required the existence of Jovian planets orbiting about 1 AU from the two main
Centauri suns. Doubting the long-term lifetime of a hydrogen/helium atmosphere
that close to a Sun-like star, the author applied the arguments leading to equation
(2.9); and much to his surprise, learned that such a close-giants atmosphere is stable
for billions of years. Although these results were never published, they eectively
predicted the discovery later in the decade of `hot Jupiters' orbiting Sun-like stars
(discussed further in Chapter 10).
2.7

BEYOND THE PLANETS: THE REEFS OF SPACE

Although one probe from Earth (Mariner 10) has ¯own by Mercury and a few craft
have visited the outer planets, most of our exploration to date has been within the
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vicinities of Venus, Earth and Mars. As we venture farther from the ecosphere of the
Sun, the environments we encounter become more and more alien. Moving farther
from the Sun, we ®rst come to the giant planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune. With their primeval atmospheres largely intact, these cold and distant
giants might be considered laboratories of the Solar System's early history.
Located mostly between Mars and Jupiter, but with members closer to the Earth
and farther from the Sun, is the class of sub-planetary objects called the asteroids.
Asteroids are present in rocky, stony and carbon-rich varieties, and some have
smaller satellites. Although their origin is far from universally agreed upon, it
seems likely that they are remnants of a failed planet that could not coalesce
because of their proximity to giant Jupiter. Like the major planets, most asteroids
orbit the Sun close to the same plane ± the ecliptic. The study of asteroids is
becoming signi®cant because of the realisation that these objects occasionally
smash into the Earth, with dire consequences.
Between about 30 and 50 AU from the Sun is the Kuiper Belt, a region of frozen
bodies consisting mostly of water, methane and ammonia ices, and with typical sizes
of 100±1,000 km. Although our study of the Kuiper Belt has barely begun, astronomers expect thousands of bodies to inhabit this region. Emma Bakes (2000) of
NASA Ames Research Center has elaborated the scienti®c justi®cations for the
near-term in situ exploration of the Kuiper Belt. The largest known Kuiper Belt
object, the planet Pluto, orbits the Sun in the most eccentric orbit of all the
planets at a mean distance of 39.3 AU from the Sun. Pluto's orbit is inclined 17.2
to the ecliptic ± more than any other Solar System planet. Accompanied by its giant
satellite Charon, Pluto is a tempting target for early 21st century space mission
planners.
Beyond the Kuiper Belt `cometoids' is the realm of the true comets ± the Oort
Cloud. Although comets heat up and exhibit 10 million km tails when they pass close
to the Sun, these Oort Cloud residents spend most of their time as frozen icebergs,
with dimensions of about 10±20 km. With a central rocky nucleus and alternating
layers of (methane, ammonia and water) ice and dust, the trillion or so Oort Cloud
comets spend most of eternity in a spherical halo extending perhaps 100,000 AU
from the Sun. Comets might be directed Sunward by the in¯uence of a passing star,
or perhaps by repeated encounters with the gravitational ®elds of the giant planets.
The eects of comet impacts were highlighted in 1994, when Comet Shoemaker±
Levy 9 broke into about 20 fragments after capture by Jupiter's gravitational ®eld.
After these kilometre-sized fragments impacted the planet, scars were long visible in
Jupiter's outer atmosphere. Like asteroids, comets occasionally impact the Earth. A
desire for our long-term survival, as well as a hunger for pure knowledge, will drive
our exploration of these distant objects.
The medium between the planets is home to the rather chaotic solar wind.
Highly variable, with an average density of about 10 atomic nuclei per cubic centimetre and a speed outward from the Sun of a few hundred kilometres per second, the
solar wind begins to encounter the interstellar medium in the heliopause, located
about 100 AU from the Sun. During the 20th century, only the probes Pioneer 10/11
and Voyager 1/2 have been launched with trajectories allowing them to escape the
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heliosphere (`solar' space). When the still-active Voyagers cross the heliopause
boundary in the ®rst decades of the twenty-®rst century, they will become our ®rst
true emissaries to the Galaxy.
2.8
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Tomorrow's targets

'Tis now the very witching time of night, when churchyards yawn,
And hell itself breathes out contagion to this world.
William Shakespeare, Hamlet (c.1602)

As the 21st century dawns, humanity is beginning to recover from its night-fear.
Very soon we will challenge the cold and barren wastes that extend endlessly between
the stars. It may be centuries yet before brave bands of human explorers enter this
forbidding realm; but our robots will proceed us.
Most of us ± scientists and laypeople alike ± think of the space between the stars
as a fairly uniform near-vacuum. But it is helpful for mission planners to divide the
void into a number of separate regions, each with their own challenges and opportunities.
Perhaps the ®rst engineer to develop a classi®cation scheme for the zones of
extra-solar space was Kraft Ehricke, in 1971. According to Ehricke, we can divide
extra-solar space into a number of concentric zones centred on the Sun.
First is the solar magnetosphere, which we might today call the heliosphere. This
is the region in which the motions of plasma streams are de®ned primarily by the
Sun's magnetic ®eld. The heliosphere extends perhaps 100 AU from the Sun. With
Pioneers 10/11 and Voyagers 1/2 (which were ejected from the Solar System using
giant planet gravity assists), humanity has begun the exploration of the outer reaches
of this zone. Perhaps the most interesting objects within the far heliosphere are the
giant cometoids of the Kuiper Belt.
Next is the circumsolar zone, the transition region between interplanetary and
interstellar in¯uences. This region may extend a few thousand AU from the Sun and
contains the Sun's gravity focus of 550 AU and nearer members of the Oort Cloud.
To explore this region within a human lifetime requires Solar System exit velocities
about 10 times greater than those of Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2, and the
development of various advanced propulsion options currently on the drawing
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board ± the nuclear-electric drive, solar sails and the solar-thermal drive. (The
nuclear-electric drive and solar sail are considered in greater detail in the
following chapters. The solar-thermal drive uses focused sunlight to heat hydrogen
propellant to an exhaust velocity greater than 10 km s 1 ± twice that of the Space
Shuttle's main engines. See Salkeld et al. (1978) for an introduction to this propulsion system, and Maise et al. (1999) for its application to early extra-solar probes.)
Robotic exploration of the circumsolar zone might commence within a few decades.
Finally, we come to the solar gravisphere, in which we expect to ®nd distant
members of the Oort Cloud bound gravitationally to the Sun and orbiting our star
every 10,000±100,000 years. This region extends perhaps 60,000 AU (1 light year)
from the Sun. A probe to 10,000 AU in a human lifetime requires another factor of
10 increase in spacecraft velocity. Hyperthin, aerogel or space-manufactured solar
sails and nuclear-pulse propulsion are the best current candidates for missions to the
solar gravisphere. We might sent our ®rst robots towards this zone late in the 21st
century. Since these craft could reach the nearest star system ( Centauri) in about
1,000 years, these late-21st century robots might be considered as humanity's ®rst
true starships.
3.1

THE TAU MISSION: AN EARLY NASA/JPL EXTRA-SOLAR
MISSION STUDY

The ®rst comprehensive study of an early 21st century extra-solar probe concept was
published by L. D. Jae and other members of a NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) study team in 1980. The mission goal for TAU was to propel a scienti®c
payload in the year 2000 on an extra-solar trajectory such that the spacecraft
traversed 1,000 AU during a 50-year ¯ight time. The average velocity of the TAU
probe relative to the Sun would be about 100 km s 1 . About 10,000 years would be
required for the TAU probe to reach the nearest extra-solar star system, if it were
moving in the appropriate direction.
Many propulsive options were considered for TAU. These included direct
launch from Earth; Jupiter gravity assist and powered ¯yby; solar and laser
sailing; solar±electric and laser±electric propulsion; fusion; and antimatter. It was
concluded that in the 2000 AD time-frame, only two propulsive options existed for
the TAU mission: nuclear±electric propulsion (NEP) and the ultralight solar sail
unfurled as close to the Sun as possible.
Primary TAU mission objectives included determination of heliopause and
interstellar medium characteristics, accurate measurements of stellar and galactic
distances using long-baseline astrometry (possibly with two or more TAU probes
moving along dierent trajectories), examination of cosmic rays excluded by the
heliosphere, and determination of large-scale Solar System characteristics from
afar. Secondary mission objectives included close observation of Pluto (if a TAU
probe were directed to pass near that planet), extra-galactic observations and evaluation of the possibilities of observing other solar systems from spacecraft.
Candidate scienti®c instruments for TAU included magnetometers and electric-
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®eld meters, spectrometers and radiometers, radio-astronomy detectors and optical
cameras. Excluding power and propulsion, the estimated mass of the TAU probe
was 1,200 kg. Estimated data transmission rates were in the region of 10 kilobits per
second. Astrometric photographs of distant galactic objects could be transferred to
Earth at the rate of several images per day.
Exercise 3.1. Because of the speed-of-light limitation, an extra-solar or interstellar probe requires a high degree of intelligence and autonomy. Estimate the
time required for a signal radioed from the Earth to reach a probe at 100, 500
and 1,000 AU from the Sun.
Sadly, the TAU study did not lead directly to an extra-solar mission. It does,
however, serve as a valuable baseline study for contemporary extra-solar mission
plans.

3.2

SETISAIL AND ASTROSAIL: PROPOSED PROBES TO THE SUN'S
GRAVITY FOCUS

In the late-1980s, Alenia Spazio ± an aerospace company in Turin, Italy ± proposed
Quasat, an in¯atable Earth-orbiting radio telescope. Although Quasat never ¯ew,
Claudio Maccone (a theoretical physicist associated with Alenia) has coordinated
eorts to investigate extra-solar applications of Quasat in¯atable technology.
Starting in 1992, regular meetings have taken place in northern Italy to further
investigate these ideas.
Rather than particles, ®elds and astrometric measurements, Quasat derived
`focal' probes have been proposed to utilise the Sun's gravity focus at 550 AU for
radio-astronomical purposes. The potential of the Sun's gravity focus for interstellar
observations and communications was ®rst considered by Eshelman (1979), even
though gravity lenses have been understood for decades as a consequence of
general relativity theory, and many have been discovered in intergalactic space.
Figure 3.1 (which is not to scale) schematically presents the focusing of electromagnetic (EM) waves by the Sun's gravitational ®eld. EM waves are emitted by an
(occulted) object on the other side of the Sun from a spacecraft, which is located at
least 550 AU from the Sun. Beyond 550 AU, the EM radiation from the occulted
object is ampli®ed by a factor of about 10 8 . Unlike optical lenses, in which the light
diverges after the focus, the gravity focused radiation remains along the focal axis for
solar separations greater than 550 AU. The `spot radius' (distance from the centre
line of the image at which the image intensity gain falls by a factor of 4) has been
calculated by Eshelman to be about 11 km for a Sun±spacecraft separation of
2,200 AU. As demonstrated by Kraus (1986), the o-axis gain decreases with the
inverse square root of the o-axis distance.
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Axis, Sun±probe separation > 550 AU

Focal line
(extends to infinity)

EM waves from distant
cosmic source on other
side of Sun from spacecraft

Figure 3.1. The Sun as a gravitational lens.

The distance between the Sun and the minimum focal distance of the Sun's
gravitational lens can be calculated using the following simple result from general
relativity:
R2 c2
3:1
DsolarNfocal  sun
4GMsun
where Rsun is the Sun's radius, c is the speed of light, G is the gravitational constant,
and Msun is the Sun's mass.

Exercise 3.2. By substitution into equation (3.1), verify that the distance
between the Sun and the near-focus of the solar gravitational lens is about
550 AU or 3.2 light days.

It should not be assumed that deconvoluting data received from a solar gravity
focus probe will be a simple matter. Because de¯ection is greater for light rays
passing farther from the Sun's centre, the probe will detect a ring of light called
an Einstein Ring from a point cosmic EM source occulted by the Sun. As discussed
by Kaler (1997), extended objects occulted by the Sun observed at the Sun's gravity
focus might produce multiple images like the Einstein Cross which has been detected
for the case of quasers occulting more distant galaxies.
In this analysis of Quasat-derived in¯atable solar sail probes to the Sun's gravitational focus, Matlo (1994) considered a number of options for probe design,
mission and performance. An in¯atable solar sail, as shown in Figure 3.2, consists of
an in¯atable plastic structure and a re¯ective metallic layer facing the Sun. Thrust is
obtained by the radiation pressure of sunlight re¯ected from the re¯ective layer
(as discussed in the Chapters 4 and 7). Waste heat is radiated from the two plastic
layers. It is usually assumed that the mass of the gas required to in¯ate the sail in
negligible.
Spacecraft performance is enhanced by high re¯ectivity, high plastic operating
temperature (which allows a closer approach to the Sun) and low mass for sail and
payload. Matlo's (1994) baseline in¯atable sail had an area of 10,000 m 2 , an
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Probe

Payload
Solar radiation
pressure on sail
Inflatable structure filled with low-density
inflation gas. The side closest to the Sun
is coated with a reflective metallic layer.
Waste heat is radiated from both sail faces.

Figure 3.2. An in¯atable solar sail probe to the Sun's gravity focus.

operating temperature of 488 K, a thickness of 2 mm, a plastic layer speci®c gravity of
0.9, an aluminium re¯ective layer with a thickness of 0.1 mm and a re¯ectivity of 0.9,
and a payload of 10±20 kg. The total mass of the spacecraft, excluding an upper
stage required to escape low-Earth orbit (LEO), is less than 100 kg ± well within the
range of small launch vehicles. The time required to reach the Sun's gravity focus at
550 AU is about 60 years, which could be reduced by Jupiter gravity assist.
If radioactive isotope thermal generators remain environmentally acceptable for
deep-space missions and can be reduced in mass, these represent a possible power
source for focal probes; otherwise, low-thickness, high-eciency solar cells must coat
much of the spacecraft surface, or on-board power must be obtained at the expense
of spacecraft motion through the interstellar magnetic ®eld.
One advantage of a sail powered focal probe with a variable shape is that the sail
could remain unfurled or in¯ated beyond the Sun's near gravity focus to serve as an
EM collecting surface. But the challenges of performing sail recon®guration within a
10±20-kg payload mass budget are formidible.
Many astrophysical targets exist for study by focal probes. These include
globular clusters and external galaxies, the million-solar-mass black hole suspected
of lurking at our Galaxy's centre and recently discovered planets orbiting nearby
stars. Heidmann and Maccone (1994) have suggested that two classes of focal probe
be launched ± one to study objects of astrophysical interest (ASTROsail) and one to
study suspected arti®cial EM signals from other civilisations (SETIsail).
Maccone (1988) has suggested an interesting trajectory option for focal probes
that could increase payload or decrease ¯ight time ± the double Jovian ¯yby. In such
a mission, the spacecraft ®rst visits Jupiter, where the planet's gravity ®eld directs it
towards a perihelion closer to the Sun than Mercury in a parabolic or slightly
hyperbolic orbit. The sail is used at perihlion to accelerate to interstellar velocities
and later redirect the craft towards a second Jupiter ¯yby. Further acceleration is
eected by the second Jupiter gravity assist. This suggested trajectory option
deserves further analysis.
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THE AURORA PROJECT: A SAIL TO THE HELIOPAUSE

Recognising that a focal probe might be a challenging venture for humanity's ®rst
dedicated interstellar spacecraft, some members of the mostly European team
involved with the focal proposal turned their attention to the somewhat less
ambitious Aurora project. A meeting of the International Academy of Astronautics
in Turin, Italy, during June 1996 was largely devoted to the presentation of preliminary Aurora results.
As discussed by Vulpetti (1996), a mass/area ratio for a contemporary solar sail
spacecraft is 0.0015±0.0025 kg m 2 . Proper trajectory design and a close solar pass can
result in a Solar System exit velocity of at least 12 AU/year ± about three times
greater than that of the Voyager probes. The total spacecraft mass, including
payload, structure and ¯at-sheet sail, is about 150 kg.
Mocci (1996) considered the spacecraft±Earth communication link, and
concluded that a mission to 50±100 AU from the Sun is feasible using current
technology communication hardware carried as payload on board the sailcraft. Preliminary structural analysis of this sail to the heliopause was reported by Genta and
Brusa (1996). A thin-®lm 250-m square sail supported by booms and struts constructed using carbon reinforced plastics is a structurally feasible sail layout.
In a paper by Santoli and Scaglione (1996) (further discussed in Chapter 5), an
innovative approach to the reduction of sail areal mass thickness was discussed. A
bilayer sail consisting of an aluminium re¯ective coating attached to a plastic
substrate would be launched from the Earth and unfurled in space. The plastic
substrate would be chosen to evaporate under exposure to solar ultraviolet
radiation. Although innovative, we shall see that this approach may be unnecessary.
3.4

THE NASA INTERSTELLAR INITIATIVE

In response to the interest in interstellar travel expressed by former NASA Administrator Dan Goldin, a serious eort is underway at various NASA centres directed
towards the achievement of an extra-solar/interstellar robotic capability in the 21st
century. The NASA interstellar initiative is a response to Goldin's challenge, and is
described in a number of papers, including Johnson and Leifer's (2000) contribution
to the NASA Interstellar Probe de®nition study.
The ®rst mission would be a sail past the heliopause, to be launched around
2010. This would soon be followed by a craft designed to rendezvous with a Kuiper
Belt object (KBO). Later in the century, true interstellar robots might be directed to
visit destinations in the Oort Cloud, as far as 10,000 AU from the Sun.
3.5

THE NASA HELIOPAUSE SAIL

As reported by Garner et al. (1999), a number of dierent materials have been
considered for the solar sail of the heliopause mission. Most exciting is a high-
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Table 3.1. Properties of a carbon microtruss sail coated with an aluminium re¯ective layer.
Minimum carbon microtruss layer areal mass thickness
Minimum aluminium-re¯ective layer areal mass thickness
Aluminium layer fractional re¯ectivity to sunlight
Carbon microtruss layer emissivity range
Sail material operational temperature range
Sail tensile strength (measured at 300 and 525 K)

2.00  10 4 kg m 2
6.75  10 5 kg m 2
0.9
0.4±0.9
70±2,000 K
2,205 MPa

temperature, thick, strong and porous fabric developed by Energy Science
Laboratories Inc. (ESLI) in San Diego, California. This material ± a carbon microtruss ± consists of a 3-D mesh of interconnected carbon micro®bres. Many properties
of the new material are described by Knowles et al. (1999) of ESLI. Achievable
properties most applicable to solar sail application of the new carbon microtruss
are listed in Table 3.1, with the assumption of a 90% re¯ective aluminium layer
deposited on top of the microtruss. Further research indicated that high mesh
re¯ectivity might render an aluminium re¯ective layer unnecessary.
During his tenure as a 1999 Summer Faculty Fellow at the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama, the author evaluated extrasolar mission possibilities using the ESLI sail material, using analytical techniques
described in Chapter 4. Consider, for example, the case of a 27-kg science payload; a
non-science payload (command, control, propulsion) of 86 kg; and a mass for sail
interface, contingency, and fuel of 119 kg. The total sail mass is 1,063 kg, for a
1-km radius sail constructed from the material described in Table 3.1. If the sail is
fully unfurled at 0.2 AU from the Sun's centre (well within this material's thermal
and tensile capabilities) at the perihelion of an initially parabolic sail orbit, and is
oriented normal to the Sun, it exits the Solar System at about 200 km s 1 .
Such a craft could reach 500 AU from the Sun in about 12 years, and 1,000 AU
in about 24 years. Even a much smaller sail, or an in¯atable constructed using this
material, could explore the heliopause, reach the Sun's gravity focus and accomplish
a TAU mission well within a human lifetime.
3.6

THE NASA KUIPER BELT EXPLORER

As discussed by Morbidelli (1998), the Kuiper Belt consists of tens of thousands of
icy objects larger than 100 km, in eccentric high-inclination orbits 35±45 AU from
the Sun. Ward and Hahn (1998) have pointed out an orbital interaction between
Neptune and the KBOs.
Perhaps such giant planet perturbations converts KBOs into short-period
comets that occasionally collide with the Earth, resulting in mass extinctions of
terrestrial life. Oro and Cosmovici (1997) have recently reviewed the evidence that
cometary impacts seeded the primeval Earth with organic precursors to life.
Although less likely, we cannot completely rule out biospheres within some of the
Solar System's small, icy bodies.
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A valuable deep-space goal for the NASA interstellar initiative is rendezvous
missions with KBOs that deposit experiment packages on their surfaces to measure
geological, chemical and physical properties. Such missions would tell us a great deal
about the origins of terrestrial life, might help us plan Earth defence projects to
de¯ect or destroy future cometary threats, and might also inform us about extraterrestrial life. According to Bake (2000), scienti®c goals of a Kuiper Belt mission
might include the study of the isotopic and elemental composition and size distribution of interplanetary dust grains as a function of distance from the Sun, the
interaction between interplanetary and interstellar dust and a quantitative analysis
of KBO colour variations.
We might consider an undecelerated sail-launched mission that deposits instrument packages encased in penetrator probes; but such probes would constitute
kinetic weapons when impacting a low-tensile strength KBO.

Exercise 3.3. Consider a 10-kg surface-penetrator probe released from a KBO
¯yby probe at a velocity relative to the KBO of 50 km s 1 . Calculate the
penetrator's kinetic energy relative to the KBO at the moment of impact. If
the escape velocity of the KBO is 1 km s 1 , how much material will be blown
o of the KBO if 50% of the penetrator's kinetic energy is converted into
impact-debris kinetic energy.

Although dramatic from a special eects point of view, such an explosive impact
would yield little scienti®c data. Some form of deceleration in the Kuiper Belt seems
to be essential.
A purely solar-propelled KBO probe could only be a ¯yby mission. Matlo
(2001) has proposed a combined sail, gravity assist and chemical-rocket propelled
mission that could eect a rendezvous with a KBO near Neptune. The sail would
launch the payload from Earth to solar excape velocity. During a close approach of
Neptune, the probe would be decelerated using chemical rockets so that it could
rendezvous with a KBO in an orbit similar to that of Neptune. As discussed in the
Appendix, the sail could be used as an aerobrake in Neptune's upper atmosphere
thereby reducing the need for chemical rocket fuel.
However, in order to visit a KBO in an arbitrary location in the Kuiper Belt, or
to return KBO samples to the Earth, some form of nuclear propulsion seems to be
necessary. One approach might be to launch the KBO rendezvous probe from Earth,
apply a Jupiter gravity assist manoeuvre to exit the Solar System at the speed of
Voyager 1 (about 3.5 AU per year relative to the Sun), and decelerate to rendezvous
with the KBO using NEP. Described in the following chapters, the NEP uses energy
released from an on-board nuclear ®ssion reactor to accelerate ionised fuel particles
to exhaust velocities as high as 100 km s 1 .
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Exercise 3.4. A probe is launched from Earth to rendezvous with a KBO at
40 AU from the Sun, at zero velocity relative to the KBO. Estimate the mission
duration for the case of low- and high-energy trans-Jupiter trajectories respectively requiring ®ve and two years, an average post-Jupiter cruise velocity of
3.5 AU per year relative to the Sun, and a one-year deceleration interval.
Even with high-performance NEP engines (such as the design recently suggested
by Lenard and Lipinski (1999)), the mission time for a KBO rendezvous will be
measured in decades. As well as contending with the environmental issues involved
with ¯ying a space quali®ed reactor, mission designers must shield payloads from the
nuclear radiation. While the mass of the heliopause sail will be measured in hundreds
of kilogrammes, the KBO rendezvous probe will almost certainly have a mass of a
few thousand kilogrammes. But because of the scienti®c payo of such a mission and
the desire of many people to ultimately protect the Earth from cometary impacts,
there is a good chance that a KBO rendezvous mission will be ¯own in the ®rst
decades of the 21st century.

3.7

A PROBE TO THE OORT CLOUD

If we take the ESLI carbon microtruss sail material considered for the heliopause sail
to its thermal limits and unfurl the sail at a closer perihelion distance (0.02±0.03 AU)
from the Sun's centre, the craft will be capable of performing a ¯ight to 10,000 AU ±
well within the Oort Cloud ± within a human lifetime. An exploratory mission of the
near-Sun radiation and ®eld environment (such as that suggested by McNutt Jr. et
al. (1995)) is a necessary prelude to true interstellar solar sail missions utilising very
close perihelion passes.
The Oort Cloud probe could be launched after 2020, its design based upon the
results of a near-Sun explorer. Such an advanced solar-sail robot (which would
require about 1,000 years to reach Centauri) might be the best we can achieve
without investing in the space infrastructure necessary to develop laser-pushed sails,
fusion rockets or antimatter propulsion. That is, unless, an unexpected and unpredictable breakthrough occurs to drastically reduce interstellar transit times. The
possibility of such a breakthrough is taken seriously by NASA mission planners,
and is discussed in later chapters.
Although not as dramatic as physics breakthroughs, new sail architectures may
increase our reach into the Oort Cloud. Taylor and Landrum (2001) have considered
one innovative sail architecture that could be used to launch the ultra-thin sail ®lms
required for an Oort Cloud explorer from the Earth rather than manufacturing the
sail in space. Called the `Hoop Sail', the supporting structure is shaped like the rim of
a bicycle wheel with the sail ®lm interior to the hoop. The hoop sail is discussed in
greater detail in the Appendix.
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Space propulsion today

Allons! The inducements shall be greater,
We will sail pathless and wild seas,
We will go where winds blow, waves dash
And the Yankee Clipper speeds by under full sail.
Walt Whitman, Song of the Open Road

Since the dawn of the Space Age, hundreds of humans have entered this strange new
realm in modern-day equivalents of the Yankee Clipper. Twenty-four (three of them
twice) have orbited our Moon or landed upon it and viewed the Earth as a precious
blue-green orb suspended in the inky blackness of the void. Our robot emissaries
have tested the soils of the Moon, Mars and Venus, and have ¯own by all Solar
System planets except frozen Pluto. The robotic exploration of local asteroids and
comets and the satellites of Solar System planets continues, and four small craft ± the
intrepid Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 ± have become humanity's ®rst Galactic
emissaries.
Most of this progress is due to application of an ancient Chinese invention ± the
chemical rocket. Gravity assist ¯ybys of Solar System planets and satellites has also
found application. The ®rst solar-electric (ion drive) propelled rockets have been
tested in space, and experimental solar photon sails have been unfurled in orbit.
Admittedly, projection of existing technologies does not allow the eventual
realisation of science ®ction's dream of rapid space¯ight to stars. However, the
realm of the comets and nearby interstellar space are within reach. And using
projections of current solar photon sail technology, travel to the nearest stars
beyond the Sun may require `only' a millennium-duration journey.
4.1

ROCKET HISTORY AND THEORY

The rocket has existed for a long time. The ®rst reaction device may have been the
tethered, steam-propelled `wooden dove' of Archytas, which was constructed in what
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is now southern Italy, in about 360 BC. In about 50 BC, Hero of Alexandria
constructed his famous steam-powered aeolipile, in which pressurised steam was
vented from a tethered hollow sphere, causing rotation in a manner analogous to
a lawn sprinkler.
But these early models served mainly to demonstrate the action±reaction
principle. The ®rst `operational' ¯ight rockets made their debut in China by about
1040 AD. They were propelled by `black powder', and were applied as crude
®reworks and artillery. Crude rockets launched from crossbows were apparently
used to defeat a Mongolian calvary attack upon Peking in 1230 AD.
Some time during the late Middle Ages, the ®rst attempt at human space¯ight
may have occurred in China. As the legend tells us, a somewhat world-weary ocial
named Wan Hu had two kites and 47 rockets attached to his chair. When his
assistants lit the fuse, Mr Hu and his apparatus vanished in an enormous ¯ash.
Perhaps he became the ®rst human spacefarer; more likely, he was blown to smithereens.
Brought to Europe via Italian merchant adventurers in about 1260 AD, the
rocket concept was combined with an Arabic invention ± gunpowder ± to produce
the ®rst major ®rework displays. In the late eighteenth century, William Congreve, in
England, was experimenting with rockets that would ultimately be used for naval
bombardment and as a life-saving tool.
With the military application of rockets throughout Europe well established
before the nineteenth century, it is surprising that early science ®ction writers such
as H. G. Wells resorted to exotic devices such as `space guns' instead of interplanetary rockets in their classic tales of interplanetary exploration and warfare. The ®rst
serious attempts to develop the rocket principle for space application awaited early
20th century pioneers such as Konstantin Tsiolkovsky in Russia, Herman Oberth in
Germany and Robert Goddard in the USA.
Tsiolkovsky is best known for his theoretical development of rocket mechanics,
Goddard ¯ew the ®rst liquid-fuelled chemical rockets, and Oberth's work culminated
in the V2. The V2 (Vengance 2) was used by Nazi rocketeers to bombard London
during World War II, and was the ®rst rocket capable of travelling above Earth's
atmosphere.
During the post-war era, American and Russian engineers were aided by
captured German experts in developing improved versions of the liquid-fuelled
V2. By 1957 these were capable of placing small satellites in Earth orbit. More
powerful rockets were applied throughout the 1960s to ®rst place human-occupied
spacecraft in orbit and ultimately to visit the surface of the Moon.
We may consider the operation of a rocket using the diagram in Figure 4.1.
Before a small fuel mass, dMf , is released, a rocket of mass MS is moving with a
velocity of Vs relative to a reference frame on the surface of the Earth. The fuel is
expelled with an exhaust velocity Ve relative to the spacecraft. After the fuel has been
expelled, the rocket moves at Vs  dVs and the fuel moves at Vs Ve , relative to the
reference frame.
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VS  dVe

MS

Ve

dMf
dMf

Figure 4.1. The rocket principle.

Equating linear momentum of the system before and after the tiny fuel mass is
expelled:
4:1
Ms Vs  Vs  dVs  Ms dMf   dMf Vs Ve 
Simplifying and rearranging:
Ms dVs  Ve dMf

4:2

Equating the ship's mass change of dMs with the expelled fuel mass of dMf ,
equation (4.2) can be rearranged for integration:
Vf
0

dVs

Ve

M0
M0 Mf

dMs
Ms

4:3

where the rocket has zero initial velocity relative to the reference frame and a velocity
Vf after all the fuel is exhausted, M0 is the empty (fuelless) rocket mass, and Mf is
the total mass of fuel expelled.
De®ning the mass ratio (MR) as the ratio of (M0  Mf ) to M0 , equation (4.3)
can be integrated to obtain:
4:4
MR  e Vs =Ve
which is the standard form of the non-relativistic rocket equation.
If we next de®ne rocket thrust F as the product of exhaust velocity and
dMf =dt, the rate at which fuel mass is expelled with time t, and the rate at
which rocket weight W changes with time dW=dt as the product of gravitational
acceleration near Earth's surface, g, and dMf =dt, we ®nd that
Ve dMf =dt Ve
F


g dMf =dt
g
dW=dt

4:5
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Table 4.1. Speci®c impulses of some chemical propellents.
From Forward and Davis (1988), p. 130; Mallove and Matloff (1989), p. 43.

Propellant/oxidiser combination

Speci®c impulse (seconds)

Kerosene/nitric acid
Kerosene/liquid oxygen
Hydrazine/chlorine penta¯uorine
Hydrazine/liquid oxygen
Pentaborane/hydrazine
Liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (ideal)
Liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (Space Shuttle)
Liquid ¯uorine/liquid oxygen
Hydrogen/ozone
Lithium hydride (Li-H2 )/¯uorine
Beryllium hydride (Be-H2 )/oxygen

255
306
306
306
327
528
460
530
607
703
705

where the ratio Ve =g is the speci®c impulse Isp , measured in units of seconds.
The best contemporary chemical rockets ± such as the liquid hydrogen/oxygen
main engines of the Space Shuttle ± have a speci®c impulse less than about 500
seconds, or an exhaust velocity less than 5 km s 1 . Application of equation (4.4)
reveals that a rocket with Isp  500 seconds requires a mass ratio of about 5 to
achieve a velocity of 8 km s 1 ± the velocity necessary for a low Earth circular
orbit. If the useful payload comprises 10% of the unfuelled spacecraft mass on the
launching pad, only 2% of the total mass on the pad (including fuel) is payload.
The low payload fraction is the reason why most rockets are staged. Design
problems are minimised by not carrying expended engines and empty fuel tanks all
the way to orbit. Consider, for example, the Space Shuttle. The empty orbiter mass is
about 75,000 kg, the empty external-tank mass is 35,500 kg and the unfuelled mass of
the solid rocket boosters is about 84,100 kg. The maximum payload capacity is
29,500 kg, and the mass of the entire vehicle fuelled for ¯ight is 2 million kg. Even
with staging (the solid boosters and external tank are not carried all the way to
orbit), the mass ratio is about 8.9. Useful payload comprises less than 2% of the
total mass on the launch pad.
Improvements in chemical rocket technology may increase, but will probably
not double the speci®c impulse of future chemical rockets within the foreseeable
future. Table 4.1 outlines speci®c impulses for a number of existing and projected
chemical propellent combinations.
In addition to the proven propellant combinations listed in Table 4.1, Mallove
and Matlo (1989) mention some unproven and very exotic combinations thay may
one day be capable of very high performance. These include free radicals
(H  H ! H2 ), which has a theoretical Isp of 2,130 seconds and reactions of
atoms in metastable atomic states, such as helium, which has a theoretical Isp of
3,150 seconds.
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Exercise 4.1. Validate all steps in the derivation of equation (4.4), and then
calculate mass ratios for single-stage rockets for ascent to low-Earth orbit
(LEO) for some of the propellant combinations in Table 4.1. Repeat this
exercise for the case of direct ascent from the Earth's surface to an Earthescape velocity of 11 km s 1 .

4.2

THE SOLAR-ELECTRIC DRIVE

One method of obviating the speci®c-impulse limitations of conventional chemical
rockets is the solar-electric or `ion' drive. Long a favourite of science ®ction authors,
the solar-electric drive is the prime propulsion system for Deep Space 1, a robotic
asteroid-¯yby mission launched by NASA in 1998.
This `New Millenium' spacecraft, was launched in October 1998 as a new
technology demonstrator, for the almost unheard o (low) cost of US$152
million. As described on the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory website (http://
nmp.jpl.nasa.gov/ds1), the dry mass of Deep Space 1 was about 373 kg;
hydrazine thruster fuel mass was about 34 kg; and the xenon ion-fuel mass was
81.5 kg. Low-mass lenses were utilised to focus sunlight on a solar cell array that
supplied 2,500 watts at 1 AU from the Sun.
The speci®ed impulse of the Deep Space 1 solar-electric drive was about 3,000
seconds and the ion fuel was exhausted over a 20-month period. During the mission,
the miniature visible, IR and UV cameras and spectrometers in the probe's 12-kg
science suite imaged Asteroid Braille and Comet Borelly during close, high-relativevelocity encounters. Mission highlights were summarised in Space¯ight during 1999.
Some of the science results are presented by Soderblum (2002).
Operation of a typical solar-electric drive is presented in Figure 4.2. Sunlight
falls on a solar cell array with an area of Asc . These solar cells (which are here
assumed to be oriented normal to the sunlight) convert incident sunlight into
Sunlight

Solar cell array

Payload
Fuel
Ion accelerator

Figure 4.2. The solar-electric drive.

Ion exhaust
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electrical energy with an eciency of "sc . Sun-derived electricity is then used to ionise
fuel atoms (usually argon, caesium or mercury) and accelerate the ionised fuel to
exhaust velocity Ve in an ion accelerator. The electrical energy is converted into ion
kinetic energy with an eciency of "ia . The speci®c power, Psp , of the thruster
subsystem is de®ned as the power output (in kilowatts) divided by the thruster
mass in kilogrammes. The thruster power, Pth , can be related to speci®c power
and thruster mass, Mth , by the equation:
Pth  1000Psp Mth W

4:6

Thruster power can also be related to exhaust velocity, system eciencies and
solar array area:
1 dMf 2
V e  "ia "sc Asc Sc W
Pth 
4:7
2 dt
In equation (4.7) the term Sc refers to the solar energy per second incident on the
solar cell array (Sc  1; 400=R 2au W m 2 , where Rau is the distance to the Sun in
Astronomical Units).
The performance of any solar-electric propelled spacecraft can be evaluated
using equations (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7). Consider, for example, a fairly advanced
electric propulsion craft with the following characteristics:
Psp  0:2 kw=kg; "ia  0:6; "sc  0:2; and Asc  1200 m 2 ; Ve  100 km s 1 :
The speci®c gravity of the solar array is assumed to be 2, and the array thickness is
10 mm.
At a distance of 1 AU from the Sun, the thruster power is calculated, from
equation (4.7), as 2  10 5 W. Also from equation (4.7), dMf =dt  4  10 5 kg s 1 .
The mass of the solar array is found, by multiplying its thickness, density and area,
to be 24 kg. Applying equation (4.6) we see that the mass of the thruster is 1,000 kg.
If the thruster operates for one year, about 1,260 kg of ion fuel will be exhausted.
If the unfuelled spacecraft mass is 1,500 kg, the mass ratio is 1.84. Applying
equation (4.4) for this value of mass ratio and a 100 km s 1 exhaust velocity, we
®nd that the spacecraft's velocity changes by 61 km s 1 . During the one-year
thrusting period, the average spacecraft acceleration is 1:93  10 3 m s 2 , or about
0.0002 g (Earth surface gravities).
Exercise 4.2. Check all calculations outlined above for this hypothetical solarelectric spacecraft operating near the Earth. Repeat the results for the same
spacecraft operating near Jupiter (at about 5 AU from the Sun). Then repeat
the calculations for a less advanced solar-electric craft with a speci®c impulse of
3,000 seconds and a speci®c power of 0.03 kW kg 1 , similar to the performance
possible using Deep Space 1 technology.
During the year-long acceleration period, the spacecraft will of course not
remain at 1 AU from the Sun, so these results are indicative of solar-electric drive
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performance rather than being accurate kinematics. Still, it is obvious that the solarelectric drive must be a highly reliable device, capable of maintaining fairly constant
thrust during the month or year duration time intervals required for this lowacceleration, high-exhaust-velocity engine to achieve its terminal velocity.

4.3

UNPOWERED PLANETARY GRAVITY ASSISTS

Gravity assist manoeuvres are now essential tools in launching spacecraft to the
outer Solar System and beyond. Humanity's ®rst outer-planet and extra-solar
probes, Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2, made ample use of unpowered giant
planet gravity assists to redirect their velocity vectors; the solar probe Ulysees
applied a Jupiter gravity assist to manoeuvre into an orbit passing over the Sun's
poles; Mariner 10 used a Venus ¯yby to repeatedly visit the vicinity of Mercury;
Jupiter orbiter Galileo and Saturn probe Cassini have used multiple ¯ybys of Earth
and Venus to reach the outer planets.
There are actually two types of gravity assist manoeuvres. These are: an
unpowered planetary ¯yby, in which the spacecraft uses a planet's gravitational
®eld to redirect its velocity vector relative to that planet; a close ¯yby of a large
celestial body with a powered periapsis manoeuvre deep within the gravitational ®eld
`well' of that celestial object. (To review gravity assist literature, see Ravenni (1997)).
Although missions to date have generally applied the unpowered approach,
NASA engineer Nock (1987) has suggested that the highest Solar System exit velocities possible using conventional technology can be achieved using a close ¯yby of
the Sun with a chemical rocket burn at perihelion.
Essentials of unpowered planetary ¯ybys can be understood referring to
Figure 4.3, which presents two extreme cases. In both cases, the planet (P) orbits
the Sun (S) with a velocity of Vplanet , the spaceprobe's velocity relative to the planet is
Vsrp; bef before the encounter, and the spaceprobe's velocity relative to the planet is
Vsrp; aft after the encounter. During an unpowered planetary encounter, the direction
of the probe's velocity relative to the planet changes, but the magnitude of the
velocity does not.
In Figure 4.3(a), the probe is in an initial retrograde solar orbit (moving in the
opposite direction around the Sun from the planet). Its pre-encounter velocity
relative to the Sun is Vsrp; bef Vplanet . Since the probe's trajectory in this case has
been de¯ected by 180 , its post-encounter velocity relative to the Sun is
Vsrp; bef  Vplanet . In this extreme case, the spacecraft's velocity relative to the Sun
has been increased by 2Vplanet . Similar reasoning applied to the 90-degree trajectory
de¯ection of Figure 4.3(b) reveals that in this case the post-encounter velocity is
increased by Vplanet .
Jupiter orbits the Sun at about 13 km s 1 . A 90-degree unpowered trajectory
de¯ection by Jupiter will therefore increase a spaceprobe's velocity relative to the
Sun by 13 km s 1 . A 180-degree unpowered trajectory de¯ection by Jupiter will
increase the probe's velocity relative to the Sun by 26 km s 1 .
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Vsrp; aft

Vplanet

Vsrp; bef

(a)

Vsrp; aft
Vplanet

Vsrp; bef

(b)
Figure 4.3. Representation of an unpowered planetary ¯yby of planet P orbiting Sun S. The
planet orbits the Sun at velocity Vplanet . The initial and ®nal probe velocities relative to the
planet are Vsrp; bef and Vsrp; aft respectively. (a) The spaceprobe is in an initial retrograde orbit
relative to the planet, and the de¯ection angle is 180 . (b) The spaceprobe is in an initial
retrograde orbit relative to the planet, and the de¯ection angle is 90 .

Further details of unpowered planetary gravity assists are presented in
Figure 4.4. The trajectory bend angle is ; probe velocities relative to the planet
before periapsis (closest approach), at periapsis and after perapsis are respectively
V1 , V2 and V3 ; and Rcent is the probe's separation from the centre of celestial object
`obj' at periapsis.
One important parameter in estimating gravity assist kinematics is the parabolic
(escape) velocity at the periapsis approach distance to the object. This is approximated as:


GMobj 1=2
4:8
Vpara; obj  1:4
Rcent
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V1

V2

Rcent

V3
Figure 4.4. The geometry of a ¯yby of a celestial object (obj). V1 , pre-periapsis probe velocity
relative to obj; V2 , periapsis probe velocity relative to obj; V3 , post-periapsis probe velocity
relative to obj; Rcent , periapsis separation of probe from centre of obj; , trajectory bend angle
(here, 90 ). Dotted lines represent asymptotes to pre-periapsis and post-periapsis trajectories.

where G is the gravitational constant and Mobj is the mass of the celestial object. The
trajectory bend angle, , can be estimated using a modi®cation of equation (4.8) of
Flandro's (1966) analysis:
"



1
1
1
1

sin
4:9
 sin
1  2 V1 =Vpara; obj  2
1  2 V3 =Vpara; obj  2
As an extra-solar probe recedes from the Sun after a planetary gravity assist, its
total energy (kinetic  potential energies) in a Sun-centred coordinate system is
invariant. The probe's potential energy relative to the Sun increases as its distance
from the Sun (Rsun ) increases. Therefore, its velocity relative to the Sun (Vprs ) will
decrease as the probe travels further from the Sun. By equating total probe energy at
points 1 and 2, the probe velocity at point 2 can be expressed as a function of its
velocity relative to the Sun at point 1 and the probe±Sun separations at points 1
and 2:
s


1
1
2
4:10
Vprs;2  V prs;1 2GMsun
Rsun;1 Rsun;2
Exercise 4.3. Applying the standard de®nitions of kinetic and potential
energies, derive equation (4.10).

From Stone and Lane (1979), Voyager 1 approached Jupiter within about
350,000 km, or 4.8 planetary radii, with V1  V3  11 km s 1 . Equations (4.8) and
(4.9) have been solved for the case of an 11-km s 1 Jovian ¯yby, after substituting
G  6:67  10 11 Newton metre 2 kg 2 , and MJupiter  1:9  10 27 kg. These results are
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Table 4.2. Periapsis parabolic velocities and angular de¯ections for an unpowered Jupiter
¯yby with V1  V3  11 km s 1 .
Periapsis distance (km) Periapsis parabolic velocity ( m s 1 )

Trajectory de¯ection angle ( )

7.0E4
1.0E5
2.0E5
3.0E5
3.5E5
4.0E5
4.5E5

139.2
131.8
114.2
102.0
97.1
92.7
88.8

6.0E4
5.0E4
3.6E4
2.9E4
2.7E4
2.5E4
2.4E4

presented in Table 4.2 for a variety of periapsis distance (measured from the planet's
centre). The trajectory bend angle from Stone and Lane was about 98 .
Exercise 4.4. Repeat the calculations used to determine Table 4.2 for the case
of an 11 km s 1 unpowered approach to Saturn, which has a mass about 30%
of Jupiter's. Then investigate the eect of varying the value of probe approach
velocity relative to the planet, for both Jupiter and Saturn.
Assume that a probe's trajectory bend angle is 90 after an 11 km s 1 Jupiter
¯yby. From the above discussion, the probe's velocity relative to the Sun will be
about 24 km s 1 , at Jupiter's orbit roughly 5 AU from the Sun. Equation (4.10) and
the solar mass of about 2  10 30 kg can be used to estimate the Solar System exit
velocity (at in®nite solar distance) for the probe as 14.8 km s 1 or about 3.1 AU per
year.
Exercise 4.5. Apply equation (4.10) for the above probe to plot a curve of
probe speed relative to the Sun against probe distance from the Sun between
probe±Sun separations of 5 and 50 AU.

4.4

POWERED SOLAR GRAVITY ASSISTS

Even if we customise our probe's trajectory so that it passes close to all of the Jovian
planets, as did Voyager 2, it will be dicult to greatly exceed Voyager 2's Solar
System exit velocity of 3.5 AU per year using unpowered planetary ¯ybys. At 3.5 AU
per year, the 4.3 light year journey to our Sun's nearest stellar neighbour would take
approximately 80,000 years. Unpowered planetary ¯ybys, while a good technique for
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the exploration of the outer Solar System and the nearby interstellar medium, is
totally inadequate for the accomplishment of true interstellar travel.
Another approach is to direct the spacecraft deep into the gravity well of a
celestial object and then perform an impulsive powered manoeuvre along the line
of ¯ight at or near periapsis. One of the ®rst researchers to consider such a
manoeuvre was Kraft Ehricke, in 1972.
Ehricke's (1972) proposal used multiple swingbys of Jupiter and Saturn to direct
a spacecraft onto a parabolic or slightly hyperbolic solar orbit with a perihelion 0.01±
0.03 AU from the Sun's centre. For Solar System exit velocities as high as 0.003 c,
50% or less of the propulsive energy must be supplied by the ship's on-board motors.
Because of a misleading statement in Ehricke's treatment, we follow instead the
analysis of Matlo and Parks (1986). Consider the spaceprobe ¯yby con®guration
represented by Figure 4.4. Although the powered ¯yby technique will work for any
celestial object, we here consider that the celestial object targeted is our Sun, the
most massive object in the Solar System. The pre-periapsis and post-periapsis points
(corresponding to V1 and V3 respectively in Figure 4.4) are here considered to be
very much farther from the Sun than the perihelion point V2 . Assuming that the
probe±Sun pre-perihelion and post-perihelion distances are essentially in®nite, and
de®ning the perihelion probe separation from the Sun's centre as Rperi , it is immediately possible to de®ne the ratio of total probe energy (TE  kinetic  potential
energies) to probe mass at the points corresponding to V1 , V2 and V3 :

TE
1
 V 21
Mprobe pre perihelion 2


TE
1
 V 22
Mprobe perihelion 2


TE
1
 V 23
Mprobe post perihelion 2


GMsun
Rperi

4:11

If we next equate total energy at the pre-perihelion point to the total energy just
before the motors are ®red at perihelion, and refer to the de®nition of parabolic
velocity in equation (4.8), the pre-burn perihelion velocity of the probe relative to the
Sun can be expressed as:
q
4:12
V2  V 21  V 2para peri
where Vpara peri is the Sun's parabolic or escape velocity at the probe's perihelion
distance.
Now, if there is an impulsive velocity change at perihelion, DVperi , the kinetic
energy per probe mass just after this velocity increase can be written as
2
1
2 V2  DVperi  . If we next equate the total post-impulse energy/mass at perihelion
to the post-perihelion total energy/mass at the post-perihelion point, we can apply
the de®nition of parabolic velocity to obtain an expression for the probe's velocity
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V 2para

i1=2
peri

4:13

The trajectory de¯ection angle for the case of a powered perihelion manoeuvre can
be estimated using equation (4.9).
If we next assume that the parabolic velocity at perihelion is very much greater
than both the impulsive velocity increment at perihelion and the pre-perihelion
velocity, we obtain the following approximation (after some manipulation) for
post-perihelion probe velocity:
q
4:14
V3  V 21  DV 2peri  2DVperi Vpara peri
The dierence between post-perihelion velocity and pre-perihelion velocity can now
be approximated:
q
4:15
DVpost peri  V3 V1  V 21  2DVperi Vpara peri V1
In the special case of a parabolic pre-perihelion trajectory, V1  0 and V3 
DVpost peri  2DVperi Vpara peri  1=2 .
To investigate the utility of a powered solar ¯yby, consider the case of a space
probe ¯ying by the Sun at a distance of 0.01 AU from the Sun's centre (about two
solar radii). At perihelion, the probe's velocity is increased by 2 km s 1 . Application
of equation (4.8) reveals that the Sun's escape velocity at 0.01 AU from the Sun's
centre is about 420 km s 1 . If the probe accelerates by 2 km s 1 at perihelion,
equation (4.15) reveals that the probe leaves the Solar System with a velocity of
about 41 km s 1 . This converts to 8.7 AU per year ± almost three times the Solar
System exit velocities of the Voyager probes.
Exercise 4.6. Verify all steps in the derivation of equation (4.15). For the
example just considered, plot a curve of Solar System exit velocity against
perihelion velocity increases between 0 and 10 km s 1 .
The potential of planetary and solar gravity assist manoeuvres has not been
exhausted by the examples presented here. Sophisticated computer analysis has led
to a whole series of planetary and extra-planetary applications of these techniques.
Maccone (1996) has recently demonstrated that two optimised Jupiter ¯ybys and
one intermediate Sun ¯yby can eject a spacecraft from the Solar System at about
51 km s 1 . Including the time required for manoeuvres within our planetary system,
an extra-solar probe using this technique can reach a point near the ecliptic and
about 550 AU from the Sun within a human lifetime.
A totally new approach to celestial dynamics using much more advanced computational techniques has been applied by Belbruno (1992) to develop a family of
low-energy trajectories for use in the Earth±Moon system. One of these `fuzzy
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boundary' trajectories was applied to move the Japanese probe Hiten from Earthorbit to the lunar vicinity in 1991, with a minimum propellant requirement.

4.5

THE SOLAR PHOTON SAIL

Although this approach to space¯ight has a venerable theoretical history, the ®rst
test of a solar photon sail in space did not occur until 1993, when Russian engineers
unfurled Znamia 2, an experimental thin-®lm sunlight re¯ector, from the space
station Mir. Although the theory was pioneered by Russian scientists in the ®rsthalf of the 20th century, the most signi®cant early theoretical paper dealing with
solar sailing in the Solar System was by Tsu (1959).
In the late 1970s, solar-sail design moved into high gear as a NASA/JPL
research team, directed by Louis Friedman, considered robot sails for the later
cancelled 1986 US mission to Halley's comet. (This work and the early history of
solar sail research is reviewed in cited references by Friedman (1988), Polyakhova
(1986) and Wright (1992).)
The basic principle of solar sailing can be understood with the aid of Figure 4.5.
Sunlight impinges on the sail ± a highly re¯ective, very thin ®lm. In most designs, the
sail is connected to the payload by super-strong cables constructed from industrial
diamond or silicon carbide (SiC) ®laments. Additional structural elements might
include a thin-®lm mesh attached to the front (anti-sunward) sail face which
serves as a ripstop in case of micrometeroid impacts. Note the three basic sail
designs. In a parachute-type sail, the solar radiation pressure supports the sail
against the retarding masses of payload and cables. The payload and cables trail
the parachute sail. A hollow-body or `pillow-type' sail is in¯ated with gas and
dispenses with the cable (Bernasconi and Reibaldi, 1986; Strobl, 1989). The
payload of a hollow-body sail is placed in front of the sail. A parabolic-type sail
is similar to the parachute-type except that its shape is adjusted to focus re¯ected
sunlight on a small, steerable thin-®lm re¯ector closer to the Sun than is the payload.
This re¯ector can vector re¯ected sunlight in a variety of directions, allowing the
parabolic-type sail to operate as a highly manoeuvrable `solar photon thruster'.
Basic sail theory
Propulsion is accomplished by the transfer of momentum from re¯ected photons to
the sail. This solar radiation pressure on an opaque (non-transmissive) sail is
expressed as:
1  REFsail 
Sc N m 2
4:16
RPsail 
c
where REFsail is the sail re¯ectivity, c is the speed of light, and Sc refers to the solar
energy per second incident on the sail Sc  1400 R au2 W m 2 , where Rau is the
distance to the Sun in Astronomical Units).
The ship mass Ms is the sum of sail, cable, structural and payload masses, and
the area of a disc-shaped sail is written as R 2sail , where Rsail is the sail's radius.
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Figure 4.5. Variations of the solar-photon sail: (a) three types of sail; (b) three sail orientations. In (b), at position (1) the component of solar radiation pressure is tangential to the
orbital path in the opposite direction from the orbit, and the sail moves closer to the Sun; at
position (2) the sail is normal to the direction of the sunlight; at position (3) the component of
solar radiation pressure is tangential to the orbital path in the same direction as the orbit, and
the sail moves further from the Sun.

Applying the de®nitions of force and acceleration in equation (4.16), we ®nd that the
sail's acceleration due to solar radiation pressure is:
ACCrp;sail 

1  REFsail 
Sc R 2sail m sec 2
cMs

4:17

We next de®ne the sail lightness factor, sail , which is the ratio of solar radiation
pressure acceleration on the sail to solar gravitational acceleration on the sail. If ship
mass is rede®ned as Ms  eff R 2sail , where eff is the eective areal mass thickness of
the ship (ship mass in kg per sail area in square metres), the sail lightness factor can
be written as:
1  REFsail 
S R2
4:18
sail 
ceff GMsun c sun
where G is the gravitational constant, Msun is the Sun's mass and Rsun is the distance
between the sail and the Sun's centre.
By converting Astronomical Units to metres, it is easy to show that the term Sc
2
in equation (4.18) can be expressed as 3:15  10 25 R sun
. Substituting this factor into
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equation (4.18), and using the MKS (metre, kilogram, second) values for the speed of
light, the mass of the Sun and the gravitational constant, we obtain an expression for
lightness factor that is independent of the distance to the Sun:


4 1  REFsail
4:19
sail  7:87  10
eff
Although useful as a close approximation, this result must be re®ned for spacemanufactured sails so thin that they are partially transmissive. In such cases re¯ectivity and other optical constants can be calculated by the method outlined by
Matlo (1984, 1997). Forward's (1990) paper on `Grey Solar Sails' also deals with
the accurate calculation of sail optical properties.
Sail thermal effects
As indicated by equation (4.17), sail radiation-pressure acceleration increases as the
spacecraft approaches the Sun. It is easy to derive the thermal limitations for a sail
operating close to the Sun.
Consider an `inward-bent' sail such as the one shown in Figure 4.6. This sail
gradually unfurls as it recedes from the Sun, so as to reduce acceleration load on the
payload. Although fully unfurled at perihelion, only a fraction fu of its area at
perihelion is directed normal to the Sun (Figure 4.5(b) (3)). The sail area normal
to the Sun at perihelion is fu R 2sail . The solar energy per second incident on the sail at
perihelion is Sc multiplied by this eective perihelion sail area. The solar energy per
second absorbed by the (opaque) sail at perihelion can be directly expressed as:
Pabs 

1; 400
fu R 2sail 1
R 2peri; au

REFsail  W

4:20

where Rperi; au is the distance in Astronomical Units between the sail and the Sun's
centre at perihelion.

Sun

Direction of spacecraft acceleration and velocity

Figure 4.6. Gradual unfurlment of an inward-bent solar sail as it recedes from the Sun.
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From elementary radiation theory, the sail radiant emittance (Wem ) in W m 2 at
perihelion is Pabs divided by the factor (2R 2sail ). The factor `2' arises because the sail
can radiate from both sides. Applying the Stefan±Boltzmann law for grey bodies
(Wem  "T k 4 ) where " is the sail's emissivity (1- REFsail for a non-transmissive
sail),  is the Stefan±Boltzmann constant (5:67  10 8 in MKS units), and T k is
the absolute or Kelvin temperature of the sail material. The sail temperature at
perihelion is easily determined to be:
"
#1=4
fu
1 REFsail 
K
4:21
T k  333
"R 2peri; au
This result is close to the expression calculated by Koblik et al. (1996)
Cable stress considerations
Applying membrane theory, but actually repeating D'Alembert's 18th century
analysis of the parachute, Matlo and Mallove (1981) estimated parachute-sailtype cable mass. The required cable mass is written:
Mcable 

1:4cable Rsail Mpayload
kg
TScable
1:4cable Rsail
Accsail; max

4:22

where cable is the cable density, (TS)cable is the cable tensile strength and Accsail; max is
the maximum spacecraft acceleration.
This approximation has been re®ned by Ewing (1992) and by Cassenti et al.
(1996). As shown by Matlo (1996), equation (4.22) overestimates cable mass in the
case of very-thin, highly re¯ective cables that are aected by solar radiation pressure
during a close perihelion pass.
Simpli®ed interstellar sail kinematics
Solar System operation of solar photon sails is described by Tsu (1959). To direct a
solar sail from the vicinity of Earth to that of Mars, the sail is oriented with a
positive aspect angle (as shown in Figure 4.5(b)), so that a component of the
radiation-pressure force on the sail is parallel to and in the same direction as the
spacecraft's velocity vector. To spiral back to the vicinity of the Earth from the
vicinity of Mars, the sail is oriented so that a component of the radiation pressure
force opposes the spacecraft's velocity vector.
One approach to interstellar solar sailing ± developed theoretically by Matlo
and Mallove (1981) ± is shown schematically in Figure 4.7(a). The partially unfurled
sail is placed behind a much more massive asteroidal occulter. Occulter and starship
initially follow a parabolic or slightly hyperbolic solar orbit, with a perihelion as
close as 0.01 AU from the Sun's centre. During the pre-perihelion phase, the occulter
protects the sail from premature ejection from the Solar System caused by solar
radiation pressure.
At perihelion, the sail (which is oriented normal to the Sun) emerges from
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Figure 4.7. Two approaches to interstellar solar sailing: (a) gradual sail unfurlment after
perihelion; (b) sail fully unfurled at perihelion.

behind the occulter, which continues along the original trajectory. The sail gradually
unfurls as it accelerates from the Solar System. In some cases, ballast is also released
in order to maintain constant acceleration for as long as possible. In 1983, Matlo
and Mallove published a computer program to optimise mission design parameters
as a function of sail material, cable tensile strength and density, payload mass and
other factors. Many con®gurations proved capable of projecting a small humanoccupied starship (in the multi-million-kilogramme range) towards Centauri on
voyages of a millennium or less.
A follow-on paper by Matlo (1983) investigated various methods of pre-perihelion acceleration to reduce travel time. Forward's (1990) solar photon thruster
concept (the parabolic sail shown in Figure 4.5) might conceiveably eliminate the
requirement for the occulter.
Papers by Cassenti (1997) and Vulpetti (1996, 1997, 1999) presented computer
analysis of pre-perihelion sail trajectory optimisation. Although normal sail orientation to the Sun is an easier case to analyse, optimised sail angles relative to the Sun
result in somewhat better performance.
At the STAIF 2000 conference, Vulpetti presented a class of trajectories using
non-normal sail orientation with near-term application to interstellar precursor
probes and ultimate application to true solar sail starships. Assuming a 345-kg
sailcraft with a payload of 100 kg and an aluminium±chromium sail with an area
of 0.287 km 2 , a 0.151-AU perihelion distance is sucient to obtain a Solar System
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exit velocity of 25 AU per year. About 114 days of pre-perihelion manoeuvre are
required, and there are no other propulsion systems or lunar/planetary launch
window constraints. If necessary, the mission could be aborted in the Solar
System and the craft returned to Earth prior to the perihelion passage.
Analytical work to date has assumed that the amount of solar energy per second
incident upon a sail decreases with the inverse square of the distance to the Sun's
centre. Since the Sun is an extended source, as opposed to a point light source,
McInnes and Brown (1990) and Shvartsburg (1993) have argued that the inversesquare assumption is not exact for very close perihelion distances.
The following is an approximate analytical approach to interstellar solar sailing,
based upon Matlo (1991). Although much mathematical complexity is avoided, it
must be re-emphasised that the approach is not exact. As shown in Figure 4.7(b), a
fully unfurled sail is assumed at perihelion, the sail is opaque and oriented normal to
the Sun, and the pre-perihelion trajectory is a parabolic solar orbit.
If no ballast is released, the ratio of total energy to mass is identical at the sail
unfurlment point (here called `Rinit ') and at the point where sail acceleration is
terminated (here called `Rfin '). The change in spacecraft kinetic energy per mass
can be de®ned as the work per spacecraft mass done on the sail by the Sun's
radiation pressure force as the distance from the Sun varies between Rinit and Rfin :
DKE=Ms 

Rfin
Rinit

ACCrp; sail dRsun

4:23

(Note that we are using a sun-centred coordinate system, directed outward from the
Sun.) From the de®nition of sail lightness factor sail :
ACCrp; sail  sail G

Msun
R 2sun

4:24

Substituting equation (4.24) into equation (4.23) and integrating, we obtain:


1
1
4:25
DKE=Ms  sail GMsun
Rinit Rfin
If we use equation (4.25), the de®nitions of potential energy/spacecraft mass and
solar parabolic (escape) velocity in an equation equating total energies at Rinit and
Rfin , we obtain the following relationship for the ®nal spacecraft velocity relative to
the Sun:
Vfin  V 2init  sail 1 V 2para; init V 2para; fin  1=2
4:26
where Vinit is the sail velocity relative to the Sun at sail unfurlment, and the subscript
`para' refers to solar parabolic velocities.
If the ship is in an initially parabolic solar orbit, Vinit  Vpara , init  Vpara peri
and acceleration ends far from the Sun:
1=2

Vfin   sail Vpara

peri

Exercise 4.7. Verify all steps in the derivation of equation (4.27).

4:27
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Within the vicinity of the inner planets of the Solar System, even very thin solar
sails will be low-thrust devices. Since the Sun's gravitational ®eld accelerates the
Earth by about 6  10 4 g (0.006 m s 2 ), a sailing ship with a lightness factor of 10
will experience a solar-radiation-pressure acceleration of about 0.006 g at 1 AU from
the Sun if the sail is fully unfurled and oriented normal to the Sun. But during a
0.01 AU perihelion pass, the same sail will experience a staggering 60 g! Partial sail
unfurlment and the use of ballast will be necessary to moderate perihelion acceleration, at least if we ever launch crewed solar sail starships like the ®ctional starship in
the novel by Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin and John Barnes (Encounter with
Tiber, Warner, NY, 1996).
The high perihelion accelerations is also why crewed ships must use super-strong
and low-density cable material. Matlo and Mallove's (1981) proposal uses diamond
cables with a density of 3,520 kg m 3 and a tensile strength of 5.3  10 10 N m 2 .
Performance of robotic extra-solar or interstellar sails can be evaluated more
easily than that of crewed ships using the above analysis. Consider, for example, a
30-nm aluminium sail with a re¯ectivity of 0.9. (This is about the thinnest possible
fully opaque aluminium sail.) The density of aluminium is 2,700 kg m 3 , and its
melting point is 933 K.
If our 30-nm aluminium sail is fully unfurled at perihelion, is oriented normal to
the Sun and has a maximum operating temperature of 900 K, the emissivity of the
fully opaque sail is 0.1. Substituting in equation (4.21), the perihelion distance is
estimated to be 0.13 AU. (This example is for illustrative purposes only. It is unlikely
that pure aluminium sails will function at temperatures higher than 600 K.)
The areal mass thickness of our 30-nm aluminium sail is calculated to be
8.1  10 5 kg m 3 . Substituting into equation (4.19), this sail's lightness factor is 18.5.
At 1 AU from the Sun, the solar parabolic velocity is about 42 km s 1 . From
equation (4.8), solar parabolic velocity scales with the inverse square root of
perihelion distance. At 0.13 AU from the Sun's centre, the parabolic velocity is
116 km s 1 . Substituting Vpara peri  116 km s 1 and sail  18:5 into equation
(4.27), we obtain a Solar System exit velocity of about 500 km s 1 .
This velocity converts to 105 AU per year ± about 30 times the velocity of
Voyagers 1 and 2. Our hypothetical interstellar probe will reach
Centauri in
`only' about 2,500 years.
Exercise 4.8. The above calculation did not consider either payload mass or
more advanced sail materials. Assume that the same sail is `rigged' as a hollowbody sail with a payload that raises the areal mass thickness to 10 4 kg m 3 ,
and repeat the calculation of Solar System exit velocity. Then try it again for
the case of a thinner sail with identical thermal, mechanical and optical properties such that the areal mass thickness is 5  10 4 kg m 3 .
Matlo (1997) and Landis (1997) describe studies of sail material indicating that
partially-transparent 20 nm thick beryllium is superior to other metallic monolayers
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for interstellar solar photon sailing application. Matlo and Mallove (1981, 1983)
also consider bilayers, with a highly re¯ective metallic layer facing towards the Sun
and an emissive layer comprising the anti-sunward face of the sail.
After acceleration, the sail (and cables) could be wound around the payload to
serve as cosmic ray shielding during the long interstellar transfer. The sail could be
redeployed as the destination star is approached, and used in reverse as a deceleration mechanism.
A rigorous approach to starship deceleration by solar sail is derived by Matlo
and Ubell (1985), and is reviewed in The Star¯ight Handbook. A simpler approximation ± derived in a manner analogous to equation (4.27) ± is included in Matlo et al.
(1991).
Assume with Matlo et al. (1991) that a starship cruises towards the destination
star at a velocity Vcr;init (relative to the destination star) before the sail is unfurled for
deceleration. If the sail is unfurled and used to decelerate the starship to Vcr; fin at a
distance Rfin from the centre of the destination star, it is easy to show that:
Vcr; init  V 2cr;fin  sail

1V 2para

Rfin 

1=2

4:28

where Vpara Rfin is the parabolic or escape velocity at a distance Rfin from the centre
of the destination star.
Earth-launched current technology sails of the `Znamia' class are typically
several microns thick. Friedman (1988) speculates that Earth-launched sails of
1 mm or so in thickness are not impossible. In 1996, Santoli and Scaglione speculated
that the thickness of an Earth-launched sail could be reduced to a fraction of a
micron in orbit if the sail consists of an aluminium/plastic bilayer in which the
plastic substrate is designed to evaporate when exposed to solar ultraviolet
radiation. But for the production of sails as thin as 20 or 30 nm, space manufacturing
of sail ®lm is a requirement. But as described in the previous chapter, a recent
advance in materials technology may lead to interconnected-mesh Earth-launched
sails about 50% as eective as the best conceivable space-manufactured hyperthin
metallic sheet sails.
New approches to sail stress analysis will also result in innovative sail designs
and unfurlment strategies (see, e.g., Genta and Brusca (1998)).
This propulsion system has great promise, at least for early robotic forays into
nearby interstellar space. Whether there will ultimately be human-inhabited interstellar arks propelled from the Sun on millennia-duration journies by solar photon
sails is a question that will be answered in the future.
As discussed by Matlo and Mallove (1983), the utility of the interstellar solar
sail will increase in the very far future, just when humanity (or its descendants) most
requires such a technology. As the Sun leaves the main sequence in about 5 billion
years, it will expand towards the giant phase on the Hertzsprung±Russell diagram.
Since the solar constant will then greatly increase, migrating interstellar starships
propelled by solar sails will be considerably faster than those launched from the
present-day Sun. Voyages that today might require 1,000 years or more might
have durations of only a few centuries, in that far-distant era.
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Solar sail mission planning is suciently advanced that analytical approaches
such as the one presented above are utilised in screening studies. Detailed mission
planning requires complex calculations that can only be performed on a digital
computer.
One contemporary approach, suggested by Vulpetti (1999) considers the mathematical treatment of the lightness factor, described above. Instead of treating this
parameter as a scalar, accurate trajectory analysis requires it to be treated as a
vector, with components along the radial and angular axes of the coordinate
system utilised in the computations.
4.6

THE SOLAR PHOTON THRUSTER: HOLOGRAPHIC SOLAR SAILS

As shown in Figure 4.5(a), the solar photon thruster (SPT) is a two-sail solar sail.
The ®xed main sail has a parabolic ®gure to focus sunlight upon a smaller, steerable
re¯ector. Although originally a Russian idea, the SPT was analysed in depth by
Forward (1990).
The solar-radiation-pressure force upon most solar sails depends upon the
square of the cosine of the angle between the normal to the sail and the direction
of sunlight (Wright, 1992). One advantage of the SPT is that it depends only upon
the cosine of this angle, which allows a considerable sail thrust component when the
sail is not facing the Sun.
If the SPT can be developed a number of interesting space missions might
become possible. It may be possible to operate a fully opened SPT main collector
sail near the Sun, which allows for the possibility of numerous passes close to the Sun
if some form of thrustless turning in the interstellar medium can be developed. See
Chapter 7 for more on thrustless turning.
NASA has funded some research on near-term SPT operations. As discussed by
Matlo (2003), the SPT may be capable of operation from much lower Earth orbits
that conventional sail designs. This may allow the possibility of SPT orbit-raising
tugs. Such an SPT might have a collector surface designed so that re¯ected Earthlight and reradiated infrared from the Earth is more signi®cant than direct sunlight
at low orbital heights. At higher altitudes, well above atmospheric drag, the SPT
could be operated as a `standard' solar sail to eect orbital height changes.
During the spring and summer of 2002, NASA collaborated with several other
US government agencies to consider the application of the solar sail as a terrestrial
pole-sitter, a high-latitude equivalent of equatorial geosynchronous satellites.
Matlo (2004) participated in this study and demonstrated that an SPT engineered
with sail materials that should become available in the next few decades, could be
engineered to maintain position above mid-latidude locations, at an orbital height of
approximately 60 Earth radii.
As Forward (1990) has speculated, SPT performance would be enhanced if the
optical coating of the steerable thrusting re¯ector consisted of a white-light
hologram. Such an approach, as discussed in Chapter 14, could produce large
changes in thruster re¯ectivity with very small thruster rotations. This would
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allow mission controllers to easily turn the thruster `on' and `of'. As discussed in
Chapter 14, tests of commercial white-light holograms demonstrated that these can
be both very re¯ective and highly tolerant to environmental space radiation.
Much more work on the SPT must be done before the idea can be declared
feasible. But it is certainly a most intriguing concept and well worth further study.
4.7
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5
The incredible shrinking spaceprobe

And so it was indeed: she was now only ten inches high, and her face brightened up at the
thought that she was now the right size for going through the little door into that lovely
garden.
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland (1865)

If we wish to emulate Alice and venture far into the garden of interstellar vastness, it
may be necessary to shrink our spaceprobes ± and possibly even the passengers of
later interstellar colonisation ships! We can see the necessity for such drastic measures
by investigating kinetic energy requirements for a `modest' interstellar probe.
Consider, with Mileikowsky (1996), the case of a 1,000-kg interstellar probe,
launched on an undecelerated ¯ythrough mission to another solar system at a
velocity of 0.3 c (about 10 5 km s 1 ) relative to the Sun. Such a craft would require
12 years to reach Centauri, not including acceleration time. Because of the limitation of the speed of light, data from this nearest extra-solar neighbour would not
reach Earth-bound radio telescopes for another four years, so the total mission
duration would be about two decades.
The total kinetic energy of this spacecraft, relative to the Sun, is 5  10 18 J. If all
the electrical power produced by the US power grid (about 10 13 W) were applied to
this mission at 50% eciency (a very optimistic eciency scenario), all US power
must be beamed to the spacecraft for about 12 days.
An electrical power of 10 13 W, applied for 12 days, corresponds to about
3  10 12 kW hours (KWH). From the author's most recent electricity bill, the cost
of electrical energy in New York City is about $0.17/KWH. The electrical energy
cost to accelerate our interstellar spaceprobe will be approximately $5  10 11 ± a
hefty fraction of the US Gross National Product!
Exercise 5.1. Estimate the energy cost of a 1,000-kg undecelerated starprobe
cruising at 0.3 c, using Milekowsky's (1996) more optimistic electric power cost
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estimate of $0.03/KWH, for the cases of 10%, 1% and 0.1% eciency of
converting electrical energy into spacecraft kinetic energy.
As we shall see in following chapters, feasible methods of converting electrical
energy into spacecraft kinetic energy ± laser radiation pressure and antimatter/
matter annihiliation ± are very inecient in terms of energy consumption. Electrical
costs for a single 1,000-kg starprobe might bankrupt our entire planet!
We have two choices to reduce these costs. The ®rst is to reduce probe velocity
and therefore energy requirements. There are obvious limits to this approach.
Although a 1,000-year interstellar crossing might not inconvenience the inhabitants
of a large interstellar ark or world ship, such a long travel time would upset the
science team launching the probe, since none of them would live to see the conclusion of the mission.
The second option is to shrink the probe. This applies the new techniques of
nanotechnology, and may ultimately reduce the mass of our 1,000-kg test probe to
1 kg or less.
5.1

THE SMALL AND THE VERY SMALL

As presented in Figure 5.1, spaceprobes have been shrinking in size and cost for
several decades. Consider ®rst the `macro' or 1970s vintage probes. The Viking
probes to Mars are good examples of macro spacecraft. As described by Bill
Yenne (1985), the mass of each of the two Viking orbiters was about 2,300 kg;
each of the two Viking landers that performed life-detection experiments on the
Martian surface had a mass of about 1,200 kg; and the total Viking 1/2 mission
cost was in the neighbourhood of US$1 billion.
Since Viking, robotic spacecraft have shrunk in both size and cost, but not in
capabilities. The total mass of mid-1990s `mini' interplanetary probes, such as the
Mars Path®nder lander, is in the vicinity of 100 kg, and the mission costs have been
reduced by a factor of about 10. As discussed by Burnham and Salmon (1996), the
1998 Mars Global Surveyor orbiter had a mass of 450 kg; surface-penetrator probes
on current Mars missions have masses as low as 2.5 kg.
The Mars Sojournor rover landed on the martian surface as part of the Path®nder mission. As noted in the July 1997 issue of Space¯ight, this complex and
successful spacecraft had a mass of only 12 kg.
A new series of planetary rovers is now under development using `micro' technology, and may soon be available for missions to Mars, asteroids or other Solar
System objects. Laboratory models of these miniaturised spacecraft, as described by
Amati et al. (1999), have masses less than 3 kg and typical dimensions of 30 cm.
These experimental micro-rovers can climb 15-degree slopes, traverse 12-cm high
obstacles and attain speeds of 15 metres per hour with a power requirement of 2.5 W.
But miniaturisation will surely not end here. Utilising the new science of nanotechnology pioneered by Eric Drexler and others, 21st century spaceprobes might
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Figure 5.1. How spaceprobes shrink as a function of time.

have a mass 1 kg or less. One of the most interesting (and fanciful) of the nanoprobe
proposals is Dyson's (1985) `Astrochicken'.
Astrochicken would be a 1-kg spacecraft with the capabilities of Voyager. It
would be grown rather than built, with a biological organisation and blueprints
encoded in DNA. Genetically engineered plant and animal components would be
required in Astrochicken. Solar energy would power the craft in a manner analogous
(or identical) to photosynthesis in plants. Sensors would connect to Astrochicken's
1-gm computer brain with nerves like those in an animal's nervous system. This
space beast might have the agility of a humming bird, with `wings' that could
serve as solar sails, sunlight collectors and planetary-atmosphere aerobrakes. A
chemical rocket system for landing and ascending from a planetary surface would
be based upon that of the bombadier beetle, which sprays its enemies with a scalding
hot liquid jet.
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Illuminated full-scale image of machine part

Demagnifying
optical system

Reduced-size image of
original part, projected
on an appropriate
photographic emulsion

Figure 5.2. An approach to the manufacture of a nanocomponent.

5.2

NANOTECHNOLOGY: THE ART AND SCIENCE OF THE VERY,
VERY SMALL

To master nanotechnology and ultimately construct (or grow) something like Astrochicken, it will be necessary to perfect industrial processes capable of manipulating
molecular-sized or even atomic-sized objects.
A number of possible approaches to nanomachining are described by Lawes
(1998). One of these, shown in Figure 5.2, is based upon techinques pioneered in the
semiconductor industry. A full-scale image of a machine part is demagni®ed through
an optical instrument resembling a microscope used in reverse. The tiny image is
projected upon an appropriate light-sensitive substrate. The exposed `microphotograph' is then developed to obtain the reduced image, and then washed to remove
excess photographic emulsion. The emulsion must have appropriate electrical and
mechanical properties so that the tiny machine part works in the same manner as its
larger model. Micro-sized machines and components have been produced using this
approach.
A major limitation to such `microphotography' is the wavelength of light used.
There is no reason why visual-spectral-region optical techniques cannot be further
developed for application in lower wavelength regions of the electromagnetic (EM)
spectrum such as the ultraviolet and even soft X-ray. Since electrons have smaller
wavelengths than all but the most energetic photons, electron-optical image demagni®ers should ultimately allow the `construction' of complex machines composed of
individual atoms.
Such a technology will allow construction of really tiny nanospacecraft.
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Hansson (1998) reported the results of a NASA Ames Research Center study that
considered the design of spacecraft with characteristic dimensions of about 1 mm.
Consisting of only a few million atoms, such virus-sized spacecraft could be engineered to travel in a swarm. Their simple computers would be programmed to avoid
collision and maintain formation.
Upon arrival at the destination, the swarm of tiny nanoprobes could perhaps
link together to form a larger spacecraft. Nanobiology would be applied, as well as
nanotechnology. Engineered solar sails or cables could conceivably be replaced by
extremely strong and tough biological substances such as spider dragline silk.
Tough (1998) has suggested that progress in nanotechnology/nanobiology might
be rapid, and the costs of nanoproducts might drop rapidly. By 2021, a humanequivalent computer may cost only $1, and fully developed nanotechnological
machines constructed one atom at a time could be marketed by 2050. Nanotechnology might even solve the problem of interstellar communication for an interstellar
Astrochicken, which could be launched within the next two centuries. Such a tiny
deep-space probe might carry a nanoengineered hyperthin communication antenna
to relay information to Earth, or be programmed to construct one from local
resources in the destination star system.
It is fortuitous that nanotechnological techniques promise to ultimately reduce
the mass of an interstellar probe's communication subsystem. As discussed by Lesh
et al. (1986), current technology laser links promise to reduce this mass by a factor of
four, since laser beams are better collimated than are radio beams. But even using
hyperthin or in¯atable beam-focusing optics, the mass of current technology communications subsystems for probes 40 AU or more from the Sun approximates 10 kg.

Exercise 5.2. A major advantage of laser interstellar probe communication
links over radio is that lasers (including their microwave variety, `masers')
are well collimated. Radio transmitters, on the other hand, have looser beam
collimation; some are omnidirectional. Assume that a space probe is 1 light
year from the Earth and transmitting with both radio and laser. Both communication systems generate 10 W of beam power. Assuming that the radio is
an omnidirectional, spherically symmetrical transmitter, ®rst calculate the
beam irradiance (in W m 2 ) reaching the Earth. Do this by dividing beam
power by the area of the sphere centred on the transmitter, at the location
of the Earth. If the laser has a beam divergence of 0.001 radians, next calculate
the laser beam diameter at the Earth (divergence angle in radians is the ratio of
beam diameter to transmitter±receiver separation). Calculate laser beam irradiance at the Earth by dividing beam power by beam area at the location of the
terrestrial receiver. The receiver area (in square metres) required to gather any
beam power (in watts) is the ratio of beam power to beam irradiance (in watts
per square metre) at the location of the receiver.
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NANOTECHNOLOGY AND SPACEFLIGHT: NEAR-TERM
POSSIBILITIES

In order to implement nanotechnologal advances in an ecient manner, funding
agencies often develop `road maps' to denote signi®cant developmental milestones
and the steps necessary to achieve them. A team directed by Al Globus of NASA
Ames Research Center has performed this function for near-term application of
nanotechnology to aerospace (Globus et al., 1998).
Perhaps the ®rst nanotechnological devices to see widespread aerospace application will be tiny computers and very low-mass launch vehicles. The latter would be
constructed using nanoengineered thin, diamond strength materials.
Tiny robots (nanobots) could be used for waste recycling and closed life support
applications, as well as in `smart' spacesuits. Early application of nanobot-engineered structures might be low-mass, large-diameter telescope mirrors; hyperthin
solar sails and solar cell arrays; and superstrong, hyperthin `nanotubes' for use in
solar sail cabling and spacecraft tethers. Even a nanotube `elevator' from the Earth's
surface to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) is not beyond reason.
One signi®cant driver for future operations beyond low-Earth orbit (LEO) is our
desire to explore, divert and possibly mine asteroids and comets that approach the
Earth. One way to eventually apply nanotechnology to asteroid mining, as discussed
by McKendrie (1998), is the `asteroid assembler'. This would be a nanodevice that
would land on an appropriate asteroid or comet nucleus, grow larger and reproduce
by planting appropriate `seeds' in the object's material, and ultimately begin to mine
the asteroid or comet.
A very interesting nanoproduct that is now undergoing widespread study is the
`Fullerene nanotube', named after visionary architect Buckminster Fuller. As
discussed by Brenner et al. (1998), Fullerine nanotubes are essentially single sheets
of graphite wrapped into tubes 10 nm across. These could be adopted as cables or in
sensor design, and are characterised by very high strength and low speci®c gravity.

5.4

NANOTECHNOLOGY AND SPACEFLIGHT: LONG-TERM
POSSIBILITIES

Nanotubes and other tiny structures could also in¯uence the design of huge solar sail
starships capable of carrying large human populations to Centauri within a 1,000year ¯ight time. Matlo (1993) has considered the design advantages of solar sail
nanocables much stronger than diamond or constructed using highly re¯ective, thin
and strong `nanoribbons'. From equation (4.22), solar sail cable mass increases with
payload mass and decreases with increasing cable tensile strength. Re¯ective thin
cables allow stronger and higher accelerations or payloads because solar radiation
pressure on the cable partially osets inertial forces.
But perhaps a more elegant approach to interstellar colonisation is to team
nanobiology with nanotechnology to shrink the colonists and therefore the space-
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craft. In 1996, Hansson (1996) suggested that tiny, living spacecraft might be applied
to the interstellar expansion of terrestrial life and civilization.
Imagine a living Astrochicken with miniaturised propulsion subsystems, autonomous computerised navigation via pulsar signals, and a laser communication link
with Earth. The craft would be a bioengineered organism. After an interstellar
crossing, such a living Astrochicken would establish orbit around a habitable
planet. The ship (or being) could grow an incubator/nursery using resources of the
target solar system, and breed the ®rst generation of human colonists using human
eggs and sperm in cryogenic storage.

5.5

POSSIBLE LIMITS TO NANOTECHNOLOGY

In the early phases of any new technology, the enthusiasm of its adherents often
overcomes consideration of its limitations in practice. This is certainly true of
nanotechnology. Perhaps as well as considering its potential for future development,
we might also consider the factors that in practise might limit nanotechnology for
both future terrestrial and extraterrestrial applications.
Consider, for example, the popular concept of a nanobot population injected
into the human bloodstream to kill cancer cells, reduce cholesterol, and so on. Such
nanobots might consist of miniaturised robotic arms of the type considered by
Santoli (1994), combined with nanocomputers and sophisticated sensor systems.
Such a device, if of molecular size, seems suspiciously like `Maxwell's demon'. If
possible, such a tiny entity could separate hot and cold molecules in a glass of water.
A ¯eet of nanobots could perhaps convert a lukewarm glass of water into a ¯uid that
is boiling on its left side and freezing on its right.
This is probably ruled out by the Second Law of Thermodynamics, since
each nanobot would generate a certain amount of waste heat. Even terminally
ill patients might like to know what nanobot-generated waste heat would do to
their bloodstreams and immune systems before the injection of a billion-nanobot
¯eet. (On the other hand, we should perhaps not be too hasty. Santoli (1999) informs
us that thermodynamics will work dierently at the nanolevel than at the macrolevel.)
Fast, tiny starships might also have some developmental limitations. In the
Autumn 1999 issue of SearchLites (a publication of the SETI league in Little
Ferry, New Jersey) some problems aecting tiny-starship operation are debated
by Paul Davies, Allen Tough and Mario Zadnik. One limitation to the
`nanostarship' concept is Galactic cosmic rays. These highly energetic (millionbillion eV) atomic nuclei have a Galactic ¯ux of a few particles per square centimetre
per second. Because of their penetration depth (up to a one metre), nanomachined tiny starships might be damaged or incapacitated by cosmic rays soon
after launch.
But tiny living organisms have survived in space for periods measured in years.
Terrestrial bacteria survived on the lunar surface for years on the Surveyor robot
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arm returned to Earth by the Apollo 12 crew in 1969. Since life forms ± even
bacteria ± are self-repairing nanomachines, nanostarships could protect against
cosmic-ray damage by using nanobiological techniques to incorporate bacterial
self-repair mechanisms.
Whatever its ultimate limitations, nanotechnology/nanobiology promises to
revolutionise life on Earth and concepts of life's expansion beyond the terrestrial
biosphere. These technologies should be routinely monitored by space travel
enthusiasts for new applications and breakthroughs. It would be interesting to
visit the nanotechnological facilities of the 22nd century to learn which predictions
of contemporary nanotechnologists have borne fruit.
5.6
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6
The nuclear option

The dream of ¯ight was one of the noblest and one of the most disinterested of all man's
aspirations. Yet it led in the end to that B-29 driving in passionless beauty toward the city
whose name it was to sear on the conscience of the world.
Arthur C. Clarke, The Promise of Space (1968)

Noted space visionary Arthur C. Clarke succeeds, in the short quote above, in
succintly summarising the quandary of those who seek to apply nuclear-®ssion
technology to space travel. Even though their hearts may be pure and their goals
justi®ed, the simple fact that their methods were used ®rst to kill hundreds of
thousands of humans at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and later to fuel the long mock
peace of the Cold War, insures a vast reservoir of public distrust directed towards the
nuclear scientists.
In the post-Cold War era, many usually rational citizens are aicted with an
attitude referred to as `NIMBY' ± `not in by back yard'. This is why it is dicult to
®nd a safe, underground repository for US nuclear waste, and why Florida residents'
fears of a very unlikely launch disaster threatened the 1997 launch of the Cassini
probe to Saturn. The probe is powered by a small radioisotope thermal generator.
But public attitudes have changed before, and may change again. It would seem
irrational to discard the nuclear-space¯ight option after so many decades of development eort. As mentioned in previous chapters, certain methods of space exploration may be possible only through the use of nuclear power. And if Earth is
threatened by an approaching asteroid on a collision course, the nuclear option
may be our only option.
6.1

NUCLEAR BASICS

Although their goals may be dierent, the operation of all nuclear reactors, bombs
and rockets is rooted in the same technique: the conversion of mass (m) into energy
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(E), according to Einstein's famous formula E  mc 2 , where c is the speed of light.
We consider here three basic types of nuclear reaction with space¯ight application:
®ssion, fusion and matter/antimatter annihilation.
Fission ± the splitting of massive atomic nuclei such as uranium-235 into less
massive atoms and energy ± was ®rst suggested by German scientists on the eve of
World War II, and applied late in that con¯ict to the development of the ®rst atomic
reactors and bombs during the American Manhattan Project. To date, all power
reactors used to generate electricity are ®ssion devices, the triggering mechanisms (at
least) of all nuclear weapons are ®ssion based, and those nuclear rockets that could
soon become operational are ®ssion rockets. Many radiosotopes used in hospitals
and industry are produced in ®ssion reactors; but sadly, all nuclear waste generated
by our species to date can also be attributed to ®ssion.
Nuclear fusion ± in which low-mass nuclei are joined to form more massive
nuclei and energy ± is the power source of the Sun and billions of other main
sequence stars. Our technology is not yet quite able to fuse light nuclei in power
reactors and obtain net energy. Even our hydrogen bombs are triggered by smaller
®ssion `devices'. While a star sustains fusion reactions deep in its interior through the
pressure of its self-gravitation, human researchers apply electromagnetic ®eld compression techniques or blast fusion micropellets with laser or electron beams. Very
controversial fusion possibilities, often listed under the rubric `cold fusion', are
considered in Chapter 9. Although ultimate `hot' fusion reactors may be relatively
free of radioactivity, those reactions applicable in the early 21st century will produce
some nuclear waste, although not as much as ®ssion reactors produce.
Both ®ssion and fusion convert only a tiny fraction (less than 1%) of their total
mass to energy. From the point of view of nuclear rocketry, the antimatter/matter
annihilation reaction is superior because 100% of the reactant mass is converted to
energy, and much of this energy can be directly channelled into rocket exhaust. But
antimatter (charge-reversed matter) does not exist in nature during the Universe's
present epoch, and is extremely expensive to produce in useful quantities. Because an
antiproton and a proton will attract each other by Coulomb's law and instantly
annihilate upon contact, long-term storage of antimatter is challenging. Although
matter/antimatter annihilation (or simply `antimatter') rockets can theoretically
attain high relativistic velocities, many researchers more conservatively plan to
utilise tiny amounts of this resource to initiate fusion in much larger fusion `micropellets'.
Figure 6.1 schematically illustrates the operation of any nuclear rocket. Nuclear
fuel is injected into the reactor at a controlled rate, and is reacted to produce energy.
Some of the energy may be included in a reactor exhaust stream, and some of the
energy may be transferred to a nuclear-inert reaction fuel. Because of the limitations
of thermodynamics, it will always be necessary to radiate a fraction of the nuclear
energy generated by the reactor as waste heat.
If dMnf and dMif are the nuclear and inert fuel masses ejected during an
in®nitesimal time interval dt, Ms is the total spacecraft mass at the start of dt, and
Vs is the ship velocity at the start of dt, conservation of linear momentum can be
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Figure 6.1. Schematic operation of a generalised nuclear rocket.

applied to the spacecraft and the two exhaust streams:
Ms Vs  Ms

dMnf

dMif  Vs  dVs   dMnf Vs

Ve;nf   dMif Vs

Ve;if 

6:1

where Ve;nf and Ve;if are respectively the exhaust velocities of nuclear and nuclearinert fuel streams, and dVs is the ship's increase in velocity during time interval dt.
Although nuclear-thermal rockets, in which nuclear energy is used to directly
heat the nuclear-inert fuel, are certainly possible for interplanetary applications, we
instead consider here nuclear rockets in which some of the nuclear energy is ®rst
converted into electrical energy, which is then transferred to the kinetic energy (KE)
of the nuclear-inert exhaust. If the mass/energy conversion eciency of the nuclear
reaction is Fnf , "nf is the fraction of released nuclear energy that is transferred to the
nuclear-exhaust stream, "ne is the eciency of nuclear-energy to electric conversion,
and "ei is the eciency at which this electrical energy is converted into nuclear-inert
exhaust kinetic energy, we can calculate exhaust kinetic energies, waste heat radiated
(WHR) and exhaust velocities using Einstein's basic mass/energy conversion
equation:
6:2a
dKEnf  Fnf "nf dMnf c 2  12dMnf V 2e;nf
dKEif  Fnf "ei "ne dMnf c 2 
WHR  1

"nf

2
1
2dMif V e;if

"ei "ne Fnr dMnf c 2

6:2b
6:2c

Equations (6.2) can be manipulated to yield simple equations for nuclear and
nuclear-inert exhaust velocities:
Ve;nf  2Fnf "nf  1=2 c

1=2

dMnf
Ve;if  2Fnf "ei "ne
c
dMif

6:3a
6:3b
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Table 6.1. Values of mass±energy conversion ef®ciency (Fnf ) for ®ssion, fusion and matter/
antimatter annihilation reactions.
Reaction

Mass±energy conversion eciency

Literature source

Fission
Fusion
Antimatter
''

0.00075
0.004
1.0
0.6 (useful energy)

Shepherd (1999)
Shepherd (1999)
Forward and Davis (1988)
Vulpetti (1986)

Table 6.1 lists representative values (from the literature) of the mass/energy conversion eciency of the nuclear reaction, Fnf , for various nuclear reactions.
In the following discussion, values of various energy transfer and energy utilisation factors in equations (6.3a) and (6.3b) are given for various existing and
hypothetical nuclear space propulsion systems.
If we substitute these values of mass/energy conversion eciency into equation
(6.3a) and assume that all released nuclear energy is transferred to the exhaust
stream "nf  1, exhaust velocities for ideal nuclear rockets can easily be calculated.

Exercise 6.1. Calculate exhaust velocities for ideal ®ssion, fusion and matter/
antimatter annihilation rockets as fractions of the speed of light and in km s 1 .

One factor that determines the fraction of released nuclear energy that can be
productively utilised in a real (or non-ideal) nuclear rocket is the form taken by that
energy. Generally, nuclear reactions deposit only a fraction of their energy in the KE
of electrically charged reaction products. This is the energy fraction that can be
directly utilised for propulsion with high eciency. But some of the energy
released in the nuclear reaction may appear instead in the form of electrically
neutral neutron KE, X-rays or gamma rays, or neutrinos (zero- or low-mass
particles that are extremely non-reactive with matter).
Matlo and Chiu (1970) considered a `two-stream' nuclear rocket of the form
pictured in Figure 6.1 and described by equations (6.2) and (6.3). Two dierent ways
of utilising the portion of nuclear energy not emitted as charged-particle KE were
compared. One of them is the nuclear±electric propulsion (NEP), in which some of
the non-charged-particle energy is used to accelerate a nuclear-inert ion fuel. The
second method is a variety of the `photon drive' in which some released energy in the
form of X-rays, gamma-rays and neutrons is used to pump an ecient gas laser that
emits its beam as exhaust. Because ions have more momentum than do photons, the
NEP is more eective unless a high percentage of the nuclear fuel mass is converted
to energy.
Most existing or proposed nuclear propulsion systems are `one-stream' only.
Exhaust is either in the form of nuclear reaction products or accelerated inert
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propellant, But, as presented in a following chapter, the two-stream propulsion
concept surfaces once again as the ram-augmented interstellar rocket (RAIR) ± a
variant of the interstellar ramjet.

6.2

NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC PROPULSION

One form of ®ssion propulsion that might see application in early robotic interstellar
exploration missions is the nuclear-electric, or nuclear-ion drive. Operation of a
typical NEP design is illustrated in Figure 6.2. In this approach, nuclear fuel is
consumed but not exhausted. Some of the released nuclear energy is transferred to
an electrical (or magnetic) thruster that accelerates ions of nuclear-inert fuel as
rocket exhaust. Ion fuels are usually materials like caesium, argon or mercury that
are easy to ionise and chemically relatively non-reactive. Ion fuel is usually exhausted
at a very slow rate over a long period of time. Although thrust is low (typically
10 4 g, where g is one Earth surface gravity), high spacecraft velocities can build up
over a period of weeks or months. With exhaust velocities in the neighbourhood of
100 km s 1 , NEP is a candidate propulsion system for some of the early extra-solar
probes.
Equation (6.3b) de®nes NEP exhaust velocity. If we de®ne a constant
Qnep  dMnf =dMif , the ratio of nuclear fuel to nuclear-inert fuel consumed in time
interval dt, equation (6.3b) can be substituted into equation (6.1) for the case of no
nuclear exhaust. Rearranging and performing the substitution dMs  dMif , since
ship mass decreases as ion fuel is exhausted, we obtain:
DVs

Ve;if

M0

dMs
Mf M0 Ms

6:4

where DVs is the total increase in spacecraft velocity, Mf is the total ion fuel mass,
Waste heat radiated as infrared

Nuclear fuel tank

Reactor
Energy exchange

Payload
Nuclear-inert fuel tank

Fuel accelerator

Nuclear-inert exhaust

Waste heat radiated as infrared
Direction of spacecraft acceleration

Figure 6.2. Schematic operation of a nuclear-electric rocket.
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and M0 is the ship's empty (unfuelled) mass. De®ning the mass ratio MR as the ratio
of (Mf  M0 ) to M0 , and substituting for ion exhaust velocity, equation (6.4) can be
solved to obtain:


DVs
6:5
MR  exp
2Fnf "ei "nf Qnep  1=2 c
Exercise 6.2. Verify all steps in the derivation of equation (6.5).

We can apply Table 6.1 and equations (6.3b) and (6.5) to evaluate performance
of NEP for an interstellar precursor mission based on modern NEP technology.
From Table 6.1, Fnf  0:000 75 for the ®ssion reaction. From Lipinski et al.
(1999), the fraction of ®ssion energy that can be transferred to the ion exhaust
("ei "ne ) is 0.5±0.8; we will adapt 0.65 as a median value. Also from Lipinski et al.,
the ratio of nuclear fuel burned to ion mass exhausted (Qnep ) is about 0.000 5.
Substitution into equation (6.3b) reveals that an ion-exhaust velocity of about
0.000 7 c (200 km s 1 ) is possible for this con®guration. Fearn (2000) has argued
that much higher exhaust velocities may be possible for an `ultimate' NEP.
Exercise 6.3. Insert the value 200 km s 1 for ion-exhaust velocity into equation
(6.5). What mass ratio is required to accelerate an NEP spacecraft to terminal
velocities of 50 and 100 km s 1 ?

One limitation for NEP applied to true interstellar ¯ight is the low speci®c
power. From Shepherd's (1999) recent contribution, 50 kW kg 1 is the best we
might reasonably hope for. Let us say, for example, that an NEP reactor is
charged with 10 kg of uranium fuel, all of which is expanded during a 1-year acceleration period. The nuclear fuel exhaust rate is therefore 3:2  10 7 kg s 1 . Applying
Einstein's mass/energy equation with the correct ®ssion eciency from Table 6.1, we
®nd that the on-board reactor generates about 2  10 4 kW, and the reactor mass is
about 400 kg. For very high performance missions, the reactor mass will dominate
the mass budget.
One analyst, Aston (1986), has attempted to estimate from current technology
what would be optimistically possible if NEP technology were developed to its limits.
In Aston's parameterisation, reactor mass is given:


Pnep 0:36
kg
6:6
Mnep;react  45:8
"ne "ei
where Pnep is the reactor power in kilowatts and the eciency factors in the denominator (which represent the total eciency) are de®ned above.
Assuming, with Aston (1986), that the reactor is a rotating-bed reactor fuelled
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with uranium-233, the total mass of ®ssion fuel is given by:


4 Pnep
Mnep; nf  4:25  10
kg
t
"ne "ei burn; yr
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6:7

where tburn; yr is the NEP engine-burn time in years.
The ion beam energy, in electron volts, is a function of the square of the ion
exhaust velocity in m s 1 , which is de®ned above:
Enep; beam  1:05  10

6

V 2e;if eV

6:8

Aston (1986) next de®nes ion beam current as:
Jnep; beam  4:78  10 4

Thnep
amperes
0:01Ve;if

6:9

where Thnep is the ion engine thrust in Newtons. The engine power in kW, Pnep in
equation (6.7), is 0.001 (Enep; beam ) (Jnep; beam ).
From the results of equations (6.8) and (6.9), Aston (1986) next estimated the
masses of various ion engine subsystems. He assumed a (mercury) propellant-utilisation eciency of 0.98, and a power-conditioning eciency of 0.95. A high-temperature Brayton-cycle energy conversion system with an eciency of 0.4±0.45 was
assumed to convert nuclear energy into electrical energy. The mass of the lowpower beam-current generating equipment (ion source and pre-accelerator
subsystem low-power conditioning equipment) is given as:
Mnep; lp  Nnep 10J 0:5
nep; beam  2:6Jnep; beam  kg

6:10

where Nnep is the number of NEP engines. The mass of the NEP high-power power
conditioning equipment consists of a ®xed-mass 5,000-kg accelerator and a very
high-power Cockroft±Walton power supply with a mass of 0.009(Pnep ) kg. For
reactor power levels above 1,000 mW, mass of the energy conversion system
(including compressor pumps and turbo alternator) is 0.02 (Pnep ) kg.
The ®nal probe power-system mass to be estimated by Aston (1986) was that of
the radiator necessary to radiate 55±60% of the energy generated by the reactor to
space. He assumed a moving belt radiator with a mass:


1 "ne "ei
pnep kg
6:11
Mnep;rad  0:012
"ne "ei
Aston (1986) calculated the performance of an NEP starprobe with a payload
mass of 5,000 kg, an additional 5% of initial mass for structure, an ion-exhaust
velocity of 4,000 km s 1 and an engine burn time of 64.9 years. The spacecraft
terminal velocity was 0.012 c, the total reactor power was 1 mW and the total
energy conversion eciency was 0.4. With 270,000 kg of mercury ion propellant,
113,000 kg of nuclear fuel, a 1,600-kg reactor mass and about 45,000 kg allocated
to electric-engine components, the total ¯ight time to Centauri for this system was
calculated as 389 years.
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Bond and Martin (1992) presented performance estimates for advanced,
technologically feasible NEP spacecraft. They concluded that maximum power conversion eciencies of 0.2 will be possible, and obtained thruster masses about three
times greater than those derived from Aston's (1986) formulae. They suspect that
Aston's reactor-mass estimates are very optimistic and may never be achieved.
NEP systems are massive. Nanotechnological reduction in payload mass has
little eect on total mission mass requirements. But if we must launch a probe to
land on, and explore, an object in the Kuiper Belt or Oort Cloud, the NEP is our best
propulsion option for the probe deceleration phase. Contrary to popular opinion,
the NEP need not pose a launch hazard if the reactor is launched in `cold' mode and
not turned on until the spacecraft has escaped the Earth.
One interesting ®ssion-type device that has been considered recently by
Noble (1998) is radioisotope-electric propulsion, in which mission power is
obtained from the decay of radioactive isotopes. Unlike NEP, this system can be
miniaturised. But it will present environmental risks, since the power plant cannot be
launched `cold'.
Recent NASA-funded NEP research has concentrated upon a `SAFE' test
®ssion engine capable of 100 kW power after being launched in a nuclear-inert
mode (Hrbud, 2003). This developmental concept has been incorporated into
Project Prometheus which, if fully funded, will result in a nuclear-electic propelled
probe to JupiterõÂ s icy satellites that could be launched around 2011 (Iannotta, 2004).
If these studies result in ¯ight articles that gain public acceptance, space scientists
participating in outer Solar System missions will have considerably more power
available for scienti®c instruments than on previous missions.
6.3

NUCLEAR-PULSE PROPULSION: ORION, DAEDALUS AND
MEDUSA

NEP may never be capable of true interstellar ¯ight. However, the same cannot be
said for nuclear-pulse propulsion (NPP), which is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Project Orion ± probably the ®rst serious nuclear-pulse proposal ± began its life
in the early Space Age as a secret USAF project. It was later incorporated in NASA
plans for the ®rst Moon-landing missions, in case the Saturn V failed. Before its
cancellation in the mid-1960s, several Orion prototypes were tested in the Earth's
atmosphere using chemical (not nuclear) charges. An Orion prototype is on display
in the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, and a photographic sequence of an
Orion prototype in ¯ight appears in The Star¯ight Handbook. After the project's
cancellation, Freeman Dyson published (in 1968) a design for an interstellar Orion.
It is perhaps just as well that the original Earth-launched Orion was never
constructed, because it would have been an environmental nightmare. NPP should
be used only in space, hopefully far from any inhabited planet.
In the basic Orion concept, the payload and fuel tank are separated from a
combustion chamber (or pusher plate) by enormous shock absorbers. The reason
for this separation (which from the crew's point of view should be as large as
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Figure 6.3. Two approaches to nuclear-pulse propulsion.

possible) is the nature of the fuel. This is not simply a nuclear reactor; the fuel
consists of nuclear bombs (often called `devices' to sanitise the concept). To
prevent its evaporation, the pusher plate would be coated with an ablative
material. Unless shaped nuclear charges are applied, no more than half the bomb
exhaust actually interacts with the pusher plate or combustion chamber.
With kiloton-sized ®ssion devices, a Project Orion vehicle launched from Earth
might have an exhaust velocity as high as 200 km s 1 , and much greater thrust than a
NEP propelled spacecraft. The Orion pusher plate assembly would also be considerably less massive than a NEP reactor.
With Dyson's (1968) interstellar Orion, the spacecraft is much larger and can
operate only in space. The kiloton-sized ®ssion devices are replaced by 1-megaton
hydrogen bombs. These operate by the fusion of deuterium atoms, which are heated
by energy released from a small ®ssion `trigger'.
Without violating national security protocols, Dyson (1968) was unable to
accurately predict performance of his interstellar Orion. He did, however,
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conclude that for a mass ratio of 4, if fuel is used for both acceleration and deceleration, the terminal (interstellar cruise) velocity of a thermonuclear Orion is between
0.0035 c and 0.035 c. If all of the hydrogen bombs in humanity's arsenals were
devoted to the task, small populations could be transferred to
Centauri on
voyages of 100±1,000-year duration. What a lovely use for the bombs!
Exercise 6.4. Calculate the exhaust velocity range for Dyson's (1968) interstellar thermonuclear Orion. First double the interstellar cruise velocity to
obtain the total velocity increment (since the spacecraft must both accelerate
and decelerate); then apply equation (4.4) to determine the range of exhaust
velocities. From the value for the fusion mass/energy conversion fraction in
Table 6.1 and equation (6.3a), calculate the range for "nf , the fraction of
nuclear energy transferred to the kinetic energy of the nuclear exhaust
stream (also called the burn fraction).
In an eort to reduce the radioactive emissions from an Orion spacecraft,
Winterberg has investigated the possibility of triggering a thermonuclear explosion
by means other than a ®ssion device. In 1977 he considered igniting a deuterium±
tritium fusion reaction with chemical explosives. In an earlier 1971 contribution he
had considered another mode of igniting a fusion reaction ± intense, relativistic
electron beams. This earlier contribution led directly to Project Daedalus, a
starship study conducted by the British Interplanetary Society during the 1970s
and 1980s (Bond et al., 1978).
Instead of megaton-sized H-bombs, Daedalus uses fuel micropellets of fusable
isotopes. The most easily ignitable fusion-fuel combination is a mixture of deuterium
and tritium, each of which are heavy isotopes of hydrogen. This fuel combination
was rejected by the Daedalus design team because much of the fusion energy is
released in the form of thermal neutrons, which result in nuclear radiation after
absorption in the combustion chamber walls.
The Project Daedalus fuel combination of choice was a mixture of deuterium
and helium-3, a light isotope of helium. Deuterium is rather common in nature, and
this isotope mix produces many fewer neutrons than the deuterium±tritium mix. A
drawback is the extreme rarity of helium-3 in the terrestrial environment.
Helium-3 is, however, found in the solar wind and atmospheres of the giant
planets, and Daedalus designers considered a number of options to obtain the
millions of kilogrammes required for a full-scale starprobe or starship. These
included strip-mining the upper layers of lunar soil (where the solar wind has
deposited small concentrations of this isotope), producing helium-3 on Earth,
mining the solar wind directly and mining the atmospheres of the outer planets.
The option selected was to insert robotic helium-mining packages below
balloons suspended in the jovian atmosphere. Periodically, the separated helium
isotope would be rocketed to fuel-processing stations orbiting Jupiter. Obtaining
fuel for Daedalus would indeed be a major task!
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The Orion pusher plate would be replaced by a combustion chamber in which
electromagnetic (EM) ®elds would re¯ect the high-velocity charged particle exhaust
from the fusion reaction. Calculations revealed that the exhaust velocity of a
Daedalus probe would be as high as 0.03 c (about 9,000 km s 1 ).

Exercise 6.5. Assuming an exhaust velocity of 0.03 c, estimate the eective
burn fraction ("nf ) for a Daedalus probe. For an unfuelled spacecraft mass
of 10 6 kg and an (undecelerated) interstellar cruise velocity of 0.1 c, how much
fusion fuel is required? If 50% of the fuel mass is helium-3, how much of this
rare isotope is required to propel this interstellar spacecraft?

As Hyde et al. (1972) discussed, fusion micropellets can be compressed and
ignited by electron beams. Such `inertial' fusion reactors are already in operation
in defence laboratories, simulating (on a small scale) thermonuclear explosions. The
Daedalus team instead adopted Winterberg's suggestion of electron-beam ignition.
A number of Daedalus follow-on concepts exist. We might consider lithiumproton or boron-proton fusion reactions. Although more dicult to ignite, these
reactions use very common reactants and are aneutronic. In 1977, Winterberg
suggested staged microexplosions in which a small helium-3±deuterium pellet
ignites a larger boron-proton or lithium-proton pellet after it is ignited by electron
or laser beams. (See M. L. Shmatov (2000) for a review of staged fusion microexplosion literature.)
But like Orion, Daedalus would be huge. Both a 10-kg and a 100,000-kg payload
would probably require spacecraft with unfuelled masses in the multi-million-kg
range. A surprising concept which might greatly reduce spacecraft mass is Solem's
(1993) `Medusa', which combines elements of NPP and solar sail propulsion.
Medusa replaces the massive combustion chamber/pusher plate with a gossamer
canopy joined to the payload by high-tensile strength cables. Calculations revealed
that if the canopy is suciently strong and radiation-resistant, it can withstand the
nearby ignition of micropellets or even small nuclear devices. If a low-mass ®eld
generator could be implaced in this canopy, charged particle Daedalus exhaust can
be re¯ected with little or no canopy degradation.
Medusa would move through space in a manner analogous to a jelly®sh's transit
through the ocean ± thus the inspiration for the name. Although much analysis
remains to be carried out, the Medusa concept might allow great reduction in the
mass of a nuclear-pulse starprobe.
Genta and Rykroft (2003) have discussed a proposal of the Italian Nobel
laureate Carlo Rubbia that has certain commonalities with NPP. Rubbia's
proposed nuclear rocket would use ®ssion fragments from the reaction of
americium-242 to heat hydrogen gas that would be expelled at an exhaust velocity
as much as 55 km s 1 .
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INERTIAL ELECTROSTATIC CONFINEMENT AND GAS-DYNAMIC
MIRROR FUSION

Many ®eld geometries have been considered for the con®nement of fusion plasmas.
One of these ± inertial electrostatic con®nment (ICE) (Bussard, 1991; Miley et al.,
1997, 1999) ± is under serious consideration at the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center, because of its potential space propulsion application.
Figure 6.4 shows the con®guration of an ICE reactor. An electric ®eld is
arranged around the interior of a spherical chamber so that a fusion plasma is
contained between the walls of the chamber and a central grid. Fusion takes place
close to the central grid. As shown in the ®gure, electrical energy from the fusing
plasma could be obtained from the central region. If the high-voltage outer `anode'
near the spherical chamber walls is slightly leaky, fusion heated exhaust can be
expelled out of the rear of a space vehicle. Such a reactor has great promise for
the RAIR (described in Chapter 8) and other `two-stream' rocket concepts.
An alternative fusion geometry with possible space propulsion applications has
been pioneered by Kammash and Lee (1996). Based upon the gas-dynamic mirror
(GDM) concept, this approach is theoretically capable of fusing tritium and
deuterium to obtain a speci®c impulse of at least 200,000 seconds, and thrusts in
the kiloNewton range.
Spherical chamber wall (anode)

Fusion particles
move towards
grid

Central grid (cathode)

Electrical energy
output from
fusion plasma

Fusion product
exhaust

Figure 6.4. An inertial electrostatic con®nement fusion reactor and its application to space
propulsion.
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In a GDM reactor, magnetic mirrors are used to con®ne an injected deuterium±
tritium plasma for a suciently long time for fusion to occur. Magnetic con®nement
is stronger at the ends of the cylindrical chamber than at the middle, which prevents
most of the plasma from escaping through the ends.
The plasma density in a GDM machine is high enough for the mean free path of
the reacting ions to be much shorter than the machine's dimensions. This causes the
fusion heated plasma to act hydrodynamically like a gas heated in a reaction
chamber, with a hole allowing hot gas to escape into a vacuum. Fusion products
from a properly con®gured GDM machine should be expelled out of the rear as
rocket exhaust.
Another fusion reactor geometry of interest is the `colliding beam' approach of
Rostoker et al. (1997). If this machine proves practicable, aneutronic fusion might be
possible between colliding beams of protons and boron-11.
Veteran NASA astronaut Franklin Chang-Diaz has coordinated research on a
plasma engine called VASIMR that may have application to fusion rocketry.
VASIMR consists of three magnetic cells in which plasma is ®rst injected, then
heated and ®nally expanded in a magnetic nozzle. The fuel of choice ± probably
neutral hydrogen ± is injected into the ®rst cell and then ionized. A number of NASA
researchers are currently investigating the feasibility and potential performance of
the VASIMR plasma rocket (Sankovic, 2002).
6.5

ANTIMATTER: THE ULTIMATE FUEL

Perhaps because of television's Star Trek series, everyone has heard of antimatter.
Unlike ®ssion and fusion, which convert less than 1% of the reactant mass to energy,
all of the mass of a matter/antimatter reaction is converted into energy.
The matter/antimatter reaction violates no physical laws, and the technology of
antimatter production and storage is making great strides. The only obstacle to the
construction of large antimatter fuelled rockets capable of approaching the speed of
light is the enormous cost of this resource.
Forward and Davis (1988) outline the early history of antimatter research. After
its prediction by Paul Dirac in 1929, the antielectron (positron) was discovered ±
using cosmic ray measuring plates ± by Carl Anderson in 1932. Discovery of the
more massive antiproton required an energetic nuclear accelerator, and was accomplished by a group directed by Emilio Segre in 1955.
A particle and its antiparticle have opposite electrical charge and therefore
attract one another. The mass of both interacting particles is converted into
gamma rays. Eugen Sanger applied this eect to his annihilation photon rocket
concept in 1965. An annihilation photon rocket operates by ®rst combining
matter with equal amounts of antimatter, and then re¯ecting the gamma rays out
the ship's rear as exhaust. Unfortunately, the demands of such gamma ray re¯ection
seem somewhat beyond our technology.
Inspired, perhaps, by Robert Forward, a small band of interstellar-¯ight
researchers began to study antimatter in the early 1980s. Massier (1982) reviewed
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early concepts for antimatter production and long-term storage. Existing antimatter
`factories' are very inecient, as they operate by projecting a very energetic particle
beam against a stationary metal target. A few antiparticles are produced through the
beam/target interaction, and a small fraction of these are collected.
An improved and uprated solar powered antimatter production facility was
proposed by Chapline (1982). The cost of this facility would be more than
US$10 12 , and about 1 kg per year of antimatter could be produced. Also in 1982,
Zito applied cryogenic con®nement to design a demonstration matter/antimatter
reactor for space propulsion applications.
Forward (1982) examined aspects of the exhaust from a matter/antimatter
rocket. The ®rst particles to appear after protons and antiprotons annihilate are
pions. From the point of view of an unaccelerated observer, these electrically
charged particles travel an average of 21 m before they decay into muons. Because
of their high velocity, the muons travel about 2 km before they decay into electrons,
positrons and neutrinos. Farther downstream from the spacecraft reaction chamber,
the electrons and positrons interact to produce annihilation gamma rays.
Cassenti (1982) investigated the eciency of an antimatter rocket if it focuses
pions or muons by magnetic nozzles. If pions are focused, as much as 67% of the
energy released in the proton±antiproton interaction can be transferred to exhaust
kinetic energy. If muons are focused, this eciency is about 40%. Working with
these eciency factors, Morgan (1982) estimated that the exhaust velocity of a pionrelecting matter/antimatter rocket could be in excess of 0.9 c, and the vehicle acceleration could approximate 0.01 g.
Cassenti also investigated the kinematics of antimatter rockets. For velocity
increments less than about 0.5 c, the ratio of reaction mass to fuel mass is about
4, since the ratio of antimatter to matter mass can be optimised. Forward (1982)
applied this to determine that for velocity increments less than about 0.3 c, the
optimum antimatter mass is always less than 1% of the total spacecraft launch
mass. He also presented a simple formula relating the antimatter fuel mass
(Mf ; am ) to unfuelled ship mass (M0 ):

Mf ; am
Vfin
 0:9
M0
c

Vin
c

2

6:12

where Vin and Vfin are respectively the spacecraft velocities at the beginning and end
of antimatter rocket operation.

Exercise 6.6. An antimatter rocket with an unfuelled mass of 10 7 kg is to be
accelerated from rest to 0.1 c. The total fuel mass (from Cassenti, 1982) will be
about 4  10 7 kg. Apply equation (6.12) to determine how much antimatter is
required; then use an optimistic estimate of antimatter costs from The Star¯ight Handbook, US$10 10 per gm, to estimate the mission cost.
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Magnetic coils

Antiproton input
Pion exhaust

Proton input

Figure 6.5. The beam-core engine: one type of matter/antimatter annihilation rocket.

As part of the NASA supported Advanced Space Propulsion eort, recent
researchers have attempted to reduce the costs of antimatter propulsion so that
serious mission planning can begin. Schmidt et al. (1999) have recently examined
the cost savings if tiny amounts of antimatter are used to initiate ®ssion and fusion
reactions in much more massive micropellets. Such a strategy could ultimately
reduce the antimatter fuel cost of an antimatter propelled interstellar precursor
mission to about US$60 million. The speci®c impulse for such an antimatter interstellar-precursor mission is in the range 13,500±67,000 s.
As discussed by Schmidt et al. (1999), the current world production rate for
antimatter is 1±10 nanograms per year. Billions of dollars of investment would be
required to obtain milligrams per year and reduce antimatter cost to trillions of US$
per gramme. Because of its extreme volatility, this hazardous substance might be
`mass' produced in orbital or lunar antimatter factories.
Schmidt et al. (1999) also reviewed recent research on antimatter rocket designs,
which could be used if the cost of antimatter drops dramatically. One of these ± the
beam-core engine (Figure 6.5) ± could have a speci®c impulse as high as 10 7 s, with
60% of the reaction energy transferred to the pion exhaust. The vehicle structure for
a beam-core engine would be about 20% of the propellant mass.
As well as engine design and antimatter production, recent researchers have
considered approaches to long-term antimatter storage. Gaidos et al. (1999)
discussed a portable penning trap (Figure 6.6) that can store up to 330 million
ions per cubic centimetre in a 3.5-kiloGauss magnetic ®eld. As discussed by
Howe and Smith (1999), higher density antimatter storage for true interstellar
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Direction of magnetic field

Positive electric potential repels
antiprotons from walls of trap

Figure 6.6. A penning trap utilises electric and magnetic ®elds to contain antiprotons.

missions might apply storage-ring techniques being developed for advanced particle
accelerators.
Antimatter might remain too expensive a resource for human occupied missions
to the stars, but could antimatter ships be miniaturised for application with microtechnology or nanotechnology? This question has recently been investigated in
papers by Lewis et al. (1996) and Gaidos et al. (1998). Fermilab, in Batavia,
Illinois, produces 5±10 nanogrammes of antimatter per year, and in the near
future this production rate could be raised by a factor of about 10, at a cost of
about 10 8 antiprotons per dollar. A scheme involving antiproton induced ®ssion/
fusion could conceiveably boost a small spaceprobe to a velocity of 129 km s 1 . In
this approach, a small antiproton burst is directed at a small pellet of ®ssile material.
The several-thousand electron volts released in this antimatter induced ®ssion could
in turn be used to ignite a larger fusion micropellet.
In a follow-up paper, Gaidos et al. (1999) described how spacecraft mass could
be reduced to about 400 kg, and a velocity increment of about 1,000 km s 1 could be
achieved with a very small antimatter requirement. Such a craft could traverse
10,000 AU in 50 years. Further eciencies could be obtained if the fusion fuel
cycle were aneutronic.
Halyard (1999) considered antimatter assisted missions to nearby stars that
could be accomplished using projections of current technology. An
Centauri
¯yby mission might require about a century for a 10,000-kg payload. A multistage
mission to orbit Barnard's Star (about 6 light years distant) with a 10 5 -kg payload
would require an interstellar cruise of almost three centuries. Increased eciency and
lower costs for antimatter production are essential if these travel times are to be
reduced.
As noted in Science (284, pp. 1597±1598, (1999)), former NASA administrator
Dan Goldin has proposed a research partnership between high-energy physicists and
NASA. One of the fruits of this initiative might be greatly increased eciency and
reduced cost in the mass production of antimatter. Such a development will hasten
the development of a true interstellar capability.
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7
21st century star¯ight

Looking out from the continent-sized cities and vast game preserves that may be our
future on this planet, youngsters will dream that when they are grown, if they are very
lucky, they will catch the night freight to the stars.
Carl Sagan, The Cosmic Connection (1973)

By the end of the 21st century we will have imaged Earth-like planets (if these worlds
exist) orbiting nearby stars, and our probes will have reached the heliosphere, and at
least, the inner fringes of the Oort Cloud.
Fission propulsion will probably be incapable of carrying humans to these
beckoning new worlds; fusion-pulse may remain politically and socially unacceptable, solar sailing is too slow and antimatter too expensive. This will be a time of vast
change on Earth as our population peaks and nation states begin to give way to a
true global civilization. Is there any hope, then, for a propulsion system that could
take at least a few humans to habitable worlds orbiting nearby stars, on missions
that begin late in the 21st century?
As it happens, there is one star-travelling approach that may become feasible by
the middle of the century. Figure 7.1 presents the various aspects of this approach ±
beamed-energy sailing. A solar powered station is located closer to the Sun than the
starship. Solar collectors focus sunlight on a solar pumped beam projector attached
to the solar collector array. A laser beam or particle beam is generated by the power
station. This is directed at the distant starship with the beam divergence angle shown.
The starship, which consists of payload attached to a sailcraft, accelerates to its
cruise velocity by the exchange of momentum with the impinging beam.
As the starship approaches the destination star, it applies a magnetic ®eld (or
magsail) for the ®rst stage of deceleration. The magsail re¯ects interstellar ions,
acting as a magnetic dragbrake. For the ®nal deceleration stage, the craft decelerates
to planetary velocities using a solar sail directed at the destination star. Similar
magnetic techniques may have application in changing spacecraft direction in
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Figure 7.1. Aspects of beamed-energy sailing.

interstellar space without application of thrust and even to supplying on-board
power during the interstellar cruise phase.
For acceleration, laser beam photons carry less momentum than do accelerated
particles, and hence are less ecient. Because accelerated particles generally are
electrically charged, the beam divergence of particle beams will be greater than
that of laser beams. Techniques have been suggested to reduce the beam divergence
of both laser and particle beams.
Another means of augmenting beam-to-sail momentum exchange was
uncovered in NASA-supported beamed-microwave experiments by Benford and
Benford (2002). Called `desorption', this approach refers to the fact that a electromagnetic (EM) power beam or intense sunlight can cause materials coated on the sail
or inside the sail to `boil o' at high velocities, thereby imparting thrust.

7.1

LASER/MASER SAILING FUNDAMENTALS

Perhaps because particle-beam techniques are of military signi®cance in missile
defence schemes, more research has been published on optical laser or microwave
laser (maser) application to spacecraft acceleration. This work leans heavily upon
studies of solar power stations (SPS) in space that beam energy to Earth by
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microwave beams. Even an early SPS has the potential to accelerate a nanominiaturised probe to respectable interstellar velocities.
We might instead consider a group of simple re¯ectors orbiting the Sun to focus
sunlight directly on a distant sail-equipped starship and thereby avoid the diculties
inherent in designing a high-tech laser/maser or particle-beam projector. But the Sun
is a source with ®nite extent rather than being a point object. As discussed by Matlo
(1996), interstellar application of such light-concentrators will therefore probably be
very limited.
Instead, we consider a solar array with a radius of Rarray directing its light into a
laser (or maser). The collected sunlight might ®rst be converted into electricity, or
alternatively it might be used directly to pump the laser. The eciency of sunlight
conversion to a collimated EM radiation beam is "las . If the separation between the
Sun and the solar pumped laser power station is Rsl; au in Astronomical Units, we can
estimate laser power using the 1996 formalism of Matlo and Potter (1996):
Plaser 

1400
"las R 2array W
R 2sl;au

7:1

where Rarray is the (disc-shaped) collecting array's radius in metres, and 1,400 W m 2
is the solar irradiance on an object 1 AU from the Sun, oriented so that the sunlight
is normal to the object. The laser power station may be light-levitated in a stationary
position between the Sun and the starship, orbiting the Sun or in a parabolic solar
orbit following the starship at a slower speed.
If all the laser light is incident on the fully opaque starship sail, the acceleration
of the interstellar spacecraft depends upon sail re¯ectivity to the laser beam, REFsail ,
ship mass in kilogrammes, Ms , laser beam power, and the speed of light c in metres
per second, in a manner analogous to the acceleration of the solar sail, as considered
in Chapter 4:
1  REFsail 
Plaser m s 2
7:2
ACClaser sail 
Ms c
In the case of partially transmissive sails (as considered later in this chapter), the
factor (1  REFsail ) in equation (7.2) will be replaced by ABSsail  2REFsail . Where
ABSsail is sail fractional absorption, as discussed in Matlo (1995).
As discussed in many references, including Matlo and Potter (1996), the laser
beam's divergence angle is governed by Rayleigh's criterion. We can relate laser
wavelength laser in metres to the diameter of the laser-transmitting optics in
metres Dlas tran , and the separation in metres between the laser power station and
the starship Dlas ship;max at which the laser beam completely ®lls the (disc-shaped) sail
with radius Rsail :
2:44laser
2Rsail

7:3
Dlas tran
Dlas ship; max
Starship acceleration can continue for laser±ship separations greater than
Dlas ship; max , albeit at a reduced rate. For greater separations, starship acceleration
will vary with the inverse square of the distance to the power station.
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Let us examine how we can design an interstellar light-sailing probe using
equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3). First, assume that the laser power station is
`parked' between the Sun and the probe in a stationary position (from the starprobe's point of view) 0.1 AU from the Sun's centre. If the laser eciency is 0.3 and the
solar array collecting radius is 100 m, solution of equation (7.1) reveals that the
power in the laser beam is about 1:3  10 9 W.
If the sail re¯ectivity is 0.9 and the total probe mass is 50 kg, substitution of these
values and the above value for beam power in equation (7.2) yields an acceleration of
0.16 m s 2 , or about 0.017 g. Starting from rest and accelerating at this rate for two
years, the probe reaches a terminal velocity of about 10 7 s 1 , or 0.035 c. This probe
will reach
Centauri in about 125 years. Assuming constant acceleration, the
probe's average velocity during the two-year acceleration period will be about
0.0175 c. The probe's distance from the Solar System (Dlas ship; max ) will be about
0.035 light years, or 3:15  10 14 m at the termination of laser beam operation,
assuming that the beam completely ®lls the sail at the end of laser-beam acceleration.
Assume next that the sail consists of 25-nm thick aluminium and has a mass of
27 kg. The area of this sail (calculated by dividing sail mass by the product of sail
density and thickness) is 4  10 5 m 2 . Assuming a disc-sail con®guration, the radius
of the probe's sail, Rsail , is about 350 m.
If we next assume a yellow±green laser with a wavelength laser of 0.5 mm
(5  10 7 m) and substitute into equation (7.3), we ®nd that in order to completely
®ll a 350-m radius sail at a distance of 3.15  10 14 m with the laser beam, the
diameter of the laser beam transmitting optics (Dlas tran ) is about 550 km.
Exercise 7.1. Photon beam dispersion is inferior at longer wavelengths, which
aects interstellar communication as well as beam propulsion studies. Apply
equation (7.3) to estimate how much larger the transmitting optics must be to
completely ®ll the 350-m radius sail at a distance of 0.035 light years from the
Sun, if 1-mm or 10-mm infrared light is transmitted by the laser.
The 1:3  10 9 -W beam power required to deliver a 27-kg payload to Centauri
in about 125 years approximates the power output of a large terrestrial electrical
power station. Application of photon-power beaming to the acceleration of true
starships on one-way interstellar journeys will equal or exceed the current terrestrial
electrical power generating capacity (about 10 13 W).
Unlike slower solar sail starships that complete their acceleration in a relatively
short time, laser sails must be exposed to occasional impacts by interstellar dust for
decades. Landis (1999) has reported that dust erosion of interstellar light sails may
be less than previously expected.
Exercise 7.2. In 1975, Edward Gil®llan Jr. estimated the non-fuel mass of a
very minimal interstellar `generation ship' or ark (crewed by about 20 people)
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at about 65,000 kg. If the sail and associated structure bring the interstellar ark
mass up to 100,000 kg, estimate, from the above example, the laser beam power
required to deliver this craft to Centauri in 125 years. How does this power
requirement compare with the current terrestrial electrical power generation
estimate? Using the laser eciency and position used in the example, how large
is the size of the solar collecting array for the laser power station? If you
estimate the radius of a 35,000-kg, 25-nm thick aluminium sail from the
above example, you will see that the starship's larger sail results in a reduced
size for the laser-transmitting optics.
But there is one major problem with the application of power-beam technology
to true interstellar ¯ight. To paraphrase Zubrin (1999), decelerating using powerbeams alone is very, very dicult in principle, and perhaps impossible in practice.

7.2

STARSHIP DECELERATION USING THE MAGSAIL

A potential method of starship deceleration that does not strain the limits of contemporary technology does, however, exist. The principle of this device ± a form of
magnetic braking called the `magsail', ± is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
The magsail is derived from early approaches to the collection of fuel for
interstellar ramjets, which are described in a following chapter. In 1974, Matlo
and Fennelly suggested that the magnetic ®eld generated by a superconducting
solenoid could extend for thousands of kilometres in the interstellar medium.
Gyrating around the ship generated magnetic ®eld lines, interstellar ions would
approach the ship closely. But Matlo and Fennelly were unable to conclude
whether the ions would be collected into the scoop or re¯ected back into space.
In 1990 this concept was reinvestigated by Andrews and Zubrin. Using sophisticated computer codes, they demonstrated that a solenoidal ®eld would tend to
re¯ect interstellar ions elastically, decelerating the ship by linear momentum conservation. Their analysis also reveals that a simple supercurrent ring is superior as a
braking mechanism to a superconducting solenoid.
The magsail principle works as follows. Magnetic ®eld lines emerge from the
supercurrent ring, as shown in Figure 7.2. Interstellar ions gyrate around the ®eld
lines, and therefore approach the starship. Close to the starship, the magsail
generated magnetic ®eld lines are so close together that a magnetic mirror eect is
created. The ions are re¯ected back into space, in the direction of starship velocity,
and the spacecraft decelerates.
In interplanetary space the eective ®eld radius of the magsail is about ten times
its physical radius. The magsail's mass can be estimated using equation (9) of Zubrin
and Andrews (1989):
Imag
7:4
Mmag  2Rmag
Jm; mag
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Trajectory of reflected
interstellar ion
Supercurrent
direction

Magsail generated
magnetic field lines

Magsail

Spacecraft velocity direction
Spacecraft deceleration direction

Figure 7.2. The magsail as an interstellar braking mechanism.

where Rmag is the magsail's physical radius, Imag is the magsail supercurrent, and
Jm;mag , is the magsail's current/mass density ration in amp-m kg.
To obtain an expression for magsail induced deceleration DECmag , we next
modify equation (10) of Zubrin and Andrews (1989) to include the ratio of
magsail mass to ship mass Ms :


Rmag 0:33
Mmag
DECmag  0:59 fs  2in V 4s
Jm;mag
7:5
Imag
Ms
where fs is the permeability of free space 4  10 7 N amp 2 , in is the interstellarion mass density, and Vs is the ship velocity. Integration of equation (7.5) yields a
non-relativistic expression for ship velocity Vmag at time t during magsail deceleration as a function of ship velocity during interstellar cruise Vcr , at the start of magsail
deceleration:
33
2
6
6
Vmag  6
4

7
1
7
7

0:33
Rmag
Mmag t
1 5
0:197 fs  2in
Jm; mag
 0:33
Imag
Ms
V cr

7:6
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Figure 7.3. A typical magsail deceleration pro®le. Deceleration is denoted as fractions of
Earth's surface gravity; velocity is denoted as fractions of the speed of light.

From Zubrin and Andrews (1989), magsail mass  8:7  10 4 kg and magsail
supercurrent  159 kiloamperes. If we adopt a current/density mass ratio of
5  10 6 amp-m kg 1 , a compromise between Zubrin and Andrews near-term and
optimistic projections, equations (7.4) yields a magsail physical radius of about
420 km.
In operation, the eective magsail physical radius will be reduced because of the
necessity to store supercurrent to compensate for variations in interstellar ion
density. Since this might be done by counter-winding some coils to the main
magsail, we assume that Rmag is reduced to 120 km. Selecting a conservative value
of local interstellar medium ion density (0.05 protons cm 3 , from Matlo and
Fennelly (1974)), and assuming a total ship mass of 3:8  10 5 kg, we can solve
equations (7.5) and (7.6).
Figure 7.3 presents a magsail deceleration pro®le for the parameters described
above, and an interstellar cruise velocity of 0.03 c, obtained by the solution of
equations (7.5) and (7.6). The ship requires about 50 years to decelerate from
0.03 c to 0.002 2 c, during which time it traverses about 0.46 light years. Deceleration
from 0.03 c to 0.001 6 c requires about 60 years, during which time the ship traverses
about 0.48 light years. Deceleration from 0.04 c adds just a few years to the deceleration process.
Note that magsail deceleration is much more ecient at high velocities. For this
reason the terminal stage of starship deceleration will use the light sail directed at the
target star, as described in a previous chapter. The above analysis may, however,
actually underestimate magsail performance, since a magsail could be pointed into
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the solar wind of the destination star, thereby enhancing its performance. Also,
neutral interstellar atoms encountering the rapidly varying magsail magnetic ®eld
might be ionised.
As reviewed by Cocks et al. (1997), many inner Solar System applications of
superconducting magsails have been suggested. But as discussed by Vulpetti and
Pecchioli (1991), these may be dicult to implement, because present-day superconductors operated within the orbit of Mars tend to `go normal' and lose superconductivity unless massive thermal shielding is employed.

7.3

THRUSTLESS TURNING

Some of the earliest papers dealing with photon-beamed space travel speculated
some form of thrustless manoeuvres using the interstellar magnetic ®eld. These
would allow a ship to circle back and re-enter a poorly collimated beam, or even
serve as an abort mode to return a failed interstellar mission to the Solar System
without great fuel expenditure.
Figure 7.4 presents the application of interstellar thrustless turning. A starship
travels through the interstellar magnetic ®eld. An electrostatic charge or magnetic
®eld on the spacecraft will alter the craft's trajectory without the expulsion of
propellant. In a constant interstellar magnetic ®eld, the spacecraft will follow a
circular trajectory.
The earliest approaches to thrustless turning in the literature are Forward (1964)
and Norem (1969), both of which considered Lorentz-force turning of an electrostatically charged spacecraft. In this approach, a starship with mass Ms cruises
through a constant interstellar magnetic ®eld with intensity Bism . The spacecraft's
velocity relative to the magnetic ®eld lines is Vsrm , and a net electrical charge Qnet is
carried by the spacecraft (possibly generated by the decay of radioactive isotopes).
Since the Lorentz force and centripetal force will be equal:
Qnet Vsrm  Bism VQnet Bism Vsrm;per V

Ms 2
V
Restr srm

Starship trajectory under the influence of thrustless turning
Initial starship
trajectory
Sun

Destination star

Interstellar magnetic field lines

Figure 7.4. The application of thrustless turning to alter a starship's trajectory.

7:7
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where Vsrm;per is the velocity component of the spacecraft perpendicular to the local
interstellar magnetic ®eld, Restr is the electrostatic turning radius of the spacecraft,
and the interstellar magnetic ®eld is considered to be approximately perpendicular to
the spacecraft's velocity vector. Rearranging equation (7.7), we ®nd:
Restr V

Ms V 2srm
Qnet Bism

7:8

Exercise 7.3. A starship with a mass of 5  10 6 kg is cruising through the
interstellar medium with a velocity of 0.02 c. From Pikel'Ner (1968), the
magnitude of the interstellar magnetic ®eld in the Galactic vicinity of the
Sun is about 5  10 10 webers m 2 . If the ship carries a net electric charge of
5  10 6 coulombs, what is the electrostatic turning radius from equation (7.8).
To turn through an angle of 180 , the ship traverses half of the circumference
of a circle with radius Restr . At a ship velocity of 0.02 c, how much time is
required to complete a 180 thrustless turn?
Ships of reasonable size will require enormous electrostatic charges to complete
turning manoeuvres within decades. One obstacle to the utilisation of such enormous
net charges is Debye±HuÈckel screening, described in Jackson (1962). Interstellar ions
with charges opposite to the spacecraft will be attracted from great distances, thereby
reducing the eective spacecraft charge. Application of Debye±HuÈckel theory to this
situation is non-trivial because of the starship's high velocity and the tenuous ion
density of the interstellar medium. Electrodynamic turning is suggested as a possible
alternative to electrostatic turning.
An approach to electrodynamic thrustless turning was presented by Matlo et
al. (1991). As shown in Figure 7.5, a unidirectional supercurrent sheet is ®rst created
by partially shielding a superconducting loop or solenoid with an external layer of
superconductor through which the interstellar magnetic ®eld cannot penetrate. If the
Loop field
Loop length
Lloop
Supercurrent
iloop

Figure 7.5. One approach to thrustless electrodynamic turning requires a partially sheathed
superconductor. The interstellar magnetic ®eld is assumed to be perpendicular to supercurrent
and loop length. Inner and outer superconducting shields are denoted by dashed lines.
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current in the superconducting loop or solenoid is iloop and the length of the loop is
Lloop (as shown in Figure 7.5), a magnetic force Floop;mag causes the loop to turn
through a circular trajectory in the (constant) interstellar magnetic ®eld:
Floop; mag  iloop Lloop  Bism Viloop Lloop Bism V

Ms 2
V
Rmtr srm

7:9

where Lloop is approximately perpendicular to the interstellar magnetic ®eld and Rmtr
is the radius of magnetic turn. Rearrangement of equation (7.9) yields the following
result for magnetic turn radius:
Rmtr V

Ms V 2srm
iloop Lloop Bism

7:10

In an eort to estimate reasonable values for the parameter iloop Lloop in
equation (7.9), Matlo et al. (1991) applied the analysis to a thin-®lm superconducting solenoid such as that investigated by Matlo and Fennelly (1974) in the case of a
solar sail starship designed to utilise thrustless turning to make multiple passes of the
Sun. They utilised standard calculations of membrane stress, and assumed that
refurled cable and sail could be utilised to compensate for magnetic hoop stress
during a thrustless turn. For a payload mass of 5  10 6 kg and a total ship mass
of 3:5  10 7 kg, the value calculated for the current-length kg 1 is about 1:5  10 6
amp-metre kg 1 . This resulted in a value for the product iloop Lloop of about
1:5  10 14 amp-metre. Utilisation of the more conservative bulk-superconductor
approximation of Zubrin and Andrews (1989) resulted in a value of iloop Lloop
about 50% lower than the value mentioned above.
Exercise 7.4. For the spacecraft mass iloop Lloop value cited above and the
interstellar magnetic ®eld strength used in Exercise 7.3, calculate turning
radius and time for a 180 electrodynamic thrustless turn by a starship
moving at 0.005 c.
In the summer of 2000, Georey Landis of the Ohio Aerospace Institute
expressed serious concerns to Matlo regarding the ultimate feasibility of
producing a unidirectional current ¯ow using a partially sheathed superconductor.
Electrostatic techniques or electrodynamic tethers may be a better choice for this
application.

7.4

PERFORATED LIGHT SAIL OPTICAL THEORY

One method of increasing a light sail's performance is to use thrustleness turning to
make multiple passes through a laser beam or by the Sun. Another approach is to
reduce sail mass as much as possible. Basing his work upon unpublished results of
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tmesh

2amesh

gmesh

Figure 7.6. A perforated solar sail constructed from rectangular wires.

Freeman Dyson, in 1985 Robert Forward suggested one possible method of greatly
reducing light sail mass.
This method, called the `perforated light sail' is illustrated in Figure 7.6, showing
a mesh constructed of rectangular conducting wires. Mesh parameters include mesh
wire thickness tmesh , mesh wire width 2amesh and parameter gmesh , which equals
2amesh  wire separation.
Matlo (1995) presented a theory of mesh optical properties based upon an
approach in Driscoll and Vaughan (1978). This theory applies if rectangular wire
cross-sectional circumference, umesh , is de®ned as 8amesh and if the mesh satis®es the
following conditions:
light wavelength   2gmesh > 16amesh
amesh > skin depth skin 
tmesh =gmesh  1
For meshes that satisfy these conditions, mesh spectral fractional transmission
(T;mesh ), spectral fraction absorption (A;mesh ) and spectral fractional re¯ectance
(R;mesh ) at wavelength  can be related:
  
2
4g 2mesh
amesh
Ln sin
T; mesh V
gmesh
2
7:11
1=2

2gmesh R;mesh
c
A; mesh V
umesh
mesh 
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Table 7.1. Fractional spectral re¯ectance, absorption and transmission of an aluminium
perforated light sail with gmesh  150 nm, amesh  15 nm, and  1=2  3:05  10 8 s 0:5 .
From Matloff (1995).



B;mesh

A;mesh

T;mesh

0.4 m
0.5
0.6
0.7

0.22
0.50
0.65
0.75

0.10
0.20
0.24
0.25

0.68
0.30
0.11
0.00

where c is the speed of light and mesh is the mesh wire conductance in reciprocal
seconds. For the theory to apply, 1 T; mesh  R; mesh since R; mesh  A; mesh .
As discussed in Jackson (1962), for a good conductor such as room-temperature
nickel, mesh  10 17 s 1 . Also from Jackson, the skin depth (skin ) is proportional to
the inverse of the square root of the frequency of the EM radiation incident on the
mesh. Jackson states that for frequencies of 60 Hz and 108 Hz respectively, the skin
depth is about 0.85 cm and 0.71  10 4 cm for copper. For visible light with a
frequency of about 6  10 14 Hz, skin depth is about 3 nm. In 2003, Matlo reexamined perforated light sail optical theory. A general expression for skin depth
is skin   c=fS mesh  1=2 . In this relationship, values of mesh in reciprocal
seconds must be converted into units of MHO/metre by dividing them by 9  10 9 .
Matlo (1995) compared predictions with measurements for a mesh described
by Renk and Genzel (1962) for 100±250-mm infrared light. Agreement between
theory and experiment was fairly close ± with the theory underestimating re¯ectance
at low wavelengths. Theoretical values for spectral fractional absorptance were
generally two to three times greater than the corresponding experimental values.
Admittedly, the theory presented here for optical performance of a perforated
light sail is approximate and restrictive. Until a better theory is published, the
spectral transmission and re¯ection results presented in Table 7.1 for a sample
perforated sail, from Matlo (1995), should be treated as very approximate.
However, from these results the mesh considered is more re¯ective for red light
than for blue light. One can easily wavelength average these optical parameters with
the Sun's relative black-body emittance curve to determine the optical performance
of a perforated solar sail in sunlight.
When considering performance of a partially transmissive light sail, the re¯ectivity factor for an opaque light sail ((1  Re¯ectivity)/2) should be replaced by the
expression ((Absorptivity  2  Re¯ectivity)/2). From Wolfe (1965), the emissivity
for a non-opaque or transmissive light sail (see the earlier discussion on solar sails
for more information on emissivity) can be de®ned as:
"trans; sail 

1

Ttrans; sail  1 Rtrans; sail 
1 Ttrans; sail Rtrans; sail

7:12

where the subscript `trans, sail' attached to the symbols for emissivity, transmission
and re¯ection denote a partially transmissive sail.
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Perforated light sails do seem to result in signi®cant performance improvements,
when compared with their non-perforated counterparts. One result of Matlo's
(2003) analysis was a fairly rigorous demonstration that an aluminum mesh with
gmesh  150 nm and amesh  7.5 nm can be used as a solar sail to project a 10 6 -kg
payload towards Centauri on a 1376-year trajectory. The optimum sail radius is
400 km, peak acceleration is 1.87 g and the perihelion distance of the initially
parabolic solar orbit is 0.044 AU. The total spacecraft mass (sail  payload  cable)
is about 1:1  10 7 kg. So a great deal more theoretical and experimental work can
pro®tably be devoted to this subject. Nanotechnologies can be developed to
construct these structures. As discussed by Forward (1985), very-low-mass interstellar probes are possible if we can construct perforated light sails out of material that
can also serve as electronic devices.

7.5

THE FRESNEL LENS: A METHOD OF IMPROVING LASER BEAM
COLLIMATION

In 1984, Robert Forward suggested another conceptual technique to improve the
performance of an interstellar laser sail. As shown in Figure 7.7, Forward would
position a thin-®lm refractive optical element ± a Fresnel lens ± between the laser and
the starship. If the position of these three optical elements (laser, lens and starship)
can be accurately maintained for decades or centuries (no mean task!), the light-years
distant starship could be presented with a very well collimated beam, at a distance
measured in light years. Forward proposed a 1- mm wavelength solar pumped laser
(perhaps at the orbit of Mercury), with laser collimation such that the 500-km radius
Lens

Laser
Laser beam

Starship
Well-collimated beam

Sun
A thin-film Fresnel lens
consists of alternating
concentric rings of
plastic and empty space

Figure 7.7. A Fresnel lens in the outer Solar System can direct a laser beam to a light sail light
years from the Sun.
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Fresnel zone lens at 15 AU (about 2.25  10 9 km) from the laser is completely ®lled
by the laser beam.
A space Fresnel zone lens would be constructed using concentric rings of thin
®lm plastic separated by rings of empty space. The number of zones in the Fresnel
lens (NZfl ) can be estimated using equation (18) of Forward (1984):
NZfl 

R 2fl
ffl 

7:13

where Rfl is the radius of the Fresnel lens, ffl is the focal length of the Fresnel lens,
and  is the wavelength of the laser light.
If the lens radius is 500 km and the lens focal length is 15 AU, about 110,000
Fresnel zones are required for 1-mm laser light. A well-collimated beam from the lens
would completely ®ll the 500-km radius sail of a very distant starship if the laser were
to be positioned 15 AU from the lens, as shown.
From equation (19) of Forward (1984), the radius of the ®rst Fresnel zone can be
calculated:
7:14
Rfl; 1  ffl  1=2
For the case discussed above, Rfl; 1 is approximately 1.5 km. Applying equation (24)
of Forward (1984), the spacing between the outer Fresnel zones (or the width of the
plastic in the outer zone) can be written as:
Sfl;out 

ffl

2Rfl

7:15

For the case considered above, Sfl;out is about 2.25 m. From Forward (1984), the
mass of the thin-®lm plastic required for this Fresnel lens is about 5  10 8 kg.
Exercise 7.4. Jones (1985) proposed a maser propelled light sail pushed by a
well-collimated 3-m wavelength microwave beam. How many Fresnel lens
zones would be required for this wavelength if the maser lens separation
(lens focal length) is 15 AU and the lens radius is 3,000 km?
Korman et al. (1999) concluded that even contemporary thin-®lm and in¯atable
space technologies are quite capable of application to the manufacture of large
Fresnel lenses in space.
7.6

ROUND TRIP INTERSTELLAR VOYAGES USING BEAMED-LASER
PROPULSION

Forward (1985) dealt with `Starwisp', a maser accelerated nanoprobe in which smart
circuitry comprises perforated sail elements, and Jones (1985) considered a maser
accelerated interstellar colonisation craft. Starwisp is undecelerated, and Jones' craft
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would require a magsail or some other method for deceleration. But as Norem (1969)
pointed out and Forward (1984) discussed, there are at least two possible ways to
conduct round trip interstellar journeys using laser beams and light sails.
Norem (1969) would ®rst accelerate his light sail using a laser beam and direct
the spacecraft past the target star. Then, he would utilise thrustless turning in the
interstellar magnetic ®eld so that the starship changes direction by 180 . To decelerate, the craft would manoeuvre once again into the beam, this time moving towards
the Sun. By the time it once again entered the destination solar system, its speed
relative to the target star would be zero. To return his craft to Earth, Norem would
®rst accelerate the craft once again into the beam. After interstellar cruise velocity is
achieved, thrustless turning would again be employed to redirect the craft by 180 so
that it is travelling towards the Earth. Approaching our Solar System, Norem's craft
would again enter the beam, to be decelerated by the time it reaches Earth.
Forward (1984) would launch a multi-stage light sail from the Solar System, and
®rst accelerate it to interstellar cruise velocity by the laser beam. Approaching the
destination star system, the sail would separate into two sections. The larger and
leading sail would act as a mirror to re¯ect the laser beam onto the starship's smaller
sail for deceleration. After completion of their mission, the starship crew would
redirect their craft into the beam re¯ected from the larger mirror sail, which by
now might be light years distant. This re¯ected beam would accelerate their craft
back towards Earth. Approaching the Solar System, the starship's sail would reenter the laser beam for deceleration.
Needless to say, both approaches are enormously demanding in terms of beam
aim and collimation and starship manoeuving. Even if the technical problems can be
solved, round trips to even the nearest stars will take centuries for reasonable beam
powers and ship masses.
Other researchers have suggested that we could reduce beam power requirements by using the laser beam's energy to heat a working ¯uid instead of the
beam momentum. Non-relativistic laser heated interstellar rockets were suggested
by Bloomer (1967); a relativistic treatment of laser heated interstellar rockets was
published by Jackson and Whitmire (1978); and Kare (2000) has considered applying
this approach to near-term interstellar precursor probes. (To consider the nonrelativistic kinematics of a laser heated interstellar-electric rocket, refer to Section
4.2, and replace the Sun by the laser as a power source.)
Whitmire (1977) and Jackson (1977) also published a relativistic treatment of a
laser heated interstellar ramjet. A non-relativistic treatment of this craft's kinematics
is presented in Chapter 8. Since the particles exhausted from rockets and ramjets
have much higher linear momentum than do photons, beam power would be lower
than for laser sailing craft. But when considering round trip missions, laser beam
collimation and aim would be just as challenging!
7.7

INTERSTELLAR PARTICLE-BEAM PROPULSION

Another variation on the beamed-propulsion theme is to replace the laser beam
apparatus with a charged-particle beam accelerated by solar energy, as proposed
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Figure 7.8. Accelerating an interstellar spacecraft by momentum transfer from an accelerated
particle-beam.

by Singer (1979). As shown in Figure 7.8, spacecraft acceleration would be eected
by momentum transfer from the particle beam to the spacecraft.
Belbruno and Matlo (1993)considered application of particle-beaming to thin®lm interstellar probes, and Matlo (1996) further investigated the non-relativistic
performance of such craft in his `Robosloth' paper.
A Robosloth-type probe was assumed to be a thin-®lm spacecraft initially
unfurled close to the Sun and accelerated by solar sail to about 0.005 c, on a
trajectory that would require about 900 years to reach
Centauri. The craft is
then inserted into a particle beam (before or after the solar pass) that increases its
interstellar cruise velocity. From Matlo's (1996) Robosloth paper, the change in
ship velocity DVs can be related to particle-beam velocity, Vbeam :
DVs

Vbeam

Mpart
Ms
Mpart
1  2mte
Ms
2mte

7:16

where Mpart is total particle-beam mass, Ms is the spacecraft mass, and mte is the
momentum transfer eciency. For a fully elastic collision, mte  1; mte  0:5 for a
fully inelastic collision. Since the beamed particles are electrically charged, a charged
`re¯ection plate' attached to the interstellar spacecraft should result in highly elastic
collisions.
For mte  0:95, Vbeam  0:012 c, a total starprobe mass of 100 kg and a total
beamed-particle mass of 73 kg striking the spacecraft, equation (7.16) can be solved
to obtain a spacecraft velocity increment of 0.007 c. The total beam energy is about
5  10 14 J.
Exercise 7.5. Estimate spacecraft velocity increment and beam energy for the
same spacecraft and beam masses and beam velocity if the momentum transfer
eciency is reduced to 0.7.
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One problem with particle-beam momentum transfer schemes is the fact that
charged particle beams are much more poorly collimated than are laser or maser
beams. One way to improve beam collimation, as suggested by Belbruno and Matlo
(1993), is to accelerate massive particles with low charges. Andrews (1996) suggested
that beam divergence might be reduced by neutralising the beam after acceleration
and reducing residual beam-particle thermal motions.
Another approach to improving beam collimation was proposed by
Nordley (1999). It may become possible to nanoengineer beam particles so that
they have enough intelligence and self-propulsion to `home in' on the spacecraft.
7.8
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It was a planet-sized shell of incandescence, where atoms were seized by its outermost
force-fringes and excited into thermal, ¯uorescent synchrotron radiation. And it came
barely behind the wave front which announced its march. But the ship's luminosity was
soon lost across light years. Her passage crawled through abysses which seemingly had
no end.
Poul Anderson, Tau Zero (1970)

The early years of the space programme saw the origination of the interstellar ramjet.
During the heady 1960s and 1970s, this approach seemed more than capable of
permitting human exploration and colonsation of nearby solar systems. In fact,
the entire Universe might open up to craft that followed the ®ctional track of
Poul Anderson's Leonora Christine. More recently, the original ramjet concept has
appeared less feasible, and we may have to content ourselves with its less capable
derivatives. But regardless of our current opinion regarding its ultimate feasibility,
the ramjet concept is too exciting to be abandoned. It may still lead to relativistic
interstellar travel.
A number of variations on the ramjet concept are considered in this chapter.
These include the original pure ramjet, the ram-augmented interstellar rocket, the
laser ramjet and the ramjet runway. Also considered is the one proposed magneticscoop geometry that collects interstellar ions rather than re¯ecting them.
8.1

THE HYDROGEN-FUSING INTERSTELLAR RAMJET

The probable originator of the interstellar-ramjet concept is Robert Bussard, who
published his provocative paper on the topic in 1960. An illustration of Bussard's
proposal is presented in Figure 8.1.
A spacecraft equipped with a magnetic scoop (or ramscoop) moves through the
interstellar medium. The scoop ®eld collects interstellar ions (mostly protons), which
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Figure 8.1. The proton-fusing interstellar ramjet.

move through a thermonuclear reactor capable of fusing protons to obtain helium,
in a manner analogous to the reaction powering the Sun and most other main
sequence stars. Accelerated reaction products are exhausted out the spacecraft's
rear, which produces thrust. The following describes a non-relativistic treatment
of ramjet kinematics.
During each incremental time interval dt (in seconds), the mass of fuel collected
by the ramjet's ramscoop can be written as:
dMf
 ion Mion Ascoop Vs kg
dt

8:1

where ion is the density of the interstellar medium in ions per cubic metre, Mion is the
mass of a collected interstellar ion in kilogrammes, Ascoop is the scoop area in square
metres, and Vs is the spacecraft velocity relative to the interstellar medium in metres
per second.
If the ramscoop ®eld does not impart a velocity component to the collected ions
along the ship's line of ¯ight, the ions arrive at the scoop with a velocity of Vs relative
to the ship and are exhausted at Vs  Ve relative to the ship, where Ve is the exhaust
velocity. The previous discussion of nuclear rockets and Einstein's mass±energy
conversion equation can be used to calculate Ve :
q
Ve  Vs  V 2s  2Fnf "nf c 2 m s 1
8:2
where Fnf is the mass±energy conversion eciency of the ship's fusion reactor, "nf is
the eciency of fuel transfer to the exhaust, and c is the speed of light in metres per
second.
If we now consider momentum conservation at times t and t  dt in a coordinate
system moving with the craft at time t, Ms dVs =dt  Ve dMf =dt. Substituting
equations (8.1) and (8.2), we obtain an expression for ramjet acceleration:
q
2
dVs ion Mion Ascoop c
2

B 4s  2Fnf "nf 2s m s 2
8:3
s 
dt
Ms
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where s  Vs =c. Equation (8.3) is the basic equation for non-relativistic ramjet
kinematics, and will be accurate for ship velocities less than about 0.2 c.
Exercise 8.1. Validate all intermediate steps in the derivation of equation (8.3).
In his original relativistic ramjet study, Bussard (1960) considered acceleration in
Galactic nebulae with hydrogen densities of about 10 9 per m 3 . Since most highdensity nebulae consist of mostly neutral rather than ionised hydrogen, some form
of fuel ionisation ahead of the ship would be required. As mentioned in a previous
chapter, certain ramscoop magnetic ®elds might ionise neutral hydrogen. Another
approach might be to project an ultraviolet laser beam to ionise hydrogen in front of
the spacecraft, as proposed by Matlo and Fennelly (1975).
But, as noted by Sagan (1963), the average interstellar hydrogen density is about
0.001 times the hydrogen density in dense star-forming Galactic nebulae. As
mentioned in the last chapter, the local interstellar proton density is likely to be
only 50,000 per m 3 . The local density of neutral interstellar hydrogen is closer to 10 5
per m 3 .
To evaluate ramjet performance using equation (8.3), consider a spacecraft with
a mass of 10 6 kg moving at in initial velocity of 0.004 c through an interstellar
medium with an ion density of 10 5 per m 3 . The mass±energy conversion eciency
is 0.004, and 50% of the released nuclear energy is transferred to the exhaust. The
ramscoop ®eld has an eective radius of 1,000 km, and the mass of each collected
interstellar proton is 1:67  10 27 kg. For this case, equation (8.3) becomes:

q
dVs
2
4  0:004 2 m s 2
 47:2

8:4
s
s
s
dt
Figure 8.2 presents the acceleration versus velocity pro®le for this ramjet
between s  0:004 and 0.1. For velocities below about 0.01 c, acceleration in m s 2
is approximately equal to 3 s . The increase of acceleration with velocity becomes less
for higher velocities, approaching a value of about 0.095 m s 2 for velocities in excess
of 0.1 c.
Between velocities of 0.004 c and 0.05 c, the average acceleration is about
0.045 m s 2 . The ramjet requires about about 9.7 years to accelerate between
0.004 c and 0.05 c. Since the average velocity of the ramjet is about 0.027 c during
this time interval, the ship traverses about 0.26 light years.
Between velocities of 0.05 c and 0.1 c, the ramjet's average acceleration is about
0.08 m s 2 . About six years are required to accelerate between 0.05 c and 0.1 c. At an
average velocity of about 0.075 c, the craft traverses about 0.45 light years during this
time interval.
Exercise 8.2. Apply the binomial series to expand the radical in equation (8.4)
for the cases when the ®rst term under the radical sign is very much smaller
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Figure 8.2. Proton-fusing interstellar ramjet acceleration (m s 2 ) versus velocity/c.

than the second term, and when the second term under the radical is larger
than the ®rst. After con®rming that the discussion of low- and high-velocity
accelerations for the above case are correct, apply the same approach to derive
low- and high-velocity non-relativistic ramjet accelerations for the general case
de®ned by equation (8.3).

Unfortunately, a fusion reactor that could combine protons directly to obtain
helium, in the manner of the Sun, seems to be hopelessly beyond technological
capabilities. Stars hotter than the Sun obtain some or most of their fusion energy
by the CNO cycle in which a carbon-12 nucleus reacts with a proton to form
nitrogen-13 plus energy. After a series of reactions with protons in which various
isotopes of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are created, the ®nal result is a carbon-12
nucleus, a helium-4 nucleus and energy. The carbon-12 nucleus is a catalyst, as it is
not completely used, and it greatly speeds the reaction rate.
Being much easier to ignite than direct p±p fusion, the CNO chain may not be
forever beyond the reach of fusion technology. In 1975, Whitmire analysed the
problems and potentials of a CNO-cycle ramjet, and during the 1970s a number
of researchers investigated the feasibility of a less capable version of the proton
ramjet ± the ram-augmented interstellar rocket (RAIR).
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Figure 8.3. A ram-augmented interstellar rocket.

8.2

THE RAM-AUGMENTED INTERSTELLAR ROCKET

In principle, RAIR (which was suggested by Bond (1974) overcomes the problems of
obtaining energy from the interstellar medium by utilising interstellar matter as
reaction mass and carrying an on-board supply of readily fusable isotopes. As
presented in Figure 8.3, RAIR is essentially a two-stream thermonuclear rocket
such as those considered in Chapter 6, except that the nuclear-inert fuel
component consists of interstellar protons. The linear momentum conservation
equation for RAIR can be expressed as:

Ms

dVs
dt




 Ve; nf

dMf
dt




 Ve; if

dMif
dt


8:5

where the subscript `s' denotes ship mass and velocity at time t, `f ' denotes on-board
fuel mass, `if ' denotes interstellar ion fuel, and `e' refers to velocities of the two
exhaust streams relative to the ship. The mass of ion fuel collected per second ± the
second dierential on the left-hand side of equation (8.5) ± is de®ned using equation
(8.1).
We next assume that the rate of ion fuel ¯ow to on-board fuel ¯ow is equal to a
constant, Krair  dMif =dMf . Assuming that all propulsive energy is obtained from
the on-board fuel, the ion fuel exhaust velocity can be de®ned as:
V 2e;if  2Vs Ve; if

2Urair  0

8:6

where Urair  c 2 Fne "ne "ei (Krair ) 1 , c is the speed of light, Fne is the fraction of fusion
fuel converted into energy, "ne is the eciency of fusion energy conversion into
electric energy, and "ei is the eciency of the ion fuel linear accelerator.
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High-speed RAIR approximation
We can solve equation (8.6) for Ve; if using the quadratic formula if we de®ne the
condition V 2s > 2Urair . Applying the binomial series, we ®nd that Ve; if is approximately equal to Urair =Vs . Substituting this result and the de®nition for Krair into
equation (8.5), we obtain:






dMf
dMf
dVs
U K
Ms
 Ve; nf
 rair rair
8:7
dt
dt
Vs
dt
Remembering that dMs  dMf , equation (8.7) can be rewritten for integration:



Vfin 
M0  Mf
Vs

dVs
8:8
Ln
M0
Ve; nf Vs  Urair Krair
Vin
where M0 and Mf are respectively masses of unfuelled RAIR and RAIR fusion fuel,
and Vin and Vfin are respectively RAIR velocities at the beginning and end of highspeed RAIR operation. The right-hand side of equation (8.8) is a standard form, and
can be easily solved. The term (M0  Mf )=M0 is the mass ratio MR. Manipulating
the solution, substituting for Urair and Krair , and applying the substitution  V=c,
we obtain the high-speed non-relativistic RAIR kinematics approximation:
"ne "ei = 2"nf 

MRrair
e; nf in  Fne "ne "ei

8:9
MRrocket
e; nf fin  Fne "ne "ei
which compares RAIR and fusion-rocket mass ration for the case V 2s > 2Urair .
Low-speed RAIR approximation
To evaluate low-speed (ls) RAIR kinematics, we follow the arguments of Matlo
(1976). Assume that the spacecraft velocity relative to the interstellar medium is so
low that we can ignore ion-¯ow velocity, and that both exhaust streams are well
mixed. From the energy conservation equation for RAIR exhaust, low-speed RAIR
exhaust velocity can be approximated:
s
s


dMnf
1
2
8:10
 Ve; rock
Ve; rair; ls  2Fne "ne "ei c
dMif  dMnf
1  Krair
where all terms have been previously de®ned.
Since the momentum change of the ship during a small time interval is equal to
the momentum change of the mixed ion and fusion fuels, and the incremental change
in fusion fuel mass is equal and opposite to the change in ship mass during a small
time interval.
dMs
dVs

 p
8:11
Ms
1  Krair Ve; nf
The low-speed RAIR mass ratio can now be approximated as a function of ship
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velocity increase during RAIR operation, nuclear fuel exhaust velocity, and Krair :


DVs
p
8:12
MRrair; ls  exp
Ve; nf 1  Krair
Comparison with computer simulation: A sample RAIR mission
A number of simplifying assumptions were utilised in the above consideration of
RAIR kinematics. First, we assumed non-relativisitic dynamics and that the interstellar ion fuel was nuclear inert. This is not necessarily true, since (as suggested by
Bond (1974)) protons entering a shipboard reaction chamber at high energy could
react with on-board fusion fuels such as lithium or boron. Although the proton±
lithium and proton±boron reactions are relatively dicult to ignite and not as
energetic as some of the other fusion alternatives, these reactions are aneutronic.
A large fraction of the fusion energy, therefore, can be transferred to the exhaust
streams.
The assumption was also made that Krair ± the ratio of interstellar to fusion fuel
consumption ± is a constant throughout RAIR operation. As discussed by Conley
Powell (1975, 1976a) computer optimisation studies of RAIR kinematics, Krair can
be optimised at each stage of RAIR operation.
In an operational RAIR mission, the ®rst stage might be a solar sail to accelerate
the spacecraft to about 0.004 c relative to the interstellar medium. Instead, to
compare with Powell's (1975) results, we assume that initial acceleration from
planetary velocities is by the low-velocity RAIR approximation, followed by highvelocity RAIR acceleration to 0.134 c.
With Powell, we assume that Fne  0:002, "nf  0:25, and "ne "ei  0:25. These
assumptions imply that 25% of the fusion energy is transferred to rocket exhaust,
25% is transferred to ion exhaust, and 50% is radiated as waste heat. We also
assume that Krair  10 throughout RAIR operation.
From the above discussion, the high-speed RAIR approximation applies if
V 2s > 2c 2 Fne "ne "ei (Krair ) 1 . For this case, therefore, we assume that the low-speed
RAIR acceleration approximation applies for ship velocities below 0.02 c, and the
high-speed approximation applies for higher ship velocities.
First, we apply equation (8.12) to estimate the low-speed RAIR mass ratio for
acceleration to 0.02 c. The fusion rocket exhaust velocity in this equation is 0.032 c.
The RAIR mass ratio for acceleration from planetary velocities to 0.02 c is 1.22,
which compares well with Powell's result of 1.25.
Equation (8.9) was then applied to calculate (high-speed RAIR mass ratio)/
(rocket mass ratio) for various values of fin and in  0:02. Rocket mass ratios
were also calculated for each velocity increment, and were used to estimate highspeed (hs) RAIR mass ratios. The total RAIR mass ratio for each velocity increment
was calculated by multiplying the high-speed results by 1.22. Table 8.1 compares our
results with Powell's (1975) results.
For velocities less than about 0.07 c, our results are in excellent agreement with
Powell's results. Our RAIR mass ratios are about 10% higher than Powell's for ship
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Table 8.1. Estimated RAIR mass ratios compared with Powell (1975) results.
fin

0.065
0.085
0.127
0.134

MRrair =MRrocket

MRrocket

MRrair;hs

MRrair

Powell's MRrair

0.67
0.60
0.50
0.49

4.08
7.62
28.33
35.25

2.73
4.57
14.17
17.27

3.33
5.57
17.29
21.07

3.33
5.00
10.00
10.98

velocities of about 0.09 c, and our approximation becomes invalid for velocities
above 0.1 c.

Exercise 8.3. Powell (1976b) reported that RAIR kinematics is very sensitive
to small variations in subsystem eciencies. To check this, repeat the above
calculations for the case of a nuclear mass±energy conversion eciency of
0.003, with 30% of the released energy transferred to each exhaust stream.

It is possible to utilise the data used to generate Table 8.1 to model various
aspects of a RAIR mission. Assume ®rst that RAIR operation commences at 0.004 c
in an interstellar medium with 0.05 protons cm 3 . If the RAIR scoop has a radius of
2,000 km, equation (8.1) can be used to demonstrate that 0.001 3 kg of interstellar
protons are collected and accelerated each second. For Krair  10, about 13 grammes
of fusion fuel are reacted each second when the ship's velocity is 0.004 c. When the
ship's velocity has increased to a RAIR shuto velocity of 0.08 c, about 2.6 grammes
per second of fusion fuel is consumed.
At 0.004 c, the ship's fusion reactor generates about 2:3  10 10 W, half of which
is waste heat. When the ship's velocity reaches 0.08 c, reactor energy production has
increased to 4:7  10 11 W.
A maximum of 2:35  10 11 W of waste heat must be radiated by the ship's
radiator subsystem. If this radiator has a maximum operational temperature of
2,100 K, a black-body radiation calculator can be applied to demonstrate that a
radiator area of about 10 5 m 2 is required.
Assume next that the ship's unfuelled mass is about 10 6 kg, and the mass of
fusion fuel is about 3  10 6 kg. For the fuel consumption rates considered here,
many decades are required to accelerate from 0.004 c to 0.08 c.
It might be thought that one means of improving RAIR performance would be
to simply increase the radius of the ramscoop by a factor of 2 or 5. But as our
discussion of ramscoop design later in this chapter reveals, construction of even
2,000-km radius ramscoops will be very challenging.
But there are at least two other ways to improve performance of a ramjet or
RAIR: the laser ramjet and the ramjet runway, which are considered in the following
sections of this chapter.
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Figure 8.4. A laser ramjet.

8.3

THE LASER RAMJET

Figure 8.4 demonstrates the principles of the laser ramjet, ®rst suggested by
Whitmire and Jackson (1977), and further analysed by Matlo and Mallove (1988).
A laser power station is located close to the Sun so that its beam (with power
Plaser ) is transmitted to a laser receiver/converter mounted on the distant starship.
The laser receiver/converter converts received laser light to electricity with an
eciency of "lrc . As with other ramjet versions, an electromagnetic (EM) scoop
collects ions from the interstellar medium. These ions are accelerated by a linear
accelerator and are emitted as exhaust. The energy/time transferred to the exhaust
kinetic energy is "ei "lrc Plaser , where "ei is the eciency of the ion fuel linear
accelerator.
Proceeding as before, the laser ramjet exhaust velocity can be written as:
Ve 

s
2" " P
Vs  V 2s  ei lrc laser m s
dMf =dt

1

8:13

where dMf is the mass of interstellar ions collected in time interval dt, from equation
(8.1).
Requiring conservation of momentum, and substituting for dMf =dt, laser ramjet
acceleration can be written as:
dVs ion Mion Ascoop

dt
Ms

V 2s

s!
2" " P V
 V 4s  ei lrc laser s m s
ion mion Ascoop

2

8:14

Exercise 8.4. Demonstrate that both terms under the radical sign in equation
(8.14) are dimensionally consistent.
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Closed integration of equation (8.14) to analytically determine ship velocity as a
function of time is daunting, at least for the velocities and laser powers of interest to
early interstellar explorers. Instead of attempting such a task, Matlo and Mallove
(1989) ®rst de®ned the parameters of a reference mission in a typical interstellar
medium, and then, from equation (8.14), calculated spacecraft acceleration as a
function of velocity. These results were used to estimate the time required for a
near-term laser ramjet.
For Ms  7:5  10 5 kg, Plaser  5  10 10 W, "ei "lrc  0:5, a ramscoop radius of
1,000 km and an interstellar ion density of 0.05 cm 3 , the ramjet's acceleration is
about 6  10 5 g. Varying laser power to maintain constant acceleration as velocity
increases, about 80 years are required to accelerate from an initial velocity of 0.003 c
to 0.008 c. The laser power decreases to about 4  10 10 W at the end of acceleration.
During the acceleration period, 0.46 light years are traversed. With deceleration by
magsail, about 500 years would be required to reach Centauri.
If the laser operates continuously until the start of magsail deceleration, one-way
trips to Centauri at 4.3 light years,  Ceti at about 12 light years, and Hydri at
about 21 light years respectively require about 450, 600 and 750 years, allowing
about 50 years for magsail deceleration.
The laser ramjet has an advantage over the laser light sail in that much less laser
power is required. However, to achieve the full advantage of ramjet operation, it will
be necessary to maintain laser beam collimation for many decades or centuries.
Perhaps thrustless turning could be applied to a laser ramjet to return it several
times to a laser beam with a moderate collimation distance.
8.4

THE RAMJET RUNWAY

The ®nal ramjet version to be considered in this chapter is the ramjet runway,
presented schematically in Figure 8.5. First suggested by Whitmire and Jackson
(1977), and evaluated at non-relativistic velocities by Matlo (1979), the ramjet
runway is a compromise approach that compensates for the non-fusability of interstellar ions by preparing, in front of the spacecraft, a `runway' consisting of electrically charged fusion micropellets. These micropellets would be deposited by a
Electrically charged pre-deposited
fusable micropellets
Ramscoop
Fusion reactor

Payload
Direction of spacecraft velocity and acceleration

Figure 8.5. The ramjet runway.
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series of slow `tanker' craft launched years or decades before the starship, using solar
sails or electrical propulsion. The runway must be suciently collimated that even
the modest ramscoops that we could currently design (such as the one discussed in
the next section) could collect the fusion fuel pellets and direct them into the onboard fusion reactor. As suggested by Nordley (1999), nanotechnology might allow
a degree of pellet intelligence so that the pellets could autonomously maintain good
runway collimation prior to collection by the starship.
If the fuel pellets move at velocity Vfp relative to the interstellar medium,
momentum conservation arguments can be applied to obtain:
Mfp

Ms

Vfin
Vin

Vs

dVs
q

Vfp  
Vs Vfp  2  2Fne "nf c 2

8:15

where Mfp is the total mass of fusion fuel gathered by the ramscoop from the runway
and the other parameters have been previously de®ned.
As demonstrated by Matlo (1979), this equation can be laboriously integrated
applying trigonometric substitution. However, if the substitution Vsh  Vs Vfp is
applied to equation (8.15), the equation can be very easily integrated for the highvelocity case: V 2sh > 2Fne "nf c 2 . For high ship velocities relative to the interstellar
medium,
Mfp

Ms

fin

fp 

2
2
e; rock

in

fp 

2

8:16

where fp is Vfp =c, e; rock is (exhaust velocity/c) for a fusion rocket with the same
eciencies as the ramjet's fusion propulsion system, and the other parameters have
been previously de®ned.
Let us examine the case of a ramjet fusion propulsion system with Fne  0:004
and "nf  0:15. The velocity of the fusion runway relative to the interstellar medium
is 0.004 c. From the condition for high-velocity operation, Vsh > 0:034 6 c. At the
start of ramjet operation, in  0:038 6. For this case, e;rock is 0.034 6.
Table 8.2 presents fuel/unfuelled spacecraft masses for this ramjet and an
equivalent fusion rocket (Mfp =Ms; rock ). It is assumed that both craft use a solar
sail for initial acceleration to 0.004 c, and that a fusion rocket with identical e®ciencies is used to accelerate the ramjet from 0.004 c to 0.038 6 c. The requirement for a
Table 8.2. Performance of a fusion ramjet runway compared with a fusion rocket.
fin

0.05
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.20

Mfp =Ms hs

1.72Mfp /Ms

Mfp =Ms; rock

0.77
2.64
6.70
16.81
32.09

1.32
4.54
11.52
28.91
55.19

2.78
5.74
15.03
67.01
288.51
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fusion rocket will increase the fuel/unfuelled spacecraft mass ratios from equation
(8.16), Mfp =Ms hs, by a factor of 1.72. Results for fin greater than 0.2 are not
included in Table 8.2 because the non-relativistic approximation becomes less
accurate at higher velocities.
Note that the ramjet runway's superiority over the fusion rocket increases as
starship velocity increases. This is in agreement with the more accurate results in
Matlo (1979).
Consider a starship with an unfuelled mass of 10 7 kg, ®rst accelerated to 0.004 c
by a solar sail and then to 0.0346 c by the fusion rocket considered here. The total
mass of the starship after launch from the Earth is 2:72  10 7 kg.
After rocket shut-down, the spacecraft enters a previously launched ramjet
runway containing 6:7  10 7 kg of fusion micropellets receding from the Solar
System at 0.004 c. The starship's velocity will be 0.1 c after traversing the runway.
If the runway has been prepared over a 50-year time interval prior to starship
launch, the length of the runway will be 0.2 light years. At an average speed of
0.067 c, the starship traverses the runway in about three years. Its acceleration will
be about 0.02 g. Such accelerations can be maintained by the toroidal ramscoop
structure discussed in Section 8.5.
During every second of ramscoop operation, the ship ingests and fuses about
0.7 kg of fusion fuel. If all of the fuel reacts, the starship's fusion engine generates
about 2:5  10 14 W during acceleration ± approximately ten times the total presentday terrestrial electrical energy consumption.
Exercise 8.5. Analyse a ramjet runway similar to the one considered in
Table 8.2, except with a fuel pellet velocity of 0.002 c relative to the interstellar
medium.
One alternative to the fusion rocket `second stage' of the ramjet runway is to use
a high-performance laser rocket in which on-board propellant is energised by a laser
beamed from the Solar System. Jackson and Whitmire (1978) analysed such a craft
(see Chapter 7).
Fission charges might be considered as fuel sources as an alternative to fusion
micropellets along a ramjet runway. Such a possibility has been investigated in a
recent paper by Lenard and Lipinski (2000).
The ramjet runway consideration above presumes that the fusion charges in the
runway are ignited by either electron beams or laser beams. Shmatov (1995) investigated ramjet runway kinematics in which head-on collisions between scooped
particles ignite fusion microexplosions.
8.5

A TOROIDAL RAMSCOOP

In order to design a laser ramjet or ramjet runway, it is necessary to ®rst demonstrate
that some form of ramscoop is conceiveable, and that it will collect rather than
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Figure 8.6. The toroidal±magnetic ramscoop. Current ¯ows along wires wound around the
torus; positive ions are de¯ected inward.

re¯ect incoming interstellar protons or electrically charged runway fuel pellets. As
discussed in the previous chapter, the early solenoidal or current-loop ramscoop
designs were more ecient at ion re¯ection than at ion collection.
An electrostatic scheme of interstellar ion collection, proposed by Matlo and
Fennelly (1977), was based upon earlier studies of electrostatic interaction of the
interstellar plasma by Martin (1972), Langton (1973) and Whitmire (1975).
As pointed out by Cassenti (1991), consideration of the interaction between the
interstellar plasma and a moving electrostatically charged body is not a trivial
problem in plasma physics. As discussed in the standard textbook by Jackson
(1962), Debye±HuÈckel screening might severely limit the performance of electrostatic
interstellar ion collection or de¯ection techniques. Interstellar ions from a great
distance will tend to move in the direction of an oppositely charged electrostatic
scoop. The charge of these ions will screen the scoop electrostatic ®eld and reduce its
intensity, from the point of view of more distant charges. Although spacecraft
motion is a complicating factor, it seems likely that the eectiveness of electrostatic
ion collection techniques will be less than originally believed.
In 1991 Cassenti attempted to salvage the ramjet concept by proposing a
toroidal-®eld ramscoop such as the one illustrated in Figure 8.6. Since this is an
electromagnetic technique, Debye±HuÈckel screening need not apply. Because
incoming ions are not aected by the scoop ®eld until they are within the scoop,
ion re¯ection will be minimal.
Many elementary physics texts, including Ohanian (1989), consider the
operation of a magnetic torus such as the one shown in Figure 8.6. As shown in
the ®gure, superconducting wire in a toroidal ramscoop is wound around the circumference of the torus. Magnetic ®eld lines within the torus are closed circles.
Depending upon current direction and ion charge, an ion entering the torus will
be de¯ected either towards the centre or circumference of the doughnut-shaped
torus.
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From Ohanian, the magnetic ®eld strength at a radial distance rtorus from the
centre of a magnetic torus can be expressed as:
Btorus 

fs Nwire Iwire
2rtorus

8:17

where Nwire is the number of turns in the torus wire, Iwire is the current in the wire,
and fs is the permeability of the vacuum (1:26  10 6 Henry m 1 ).
If the velocity of the spacecraft, Vs , is much greater than the relative velocity
¯uctuations of the interstellar gas, the force on an interstellar ion (Fion ) of charge qion
entering the torus a distance rtorus from the torus centre will be:
Fion  Vs qion Btorus 

Vs qion fs Nwire Iwire
2rtorus

8:18

If supercurrent direction and ion charge are such that the incoming interstellar
ion is de¯ected towards the centre of the torus, the ion's acceleration under the
in¯uence of the ramscoop's magnetic ®eld will be:
accion 

Fion Vs qion fs Nwire Iwire

mion
2rtorus mion

8:19

where mion is the ion's mass. From elementary kinematics, the time for the ion to be
de¯ected from rtorus to the torus centre will be:
1=2 
1=2

2rion
4r 2ion mion
tion V
V
8:20
accion
Vs qion fs Nwire Iwire
Before they are focused at the scoop centre, the interstellar ions travel a longitudinal distance Dion through the scoop. The distance can be estimated:
1=2

4r 2ion mion Vs
Dion VVs tion V
8:21
qion fs Nwire Iwire
Cassenti (1991) considered a toroidal scoop with a radius of 400 km, a supercurrent of 3  10 5 amps and twelve wire turns, travelling through the interstellar
medium at 0.1 c. If interstellar protons (qion  1:6  10 19 Coulombs,
mion  1:67  10 27 kg) are collected by this scoop, equation (8.21) reveals that the
focus distance for ions entering about 200 km from the scoop centre is about 190 km.
Cassenti, with a more accurate approximation, obtained an ion-focus length of
about 170 km for this case.
Exercise 8.6. Estimate the focus length for deuterons (with twice the mass of
protons and the same charge) entering the scoop at 0.01 c.
The variation of focal length with ionic mass/charge ratio may allow collection
in the interstellar medium of fusable isotopes. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
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application of this or any other superconducting device in the inner Solar System to
collect fusable ions from the solar wind (in the manner suggested by Matlo and
Cassenti (1992)) will be limited by superconductor thermal constraints.
To maintain an electrically neutral scooped-in plasma, a toroidal ramscoop
would be equipped with a low-current, oppositely directed toroid to de¯ect interstellar electrons towards the scoop's centre. Grids could be used within the scoop
interior to separate ions and electron ¯ows.
As the starship accelerates, an unsupported wire structure in front of the craft
would quickly collapse. Cassenti's scoop is stabilised with a combination of rotationproduced centripetal force and a supporting structure. Computer simulation reveals
that accelerations of 0.04 g can be supported by the scoop structure. Electrical
thrusters and radiation pressure from onboard lasers could also be applied to
keep low-mass scoop components in position during starship acceleration. The
total mass of Cassenti's ramscoop would be a few hundred thousand kilogrammes.
8.6
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Exotic possibilities

`The time has come,' the walrus said,
`To talk of many things:
Of shoes ± and ships ± and sealing wax ±
Of cabbages ± and kings ±
And why the sea is boiling hot ±
And whether pigs have wings.'
Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass (1871)

A review of the preceding chapters will reveal that something is wrong with all
approaches to interstellar ¯ight that could be pursued using existing or foreseeable
technology. Solar sails are feasible, but millennium-long travel times present
problems for human science teams or manned ships. Nuclear-pulse is technically
feasible and perhaps a little faster, but how do you sell the world public on the
prospect of storing large amounts of weapon-grade nuclear or thermonuclear
material in near-Earth space during ship construction? Antimatter is technologically
suitable and potentially very fast, but it is also very expensive. Only the slower ramjet
alternatives such as the runway might prove feasible in the near term, and these
might require many decades of preparation before a starship is launched. And the
laser light sail (perhaps the current favourite, according to Frisbee and Leifer (1998))
requires not only the technical capability to beam a laser or maser over trillions of
kilometres with a beam drift and accuracy measured in hundreds of kilometres, but
also the continued terrestrial support for the mission during the decades-long or
century-long acceleration process.
It is therefore not very surprising that scientists and engineers interested in travel
to the stars have devoted some of their eorts to propulsion systems that seem at
least as exotic as the walrus's `cabbages and kings'. But analysts considering these
options should be aware that many obstacles confront them ± and not only the
familiar obstacles of physics and technology.
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Unfortunately, researchers in areas considered to be at or beyond the fringes of
established science today must occasionally contend with the ridicule of their more
conventional colleagues. The reasons for this are certainly most complex, but have a
great deal to do with increased competition for ever more elusive research funds.
The blame for the current state of aairs is certainly not one-sided. Those
involved in `breakthrough' or exotic research areas have sometimes allowed their
enthusiasm to overtake their good judgement, and have publicly released research
results before the normal peer-review journals have performed their function. Conservative and well-established researchers have, on the other hand, sometimes used
heavy-handed tactics to suppress their more radical brethren and thereby reduce
competition for research grants.
Sometimes this competition takes a humorous rather than a nasty turn. While
serving as guest professor at the University of Siena, Italy, during the summer of
1994, I had the honour to meet an Italian physical chemist on the science faculty of
that 800-year-old university, Prof Francesco Piantelli. Professor Piantelli's colleagues were impressed that he had obtained funding from the Italian Energy
Board to attempt veri®cation of the provocative and very controversial 1989 lowtemperature nuclear-fusion results of Drs Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann
(Mallove, 1989). However, many of his colleagues obviously enjoyed the fact that
laboratory space in the ancient university is very limited, and that Piantelli's
equipment had been moved to an unused wing of the Siena Psychiatric Facility.
In recent years, matters have become rather less volatile since NASA's Glenn
(formerly Lewis) Research Center has been funding research potentially leading to
space propulsion breakthroughs. But breakthroughs causing major modi®cations of
existing physical law may not be necessary to greatly increase our deep-space
capabilities. Research performed during the summer of 1999 indicates that simple
reinterpretation of undergraduate-level electrodynamics may yield positive results.
9.1

`SHOES AND SHIPS': THE POTENTIAL OF MAGNETIC SURFING

To reduce the amount of controversy surrounding breakthrough research, it would
be an advantage to have some indication that such research might actually bear fruit.
One method would be a simple demonstration that our concepts of physics ± at least
as far as they pertain to spacecraft propulsion ± are less complete than commonly
perceived.
During the summer of 1999, while serving as a Faculty Fellow at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, I was part of a team that carried out such a demonstration. While application of the research requires a new astronomy rather than a
new physics, and space-drive performance will never be equal to the more exotic
approaches, magnetic-line sur®ng demonstrates that conventional propulsion scientists have overlooked at least one relevant implication of physical law: there may be
many, many more surprises lurking just below the seemingly placid surface of
conventional physics.
Select any college-level or university-level textbook that deals with electromag-
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(a) Conductor in motion

(b) Field in motion

Figure 9.1. Current i produced in a conductor in motion relative to a magnetic ®eld. Field
lines (perpendicular to the page) are denoted by `X'.

netism, and proceed to the section on `motional EMF' (often found in the chapter
dealing with electromagnetic induction.) Figure 9.1(a) is derived from the ®gure that
(apparently) invariably accompanies the text on this subject. It represents a familiar
application of Lenz's law. Consider an electrical conductor moving through a
stationary magnetic ®eld. An induced EMF (electromotive force) will be generated
in the conductor to counter this motion. Essentially, if some of the electrical energy
induced in the conductor is converted into useful work, the conductor slows down.
But what happens in the cosmically more interesting case where the magnetic
®eld lines are moving more rapidly than the conductor, from the perspective of a
terrestrial observer? Gregory Matlo and Les Johnson of NASA Marshall considered this question during the summer of 1999. Our supposition was that relative
motion of the conductor and magnetic ®eld, not absolute motion, was signi®cant.
For the case of a slowly moving conductor and a rapidly moving cosmic magnetic
®eld (shown in Figure 9.1(b)), we felt that the process of converting electrical energy
in the conductor into useful work will result in conductor deceleration relative to the
moving magnetic ®eld lines. From a terrestrial viewpoint, the conductor might
accelerate dramatically, as if `sur®ng' on the moving magnetic ®eld lines.
To demonstrate the validity of our hypothesis, we asked NASA Marshall technician Bruce McCoy to supervise two summer student assistants at Marshall ±
Russell Lee and Alkesh Mehta, of New York City College of Technology
(CUNY) ± in the construction of a simple double pendulum. As shown in
Figure 9.2, the central arm of this pendulum consisted of an electrical conductor
connected to a pico-ammeter to monitor the motion induced EMF in the conductor.
The outer arms consisted of a magnet, and the conductor and magnet could move
together or independently. A null meter reading was obtained when the two
pendulum arms were stationary or when they moved synchronously. But when
either the magnet or the conductor were stationary and the other moved, current
¯owed in the conductor.
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Figure 9.2. A double pendulum designed to demonstrate currents induced by conductor
motion relative to a magnetic ®eld. The apparatus was constructed at NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center during summer 1999.
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Figure 9.3. Two methods of generating unidirectional current ¯ow in space. (a) An electrodynamic tether in Earth orbit; (b) a superconducting loop in which a superconducting layer
shields current return from the interstellar magnetic ®eld.

Devices that could be developed to exploit rapidly moving cosmic magnet ®elds
for spacecraft propulsion must present the magnetic ®eld with a unidirectional
current. Two such devices ± the electrodynamic tether and the partially sheathed
superconducting `wing' (or surfboard?) ± are considered by Matlo and Johnson
(2000), and are presented in Figure 9.3.
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The application of partially sheathed superconductors to the production of
unidirectional current sheets received a setback during the summer of 2000. At the
Joint Propulsion Conference in Huntsville, Alabama, Geo Landis of the Ohio
Space Institute commented that a superconducting shield around a wire will shift
the force produced by an external magnetic ®eld from the wire to the superconductor, but the entire system will still behave like a closed current loop. Analysis is
required to settle this issue.
Electrodynamic tethers, as discussed by Ivan Bekey, have been tested successfully in near-Earth orbit. As shown in Figure 9.3(a), such tethers are deployed from
satellites, and operate by moving through Earth's magnetic ®eld while electrons are
transferred between two layers in Earth's ionosphere. If the electrical energy of the
electrons in the conducting tether is converted into useful work ± to power a thruster,
for example ± the spacecraft decelerates relative to Earth's magnetic ®eld. But NASA
is considering a tether test in a magnetosphere of Jupiter (Gallagher, et al., 1998). If
Jupiter's magnetic ®eld moves with the giant planet (which rotates every 10 hours),
electrodynamic-tether operation near that planet may result in spacecraft acceleration, from the terrestrial viewpoint.
The velocity of the interstellar magnetic ®eld lines relative to the Sun in its orbit
around our Galaxy's centre is a matter of conjecture. If Galactic ®eld lines are
`frozen into' local ¯ows of ionised gases, the relative velocity will probably be less
than a few hundred kilometres per second, and interstellar magnetic sur®ng will be
unlikely.
However, what if a component of the local Galactic ®eld is due to rapidly
rotating sources such as neutron stars (Zhang et al., 1998) or black holes (Zhang
et al., 1997)? Then, an interstellar spacecraft might surf the moving ®eld lines using a
tether or the partially shielded superconducting loop shown in Figure 9.3(b). In such
a device, the Galactic ®eld lines `see' a unidirectional current because the current
return is sheathed by layers of superconducting material that magnetic ®eld lines
cannot penetrate.
In such a rapidly moving Galactic magnetic ®eld, a starship might ®rst exit the
Solar System using a solar sail, after which it could deploy one of the magnetic
devices in Figure 9.3 or an equivalent system to `surf ' to the velocity of the
magnetic ®eld lines. The supercurrent loop could then be recon®gured (as
discussed in Chapter 7) to complete a thrustless turn to the desired trajectory.
It is impossible to estimate the performance of an interstellar magnetic surfer
without in situ measurements of the near interstellar magnetic ®eld. Perhaps the early
heliopause probes of the next few decades could be equipped with a tether-based
magnetometer to estimate the velocity of the local interstellar magnetic ®eld relative
to the Sun.
A dierent type of magnetic `shoe' ± the mini-magnetosphere ± has been
suggested by Winglee (2000) of the University of Washington, and mentioned in
the literature by Robert Cassanova of the NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts.
In this approach, a magnetic ®eld is generated around the spacecraft with a
con®guration similar to the Earth's magnetic ®eld. Like the Earth's ®eld, the minimagnetosphere could de¯ect the incoming plasma. If this proves feasible, and if
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superconductors are not required, propulsion by the re¯ection of the solar wind,
magnetic shielding from cosmic rays and other inner Solar System magnetic ®eld
applications will become possible.
After several years of promising analysis and laboratory work (Winglee et al.,
2001), the mini-magnetosphere (also called M2P2) encountered serious diculties
during the summer of 2003. Robert Sheldon, then of the University of Alabama,
discussed the concept with Gregory Matlo and discussed the analytical diculties.
The mini-magnetosphere works by constructing a self-generating plasma bubble
from the interplanetary medium. Recent analysis indicates that the projected
lifetime of this plasma bubble within the space environment may not be long
enough for M2P2 application to spacecraft analysis.
Hopefully, future work will produce a solution to this problem or result in an
appropriately modi®ed ®eld geometry. Even if the mini-magnetosphere fails as a
propulsion mechanism, it might be considered as a method of cosmic ray shielding.
A ®nal method of increasing the eciency of interstellar spacecraft, as suggested
by Seward (1997) of Electron Power Systems Inc., might be to store energy as
magnetic ®eld energy within a hollow torus around which electrons spiral. If the
idea proves to be feasible, propellant could be expelled at tremendous velocities after
being heated by elastic collisions with the torus surface.
9.2

`SEALING WAX': APPROACHES TO ANTIGRAVITY

The `sealing wax' (to paraphrase Lewis Carroll's walrus once again) of many a
science ®ction epic is antigravity. As most readers know, a hypothetical antigravity
machine generates some form of ®eld in which the direction of gravitational lines of
force is reversed. Instead of being an attractive force such as gravity, antigravity
repulses. Might such a thing actually become possible one day in the real world, or
will antigravity always be a favourite of the science ®ction epic? This is an impossible
question to answer at present. A number of physicists ± notably Huseyin Yilmaz ±
have developed alternatives to general relativity theory in which antigravity is
allowed. But it is dicult for such alternatives to succeed when considering the
success of general relativity in explaining such phenomena as the advance of
Mercury's perihelion, the existence of gravitational lenses and the observed
variation of star positions near the Sun during a total solar eclipse.
Some experimentalists, including Noever and Koczor (1997), have investigated
possible couplings between electromagnetism and gravity that might one day be used
to produce antigravity. According to the experimental results, a small change in the
mass (less than 1 part in 1,000) of a test mass suspended above a rotating superconductor might occur. But these experiments are dicult to perform, and many
physicists question whether the results are replicable. (See Szames (1998) to review
other antigravity concepts.)
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`A BOILING-HOT SEA': ZERO-POINT ENERGY AND SPECIAL
RELATIVISTIC STAR DRIVES

As discussed by Henning Genz, the physical Universe seems to result from a stabilised quantum-level ¯uctuation in the underlying `foam' of the universal vacuum.
Empty space, at distances of about 10 35 m, is a dynamic, `boiling-hot sea' of
particles constantly coming into and going out of existence, and enormous
`positive' energies exactly balanced by their `negative' energy counterparts (so that
the observed time-averaged eects are exactly zero).
Something happened in the ®rst instants of the Universe to stabilise a vacuum
¯uctuation and produce our space±time. Could we perhaps duplicate this eect on a
much smaller scale and use the resulting vacuum of zero-point energy (ZPE) to
propel a starship (as suggested by Forward (1984) and Froning (1980, 1981))?
As mentioned by Genz (1999), ZPE research is not without risks. If we attempt
to extract vacuum energy by duplicating the conditions of the Big Bang, we may
inadvertently erase our Universe in a brand new Creation. Most people would
consider such an event a major environmental impact.
But such extreme energy and ®eld levels may not be necessary. Forward (1983,
1984) discusses the work of Casimir during the 1940s. Casimir (1948) investigated the
distance variation of the short-range electromagnetic (EM) interaction between
molecules, and predicted what has come to be known as the Casimir eect ± that
a portion of the force between the two conducting objects with a very small separation is due to zero-point ¯uctuations of the vacuum. Speci®cally, any pair of
conducting plates with a small enough separation (less than 1 mm) will experience
a non-electrostatic force component due to the fact that some of the vacuum ¯uctuations do not exist in the small space between the conducting plates. For long a
theoretical curiosity, the Casimir eect was ®nally con®rmed by Lamoreaux (1997).
Forward (1984) presented a conceptual vacuum ¯uctuation battery in which a
large number of similarly charged ultrathin metallic leaves or a ¯at spiral of ultrathin
metallic sheet are arranged in a stack with separations in the order of 1 mm. By
appropriately adjusting the plate separation, it may be possible to obtain net ZPE
energy for propulsive purposes. Casimir micromachines have also been discussed by
Maclay (2000).
A more elegant approach would be to obtain ZPE from some physical process
that would require fewer moving parts. One possibility is sonoluminescence, a
phenomenon in which high-frequency light is emitted by the sound driven
expansion or contraction of gas bubbles in ¯uids. According to Eberlein (1996a,b)
of the University of Illinois, one theoretical explanation for this mysterious phenomenon is ZPE produced by a type of Casimir eect. However, Glanz (1996) has
discussed alternative theoretical explanations for sonoluminescence that do not
require ZPE.
If it proves possible to obtain large quantities of energy from the vacuum, a
number of relativistic space drives will become possible. Froning (1980, 1981) has
suggested a quantum ramjet (Figure 9.4(a)) that obtains reaction mass from the
interstellar medium (in the same manner as the interstellar ramjets discussed in the
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Figure 9.4. Two hypothetical ZPE propelled starships.

previous chapter). The energy to accelerate the interstellar ions would come from a
ZPE machine rather than a fusion reactor.
Matlo (1997) proposed an alternative approach (Figure 9.4(b)) in which ZPE is
used to `pump' an on-board laser, and the spacecraft is propelled by the momentum
of the laser emitted photons. Although less eective than the quantum ramjet
because ions have more momentum than photons, the ZPE laser may be capable
of relativistic velocities if the ZPE machine's speci®c power (in kilowatts per kilogramme) and the laser eciency are high enough.
But there may be more subtle ways to use vacuum ¯uctuations to allow a
spacecraft to approach the speed of light. Putho (1997) and Haisch (1997) have
suggested that inertia might be caused by an interaction between the `real' particles
of matter and the `virtual' particles of the universal vacuum. If this is indeed true, it
is not impossible that we may one day learn how to `polarise' the vacuum in front of
a starship and thereby greatly reduce its inertia.
If some form of ZPE propulsion becomes possible, space travel at speeds close to
the speed of light may become practicable. Starship designers will be compelled to
include the eects of Einstein's special theory of relativity in the mission plans.
Special relativity and high-speed spacecraft kinematics
One of the basic principles of special relativity theory is that the speed of light, c, is a
constant to all observers, regardless of observer or light source velocity, and that c is
the basic speed limit of the Universe. If we de®ne measurements of a spacecraft's
mass (Ms ), length (Ls ) and elapsed time (ts ) in an unaccelerated or Galactic reference
frame (grf ) and an accelerated spacecraft reference frame (srf ) for a spacecraft
velocity of Vs , we can compare measurements of these parameters in the two
reference frames using the Lorentz parameter, (Fowles, 1962):
Ms; grf  Ms; srf ; Ls; grf  Ls; srf
where

 1

Vs =c 2 

1=2

.

1

; ts; grf  ts; srf

9:1
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Let us examine the case of a spacecraft with a design mass of 10 6 kg and a design
length of 100 m passing an unaccelerated observer at a velocity of 0.5 c. For such a
situation,  1:15: The unaccelerated observer will measure the spacecraft's mass
and length respectively as 1:15  10 6 kg and 87 m. A time interval measured as one
hour on board the spacecraft will have a duration measured by the unaccelerated
observer of about 69 minutes.
Exercise 9.1. Calculate and compare ship masses, lengths and elapsed times
from the point of view of the unaccelerated and accelerated observers for the
ship described above and Vs  0:1 c and 0.9 c.
From the pont of view of the Galactic observer, the accelerated ship's mass will
approach in®nity as its velocity approaches the speed of light. Simultaneously, the
ship's length will approach zero and the ship's on-board clocks will seem to stop, as
measured by the unaccelerated observer.
There have been many con®rmations of these bizarre eects ± notably, the mass/
energy conversion equation that results in the release of nuclear energy. Also, atomic
accelerators are designed to compensate for the increase of particle mass with acceleration, and accelerated radioactive species take longer to decay, following the
predictions of special relativity.
From special relativity alone, it might be suspected that the eects are symmetrical: a shipbound observer might see the same eects in the unaccelerated reference
frame he is passing. As described by Ohanian (1989), an experiment was performed
in the 1980s to determine whether time dilation ± the slowing down of accelerated
clocks ± really occurs. Two highly accurate atomic clocks were calibrated on
the ground. One remained in place as its twin ¯ew around the world aboard a
commercial jetliner. When the two clocks were later compared, the airborne clock
had slowed, as predicted by special relativity.
Additional relativistic transformations generalise the linear momentum (Ms Vs
for a ship of mass Ms moving at a non-relativistic velocity of Vs ) and the kinetic
energy (KE) (12 Ms V 2s for a non-relativistic starship), for the case of relativistic
velocities. From the point of view of an observer in the Galactic reference frame,
the linear momentum and kinetic energy of a starship moving at a near-optic velocity
are (Sears et al., 1977)
1
9:2
Ps;grf  Ms;srf Vs ; KEs;grf  Ms;srf c 2

Exercise 9.2. In the expression for relativistic kinetic energy in equation (9.2),
®rst expand using the binomial theorem, and con®rm that the relativistic
kinetic equation reduces to the Newtonian kinetic equation for low velocities.
Then plot the ratio of relativistic to Newtonian kinetic energies versus Vs for s
between 0.1 and 0.9.
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Many authors (including Marx (1963), Shepherd (1958) and Oliver (1990)) have
applied the above relativistic transformations to the case of the relativistic rocket. An
expression for the mass ratio of a relativistic rocket has been derived:
c= 2Ve 

1 s
9:3
M:R:rel 
1
s
We can compare relativistic with Newtonian mass ratios calculated using
equation (4.4). Taken an exhaust velocity of 0.1 c and values of s Vs =c of 0.1
and 0.2. At s  0:1, both equations yield nearly equal mass ratios of 2.72. For
s  0:2, the relativistic mass ratio is 7.59 and the Newtonian is 7.2.
Exercise 9.3. As velocity increases, the relativistic rocket mass ratios become
greater than the corresponding Newtonian mass ratios. Check this by calculating mass ratios for s  0:3 and 0.4.
Froning (1980), on the quantum ramjet, investigated the relativistic kinematics
of this spacecraft in its own accelerated reference frame (srf ). From Froning's
equation (6), quantum ramjet acceleration in its own reference frame can be approximated:
dVqr; srf c 2 in; grf Ascoop; grf
V
fqr Fnf "nf
dt
Ms; srf

9:4

where in; grf is the interstellar ion mass density in the Galactic frame of reference,
Ascoop; grf is the ramscoop's ®eld area in the Galactic frame of reference, Ms; srf is the
ship's mass in its accelerated reference frame, Fnf is fusion eciency of mass±energy
conversion, "nf is the eciency of energy transfer to the spacecraft ion exhaust
stream, and fqr is the ratio of quantum energy per ion to energy per ion released
from a fusion reactor.
The non-relativistic performance of a ZPE laser is discussed in Matlo (1997).
The Newtonian acceleration of a ZPE laser can be expressed as Plaser = Ms c, where
Plaser is laser power, Ms is ship mass, and c is the speed of light. A relativistic
treatment of this spacecraft's kinematics has not yet been performed.

9.4

`CABBAGES AND KINGS': GENERAL RELATIVITY AND SPACE±
TIME WARPS

General relativistic eects cannot be ignored in really accurate treatments of even
slow interstellar travel because, as Ban® (1998) has pointed out, an inner Solar
System starting point for any interstellar expedition is within the warped space±
time produced by the Sun's gravitational ®eld. But such re®nements might be considered the `cabbages' of general relativity. The `kings' of the general relativistic
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theory are, of course, the space±time warps long used as universal shortcuts by
science ®ction writers. Space warp concepts applied to interstellar space travel
have been reviewed by Forward (1989), Matlo (1996), and Cassenti and
Ringermacher (2000).
While it is true that an object of solar mass and size warps the fabric of space±
time in its vicinity, much more extreme conditions are required to construct a time
machine or a space drive capable of reaching the stars in times much less than a
human lifetime. To manifest such conditions, it is necessary to create a `singularity' ±
a place where the space±time curvature approaches in®nity (Kaufmann, 1979). To do
this gravitationally, the singularity creator must construct a `black hole'.
Million-solar-mass black holes left over from the early epochs of the Universe
apparently reside in the centre of spiral galaxies such as our Milky Way. Smaller
star-mass black holes are produced as a ®nal stage in the evolution of very massive
stars. A black hole forms when the collapsar's gravitational energy approaches its
total mass energy (see Eardley and Press, 1975).
At the event horizon of a black hole, the mass-density of the collapsed celestial
object (collapsar) is so great that light cannot escape. Substituting the speed of light,
c, for the escape velocity of a collapsar, we can easily calculate the Schwartzchild
radius of the singularity:
2GMcoll
9:5
Rsch V
c
where G is the gravitational constant and Mcoll is the collapsar's mass. Objects within
the event horizon of a black hole have eectively departed from our Universe. A
solar-mass collapsar has a Schwartzschild radius of about 1.5 km.

Exercise 9.4. First calculate the Schwartzchild radius of the 10 6 -solar-mass
black hole suspected of lurking at the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy.
Then test the hypothesis that the entire Universe may be a black hole. Do
this by calculating the Schwartzchild radius of a universe containing 3  10 23
solar-mass stars, and by con®rming that this radius approximates tens of
billions of light years.

If we can locate a handy collapsar, we could conceiveably use it to leave normal
space±time and take a shortcut through some higher dimensional hyperspace (a
`worm hole'), provided, that is, that we can locate an appropriate aperture to
normal space (often called a `white hole'), understand the intricacies of hyperspatial
travel, and overcome such inconveniences as the enormous tidal stresses experienced
as we approach the Schwartzschild radius. But these problems might seem to be
somewhat academic, since no black holes have been detected within the cosmic
vicinity of our Solar System.
One author who has considered how we might alleviate this apparent shortage of
nearby stellar-mass black holes is Adrian Berry, who suggested in 1977 that
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interstellar ramjet/magsail technology (see Chapters 7 and 8) might be used to create
an arti®cial stellar-mass singularity. Berry suggests that an enormous ¯eet of ramjets
could `herd' the interstellar medium over a vast volume of space near the Solar
System, so that huge quantities of interstellar gas could be induced to converge on
the same point.
Somewhat more immediate are the suggestions that we might create an arti®cial
singularity using means other than gravity. Alcubierre (1994) and Minami (1994)
have independently suggested that we might do this using magnetic ®elds many
orders of magnitude greater than those produced on the Earth ± even greater than
those at the surface of a neutron star or exotic ®elds that might be manifested from
the universal vacuum. Alcubierre's and Minami's ships (if possible) would be pushed
or pulled through the Universe by a bubble of warped space±time.
A good deal of research is still required before we can determine the ultimate
feasibility of warp drives. Some current research in this area is being funded through
the NASA Breakthrough Propulsion Oce, directed by Marc Millis of NASA Glenn
(formerly Lewis) Research Center. One goal of this research is to create a short-lived
mini-singularity in the laboratory in order to conduct experimental general relativity
research. Maccone (1995), Davis (1997) and Landis (1997) have investigated the
possibility of constructing a magnetically warped region of spacetime that would
satisfy the Levi±Civita solution of Einstein's general relativistic equation.
The requisite (gigagauss) magnetic ®elds could be generated for a tiny fraction of
a second by a new generation of pulsed lasers. As described by Mourou et al. (1998),
Perry (1996), and Perry and Mourou (1994), these devices have an energy in the
vicinity of 1,000 J. Because their pulse duration is about 10 12 s, pulse powers
of 10 15 W are possible. These are table-top devices with costs approximating
US$500,000.
Breakthrough propulsion researchers would hope that some type of space±time
hysteresis eect would allow their mini-singularity to exist for less more than 10 12 s.
But are there any risks to this research?
In September 1999, author/journalist Fred Moody discussed, on a Web site
(www.ABCNEWS.com), his concerns about performing mini-black-hole research in
terrestrial laboratories. Although it is very improbable, it is not entirely impossible
that a laboratory generated black hole could survive longer than expected, grow
enormously, and even threaten the Earth. As is the case with ZPE researchers,
black-hole experimentalists must check their predictions very, very carefully before
attempting to produce their mini-singularities.
9.5

`WINGED PIGS': SOME OTHER EXOTIC IDEAS

Many other non-conventional approaches to interstellar travel have been suggested.
Here, we consider a few of them.
Miley (1997) ± a respected plasma physicist from the University of Illinois ±
reviewed the evidence for anomalous energy produced when hydrogen and
deuterium atoms are loaded into solid lattices at room temperature. Originally
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called `cold fusion', such anomolous energy results indicate that our understanding
of low-temperature nuclear and thermonuclear reactions may be incomplete. When
and if a successful theory of these eects emerges, signi®cant applications for deepspace propulsion may become apparent.
Moeckel (1977) suggested that a `thrust-sheet' of radioisotopes or ®ssionable
materials could produce high speci®c impulses if isotope decay or ®ssion products
could be emitted in a highly directional manner. It may one day be possible ± as
suggested by Morgan (1999) ± to utilise directional neutrino emission in the same
manner.
We should keep an open mind about all these ideas. Although 99% of the
breakthrough propulsion suggestions may be crazy, the other 1% may be gems!
9.6
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10
Of stars, planets and life

And there is a star in the southern sky,
the most magni®cent star that I have ever seen,
and I am beginning to know its name,
Alpha Centauri
Robert Ardrey, African Genesis (1961)

No matter how we travel to the stars, we must learn all we can about the environments surrounding these distant suns. Only then can we dispatch out robot proxies
or begin out®tting the ships to be occupied by humanity's ®rst interstellar pioneers.
If Earth-like planets are rare in the Milky Way Galaxy, interstellar expeditions
will also be infrequent. Perhaps only a civilisation threatened by the ultimate catastrophe of its star's demise would then attempt the colonisation of a neighbouring
star's comet cloud.
Because of their small mass relative to the parent body and the great distances
involved, we cannot yet detect Earth-like worlds orbiting even the nearest stars. But
the recent discoveries of many Jupiter-sized worlds orbiting nearby stars encourages
those astronomers who dream of constructing a new generation of telescopes capable
of imaging these suspected, tantalising blue planets.
10.1

A SHORT HISTORY OF EXTRA-SOLAR PLANET DETECTION
EFFORTS

For several decades, astronomers have attempted to detect Jupiter-sized planets
orbiting nearby stars by observing the wobble in a star's image produced by
hypothetical invisible objects less than 1% of the star's mass and orbiting that
star. To obtain reasonably promising results using this astrometric technique, it is
necessary to concentrate upon very near low-mass, high-proper motion stars.
Hundreds or thousands of photographic images of the near star's position relative
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to more distant background stars are necessary for the astrometric technique to work
(van de Kamp, 1967).
The work is painstaking and the computational requirements are exhaustive.
Many non-planetary factors can mask or imitate the stellar wobble, which amounts
to about 1 arcsec per year. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that the early
announcements of planet detections turned out to be false alarms. The classic
false alarm is the case of Barnard's Star, a metal-poor, high-proper motion red
dwarf that is the second nearest star system to the Sun. As reviewed by Dick
(1996), Peter van de Kamp and Sarah Lippincott, of Sproul Observatory at Swarthmore University, analysed more than 2,000 photographic images of this star taken
using the Sproul refractor between 1916 and 1961. They concluded that one or two
objects, approximately of Jupiter's mass, orbited this star. Although the astronomical and astronautical communities were quite excited about the announced
discovery, it was of course necessary to con®rm it using photographic plates
exposed at other observatories. This was attempted in 1973 by George Gatewood
of Allegheny Observatory and Heinrich Eichorn of the University of Southern
Florida, who evaluated 241 plates of Barnard's Star taken at two observatories
between 1916 and 1971. The proper-motion wobble was not con®rmed, and most
astrometric astronomers now believe that the spurious Barnard's Star planets were
due to a change of the cell of the object glass of the Sproul telescope in 1949.
Even though astrometry has failed to yield the ®rst con®rmed extra-solar planet
discovery, astronomers had better luck with other approaches during the 1980s and
1990s. As reviewed by Dick (1996), one approach that yielded fruit was spectroscopic
planet detection, which was pioneered by Bruce Campbell of the University of
British Columbia during the 1980s.
To detect an extra-solar planet spectroscopically, it is necessary to observe the
spectrum of the planet's primary star as the planet and star revolve around their
common centre of mass. The Doppler shift of the spectral lines caused by a large
planet's gravitational tug upon its more massive primary can be detected with
suciently sensitive equipment. Stellar radial velocity changes of about 10 m s 1
are currently observable using this approach.
Another signi®cant discovery of the 1980s, as reviewed by Croswell (1997), was
the infrared space telescope imaging of preplanetary circumstellar dust rings encircling some young nearby stars. Nearby main sequence stars possessing these dust
rings include Pictoris, " Eridani, Fomalhaut and Vega.
But the ®rst con®rmed discoveries of extra-solar planets during the early 1990s
did not accompany such well-behaved, stable stars. As reviewed by Fisher and
Fisher (1998), these strange planets orbit the pulsars resulting from supernova explosions, and were detected by planet-caused variations in the radio emissions from
the central pulsars. Even though life-bearing worlds are very unlikely in the extreme
environments of such stellar graveyards, these discoveries indicated that extra-solar
planets must indeed be common within our Galaxy.
Finally, radial velocity measurements of nearby Sun-like stars began to bear
fruit in the mid-1990s. Two planet-searching teams ± one in Switzerland, headed
by Michel Mayor of Geneva Observatory (Mayor et al., 1997), and one at Lick
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Observatory, directed by Geo Marcy of San Francisco State University (Butler and
Marcy, 1997) ± began to detect the ®rst of dozens of large extra-solar planets. Some
of these worlds reside in solar systems more or less like our own; others orbit their
parent stars in highly elliptical paths; and still others are an unexpected class of `hot
Jupiters' ± giant planets orbiting ten million kilometres or so from the primary star.
The two groups have been able to con®rm each other's discoveries. Most signi®cantly ± as described by Boss (1996) ± the Hubble Space Telescope was able to
photograph a brown dwarf (an object intermediate in size between a jovian planet
and a tiny star) that had been detected orbiting the nearby red dwarf Gliese 229. This
photograph was the ®rst independent con®rmation of the radial velocity method of
planet detection.
Another validation of this approach appeared in 1999. As described by John
Nobel Wilford in the 16 November 1999 edition of The New York Times, and by
Govert Schilling in the 19 November 1999 issue of Science, the shadow of a giant
planet, whose orbit around HD 209458 (a Sun-like star 153 light years distant in the
constellation Pegasus) passes directly between the parent star and our Sun every 3.5
days, was observed photometrically, as predicted by radial motions of that star.
We can detect large Jupiters using radial velocity measurements (and possibly
astrometry), but cannot yet image them orbiting normal stars. Brown dwarfs have
been imaged, as has a possible giant `rogue' planet apparently being ejected from a
binary star system (Schilling, 1999a,b). It is only a matter of time until the next
generation of space and terrestrial telescopes succeeds in imaging an extrasolar
planet of jovian or even terrestrial size.
10.2

METHODS OF IMAGING EXTRA-SOLAR PLANETS

The technical problems of imaging extra-solar planets are even greater than those of
remotely viewing near-Earth objects (NEOs) (discussed in Chapter 1). Not only is
the planet very faint and very far away from us, but it is in proximity to an object
that is approximately equivalent to our Sun in respect to radiant emissions.
There are three basic approaches to imaging an extra-solar planet or brown
dwarf orbiting a main sequence star. All of them attempt to either reduce received
stellar radiant emissions or enhance received planetary radiant emissions. These
approaches are to use a very large telescope aperture, to use a smaller telescope
with an occulting `mask' to cover the central image of the object's primary star,
and to select spectral regions in which the planet's radiant emissions are enhanced.
These strategies, of course, are not mutully exclusive.
One of the ®rst suggestions was that of O'Neill (1968), who proposed the
construction of an orbital array of mirrors with separation of more than 100 m
and an eective resolving power about 25 that of the 5-m re¯ecting telescope on
Mount Palomar in southern California. As shown in Figure 10.1, all the elements of
such a high-resolution orbital interferometer would have a common focus. Although
the device would have much less light-gathering power than a solid mirror 100 m in
diameter, it would be immensely easier to construct and maintain. As discussed
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Figure 10.1. An optical interferometer, consisting of many widely separated mirrors with a
common focus.
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Figure 10.2. The use of an occulting disk for enhancing the observability of an extra-solar
planet.

below, the problems of resolving planets orbiting other stars were underestimated by
O'Neill and other early authors.
Even a smaller space telescope could be utilised as an extra-solar planet imager if
an occulting disc of some sort were used to partially mask the light from the primary
star (Figure 10.2). This idea was ®rst investigated for application to the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) by NASA astronomer Nancy Roman in 1959, and was
later elaborated in papers by Fennelly et al. (1975) and Elliot (1978). If the early
assumptions on planet±star contrast had been correct, the HST could detect at least
Jupiter-sized planets orbiting nearby stars by using self-propelled occulters, occulting
®lters in the telescope's optical path, or even the Moon's limb. Such an occulting
device reduces light received by imaging equipment from the primary star by
blocking the central portion of the star's image. Since the planet will be observed
in outer fringes of the star's Airy diraction pattern, advanced image-processing
techniques are required to view the planet, even with stellar occultation.
A pivotal paper reviewing various approaches to extra-solar planet imaging was
published by Tarter et al. (1986). When imaging a planet orbiting in the proximity of
a distant star, a signi®cant factor is Bep , the brightness ratio of planet to starlight in
the received image. This can be approximated in the limits of short observing
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wavelength (sw) and long observing wavelength (lw) using the equations:
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where Rplanet and Rstar are respectively planet and star radii, Tstar is the star's surface
(or eective black-body) temperature in degrees K, Teff; planet is the planet's eective
or black-body temperature in degrees K, Dplanet;star is the planet±star separation, c is
the speed of light, k is Boltzmann's constant (1:38  10 23 Joule/degrees K), h is
Planck's constant (6:63  10 34 Joule-seconds), and  is the observing wavelength in
metres. For the case of our Sun and Earth with, respectively, eective temperatures
of 6,000 K and 300 K, the sw approximation is accurate for wavelengths shorter than
about 2.4 mm, and the lw approximation is accurate for wavelengths longer than
about 50 mm.

Exercise 10.1. Evaluate the ranges of applicability for equations (10.1) and
(10.2) for the case of Jupiter-like planets (Teff; planet  125 K) orbiting stars
with surface temperatures of 4,000, 6,000 and 7,000 K.

As discussed by both Tarter et al. (1986) and Black (1980), the correct version of
Rayleigh's criterion applied to planetary detection yields an expression for the
angular separation between a planet and its much brighter primary star that is
detectable:
D 

3:56  10 4 
1=3

B ep Rtele

arcsec

10:3

where Rtele is the telescope's eective aperture in metres.

Exercise 10.2. Assume that you are observing an extra-solar planet with a 50m radius space telescope at a wavelength of 1 mm. First estimate the planet's
brightness ratio relative to its primary star using equation (10.1) if the planet's
radius is 6,000 km and it is 1 AU from its star. Then use equation (10.3) to
calculate the detectable separation of the planet from its primary star. At a
distance of 1 parsec (3.26 light years) from the Sun, the Earth will have an
angular separation from the Sun of 1 arcsec. What is the maximum distance at
which this telescope could separate an Earth-like planet from its Sun-like
primary?
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One possible approach to extra-solar planet imaging in the near future has been
reviewed by Fisher et al. (1997). A number of high-altitude terrestrial interferometers
with baselines sucient to resolve nearby extra-solar planets in the infrared have
begun operation, or will do so in the near future. Using speckle interferometry (in
which observations of a laser re¯ected from the Earth's upper atmospheric layers are
used to correct for atmospheric turbulence) and adaptive optics (in which the
telescope corrects internally for variations in `seeing'), Jovian or even Earth-like
planets orbiting the nearest stars may soon be imaged using these telescopes. Applications of adaptive optics have been reviewed by Thompson (1994). McAlister
(1977) has described the use of speckle interferometry in planet detection.
In 1997, Richard Terrile and Christ Ftaclas suggested that a 1.5-m infrared
telescope mounted in a balloon-borne observatory and equipped with appropriate
occulting equipment could image Jupiter-like worlds orbiting nearby stars. The
advantage of an infrared telescope for this purpose is that Sun-like stars radiate
only a small fraction of their energy in the infrared range, while planets reradiate
most of their absorbed solar energy in the infrared range of the electromagnetic
(EM) spectrum.
In 1996, Je Van Cleve and his colleagues suggested that even a very modest
infrared space telescope could map diuse emissions from Solar System objects and
serve as a testbed for more elaborate infrared space telescopes to actually image
Earth-like and Jupiter-like planets orbiting nearby stars. But as described by
Goldsmith (1996), the ultimate near-term infrared extra-solar planet imager might
be a spacecraft-mounted interferometer with mirror separations as great as 1 km,
located 3±4 AU from the Sun. The challenge of maintaining nanometer-tolerance
mirror alignment remotely over such distances is not to be minimised!
The size of infrared space interferometers dedicated to extra-solar planet
imaging can be reduced with application of appropriate occulting devices. Selfpropelled occulter design has been discussed in the literature by a number of astronomers, including Marchal (1985) and Jordan et al. (1999), who have proposed
applying this technology to the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST).
10.3

EXTRA-SOLAR PLANETS FOUND TO DATE THAT ORBIT
SUN-LIKE STARS

It is impossible to provide an up-to-date survey of all planets that have been discovered orbiting nearby stars, and the reader should therefore keep in mind that this
section is based upon planet detection data available in December, 2003. Without
doubt, many new worlds will be added to the list by the time this book is published.
The discovered extra-solar planets tabulated here are the latest con®rmed
planets (with one noted exception) as of December, 2003. These are all from The
Encyclopedia of Extrasolar Planets, a website (http://www.obspm.fr/planets)
maintained by Jean Schneider of Observatoire de Paris.
Table 10.1 presents the more-or-less `normal' solar systems that have been
discovered and con®rmed accompanying nearby Sun-like stars. At least some of
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Table 10.1. Con®rmed `normal' extra-solar solar systems (December, 2003).
Star name

Star spectral Sun±star
Minimum planet mass Star±planet
class
separation (in Jupiter masses)
separation

Planet orbital
period (days)

HD37124

G4V

HD104985
HD12661

G9III
G6V

HD28185
HD114783
HD23079
HD10697
47 UMa

G5
K0
F8/G0V
G5IV
G0V

HD70642
HD27442

G5IV-V
K2IVa

152.4
1,495
198.2
263.6
1,444.5
385
501.0
783.5
1,078
1,095
2,594
2,231
423.8

33 parsecs 0.75
1.2 
102
6.3
37.2
2.30
1.57 
39.4
5.6
22
0.9
34.8
2.61
30
6.12
13.3
2.41
0.76 
29
2.0
18.1
1.28

0.54 AU
2.5
0.78
0.83
2.56
1.0
1.2
1.65
2.13
2.10
3.73
3.3
1.18

Notes:  eccentricity  0.69;  eccentricity undetermined. For membership in this class, at least one planet
in system is >0.3 AU from star with eccentricity <0.1.

the planets orbiting a star should be in orbits approximating planets in our Solar
System, de®ned by an average planet±star separation > 0:3 AU and planetary orbital
eccentricities <0.1 to qualify for this list. The signi®cance of stellar spectral classes is
discussed in the next section of this chapter.
Of the 10 stars with con®rmed planets listed in Table 10.1, 7 are spectral class G,
2 are K stars and one is either late F or early G. Three of the stars in this listing have
more than one planetary companion.
One detected but currently uncon®rmed nearby solar system that may eventually
rate inclusion in Table 10.1 is the 1996 astrometric discovery by George Gatewood
of one or more jovians orbiting one of the nearest stars, Lalande 21185, at 8.5 light
years from the Sun. If a 90% Jupiter mass planet does indeed orbit this star every 5.8
years, such a nearby solar system may provide an interesting target for an early
interstellar exploration mission (Clarke, 1999).
Known and con®rmed `close Jupiters' are presented in Table 10.2. Each of these
planets is closer than 0.3 AU to its primary star, and has an orbital eccentricity of
less than 0.1.
Close Jupiters are more numerous in the sample than `normal' solar systems.
There are 20 stars in this tabulation, two of which have more than one con®rmed
planetary companion.
A ®nal class of con®rmed extrasolar planets is the `eccentric Jupiters', which
have an orbital eccentricity greater than 0.1. Con®rmed members of this class are
listed in Table 10.3.
Of the more than 100 con®rmed extra-solar planets or solar systems, only about
10% are in paths roughly resembling those of the Sun's planets. The most prevalent
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Table 10.2. Systems with con®rmed `close Jupiters' (December, 2003).
Star name

Star spectral Sun±star
Minimum planet mass Star±planet
class
separation (in Jupiter masses)
separation

Planet orbital
period (days)

HD73256
HD83443
HD46375
HD179949
HD187123
 Boo
BD-103166
HD75289
HD209458
HD76700
51 Peg
 And

G8/K0
K0V
K1IV
F8V
G5
F7V
G4V
G0V
GOV
G6V
G2IV
F8V

2.55
2.99
3.02
3.09
3.10
3.31
3.49
3.51
3.52
3.97
4.23
4.62
241.5
1,284
4.95
6.40
10.72
14.65
44.28
5,360
15.78
24.35
18.3
39.85

HD49674
HD168746
HD130322
55Cnc
Gl86
HD192263
HD195019
 CrB

36.5 parsecs 1.85
43.5
0.41
33.4
0.25
27
0.84
50
0.52
15
3.87
±
0.48
28.9
0.42
47
0.69
59.7
0.20
14.7
0.46
13.5
0.69
1.19 
3.75 
G5V
40.7
0.12
G5
43.1
0.23
K0V
30
1.08
G8V
13.4
0.84
0.21 
4.05 
K1V
11
4
K2V
19.9
0.72
G3IV-V
20
3.43
G0V or G2V 15±18.4
1.04

0.037 AU
0.04
0.04
0.045
0.042
0.046
0.046
0.046
0.045
0.049
0.051
0.059
0.829
2.53
0.057
0.065
0.088
0.11
0.24
5.9
0.11
0.15
0.14
0.22

Notes:  eccentricity (ecc)  0.28;  ecc  0.27;  ecc  0.34 (?);  ecc  0.16. For membership in this class,
planets distance <0.3 AU from primary; planet eccentricity <0.1.

planet type in the sample is the eccentric Jupiters. But because only the minimum
planet masses are well known at present, some of the eccentric Jupiters may turn out
to be brown dwarfs rather than giant planets.
It is not known whether the statistical breakdown of planet types in the sample is
typical for the Universe or a function of the radial velocity planet detection techniques. Another mystery is the large number of close Jupiters in the sample. Perhaps,
as speculated by Murray et al. (1998), two giant planets form close to each other
under certain conditions. One might be expelled from the infant solar system or ¯ung
into an eccentric orbit, and its companion might be pushed by gravitational interaction with its giant companion close to the parent star. As discussed by Eric
Sandquist (1999), perhaps some stars actually `swallow' very close Jupiters under
certain conditions.
But perhaps the most exciting mystery about our stellar neighbours is the
probability of life-bearing worlds. Planets are certainly there, perhaps orbiting
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Table 10.3. Systems with con®rmed `eccentric Jupiters' (December, 2003).
Star spectral Sun±star
Star name class
separation
HD108147 F8/G0V
HD74156 G0

38.6 parsecs
64.6

HD168443 G5

33

HD3651
HD80606
Gl3021
HD82943

K0V
G5
G6V
G0

11
58.4
17.6
27.5

HD177830
HD4203
HD210277
HD147513
HIP75458
HD222582
HD65216
HD160691

K0
G5
G0
G3/G5V
K2III
G5
G5V
G3IV-V

59
77.5
22
12.9
31.5
42
34.3
15.3

HD141937
16 Cyg B
HD213240
HD190228
HD2039
HD50554
HD106252
HD39091
HD33636
 Edidani

G2/G3V
G2.5V
G4V
G5IV
G2/G3IV/V
F8
G0
G1IV
G0V
K2V

33.5
21.4
40.7
66.1
89.8
31.0
37.4
20.6
28.7
3.2

Minimum planet
mass
(in Jupiter masses)

Star±planet
separation

Planet orbital
period (days) Eccentricity

0.41
1.86
>6.17
7.7
16.9
0.2
3.41
3.21
0.88
1.63
1.28
1.65
1.28
1.0
8.64
5.11
1.21
1.7
1?
9.7
1.69
4.5
4.99
4.85
4.9
6.81
10.35
9.28
0.86
0.1?

0.104 AU
0.294
3.40
0.29
2.85
0.284
0.439
0.49
0.73
1.16
1.00
1.09
1.10
1.26
1.34
1.35
1.37
1.5
2.3?
1.52
1.67
2.03
2.31
2.19
2.38
2.61
3.29
3.56
3.3
40?

10.90
51.64
20.25
58.12
1,734.0
62.23
111.8
133.8
221.6
444.6
391
401
437
540.4
550.7
572
613.1
638
1,300?
653.2
798.9
951
1,127
1,193
1,279
1,500
2,064
2,448
2,502
280 years?

0.498
0.636
0.583
0.529
0.228
0.63
0.927
0.505
0.54
0.41
0.43
0.46
0.45
0.52
0.71
0.71
0.41
0.31
0.8?
0.41
0.67
0.45
0.43
0.68
0.42
0.54
0.62
0.53
0.608
0.3?

Notes: For membership in this class, planets must have eccentricities >0.4.

most of the stars in the cosmos; but how many of these are worlds on which we could
live, and how many might have evolved higher life of their own?

10.4

HOW COMMON ARE LIFE-BEARING WORLDS?

To estimate the relative frequency of life-bearing worlds in the galaxy, a good
starting point is the Hertzsprung±Russell (H±R) diagram of stellar classi®cation
and evolution (Figure 10.3). Stellar spectral classes are further subdivided into
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Figure 10.3. The Hertzsprung±Russell diagram, showing spectral classes, surface temperatures, luminosity classes and solar evolution.
From E. Chaison and S. McMillan, Astronomy, second edition, Prentice Hall (1998).

subclasses (for example, the hottest G stars are G0, and the coolest are G9). The Sun
is currently a G2V main sequence dwarf. It has been on the main sequence for about
5  10 9 years, and will depart the main sequence about 5  10 9 years in the future,
expanding ®rst to become a Class IV subgiant (intermediate in the H±R diagram
between luminosity classes III and V) and continue expanding until it becomes a
giant.
Giants are not good locales to search for extra-solar life-bearing worlds, partly
because a star remains in this phase for `only' about 10 8 years. After departing the
giant phase in the distant future, our Sun will have used most of its thermonuclear
fuel reserves. It will contract and decrease in luminosity, cross the main sequence
again, and end its career as a subluminous white dwarf star, in the lower left corner
of the H±R diagram.
More than half the stars in the sky are binaries. As reviewed in Chapter 2, some
binaries such as our near-neighbour
Centauri may have life-bearing worlds
orbiting either of the binary members.
Hot, massive O stars have a main sequence life of only a few million years, but
cool, low-mass M stars reside on the main sequence for as long as 10 12 years.
Astronomers have long suspected that F, G and K stars have a suciently long
main sequence lifetime (billions of years) for life-bearing worlds to evolve. However,
habitable planets orbiting M stars were considered unlikely because of the proximity
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Table 10.4. The nearest nearby stars that might possess habitable planets.
Starn name

Spectral class

Distance

Habitable planet probability

Centauri A
Centauri B
" Eridani 
 Ceti
70 Ophiuchi A
 Cassiopeiae A
 Draconis
36 Ophiuchi A
36 Ophiuchi B
HR 7703 A
 Pavonis
82 Eridani
Hydri 
HR 8832 

G2V
K6V
K2V
G8V
K1V
GOV
K0V
K2V
K1V
K3V
G6V
G5V
G2IV
K3V

4.3 light years
4.3
10.7
11.9
16.7
19.2
18.5
17.7
17.7
18.4
18.8
20.3
20.5
21.4

0.054
0.057
0.033
0.036
0.057
0.057
0.036
0.023
0.020
0.020
0.057
0.057
0.037
0.011

All probabilities are from S. H. Dole, Planets for Man (1964). Except where noted, all spectral types and
stellar distances are from E. F. Mallove and G. L. Matloff, The Star¯ight Handbook (1989).

Habitable planet probability may be much lower, as the star is very young.

Planets may be uninhabitable, as the star has left the main sequence. Star spectral class from Dravins
et al.

Star spectral class and distance from Dole.

of such planets to the cool parent star. But recent computer models of planetary
habitability reported by Kasting et al. (1993) and Doyle et al. (1995) indicates that
habitable worlds orbiting M-type main sequence dwarfs are not impossible.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the dimensions of the ecosphere ± the lifezone ±
orbiting main sequence stars may have been seriously underestimated. If nonstellar heat sources aect planets or satellites far from a star ± as may be the case
for Jupiter's satellite Europa ± those worlds could support life. The calculations of
habitable planet probabilities for nearby stars published by Dole (1964a,b) may
therefore be greatly underestimated. Doles' results are reproduced in Table 10.4.
Although his probability estimates are generally probably too low, two nearby
stars should be removed from his list. As discussed earlier in this chapter, a preplanetary disc has been observed around " Eridani, which indicates that this star is
probably too young for habitable planets to have evolved. As discussed by Dravins
et al. (1998), Hydri has apparently ended its main sequence career and should be
reclassi®ed as a subgiant. Habitable planets are not likely to orbit such an aged,
expanding star.
Recent attention has also been devoted to the possibility of habitable planets in
the Alpha Centauri system. Whitmire et al. (1998) have mathematically argued that
habitable planet formation in widely separated binary-star systems such as Alpha
Centauri is not precluded. Since Endl et al. (2001) have observationally demonstrated that close Jupiters do not attend either of the Centauri suns, the chances
of a habitable planet remain favorable.
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TERRAFORMING: A WAY TO INCREASE THE ODDS

While the likelihood of ®nding a life-bearing world orbiting a given star may be
somewhat greater than Dole's habitable planet probabilities listed in Table 10.4, it is
by no means assured that humans could survive without spacesuits on all life-bearing
worlds. It is true that a human colony could survive on Mars and perhaps on
Europa, but it would be necessary for the colonists to live underground or under
a geodesic dome and be supported by a closed ecological system.
To improve the probability of an interstellar colony succeeding, we should learn
the art of `terraforming' ± altering a planet's environment to suit our tastes. In
science ®ction, terraforming is fast and easy; but as discussed by Fogg (1995), to
render a Mars-like planet comfortable for human colonists will be a centuries-long
project.
Some proposed terraforming techniques use brute force. Colonists may direct
comets to bombard a dry, Mars-like world to produce ample oceans; other techniques are more subtle ± huge, space-based solar sails may be used as re¯ectors or
sunshades to alter the amount of insolation received by the planet. Biological techniques include genetically altered organisms to convert a thin CO2 atmosphere to
oxygen using photosynthesis.
Because terraforming will be time-consuming and demand a large local industrial and biological base, star travellers may elect to travel in huge, slow worldships
rather than in small, fast starships. During the centuries or millennia that are
apparently required to achieve successful terraforming, the colonists might choose
to continue living in the large, comfortable and well-equipped ship that carried their
ancestors from Earth.
But there is an ethical question to be dealt with here. Is it appropriate for
humans to modify an environment to which alien, primitive life has adapted?
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11
Life between the stars

To
To
To
To
To

seek it with thimbles,
seek it with care;
pursue it with forks and hopes;
threaten its life with a railway share;
charm it with smiles and soap!
Lewis Carroll, The Hunting of the Snark (1891)

As we have seen in the previous chapters, there are many roads to the stars and a
wide variety of planetary environments await the ®rst pioneers from Earth. But
unless some form of breakthrough propulsion proves possible and practical, the
duration of even the shortest interstellar journies will be decades or centuries, and
the planets awaiting the ®rst pioneers may require centuries of terraforming, since
exact duplicates of the Earth may not be common.
This is because of the limitations of both biology and physics. Starships will be
big because they must transport a human population large enough to be self
sucient as well as the ecology necessary to support the humans. This ecology
must be as ecient as possible since the travel time between stars will be
measured in centuries or millenia. Essentially, starships must be large enough to
duplicate a planetary environment, albeit on a much smaller scale. The rocket
equation limits the interstellar cruise velocity of such a fusion propelled starship.
Very large mass ratios would be required for acceleration (and deceleration) of a
fusion-rocket starship. As discussed by deSan (1981), cruise velocity would probably
be less than 0.01 c. As discussed by Matlo (1986), materials limitations will
constrain large solar sail propelled starships to similiar interstellar cruise velocities.
Beamed-power and antimatter may someday allow us to overcome these limitations, but implementation of these technologies on the scales necessary seems
problematical.
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There are environmental hazards to be considered in planning interstellar
missions by humans: principally production of arti®cial gravity and protection
from impacts by interstellar dust grains and cosmic rays. As discussed below,
these can be addressed technologically.
Other technological issues revolve around the maintenance of a human community's lifestyle on an interstellar voyage: what are the energy options to support life
between the stars, and can we design appropriate closed ecological systems? These
problems also have technological solutions.
Perhaps the most intractable problems to be considered by interstellar mission
designers are sociological. How do we engineer the small population of a starship so
that the crew remains sane and eective during the long decades in close proximity to
each other, and in grand isolation from everyone else? We might approach this by
constructing a `worldship' ± a starship large enough to include a very diverse
community in a simulated planetary environment. Alternatively, we might instead
sleep our way to the stars.

11.1

ENVIRONMENTAL OBSTACLES TO INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT,
AND THEIR REMOVAL

One potential barrier to interstellar travel is interstellar dust. As a starship moves
through the interstellar medium at speeds of 0.005 c or higher, even tiny dust grains
have a large kinetic energy relative to the ship.
Collisions with interstellar dust grains
As reviewed by Chaisson and MacMillan's (1996) Astronomy Today, recent studies
of the interstellar medium have demonstrated that typical interstellar dust grains
have dimensions of 0.1±1 mm, have average interstellar-medium densities of about
1,000 dust grains per cubic kilometre (less in the rare®ed interstellar medium in the
Solar System's vicinity), are elongated in shape, and are aected by the interstellar
magnetic ®eld. Infrared evidence indicates that water, methane and ammonia ices
are constituients of the interstellar dust grains, as are graphites, silicates and iron.
Consider an interstellar dust grain with a size of 0.2 mm (2  10 7 m). Approximating this grain by a sphere, its volume is about 4  10 21 m 3 . If the speci®c
gravity of the grain is that of graphite (about 2), its mass (Mdust ) is about
10 17 kg. The number of dust impacts on the ship per second per square metre is
equal to 3  10 8 dust s , where dust is the dust grain density per cubic metre, and s is
the spacecraft velocity as a fraction of the speed of light (relative to the dust grain).
Assuming that dust  10 6 m 3 , there are about 1.5 impacts s 1 m 2 when
1
m 2 when s  0:1 c.
s  0:005 c, and 30 impacts s
In a totally inelastic collision, the kinetic energy transferred to the ship from the
dust grain is 0.5 Mdust 3  10 8 s  2 J. For Mdust  10 17 kg, the kinetic energy transferred to the ship by each totally inelastic collision with a dust grain is about
0:5 s  2 J. At s  0:005 c, each dust-grain collision transfers a maximum of
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1:25  10 5 J to the ship. At s  0:1 c, each collision transfers a maximum of 0.005 J
to the ship.
Applying the above discussion of the number of impacts against the starship's
structure, about 2  10 5 W m 2 of radiant power must be radiated from the starship's structure at 0.005 c, and about 0.15 W m 2 of radiant power must be radiated
from the starship's structure at 0.1 c. Clearly, the heating eect of interstellar dust
grain collisions will be negligible.
However, as reviewed in Mallove and Matlo's The Star¯ight Handbook,
starship erosion by collisions with interstellar dust grains might be a hazard. Early
work in this ®eld has also been reviewed by Martin (1978), in a contribution to the
Project Daedalus Final Report.
There are a number of alternatives to prevent or reduce starship erosion by dust
grains. A low-mass wire mesh or aerosol cloud dust guard could be placed in front of
a cruising starship to break the grains apart. This might not be necessary at vehicle
speeds less than about 0.01 c, since the dust grain kinetic energy is so low.
Martin (1978) reviewed the many contending theories of impacting dust grain
interaction with starship structures at higher starship velocities. The major uncertainty is the fraction of dust grain kinetic energy that is transferred to the spacecraft
during an impact. Conservatively, Martin assumed that the dust guard required to
protect a large starship moving at 0.15 c would be in the vicinity of 50,000 kg ± not a
huge mass increment.
As reviewed in The Star¯ight Handbook, there is uncertainty about dust grain
impact eects upon laser light sails. If the impacting grain passes through the sail
without depositing too much of its kinetic energy, damage will be minimal.

Exercise 11.1. Although ordinary grains of interstellar dust may pose a minor
hazard, there might be occasional larger dust particles up to 0.1 kg in mass.
Calculate the kinetic energy relative to the ship of large dust particles massing
10 g and 100 g at starship velocities of 0.005, 0.02 and 0.1 c. Some form of
active defense might be necessary for protection against large grain impacts.
They could be detected by radar and de¯ected or destroyed using particle
beams or lasers.

Because interstellar dust grains contain some iron and are aected by magnetic
®elds, the ramjet ®elds, magsails and mini-magnetospheres described in previous
chapters might de¯ect them. If the grains are suciently tenuous, the rapidly
varying ship generated magnetic ®eld might dissipate the grains long before they
encounter the starship.
Cosmic radiation and crew health
Much of the pre-1992 work on cosmic ray eects and protection is surveyed by
Mauldin (1992) in Prospects for Interstellar Travel. There are two basic sources
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for these high-energy, ionised, subatomic particles: the Sun and the Galaxy. Galactic
cosmic rays are partially shielded from the inner Solar System by the interplanetary
magnetic ®eld. More signi®cant for the survival of terrestrial life is the shielding
eects of Earth's magnetosphere and atmosphere.
Recognition of possible health consequences from a long-term exposure to
Galactic cosmic rays, especially those more massive than
particles (`high-Z'
cosmic rays) occurred during the 1970s. As described by Pinskey et al. (1974,
1975), astronauts on translunar trajectories or on long-duration space station
missions reported ¯ashes of light visible during sleep periods when the spacecraft
interior was darkened. It was realised that these ¯ashes were the traces of highenergy cosmic rays ± perhaps as massive as iron nuclei ± upon the astronaut's
optic nerves. Hannah (1977) estimated that several percent of an astronaut's
neurons could be lost to nerve damage during a two-year round trip to Mars.
If cosmic ray shielding were only a matter of attenuating a beam of non-reacting
high-energy particles passing through the walls of a spacecraft hull, protecting a
human crew from this hazard would be a comparitively simple task. All the
designer would do would be to compare the intensity of an ionised particle beam
(Ibeam ) after traversing a hull distance xhull with its unattenuated intensity Ibeam;0 ,
using a form of the familiar exponential beam attenuation equation (Segre, 1964):
Ibeam; x  Ibeam; 0 e

beam xhull

11:1

where beam is the attenuation coecient of the ion species in hull material.
Exercise 11.2. Consider an ion beam with an attenuation coecient of 100 m 1
traversing a spacecraft's hull. Plot the beam intensity relative to its unattenuated value as traversed hull thickness varies between 0 and 2 m. What happens
when the beam attenuation coecient is halved or doubled?
Equation (11.1) is oversimplistic in practice (unfortunately) because high-energy
ion beams interact with the matter they traverse. Secondary radiation produced by
this interaction may actually be more injurious to biological tissues than the primary
beam.
But a number of researchers have tackled this problem to estimate the spacecraft
hull thickness (actually areal mass thickness) necessary to protect a human population from cosmic and solar ionising radiation. As part of a 1977 NASA design study
of free-¯ying permanent space settlements (Johnson and Holbrow, 1977), the hull
areal mass thickness required to reduce maximum on-board radiation level to the
terrestrial surface level of about 0.5 rem/year (1 rem  1 Reontgen Equivalent Man,
a measure of radiation dosage to biological organisms) was estimated at 4,500 kg m 2 .
This corresponds to an aluminium hull thickness of 1.7 m.
However, this may be an overestimate of the amount of cosmic ray shielding
required to protect space explorers, because biological organisms have a varying
tolerance to radiation before permanent damage ± such as cancer ± occurs. Since
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the current dosage limitations for long-duration astronauts is 50 rem per year,
Silberberg et al. (1987) argued that considerably less shielding might be required.
A 9-cm thick aluminium shield would reduce cosmic radiation dosage to about
35 rem per year ± at least for spacecraft velcocities less than about 0.05 c.
Aluminium sheet may not be the best material for a cosmic ray shield. According
to Radford et al. (1992), thorough knowledge of primary and secondary radiation
interaction with matter may allow consideration of shields constructed using
`designer' composite materials, and a host of radiation-attenuating shapes
imbedded in the shield structure such as spheres, ®bres and platelets.
No matter what the wonders of advanced materials science achieve, however,
interaction between the hull and interstellar gas at very high starship velocities would
result in secondary neutron and gamma dosages that might be fatal. Passive cosmic
ray shielding by the spacecraft hull or structure becomes ineective for high-velocity
starships.
In the cold realm between the stars, superconducting cosmic ray shields may see
application for crew protection. As well as utilisation of the magsail, mini-magnetiosphere and ramscoops considered in previous chapters, mission designers might
consider electromagnetic shields that have been designed for near-Earth space
colony application. One of these ± the `plasma core shield', ± is discussed by
Johnson and Holbrow (1977).
An interstellar venture would probably make use of both passive and `active'
electromagnetic (EM) shielding. Payload might be strategically located to double as
cosmic ray shielding during such high-radiation manoeuvres as close stellar ¯ybys.
11.2

OPTIONS FOR ON-BOARD POWER BETWEEN THE STARS

Although most interstellar mission designers have understandably concentrated on
problems of acceleration and deceleration, those who consider crewed missions must
also devote some thought to the problems of on-board power during the long
interstellar cruise. If on-board power (amounting to about 10 kW per crew
member, according to Bock et al. (1979)) is not provided, the crew will die as the
ship's temperature approaches that of the near-absolute zero interstellar environment.
In one of the earliest attempts to design a crewed interstellar spacecraft
Gil®llan (1975) proposed an onboard ®ssion reactor. Although it might at ®rst
seem that reliability problems during a centuries-long ¯ight might doom such an
approach, this is not necessarily the case. Natural nuclear reactors are produced
under the Earth's surface by the random accumulation of radioactive isotopes,
and such natural reactors can serve as the model for reliable ®ssion reactors.
Attempts to design reliable and safe ®ssion reactors have been outlined by
Dyson (1979).
Since even a reliable, safe ®ssion reactor will produce radioactivity, an interstellar crew might tether the reactor to the ship in a separate module. Gil®llan (1975)
estimates that a ®ssion reactor capable of supplying all power needs for a population
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of 25 during a three-century interstellar voyage might have a mass of 1,000 kg. From
a 1999 analysis by Powell et al., high-reliability, low-mass ®ssion power systems for
space application are quite possible.
Another possibility, of course, is nuclear fusion or antimatter. If a spacecraft is
propelled by one of these two nuclear options, a small fraction of the energy from the
propulsion system reactor could be diverted to supply the crew's on-board power
needs.
If the starship uses a magnetic ramscoop, a deceleration magsail, or a magnetic
cosmic ray de¯ector, there is another power option. As discussed by Smith (1969), a
superconducting solenoid or coil can serve as magnetic-energy storage battery as well
as an ion de¯ection device.
As discussed in the section on breakthrough propulsion (Chapter 9), another
possibility for on-board power is magnetic interaction between the ship and the
interstellar medium. If the local interstellar medium magnetic ®eld lines are slowmoving relative to the starship, the ship could deploy a tether-like device to apply the
induced EMF on charges in a conductor moving through a magnetic ®eld. The work
done on the moving charges could be converted to onboard power to supply the crew
aboard a cruising starship, albeit at a small reduction in spacecraft kinetic energy
relative to the local interstellar magnetic ®eld.
Yet another possibility to supply the power needs of a starship's crew is a solar
storage battery that could be charged whenever the craft is close to a star. One
possibility for such a device is the `light sail windmill' proposed by Birch (1983).
Such a device would consist of hyperthin and superstrong blades, with the blade
aspect designed such that solar radiation pressure causes windmill spin-up during a
close perihelion pass. (For further discussion of the light-sail windmill, see Matlo's
(1985) paper on interstellar arks, Matlo and Ubell (1985), Matlo's (1986)
worldship paper, and Birch's (1985) correspondence in Journal of the British Interplanetary Society.)
Other on-board power alternatives will surely be suggested; but with all the
available options, this aspect of interstellar mission planning will certainly not
present us with a show stopper.

11.3

CLOSED ENVIRONMENT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

One seeming paradox of space travel is the fact that as we move farther into the alien
environments beyond the Earth, we must, for survival's sake, learn more and more
about terrestrial ecosystems. In order to thrive beyond the Sun and between the
stars, human pioneers will need to take a little of Earth with them.
Demonstration of the requirement for closed ecosystems is not dicult. In his
1969 consideration of human life in space, Sharpe estimated that a human requires,
each day, about 1 kg of oxygen, 4 kg of drinking water and 0.7 kg of food. If some
environmental resource recycling is not carried out, a single human consumes 5.7 kg
per day or about 2,000 kg per year of oxygen, water and nutrients. If a crew of ten
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participates in a century-duration interstellar venture, about 2  10 6 kg of these
materials are required.
Various approaches to semiclosed ecosystems are described by Sharpe (1969)
and many other authors, in which a combination of technology and biology is used
to recycle oxygen and water, at the very least. But a major goal for interplanetary
space colonisation and interstellar travel is the closed ecosystem, and much experimentation in this ®eld remains to be performed.
Extensive experiments with nearly closed ecological systems were performed in
Russia during the 1970s, and have been described by Gitelson et al. (1976). As part
of the BIOS 3 experiment, human volunteers lived for periods of half a year in a
sealed, air-tight enclosure with dimensions 14  9  2:5 m. The BIOS 3 complex was
divided into four mini-ecospheres: two were occupied by higher plants, one by
unicellular seaweed, and one by the `crew'. The object was to biologically
reprocess as much of the human-generated biological waste as possible, and regenerate oxygen, drinking water and food. Most of the energy required for the experiment was devoted to arti®cial lighting to trigger plant photosynthesis.
The atmosphere in BIOS 3 had a comparitively high concentration of CO2 , and
the biomass gathered supplied the three-man `crew' with 26% of their carbohydrate,
14% of their protein, and 2.3% of their fat requirements. The balance of the nutrient
needs was supplied by vitamin supplements. Atmosphere was fully recycled, and
about 95% of the crew's water needs. Extrapolating from the BIOS 3 results, the
total non-regenerative life support mass required for our 10-person, centuryduration mission is reduced to about 100,000 kg.
To obtain a higher degree of ecosystem closure, perhaps approaching 100%, it is
necessary to increase the number of crops, perhaps include some animals, and
regulate the many environmental feedback loops. Spurlock and colleagues review
1977 research in this ®eld at NASA Ames Research Center as part of summer study
dealing with space habitats.
Beginning in 1991, Biosphere 2 ± a 12,750 m 2 enclosed ecological facility ± was
operated by an initially privately funded team in Oracle, Arizona. After a partially
successful simulated two-year Mars ¯ight with an `astronaut' team living on board,
Biosphere 2 was turned over to Columbia University, which has developed a
programme to continue closed ecological system research (Wolfgang, 1995).
Research on space-quali®ed closed environmental modules, such as the one
discussed by Blum et al. (1995), has accelerated in recent years. It is certain that
some of these ideas will be tried in near-Earth space during the era of the
International Space Station. Within a decade or two we should know with a fair
amount of con®dence how to design a closed or nearly closed interstellar ecosystem.
11.4

OF WORLDSHIPS AND INTERSTELLAR ARKS

Protection from dust grain impacts and cosmic rays, and closed life support systems,
are signi®cant aspects of interstellar mission design, but they are certainly not sucient in themselves. We must also consider the health of the human community on
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Figure 11.1. The O'Neill Model III Space Habitat, which could be recon®gured as a
worldship.

board the interstellar craft, as the crew watches the Sun grow dimmer and dimmer
astern of their lonely craft. How large a community of humans is necessary, and how
big a ship is required to support them? Is it necessary to spin the starship to provide
arti®cial gravity, or can an interstellar crew adapt to zero g and readapt to a planet's
gravity ®eld at journey's end?
The most spartan interstellar craft proposed was that of Gil®llan (1975). With a
mass of only 10 5 kg and a population of about 20, Gil®llan's starships would be nonrotating, zero-gravity space habitats. The ®nal generation of a multi-century interstellar voyage would (hopefully) exercise rigorously to acclimatise themselves to the
gravity of the destination planet before attempting a landing.
At the other extreme we have the space cities of O'Neill (1974, 1977). These
structures ± which were proposed to house large human communities in deep space ±
could serve as the hub of an o-planet civilization supplying terrestrial energy needs
using beamed solar power. Most of the enormous masses of the O'Neill colonies
would be obtained from extraterrestrial resources ± from the Moon, or as
O'Leary (1981) suggested, from near-Earth asteroids.
Figure 11.1 presents a representation of the O'Neill Model III Space Habitat, the
smallest of his cylindrical space cities capable of shielding cosmic rays to terrestrial
surface levels with the 10-cm aluminium walls, internal structure and internal atmosphere. Model III consists of two counter-rotating cylinders, each 10 km long and
2 km in diameter. Counter-rotation reduces precession so that the space city can
remain oriented towards the Sun while providing its population with 1 Earth
gravity on the habitat's inner rim.
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In its stationary mode, adjustable solar re¯ectors illuminate the interior of
the habitat cylinders, as shown. The space cities could be con®gured in a
low-population, exurban version in which agriculture was interior to the cylindrical
habitats which have a population of about 100,000. A high-population, totally
urbanised Model III could have a ring of agricultural modules external to the
main habitat, as shown, and a population of around one million.
In both con®gurations, parklands, lakes and small forests could dot the inner
rims of the habitats, adjacent to human population centres. Because fresh food
would never be more than a few kilometres away, and climate could easily be
adjusted, the need for refrigeration and house-heating/air-conditioning would be
minimal. Interhabitat transport could be by bicycle and electric vehicles because
of the small distances involved. These factors should contribute to reducing
pollution and increasing social stability.
To estimate rim centrifugal acceleration due to cylinder rotation, simply de®ne
acceleration experienced by a person on the habitat's inner rim (ACChab ) as centripetal acceleration, apply the equation for angular velocity of the rotating habitat
(!hab ), and the de®nition of RPM  habitat revolutions per minute to obtain
2

2
RPM Rhab m s 2
11:2
ACChab  ! 2hab Rhab 
60
where Rhab is the habitat radius in metres. If our 1,000-m radius O'Neill Model III
spins at about 1 revolution per minute, the population in the inner rim will experience Earth-normal gravity.

Exercise 11.3. Validate the derivation of equation (11.2); then plot a curve of
arti®cial-gravity acceleration versus distance from the rim of our 1-km radius
habitat cylinder.

The O'Neill Model III is large enough for weather patterns to be possible in the
interior of the habitat. People might locate low-gravity recreation and industry near
the centre, and choose to live on the colony rim. (For a recent treatment of arti®cialgravity eects on humans, see Hall (1999).)
As discussed by Johnson and Holbrow (1977), there are many possible alternatives to the cylindrical space habitat ± including the sphere and torus. Elements of
interior design and architecture of these structures should provide an interesting
challenge for habitat designers, as suggested by Stuart (1979).
When con®gured for interstellar travel, the solar re¯ectors would of course be
closed, and non-solar onboard power would be required. Cylinder rotation might be
suppressed during starship acceleration and deceleration.
It would also be possible to reduce the crew size, and therefore scale the space
city to a smaller interstellar ark, as done by Matlo and Mallove (1980). But an
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interstellar ark crew of 100 or so would not have the social resources of a larger
worldship's crew in developing the destination solar system.
The sociological structure of a starship's crew presents interesting problems to
the mission designer. While a small, fast ark could utilise a paramilitary organisation
such as that found on contemporary voyages of exploration, this might not be the
best social structure of a large worldship on a millennium-duration colonisation
mission. Non-Western modes of social organisation might apply to such a
venture, as suggested by those sociologists who contributed to Interstellar
Migration and the Human Experience, a 1985 conference proceedings publication
(Finney and Jones, 1985).
At the end of their long travels onboard their comfortable world ship, would the
population be anxious to ¯y down to experience the uncertainties of life on the
surface of an alien planet? Might they choose instead to enlarge their habitat
within the non-threatening reaches of the new star's asteroid belts or comet
clouds? Or might they ± as suggested by deSan (1981) ± instead reprovision their
worldship in the new solar system and immediately re-enter interstellar space in the
role of perpetual nomads? Much depends on both the psychology and sociology
of those far-future humans planning and conducting these epoch voyages.
Perhaps 21st-century experience with much less demanding interplanetary expeditions will shed further light upon human psychological adaptation to the space
environment.
Whatever the answers to these questions, there is one alternative to a thousandyear voyage onboard a world ship. Perhaps humans can sleep their way to the stars!

11.5

HIBERNATION FOR HUMANS: THE LONG SLEEP TO
a CENTAURI

It would be ideal if humans were natural hibernators. But as reviewed by Mallove
and Matlo (1989) in The Star¯ight Handbook, and by Mauldin (1992) in Prospects
of Interstellar Travel, this is not the case. Also, cryogenic techniques that freeze a
recently deceased organism to near-absolute zero are a good way to preserve dead
meat, but methods of warming frozen brains back to room temperature without fatal
brain cell crystallisation do not exist. But if it could be achieved in humans, hibernation would slow human metabolism, reduce life support requirements and possibly
extend lifespan. As discussed by Sharpe (1969), hibernating mice can withstand both
higher acceleration and radiation levels than can their alert colleagues.
Recently, Kondo (2000) has discussed new research that may lead to a better
understanding of hibernation. A hibernation-speci®c protein complex has been
isolated in the chipmunk, a hibernating rodent. This material is produced in the
chipmunk's liver and maintains the animal at constant body temperature during
seasonal hibernation. Application of this knowledge to human hibernation is still
to be demonstrated.
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12
Conscious spacecraft

And now, out among the stars, evolution was driving toward new goals. The ®rst
explorers of Earth had long since come to the limits of ¯esh and blood; as soon as
their machines were better than their bodies, it was time to move. First their brains,
and then their thoughts alone, they transferred into shining new homes of metal and
plastic. In these, they roamed among the stars. They no longer build spaceships. They
were spaceships.
Arthur C. Clarke, 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)

As the previous chapter reveals, sending humans to the stars will not be easy, barring
some unexpected breakthrough. Perhaps humans could sleep their way to the stars,
waking up like some Rip Van Winkle after a sleep of centuries or millennia. Or
perhaps they could travel for a few centuries in a crowded interstellar ark or for a
millennium in a more spacious, slower and expensive worldship.
Might there be another way? Might we accomplish all of humanity's interstellar
goals without sending (physical) humans at all? Many authors have speculated upon
this subject. Some of the early work is reviewed in Mauldin's (1992) Prospects for
Interstellar Travel.
If our goals in space travel are to explore and gather information about strange,
new worlds, there are alternatives to crewed starships. We might instead send a ¯eet
of tiny, self-reproducible intelligent robots with programmed instructions to `phone
home'. Instead, if we intend to colonise nearby star systems, there might be simpler
alternatives to the world ship. We might choose to send a nanotechnological ¯eet
with a few carefully frozen fertilised eggs of humans and other organisms. Upon
arrival at the new solar system, the nanobots could respond to preprogramming and
construct a `robot nanny' to raise the ®rst generation of human, animal and plant
colonists.
Finally, what if we pursue interstellar travel as a means of furthering the realm
of consciousness, as suggested by Olaf Stapledon is his 1937 classic science ®ction
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The Star Maker. Perhaps, like the protagonist of this novel, we might travel to the
stars as non-corporeal beings, perhaps as `virtual humans' downloaded into tiny
supercomputers (as suggested by Frank Tipler (1994)).
12.1

THE VON NEUMANN MACHINE: CAN THE COMPUTER EAT
THE GALAXY?

In 1966, mathematician John von Neumann suggested that it might someday become
possible to construct tiny, self-reproducing automata. These small `nanobots' would
be analogous to organic creatures. They might be launched to the stars aboard
microscopic, slow starcraft. Upon arrival, their internal programming could
enable them to rendezvous with each other, construct larger robots, explore the
new environments and transmit their ®ndings home. It is not inconceivable that
their programming could function like the DNA of biological organisms. They
could then construct a new generation and ¯y o to new interstellar targets.
Von Neumann machines have been featured in many science ®ction novels. In
Arthur C. Clarke's 2001: A Space Odyssey and its sequels, the monoliths that direct
terrestrial and Europan evolution, and eventually reproduce to convert Jupiter into a
star, are von Neumann machines.
Constructing such a micro- or nano-sized intelligent, self-organising and selfreproducing entity may be more dicult in practice than on paper or celluoid. As
speculated by Santoli (1995), the structure of a nanobot might be more like that of a
biological entity than a technological tool.
As discussed by Hansson (1992), computer chips functioning in a manner
analogous to the human brain ± neural chips ± are a real possibility. And as
suggested by Hansson (1995), intelligent, interacting automata constructed using
these neural chips might even satisfy our criteria as self-aware, self-conscious entities.
Such speculations do not necessarily belong to the farthest future. Computer
technology has been evolving at breakneck speed, and the concept of supercomputers constructed at the quantum level is not an impossibility. If such tiny intellects
can be constructed and made radiation resistant, humans could easily pepper our
outer Solar System and nearby stellar systems with inexpensive, solar sail launched
nanobots within a millennium.
We have found no clear evidence of alien von Neumann machines within our
Solar System. Because of the apparent ease of `occupying' an entire galaxy using this
technology, a number of authors, including Barrow and Tipler (1986), have argued
that humanity may be the ®rst technological species to emerge in our Galaxy.
Exercise 12.1. Consider a class of von Neumann machines launched by a
species with the intent to occupy the Galaxy. Assume that the nanobots can
cross between neighbouring star systems at an average separation of 5 light
years in 900 years, and a `stop over' of 100 years is required in each newly
reached star system to construct the next generation of star-faring nanobots.
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How long will it take the descendents of the original nanobot generation to
travel 100,000 light years and cross the Galaxy?
Perhaps the answer to the apparent absence of von Neumann machines in our
Solar System is to be found more in the realm of ethics than in technological
possiblities. What would motivate an intelligent race to build machines to
`conquer' the Galaxy?
Another point is that of control. Even if we can construct and launch the ®rst
generation of machines designed to colonise the Galaxy, might the programme
`mutate' in further generations? In other words, might the von Neumann
machines or their descendents `rebel' against their original purpose and commence
to `do their own thing'?

12.2

THE CRYOGENIC STAR CHILD

Instead of occupying the entire Galaxy, an ethically-advanced interstellar species
might instead desire to spread its organic and robotic ospring through only a
tiny fraction of space. Mautner (1996) has suggested a possible near-term driver
for the development of cryogenic biotechnology. Human institutions seem to be
inherently unstable and human numbers currently threaten the survival of
numerous plant and animal species. Perhaps these can be preserved by storing
genetic materials at temperatures close to absolute zero, in the depths of space.
If such a technology proves to be feasible and is developed, the long-term
storage in space of human genetic material ± perhaps fertilised eggs ± is certainly
a possibility. Then a marriage of von Neumann and cryogenic techniques might be
accomplished. Nanoprobes to the nearest stars might contain `seed' packets for
humans and other terrestrial organisms (Hansson, 1996). Upon arrival, the
nanobots would be programmed to use the space resources of the new solar
system to construct nurseries in which to raise the ®rst generation of `organic
colonists'.
The ethics of colonising nearby stellar systems with people, animals and plants
raised by robots instead of humans is certainly open to debate. If such a programme
is accomplished, might the trauma experienced by trading the security of the robotic
nursery for the unknown hazards of a newly discovered planet's surface prompt the
emergence of a `Garden of Eden' myth?

12.3

THE VIRTUAL STAR TRAVELLER

Perhaps the most exotic possibility presented by the nanocomputer is the following.
We cannot claim to possess a science of consciousness, although many authors such
as Penrose (1989) have attempted to address the `mind±body problem'. One way to
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consider the mind, according to Tipler (1994), is as a form of software designed to
work on an organic computer ± the brain.
If we can treat the mind±brain as an elaborate type of information-processing
unit, it might be possible to ultimately create non-organic equivalents to the brain ±
devices of the same or greater complexity as the human brain that could directly
interface with human and animal brains. Assuming that interface and hardware
problems can be solved, and that humans and machines can be linked at the
neuronal level, we are faced with an interesting possibility. Perhaps the software
de®ning the human mind (or soul?) might be downloaded to the computer.
Even from the perspective of this book, this is a very far-out idea. It addresses
issues of philosophy, theology and psychology as well as the more mundane concerns
of the computer and spaceship designer.
Tipler (1997) has suggest that a 100-g nanocomputer payload may be capable of
containing the memories of as many as 10 4 human brains. It is strange to imagine
that within such a tiny structure, the essences of a host of human personalities might
interact as if in a small town, in a computer-generated virtual reality.
Even though human technology is a long way from creating such virtual space
travellers and their environments, the idea is indeed compelling. Whether or not
Tipler is correct in his opinion that all human star travellers will be virtual rather
than physical, the ethics and appropriateness of the concept should be widely
debated.

12.4
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13
Meeting ET

Civilizations hundreds or thousands or millions of years beyond us should have sciences
and technologies so far beyond our present capabilities as to be indistinguishable from
magic. It's not that what they do can violate the laws of physics; it's that we will not
understand how they are able to use the laws of physics to do what they do.
Carl Sagan, The Cosmic Connection (1973)

Like Savage (1992), we can design elaborate programmes aimed at the establishment
of small, high-tech, self-sucient human communities, ®rst on Earth, then in interplanetary space and ®nally throughout the Galaxy. But all such plans hinge upon a
major uncertainty: what happens if we establish direct, physical contact with an
extraterrestrial (ET) civilisation?
If we look to terrestrial history for guidance, we can only become depressed.
When technological equals meet in the same geographical setting ± as did the
Hebrew refugees from Bronze Age Egypt and the Philistines from the Minoan±
Mycenean world about 3,000 years ago ± centuries of warfare are the probable
result. And when a technologically advanced terrestrial civilization (such as
Western Europeans) contacts a less advanced society (such as the American
Indians), the less advanced people are at a severe disadvantage.
Astronomers who participate in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
(SETI) have long pondered the ethics of ET contact. Engineers planning star
voyages would be well advised to follow the same course. Most of the speculation
regarding diplomatic and sociological consequences of ET contact, such as the
relevant sections in books by Lemarchand (1992) and McDonaugh (1987), have
considered the consequences of radio contact. But what if contact comes through
starships (ours or ET's) rather than radio?
In a situation of that type, the expertise of sociologists and other humanists
might be of more use than that of the physical scientists. For sociological
perspectives regarding ET contact, the reader is urged to consult the work of
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Harrison (1997), Schenkel (1999) and Tarter (1996). Douglas Vakoch of the SETI
Institute believes that human±ET contact might be facilitated through the use of
interstellar messages communicating spiritual as well as scienti®c principles (Vakoch,
1999).

13.1

ARE STARSHIPS DETECTABLE?

Until humanity begins to construct its own large interstellar spacecraft, astronomers
might investigate suspect objects remotely, to ascertain whether ET is operating near
our Solar System. Although energetic antimatter starships are the most easily
observed, even small probes can be detected under certain conditions.
Detecting energetic starships
No attempt will be made here to discuss observable properties of breakthroughphysics starships propelled by spacetime warps or zero-point energy. This is not
because such ships are impossible; it is simply that we do not yet know enough
about them to characterise their observational parameters.
We begin our examination of starship detection therefore, with energetic `conventional' starships ± those accelerated by nuclear processes (®ssion, fusion and
antimatter) and decelerated by magsails. Zubrin (1996) has considered the spectral
signature of such craft. As Zubrin describes, the signature of an energetic starship
will be dierent from an astrophysical object because the starship's position and
speed will be inconstant. Future astronomers using very large terrestrial and space
telescopes might detect such objects in many wavebands across the electromagnetic
spectrum.
The problem is the number of photons per second that will fall on a terrestrial
detector, since energetic starships will probably be spherically symmetric radiators.
Zubrin (1996) predicts that a starship emitting 10 18 W of 200 MeV gamma rays at a
distance of 1 light year from the Sun will result in a ¯ux of about 7.5 photons per m 2
per year on a gamma ray detector near the Earth, which renders detection dicult, if
not impossible.
Exercise 13.1. Using the approximate conversions 1 MeVV1:6  10 13 J, and
1 light yearV10 16 m, con®rm Zubrin's result discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Assume that the gamma-ray-emitting starship is a spherically
symmetric radiator.
The gamma ray emissions from an antimatter starship might be undetectable,
but since visible light will also be radiated from the ship's hot exhaust, and since the
visible-light radiation might be better collimated than the gamma ¯ux, such an
exhaust stream might be telescopically visible over light years.
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Fusion rockets will emit mostly in the X-ray range, and this ¯ux could be
detected over distances of a few light years if the orbiting X-ray detector is large
enough and sensitive enough. Although a ®ssion-electric drive also emits X-rays,
some of the radiated electromagnetic ¯ux is in the visible/infrared spectral ranges.
If our hypothetical energetic ET starship decelerates using a magsail, the interaction between the magsail electromagnetic ®eld and the interstellar plasma will
result in some electromagnetic emission. Zubrin (1996) estimates that such electromagnetic (EM) emissions will be mostly in the X-ray and radio spectral ranges. If the
decelerating starship is large and fast enough, magsail-caused radio-frequency
emissions might be detectable over a range of many light years by a 6-km orbiting
(or lunar) radio detector.
Detecting laser/maser light sails
If ET travels prefers non-nuclear interstellar travel, he might utilise a laser or maser
light sail. If the starship is near enough and the laser/maser is powerful enough,
re¯ections from the sail might be observable as a fast-moving and accelerating
monochromatic `star'. However, detection will depend on sail shape and orientation
as well as other physical factors.
Therefore, it is not as easy to model the spectral signature of these craft as it is
energetic nuclear craft. A starship accelerated using lasers or masers may be easier to
detect during deceleration if a magsail is used.
Detecting non-energetic starships
If ET chooses to cross the abyss in slow worldships accelerated and decelerated by
solar sails, he could be detected as he departs his home solar system. Matlo and
Pazmino (1997) have considered the detectability of such craft over interstellar
distances.
Since solar sails for worldship acceleration and deceleration will probably be of
planetary dimensions, migrating worldships will appear to terrestrial observers as
planet-like objects that re¯ect the light of their parent stars, but moving in a direction
radially outward from the parent star. At least when they are closest to their parent
stars (and therefore brightest), such objects will be seen to accelerate.
Detecting such objects will be possible when the planned generation of `terrestrial planet observing' telescopes comes on line. If we can detect a terrestrial planet
close to its parent star, re¯ected light from a worldship sail should also be visible. Of
course, such detections would be serendipitous, since an accelerating worldship will
not long remain within the con®nes of its home solar system. Rather than concentrating on random stars within the solar neighbourhood for signs of an occasional
expedition, it might be better to examine the vicinity of stars from which an entire
civilization could be emigrating.
If ET has migrated from his home system, and if some of his representatives are
nearby, might they be detected even if they choose not to communicate? Michael
Papagiannis has speculated that we might detect stationary worldships within our
Solar System, if such exist. Assuming that such craft house organic spacefarers, their
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interior temperature must be elevated to support life. Such craft would stand out
from life-sized asteroids or comet nuclei because of their excess infrared radiation.
13.2

MOTIVATIONS OF STAR-TRAVELLING EXTRATERRESTRIALS

In order to successfully search for ET starships, we must consider ET's motivations
as well as his detectable technology. If some form of space±time warp is feasible and
very inexpensive, technologically advanced extraterrestrials might travel very far
from home. Such voyages may be of commercial, research or even recreational
nature. If travel by such means is developed by extraterrestrials, and if alien civilisations are close enough to our Solar System, an extraterrestrial presence on Earth
might be commonplace.
But travel by such means requires a new physics as well as a new technology. If
we con®ne instead ourselves to physically possible propulsion systems such as the
antimatter rocket and the fusion ramjet, a society that solves the technological and
economic problems of moderately fast star travel might send out occasional voyages
of exploration.
In their classic treatment of intelligent cosmic life, Shklovskii and Sagan (1966)
speculate that a stable, long-lived spacefaring civilization might time such voyages in
order to bring some novelty to the home civilization and perhaps prevent stagnation.
One interstellar mission per century might be attempted by such an advanced
culture. Perhaps the best articles of trade with such a culture might be art, philosophy and music.
A typical non-spacefaring civilization might expect to be visited at intervals of
about a millennium. Shklovskii and Sagan (1966) suggest that we might re-examine
some of the myths of pre-scienti®c humanity in case these are based upon occasional
ET visitations.
Even a stay-at-home culture with no interest in communicating with its interstellar neighbours might seriously consider interstellar travel when its home star
begins to leave the main sequence. As suggested by Matlo in a web essay
(www.accessnv/nids) for the National Society for Discovery Science (NIDS),
and later ampli®ed in a IAA paper (Matlo, Schenkel and Marchan, 1999), the
nearest candidate solar-type star expanding from the main sequence is Hydri, at
a distance of about 21 light years.
Stars expand and increase in luminosity as they leave the main sequence, so they
become better `launch pads' for solar-sail-propelled worldships as they begin to
destroy life on their inner planets. Basing their estimate upon the frequency of
random close stellar approaches, and the assumption that an emigrating civilization
would seek to reduce interstellar travel time by directing their worldships towards
the nearest suitable stars, Matlo et al. (1999) estimate that the outer reaches of our
Solar System may have been colonised if one out of every 10,000 stars in the sky has
a long-lived spacefaring civilization. If we detect a radio-silent cluster of Oort Cloud
or Kuiper Belt objects with a tell-tale infrared excess, should we attempt communication? And if we do, who speaks for Earth?
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It is also quite possible that there is an alien robotic presence in the Solar
System, even if starships have not visited us or if worldships have not taken up
residence. Perhaps silent probes are monitoring our development and beaming
data home, as suggested by Tough (1998) and by Burke-Ward (2000). If a smart,
long-lived ET observation robot is discovered within our Solar System, there will of
course be eorts to communicate with it. Again, should such communication be
attempted, and who are to speak for us?
We are clearly at the beginning of an era when humanity's robotic reach will
begin to extend towards the stars; and as scientists and engineers, diplomats, poets
and artists, we must become involved in this endeavour.
13.3
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Two superimposed images on the NASA MSFC prototype holographic interstellar message
plaque.

14
Interstellar message plaques

I am the daughter of Earth and Water,
And the nursling of the sky;
I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores;
I change but I cannot die.
Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Cloud

The longest lived artifacts of humanity are our interstellar probes. Long after the
Egyptian Pyramids and Great Wall of China have crumbled to dust, the Stonehenge
megaliths have been reclaimed by the English countryside and the Eifel Tower and
Lady Liberty have fallen, Pioneer 10 and 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 will cruise the
trackless void of the galaxy. Forever silent after the exhaustion of their radionuclide
batteries, pitted by occasional impacts of interstellar dust grains, these craft and their
successors will be recognisable artifacts billions of years in our future.
Amazing ®ctional technologies have been postulated in Star Trek and elsewhere,
whereby advanced spacefarers can detect silent alien spaceprobes at distances of a
parsec or more. These magical sensing techniques may be forever beyond our grasp.
But what if a hyper-advanced species detects and retrieves a Pioneer or Voyager on
its silent journey using technologies beyond our ken? Could some part of the probeõÂ s
payload tell these advanced extraterrestrials something about its planet of origin and
its long-dead creators?
Such speculations go far beyond the con®nes of science to encompass art, philosophy and theology. Before launch, message plaques were axed to the structure of
the Pioneers and Voyagers. Following this precedent, it is quite likely that all future
robotic emissaries to the Galaxy will contain such messages.
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MOTIVATIONS FOR INTERSTELLAR MESSAGE PLAQUES

It is most unlikely that an extraterrestrial civilization will intercept Pioneer or
Voyager anytime soon. Why then is there widespread interest in the design and
content of an interstellar message plaque?
Possibly, we seek through a message plaque to symbolically communicate with
the cosmos as a whole in the same manner that designers of medieval cathedrals
sought the creator of the universe. Or possibly, the unconscious meaning of an
interstellar message plaque is to communicate with ourselves, in an eort to succinctly summarise the best of human aspirations and accomplishments.
Just as likely is the hypothesis these `calling cards of humanity' are designed as
time capsules to communicate with future human generations rather than with
intelligent extraterrestrials. After all, trajectory analysts have an excellent idea of
the future courses and directions of the Pioneers and Voyagers. Someday, technologically advanced spacecraft from Earth might retrieve these starcraft and return
them and their message plaques to display cases in the Smithsonian Institution.
A less sublime but just as possible motivation is that creators of message plaques
seek to immortalise themselves through a form of cosmic grati. The interstellar
message plaque might therefore be considered in the same class of momentos as the
carvings of Roman legionnaires on Stonehenge megaliths, `Kilroy's' World War 2
signatures across liberated Europe and the countless examples of underground
grati art that adorns the metropolitan subway stations of the world.
In any event, interest in these artifacts is very widespread. An international,
cross-cultural message plaque, open to the creative contributions of many individuals, could certainly broaden the support base for an extra-solar mission.
Although the early message plaques were designed by small teams, this will not
necessarily be the case for future eorts.

14.2

THE PIONEER 10/11 AND VOYAGER 1/2 MESSAGE PLAQUES

Humanity's ®rst galactic emissary, Pioneer 10, was launched from Cape Canaveral,
Florida, on 3 March, 1972. Pioneer 10 and its sister ship Pioneer 11 were both
directed towards the planet Jupiter and performed our ®rst reconnaisance of the
outer Solar System.
As described by Sagan (1973), axed to both craft were gold anodised
aluminum plates with dimensions 15  22.5 cm. The message engraved on these
plates, which is shown in Figure 14.1, was designed during a December 1971
meeting of the American Astronomical Society by a very small committee consisting
of Carl Sagan, radio astronomer Frank Drake and artist Linda Salzman Sagan.
A fair amount of information is included on this plaque. Features of the two
nude ®gures incorporate characteristics of many human races. The right hand of the
male human is raised in (what is hoped) is a universal gesture of friendship and
greeting. Behind the two humans is a schematic of the spacecraft to which the plate is
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Figure 14.1. The Pioneer 10/11 message plaque.
From

http://spaceprojects.arc.nasa.gov/Space_Projects/pioneer/PNimgs/Plaque.gif

axed, so that space-faring extraterrestrials intercepting Pioneer can get some idea
of our physical size without sharing a common system of units.
At the bottom of the Pioneer plaque is a representation of our Solar System,
showing the planet of origin and the Jupiter gravity assist method used to eject
Pioneer from the Solar System.
The spider-like network to the left of the ®gures could be used to determine our
location in Galactic space and time. This radial pattern uses binary notation to
denote positions and periods of 14 radio-emitting pulsars with respect to the Solar
System. Since pulsar periods evolve in time, a technologically advanced extraterrestrial civilisation could use this network to locate the Solar System and the approximate galactic epoch in which Pioneer was launched.
At the top of the Pioneer plaque is a representation of neutral hydrogen
schematically presenting the transition between parallel and antiparallel electron
and proton spins. The binary number `1' beneath the line connecting the two
hydrogen atoms can be related to the 21-cm wavelength of this hydrogen transition.
Other binary numbers near the human female could be used as a scale check.
Most scienti®c observers found little to object with in the Pioneer 10/11 message
plaques. But this was not true with in¯uential members of the general public.
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Note that the woman's genital cleft is absent. This was air brushed out when
in¯uential American religious fundamentalists complained about the NASA
campaign to send pornography to the stars.
Other comentators remarked that our concepts of altruism and friendship may
not be universal. How, for instance, would an extraterrestrial race equipped with
darts in their fore-limbs interpret the human male's raised right hand?
Also, what if the extraterestrials intercepting the probe are of arachnid orign.
Perhaps the pulsar-emission network would represent to them a second spider-like
terrestrial intelligent species. If so, determination of which lifeform is dominant on
our planet would be dicult from the information on the Pioneer plaque.
After the experience of the public reaction to the Pioneer 10/11 interstellar
message plaque, NASA conservatively enlarged the committee designing the
plaques for Voyager 1 and 2. The information incorporated in these plaques is
described in great detail by Sagan et al. (1978).
The Voyagers launched on 20 August and 5 September, 1977, photographed
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune and many of their satellites as they followed
the less sophisticated Pioneers into interstellar space. As well as being more capable
from a scienti®c point of view, the Voyagers' message plaque was far more information intensive than the plaques axed to the Pioneer probes.
Instead of a single pictorial image, the Voyager messages are contained in goldcoated copper phonographic records. Using a digitisation code that is represented
symbolically on each record, 118 photographs of our planet, our environment and
people, 90 minutes of musical selections, greetings from many world leaders (and one
whale) in more than 50 languages and other information is included on each record.
Symbolic pictorial instructions are also given on accessing this information with a
phonograph±a good idea since the phonographic record became an obsolete audio
technology within two decades of Voyagers' launch. Also embossed on the record's
surface are the pulsar map and hydrogen-atom-transition diagram from the Pioneer
plaque.
The Voyager plaques also include a sample of very pure uranium 238, a radioactive isotope with a half-life of 4.51 billion years. Comparing the ratio of uranium
to daughter products in this sample with rocks on their home planet, extraterrestrial
space farers intercepting Voyager could accurately determine its Galactic time of
launch.
In an eort to de¯ect some of the criticism of the Pioneer message plaque, the
Voyager message committee consisted of many scientists, science ®ction writers and
cultural experts. Still, it is possible to ®nd fault with the message content. Why, for
example, is the only example of mid-20th century western popular music the rock
music of Chuck Berry? And why was a portion of Beethoven's 5th Symphony
included over the last movement of the 9th Symphony?
Every eort was made to keep the greetings from world leaders to extraterrestrials as upbeat as possible.
One goal for message plaques axed to future extra-solar probes is to make
them even more information intensive so that greetings from a larger segment of the
human population can be incorporated. As discussed in the following section of this
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chapter, at least one technology (white-light holography) promises to achieve this
goal. Holographic message plaques have enormous information capability, are very
low in mass and highly radiation tolerant and can be incorporated into the propulsion system of a solar sail interstellar probe.

14.3.

HOLOGRAPHIC MESSAGE PLAQUES

The early development of this approach to interstellar message plaques is an example
of the synergy of art and science. The process is outlined here and described in more
detail by Matlo et al. (2002) and Matlo and Bangs (2002).
In the summer of 2000, artist C. Bangs (who is married to author Gregory
Matlo) curated an exhibition in conjunction with the Third IAA Symposium on
Realistic Near-Term Advanced Scienti®c Space Missions, which was held in Aosta,
Italy. Called `Messages from Earth', this exhibition was organised through the New
York gallery Art Resource Transfer Inc., and presented conceptual visual images of
more than 30 artists regarding their approach to image design and content of future
interstellar message plaques.
One of the participants in the Symposium, space scientist Robert Forward,
suggested to Bangs and Matlo that an excellent medium for the incorporation of
many images on a low-mass message plaque is white-light holography. Forward
encouraged Les Johnson at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to
fund development of a prototype holographic message plaque.
Forward's motivations in this matter were not purely artistic. As discussed in
Section 4.6, holographic re¯ecting surfaces may have application in solar sailing.
With NASA support and the assistance of the Holographic Arts Center in Long
Island City, NY, and computer artists David Wister Lamb and Lajos Szobozlai,
Bangs created a white-light hologram containing six independent holographic
images. One of these images is presented as the frontispiece of this chapter.
A white-light hologram is prepared using monochromatic light, in a manner
similiar to monochromatic holograms, as described by Caul®eld (1979) and Saxby
(1988). The NASA MSFC prototype holographic message plaque is a type of whitelight hologram called a rainbow or `Benton' hologram. Such a hologram is produced
in a multi-step process using both monochromatic and polychromatic light. When
the resulting `image' hologram is illuminated with polychromatic light, the viewer
sees a 3-D white-light image of the original object in which the spectral hue depends
upon the orientation of the viewpoint.
Variations in the image exposure process can result in a polychromatic
hologram. Also, many `multiplexed' holographic images can be exposed on the
same rainbow hologram. Individual images can be viewed sequentially in whitelight by altering the angles between the light source and the photographic plate
and between the viewer and the photographic plate.
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The framed photographic plate on which the MSFC prototype holographic
message plaque images were developed has dimensions of 40  50 cm. The six multiplexed images on the plate include two holograms of sculpted male and female
®gures and two of line drawings of similar ®gures ± one presenting a schematic
trajectory and our Galactic location and one containing a kinematical equation.
An angular shift in viewpoint of 20 degrees or more is generally necessary to shift
visibility between adjacent images. Under certain lighting conditions, two or more
images can be viewed simultaneously. Usually, no more than four of the multiplexed
images can be viewed under any given lighting situation.
A color acetate image of the full Earth, taken from an Apollo spacecraft, serves
as a backdrop to the holographic images. As shown in the frontispiece of this
chapter, this image of the Earth is always visible.
The NASA MSFC prototype holographic message plaque was delivered to the
MSFC Advanced Space Transportation Directorate in Spring, 2001, and was subsequently viewed by many individuals aliated with MSFC.
As a result of these presentations, interest developed in the potential of
holographic solar sails, as discussed in Section 4.6. Issues to be addressed for the
application of holographic surfaces in solar sailing or as message plaques included
the survivability of holographic surfaces in the space environment.
Rather than subjecting a commissioned work of art to simulated space radiation
tests, samples of commercial white-light holograms were obtained from Spectratek
Technologies Inc., California. Preparation of samples for radiation tests is further
described by Matlo and Bangs (2002) and Matlo et al. (2002).
Samples were exposed to up to 100 Mrad of simulated solar wind radiation at
the Space Environment facility at MSFC. Control and irradiated samples were
compared photographically and by spectral-pixel count using a scanner and
image-processing software. To the determined level of experimental repeatability
(about 6%), even substantial simulated solar-wind-radiation doses had no measurable eect upon image quality. This result is in agreement with the results of previous
hologram radiation tolerance studies cited in Matlo and Bangs (2002) and Matlo
et al. (2002).
As a follow-on to the radiation tolerance studies, Haggerty and Stanaland
(2002) examined the re¯ectivity of commercial holographic surfaces. The re¯ectance
of some samples compared favourably with the re¯ectance of current technology
solar sail re¯ective coatings.
One person who viewed the NASA MSFC prototype holographic message
plaque during the summer of 2001 was expert holographer John Caul®eld. As
Caul®eld discusses in his 1979 compendium, certain types of white-light
holograms can contain many more than six multiplexed images. In such a device,
the angular separation between images would be much less than that in the MSFC
prototype. The information content of such a dedicated holographic message plaque
would be enormous indeed.
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Exercise 14.1. To gain some idea of the information content capabilities of a
dedicated holographic interstellar message plaque, consider the following case.
Assume that the hologram production facility is such that 30 separate holographic images can be embossed on one photographic plate. The dimensions of
the plate are 30  30 cm. Each image is of a cube with dimensions
20  20  20 cm. Since holographic images are three dimensional, ®ve of the
cube's six faces can be viewed. Each cube face is subdivided such that the 2-D
work of many artists can be included. Each art work is optically reduced in size
to ®t a 1 cm  1 cm square. How many works of art can be accomodated on
this hypothetical message plaque?
Caul®eld (1979) also considers the thickness of the substrate on which whitelight holograms are developed. Certain types of white-light holograms can be thinner
than a micron. A thin-®lm, information intensive holographic message plaque could
also contain some images of variable re¯ectance that could be accessed by a simple
rotation of the hologram with respect to the light source. As discussed in Section 4.6,
this property of white-light holograms may result in application of holograms to
solar sailing. The message plaque on an interstellar solar sail probe could actually
also be part of the propulsion system!
Even though the information-carrying capability of a holographic message
plaque opens up the possibility of much more democratic plaque committees and
a wider selection of visual content, the quantity of the art contained in itself will not
provide a meaningful message.
As discussed by Vakouch (1999), the designers of any message (radio or plaque)
directed towards the cosmos, might wish to include spiritual principles demonstrating that we humans are technically advanced and basically altruistic in our approach
to extraterrestrial life. An interstellar message plaque designed according to these
principles might convey our understanding of the transcendental numbers.
Bangs and Matlo (2003) suggest that a holographic interstellar message plaque
might use the images contributed by many artists in the manner that a Pointillistic
painter creates a large image with small brushstrokes, each of which is actually an
individual image. The spacing or sizes of the small images could be varied to denote
the dimensions of the golden rectangle, pi, or the base of the natural logarithm scale.
We are truly in the infancy of interstellar message and message plaque design. It
will be of interest to observe how the designers of the next generation of interstellar
message plaques proceed.
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Appendix: Photon sail history, engineering and
mission analysis

This Appendix summarizes the results of a Teledyne Brown Engineering, Inc. report
to the In-Space propulsion research group of the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) that was authored by Taylor et al. (2003c), a 2001 publication
based upon a Master's Thesis by Taylor, a literature review and personal communications to the authors. The subject of this report is the technological maturity,
readiness and capability of the photon solar sail to support space exploration
missions.
Technological maturity for solar photon sail concepts is extremely high for
rectangular (or square) solar sail con®gurations due to the historical development
of the rectangular design by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), L'Garde
Inc., ILC Dover Inc., DLR and many other corporations and agencies. However,
future missions and mission analysis may prove that the rectangular sail design is not
the best architecture for achieving mission goals. Due to the historical focus on
rectangular solar sail spacecraft designs, the maturity of other architectures such
as hoop supported disks, multiple small disk arrays, parachute sails, heliogyro
sails, perforated sails, multiple vane sails (such as the Planetary Society's Cosmos
1), in¯ated pillow sails, etc., have not reached a high level of technological readiness.
(Some sail architectures are shown in Figure A.1.) The possibilities of dierent sail
architectures and some possible mission concepts are discussed in this Appendix.

A.1

BRIEF HISTORY OF SOLAR PHOTON SAILING

The basic theory underlying solar sailing was ®rst published in 1873 by the Scottish
physicist James Clerk Maxwell. Maxwell demonstrated that incident electromagnetic
(EM) radiation, such as a beam of light, should exert a pressure on a surface. As
described by McInnes (1999), Maxwell's theory may have inspired an 1889 science
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Figure A.1. Various solar photon sail architectures.

®ction story by the French authors Faure and Gragny about mirror propelled
spacecraft.
Maxwell's theoretical prediction of radiation pressure was con®rmed experimentally in 1900 by the Russian physicist Peter Lebedew. In 1905, Albert Einstein
quantized Maxwell's theory showing that light particles (called quanta or photons)
could indeed possess momentum. The transfer of this momentum to a re¯ective
surface is the basis of solar sail propulsion.
Little further progress was made until 1921, when Konstantin Tsilokovsky, the
Russian `father' of astronautics and rocketry, published Extension of Man into Outer
Space, in which he discussed photonic spacecraft propulsion. His colleague Friedrickh Tsander was inspired by this work to publish similar theories in 1924.
Tsander suggested that by `using tremendous mirrors of very thin sheets' and
`using the pressure of sunlight' cosmic velocities could be achieved.
In 1951, an American aeronautical engineer named Carl Wiley published a story
in Astounding Science Fiction in which solar sails are used for orbit raising. The ®rst
technical journal publication about solar sailing was in 1958 by Richard Garwin.
This work was followed by Tsu's classic `Interplanetary Travel by Solar Sail' in 1959.
Although Arthur C. Clarke published a 1963 science ®ction story about a solar sail
race, the 1960's were dominated by the space race between the US and the USSR and
the major technical focus was on rocketry.
NASA funded Battelle laboratories in 1973 to study various solar sailing
concepts. Jerome L. Wright, who would later author a text on the subject,
directed the project. In 1976, as discussed by McInnes, a formal proposal was
submitted to NASA directors suggesting that a solar sail could be used for a
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rendezvous mission with Halley's comet. The program, managed by Louis
Friedman, was dropped in 1977 and a solar-electric propulsion system was chosen
instead. The 1986 US Halley rendezvous mission was later cancelled.
After its inception in 1979, the World Space Foundation (WSF) along with the
Union pour la Promotion de la Propulsion Photonique (U3P) proposed a solar sail
race to the Moon. A third solar sail advocacy group, the Solar Sail Union of Japan
(SSUJ) was formed in 1982. Possibly because of the growing in¯uence of advocacy
groups, more serious work on solar sail theory, design and construction was undertaken during the 1980s than before. This pioneering research is discussed by Forward
(1984), Mallove and Matlo (1989) and McInnes (1999).
In 1986, Poyakhova published the ®rst modern monograph devoted to solar
sailing. This was followed by a semi-popular treatment authored by Friedman
(1988), a co-founder of The Planetary Society. Much of Mallove and Matlo's
(1989) The Star¯ight Handbook is devoted to lightsails. Another solar sail
monograph was authored by Wright (1992). Also in 1992, the US Columbus Quincentennial Jubilee commission formed and attempted (unsuccessfully) to revive the
idea of a solar sail race in space. In 1994, Souza published a semi-popular treatment
of solar sails. The most recent monograph devoted to this subject was authored by
McInnes (1989).
Signi®cant experimental development began in the 1990s. A Russian Progress
rocket deployed a 20 m diameter spinning, thin-®lm re¯ector called Znamya near
space station Mir in 1993. A 14 m diameter in¯atable radio-frequency re¯ector called
the in¯atable antenna experiment (IAE) was deployed in 1996 during space shuttle
mission STS-77. Both of these experiments successfully demonstrated the deployment in space of a large, gossmer structure.
During 1997±1999, Georey Landis of Ohio Aerospace Institute conducted
NASA funded research to develop solar and laser photon-sail concepts. During
this time period, another NASA eort called the Solar Thermal Upper Stage
Program was funded to design and construct a large, in¯atable optic for space
applications. This in¯atable optic was tested at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville and the NASA MSFC in 1997±1998, as discussed by Gregory (pers.
commun.).
Presently, work is continuing towards a deployable solar sail technology demonstration. Many engineers and scientists continue to investigate the various aspects
and possibilities of solar sailing. Many worldwide websites are devoted to
solar sailing, including: http://www.uges.caltech.edu/~diedrich/solarsails/,
http://www.ec-lille.fr/~u3p/index.html and http://www.kp.dir.de/solarsail/.
It is quite possible that the dawn of the new millenium portends a bright future
for solar sails. Johnson and Schmidt (pers. communs 1999, 2000) discuss NASA
plans for solar sail technology demonstration programs for the ®rst decade of the
21st century. The ®rst Near-Term Sail Demo mission, the 67 m diameter Geostorm,
has slipped from its planned 2001±2002 launch. Later in the decade, NASA hopes to
launch a 100 m diameter Mid-Term Sail Demo. Before 2010, NASA planned to
launch a 150±300 m diameter Advanced Sail Demo, which would reach the heliopause (at about 200 AU) after a 10±20 year ¯ight.
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Technology development eorts have taken longer and the budget emphasis has
changed since these NASA plans were published. The eorts by NASAs Gossamer
Space Structures and New Millenium Programs, L'Garde's Team Encounter,
German company DLRs solar sail eort and others have led to slightly improved
technology readiness of materials and structures for rectangular architectures. The
Planetary Society's Cosmos 1 eort to unfurl a test sail in low-Earth orbit (LEO) has
also enabled improved technology for its multiple-vane sail architecture.
Taylor and Landrum (2001) have shown that the overall mass of a solar sail
spacecraft depends upon the architecture of the boom structure. According to their
results, a hoop supported sail structure is less massive than the square or rectangular
boom supported sail's cross members. This conclusion was independently veri®ed by
a participant at a Solar Sail Technology Interchange Meeting at the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center in spring, 2001. Another topic discussed at that meeting was the
importance of developing dierent architectures for dierent mission applications.
A more recent solar sail technology assessment was held at the National Space
Science and Technology Center (NSSTC) in Huntsville, AL in January, 2002. The
consensus was that the technology readiness of the square sail concept was high due
to the historical emphasis on that design. It was also noted that there had been a
historical lack of emphasis on multiple spacecraft architectures and their speci®c
technologies. Many participants agreed that ¯ight validation of solar sail technology
would be of great bene®t.
As stated so eloquently McInnes (1999):
Since Garwin's paper initiated modern developments in solar sailing some forty years
ago, the concept has inspired many individuals to devote their time and energy to
advance the ®eld. Countless technical papers have been written which demonstrate the
potential advantages of solar sailing, many by graduate students who then move on to
the more immediate problems of industry. Studies have been conducted which demonstrate the technical feasibility of solar sailing. However, for all these sometimes heroic
eorts an operational solar sail has yet to ¯y.

A.2

HISTORY OF INTERSTELLAR SOLAR-SAILING CONCEPTS

Although the solar photon sail is a leading contender for humanity's ®rst dedicated
forays into the Galaxy, the ®rst rigorous considerations of the solar sail's applicability to extra-solar or interstellar space travel did not occur until the 1970s and
1980s. Although much of the research supported a British Interplanetary Society
(BIS) study of the feasibility of interstellar travel, most of the researchers who
participated in this phase of solar sail research were Americans (see Mallove and
Matlo, 1989; Mauldin, 1992).
Starting in 1974 and ending in about 1990, the BIS conducted work related to
Project Daedalus, a study of a thermonuclear-pulse powered probe that could be
accelerated to velocities of 0.15 c and reach Centauri (at 4.3 light years from the
Sun) or Barnard's Star (at about 6 light years from the Sun) in one-way, non-
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decelerated travel times of less than a human lifetime. This research has been
summarized by Bond et al. (1984).
One of the major issues of the Daedalus study was fusion-fuel availability. To
reduce irradiation by thermal neutrons, a mixture of helium-3 and deuterium was
required. Because terrestrial helium-3 is very rare, Daedalus could be fueled (at great
expense) by helium-3 mined from the atmospheres of the giant planets.
Editors of The Journal of the British Interplanetary Society (JBIS ) acknowledged
both the feasibility and diculty of interstellar travel. They scheduled up to four
annual issues of JBIS to concentrate on `Interstellar Studies'. Because of helium-3's
rarity and the socio-political issues relating to the acceptability of huge nuclear pulse
propelled spacecraft, many JBIS authors considered alternatives to the interstellar
thermonuclear-pulse rocket.
During the late 1970s, two American teams independently considered nonnuclear interstellar missions. In California, members of the NASA JPL team
directed by Louis Friedman had published in 1978 their consideration of the feasibility of exploring Halley's comet in 1986 with a solar photon sail. Chaucey Upho,
a member of this team, contributed to the JPL TAU (Thousand Astronomical Units)
study (Jae et al., 1980). This was a study of a probe to be launched in the early 21st
century that could reach 1,000 AU from the Sun in a human lifetime, which requires
a Solar System exit velocity of about 100 km s 1 .
TAU analysts concluded that only two propulsion systems are currently capable
of performing the mission. The favoured approach was the nuclear-electric or ion
drive. Upho proposed as a back-up a hyperthin (less than 1 micron) solar photon
sail unfurled within the orbit of Venus. Although Upho was merely credited with
`unpublished calculations' in the ®nal TAU report, his predictions compare well with
those of the second group, whose results are in the literature.
Concurrently with the TAU study, Gregory Matlo collaborated with Michael
Meot-Ner in New York on the conceptual development of methods propelling
directed panspermia payloads on interstellar voyages of about 10,000-year
durations (Meot-Ner and Matlo, 1979). The preferred propulsion approach was
to utilise a sailcraft with a lightness number (ratio of solar radiation pressure force to
solar gravitational force) of 1. If the sail of such a craft is directed normal to the Sun,
it exits the Solar System (according to Newton's 1st Law) along a straight-line
trajectory at its solar orbital velocity prior to sail unfurlment. Mercury's orbital
velocity is about 48 km s 1 . Sail unfurlment near Mercury would result in a travel
time to Centauri of about 27,000 years.
Meot-Ner and Matlo (1979) realized that lightness numbers in excess of 1 and
sail unfurlment distances within the orbit of Mercury would greatly reduce interstellar transit times. Analysis of these (and other) aspects of interstellar solar-photon
sailing were published in the early 1980s by a team consisting of Matlo and Mallove
(1981, 1983).
Principal features of an interstellar solar sail mission include an initial parabolic
(or hyperbolic) solar orbit with a perihelion of a few million kilometres (the so-called
`sundiver' trajectory). At perihelion, the partially unfurled sail is exposed to sunlight.
If the sail is highly re¯ective, heat tolerant and very thin, and the structure connect-
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ing sail and payload is suciently strong, Solar System exit velocities in excess of
1,000 km s 1 are possible, even for large payloads.
This approach renders both robotic and manned millenium-duration missions
possible to the Centauri system. In a landmark 1984 paper, two Daedalus team
members, Alan Bond and Anthony Martin, concluded that only one method of
transferring human civilisation to the stars ± the thousand-year ark or worldship ±
would be feasible. And only thermonuclear-pulse or the solar-photon sail would be
up to the task.
Many subsequent papers have examined methods of reducing interstellar solar
sail voyage duration. These include hyperbolic pre-perihelion velocities, application
of hyperthin or perforated sails and cables so thin that they are aected by radiation
pressure (see Matlo, 1983, 1984, 1996, 1997, 2003). Computer simulations by
Cassenti et al. (1996) have revealed that various sail architectures are dynamically
stable during the multi-g, hours-long, near-Sun acceleration runs of solar-photon sail
starships.
McInnes and Brown (1990) have pointed out that for perihelions within a few
solar radii, the inverse-square law of solar irradiation needs correcting. Vulpetti
(1996a,b) and Cassenti (1997) have independently determined that their is some
advantage in Solar System escape velocity if the solar sail aspect angle relative to
the Sun is optimized during pre- and post-perihelion trajectories. But all this work
has not decreased interstellar transfer times much below a millenium.

A.2.1

Recent Research: FOCAL, Aurora and the NASA ISP

Starting in about 1990, international research began to focus upon near-term interstellar solar sail missions. Rather than being directed towards nearby stars on
millenial trajectories, these craft are conceived to examine the near-Sun interstellar
environment out to a few thousand AU.
FOCAL (also called ASTROsail or SETIsail) originated through the eorts of
the French astronomer Jean Heidmann and the Italian physicist Claudio Maccone.
This is a proposed sail mission towards the Sun's gravitational focus at 550 AU.
According to general relativity, EM radiation emitted by objects occulted by the Sun
is focussed by the Sun's gravitational ®eld into a narrow, highly ampli®ed beam, at
and beyond the Sun's gravitational focus. Consider, for example, a sailcraft with a
lightness number of 1 that ®rst makes a close ¯yby of Jupiter to direct it into a
parabolic solar orbit with a perihelion at the orbit of Mercury. Since the solar escape
velocity at Mercury's orbit is 67 km s 1 , the sailcraft will depart the Solar System at
this velocity. It will reach 550 AU about 40 years after launch. A long-lived spacecraft with a modest suite of astronomical instruments could use the Sun's gravitational focus to make observations of interest to astrophysicists and the Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) community.
Several FOCAL participants wondered whether a sailcraft could perform a
scienti®cally useful function if directed towards targets closer than 550 AU.
Further investigation led to Vulpetti's (1996b) Aurora ± a sailcraft carrying instru-
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ments to explore the near-interstellar environment out to about 200 AU. As well as
trajectory analysis, Aurora team members Genta and Brusca (1996) considered the
design and stability of parachute-type sails with in¯atable beam members. One
Aurora innovation was the suggestion by Scaglione and Vulpetti (1996) that the
mass of a tri-layer Earth-launched sail (aluminum re¯ective layer, chromium
emissive layer and plastic substrate) could be reduced by utilising UV-sensitive
plastic that would evaporate in space.
Beginning in 1998, NASA began to investigate a near-term (2010±2020) solar
sail launched heliopause probe. Perhaps inspired by Aurora, the Interstellar Probe
(ISP) would carry particle- and ®eld-measuring instruments to the boundary of solar
and interstellar space (which is about 200 AU from the Sun).
ISP propulsion options have been considered by Johnson and Leifer (2000). To
reach the heliopause in 20 years, the ISP must depart the Solar System at about
50 km s 1 , roughly 3 the speed of the Pioneer 10/11 and Voyager 1/2 probes. The
total mission mass (excluding the sail) is about 150 kg, of which 30 kg are devoted to
science instruments. According to Liewer et al. (2000), the sail's areal mass density is
about 1 gm m 2 and the sail mass is about 100 kg. In order to achieve its high Solar
System exit velocity, the sailcraft must withstand a 0.25 AU perihelion pass.
As discussed by Garner et al. (1999), much progress on sail ®lms and structures
has occurred; much still remains to be accomplished. Recent work at NASA MSFC
by Haggerty and Stanaland (2002) and Hollerman et al. (2003) has included tests of
candidate sail materials in the simulated and real space envioronment.
As reviewed by Matlo et al. (2002), Vulpetti has applied Aurora-derived trajectory software to ISP. Application of direct or retrograde pre-perihelion trajectories allows two launch windows per year to reach any point in the near heliopause.
Signi®cant sail size reductions or areal mass density are possible if the sailcraft
departs Earth at a velocity slightly higher than that required to escape the solar
system.
NASA has given some consideration to an `Oort Cloud Trailblazer' to be
launched later in the 21st century. With a 0.1 gm m 2 sail areal mass thickness,
this craft could depart the Solar System at 300 km s 1 (0.001 c) and travel more
than 1,000 AU during its design lifetime.

A.3

LASER/MASER PHOTON SAILING HISTORY

Solar-photon sailing is capable of propelling interstellar precursor probes and 1,000year arks to the nearest extra-solar star system. The beamed-energy photon sail, on
the other hand, is the only physically feasible mode of interstellar transport that is
conceptually capable of two-way interstellar travel, with transit times approximating
a human lifetime. Although many researchers (notably Marx (1966), Moeckel 1972),
and Norem (1969)) contributed to the early theoretical development of this concept,
most of the concepts were more fully explored by Forward (1964, 1984).
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As discussed in literature reviews by Mauldin (1992), Mallove and Matlo
(1989) and Matlo (2000), Forward began his examination of this concept in the
early 1960s. The basic challenges for both early and recent researchers in this ®eld
were:
1
2
3
4

How do we project a human-carrying spacecraft to a nearby star within a human
lifetime?
How do we accomplish this task with known physics?
Can we constrain mission energy requirements and projected costs to acceptable
levels?
Finally, can we return the crew (or their children) to Earth at the conclusion of
their interstellar exploration?

Attempts to address these challenges have certainly been creative. But not all of these
attempts will prove to be feasible.
One limitation to laser/maser applicability to interstellar propulsion was realised
almost immediately. This is the requirement of maintaining beam collimation and
aim to an accuracy de®ned by a 100±1,000-km sail over a trillion-kilometre acceleration `runway'.
Assume that the disc-sail diameter normal to the energy beam is Dsail and the
separation between the aperture of the energy beam and the light sail is DIStranNsail .
At a selected transmitter±sail separation, the angle () subtended by the sail is
Dsail =DIStranNsail . If we wish, for example, to project a collimated EM energy beam
against a 1,000-km diameter at a distance of 10 12 km, we must point the beam to an
accuracy of 10 9 radians. Beam drift nust be eliminated or compensated for and the
transmitter must maintain its alignment in spite of gravitational perturbations by
Solar System objects. Such perfection must also be maintained for decades over
distances so large that the speed-of-light limitation renders feedback between
power station and starship impossible.
Mission designers can improve things a bit by selecting a short beam wavelength
(laser ) and a large beam-transmitter aperture diameter DlaserNtran . Applying
Rayleigh's criterion (see Chapter 1):


Dsail
laser
 2:44
DIStranNsail
DlaserNtran

A:1

One way to reduce the requirement for a long beam-collimation length is to
utilise a spacecraft that can make several passes through the energy beam. A
suggested approach is thrustless Lorentz-force turning. If the sailcraft is charged
to a signi®cantly high electrical potential after leaving the power beam, the
in¯uence of the local Galactic magnetic ®eld will alter its trajectory (see Norem,
1969; Forward, 1964). Conceptually, the sailcraft could circle back and re-enter
the beam. Magnetic alternatives to charged surfaces have also been suggested. But
as discussed in Matlo (2000), Geof Landis has informed Matlo that they are
probably not feasible.
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Although thrustless turning may be feasible, it may not be practical. We do not
know for what duration a suciently large electrical charge can be maintained on a
spacecraft moving at high speed through the interstellar plasma. We also have no
idea regarding the constancy of the interstellar magnetic ®eld over the light-year
radius of a thrustless turn.
As discussed in Chapter 7, Forward (1985) suggested perforated sails as a means
of reducing spacecraft mass. Unfortunately, the semi-empirical theory utilised by
Forward to estimate performance of a perforated light sail only applies for the case
of a superconducting sail. Could even a very high temperature superconductor
remain superconducting when pelted by gigawatts of EM radiation?
Matlo (2003) has applied the theoretical approach discussed by Driscoll and
Vaughan (1978) to estimate spectral re¯ectivity, transmissivity, absorptivity and
emissivity of a non-superconducting, metallic, perforated light sail (see Chapter 7).
Although an improvement, this theory applies only for very restrictive mesh-design
parameters. Much theoretical and experimental work must still be done before the
advantages of perforated light sails are demonstrated. However, as pointed out by
Landis (2000), our current theoretical understanding may be sucient for us to
conclude that, in the absence of very high temperature superconductors, metallic
meshes may have less of an advantage over metallic thin-®lm sheet sails than initially
assumed. Landis (1989, 1999) has suggested that dielectric thin-sheet sails may be
superior to both metallic mesh and sheet sails for interstellar light-sailing application.
In 1984, Forward suggested that beam collimation could be maintained over
interstellar distances by locating a thin-®lm Fresnel lens in the energy beam between
the transmitter and sail. The potential and problems of applying Fresnel lenses in
space has been reviewed in Early (2003). Although such lenses are physically feasible,
maintaining an optical link over trillions of kilometres for three elements (transmitter, lens and sail) is a signi®cant engineering challenge.
If the engineering challenges are solved, two-way interstellar travel might be
possible using laser pushed light sails. In 1984, Forward proposed an interstellar
mission utilising sails and Fresnel lenses in the 1,000-km range and laser powers of
about 4  10 16 watts (about 1,000 current terrestrial civilisation's power consumption). In this analysis, a spacecraft massing 8  10 7 kg is accelerated by the beam
towards the star Epsilon Eridani, which is 10.8 light years from the Sun.
A multi-stage laser sail would be used to enable two-way interstellar travel in the
following manner. After acceleration, one sail segment would be detached and
maneuvered into the power beam. Light re¯ected from this sail would be
projected against the starship sail to decelerate it at Epsilon Eridani and later
accelerate the starship back towards Earth. Approaching the Solar System once
again, the starship would again enter the power beam for deceleration. Total
round trip travel time could be less than a human lifetime.
Many less-ambitious alternative missions have been suggested. As suggested by
Kare (2002), we might accelerate micro-sails (less than 1 m in diameter) in the energy
beam. After acceleration, these would be steered to impact a much larger starship,
which would be accelerated by momentum transfer. According to Nordley (1999),
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such an approach might require intelligent micro-sails capable of homing in on the
larger spacecraft.
Myrabo et al. (2000, 2003) has reported experiments with model spacecraft in
power beams, both in vacuum and the atmosphere. Other recent experimental and
analytical work by Benford et al. (2002, 2003) has concentrated upon the stability of
beam-riding spacecraft. It seems (as con®rmed in Matlo (2001a)) that certain sail
shapes may be able to automatically correct for a small amount of beam drift.
Most considerations of laser/maser sailing assume a beam-transmitting power
station in a constant inner Solar System position between the Sun and starship.
Because this may be dicult to achieve, Matlo and Potter (1996) have analysed
the case of a non-®xed power station, in which the power station follows the starship
on a trajectory that is slightly hyperbolic relative to the Sun.
It is usually assumed that Rayleigh's criterion implies that short-wavelength
laser power beams will always be superior to microwave maser beams. But this
may not always be true.
Discussions with a number of microwave researchers (including G. and J.
Benford and S. Potter) reveal that although operational microwave technology is
currently applied to 1-cm microwaves, this technology could be modi®ed for application to millimeter-wavelength microwaves. The economies of microwave technology
(as compared with high-energy laser technology) could therefore be realised with
shorter wavelength microwaves.
But of potentially greater signi®cance (if the idea proves to be feasible) is an
application from general relativity. Maccone (2001) has investigated propulsive
application of the Sun's gravitational focus. EM radiation emitted by an object
occulted by the Sun will be focussed by solar gravity into a highly ampli®ed and
very narrow beam at a minimum distance of 550 AU from the Sun. The Sun occulted
object must itself be at least 550 AU from the Sun.
Matlo (2001b) reasons that it may be possible to engineer the wavefront of
emissions from a solar powered maser much closer to the Sun than 550 AU to have
the same curvature at the solar limb as emissions from a source at 550 AU. If this can
work, the maser radiation from the power station will be concentrated in a narrow
beam beginning at 550 AU on the far side of the Sun and beam collimation will be
maintained for a very large distance.
Further discussions with Maccone reveal that many factors, including variations
in the coronal plasma, may render this idea unfeasible. But it is certainly worthy of
further study.

A.3.1

Very large space-based laser concepts

As discussed on the website http://www.optopower.com, current diode-laser-array
technology can produce output irradiances of about 10 MW m 2 . The beam
diameter is small; diode arrays are not complicated and require only collimating
optics, a power supply and a radiator to remove heat from the diode material.

A.3 Laser/maser photon sailing history
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The diode lasers are less ecient than, for example, solar pumped gas lasers, but
their simplicity in design makes them a good candidate for laser sailing.
Assume an interstellar laser-sailing mission in which a 1,000-kg spacecraft is to
be accelerated to 0.15 c during ten years and the sail diameter is 1 km. If laser
irradiance on the sail is constant, the sail acceleration is about 0.14 m s 2 , or
about 0.015 g. Assuming a 0.9 sail re¯ectivity and applying equation (7.2), the
required laser power impinging against the sail is about 2  10 10 W. The laser
beam irradiance on the sail is about 2.5  10 4 W m 2 , about equivalent to the irradiance of a solar sail 0.25 AU from the Sun.
If each laser diode array can generate 20 W, about 1 billion diode arrays are
required. Assuming that each diode array has dimensions of 1 mm by 0.5 mm by
3 mm (including the heat sink), the surface area of the emitting plane of the diode
array is 5  10 7 m 2 . The total dimension of required diode arrays will be about
30 m.
According to DeYoung et al. (1989), diode lasers operate at about 30% eciency. The solar cell collector array must therefore generate about 67 GW of power.
At 1 AU from the Sun, the solar cell array will have a radius of about 8 km, assuming
a solar cell eciency of 0.25. Placing the collector closer to the Sun will reduce its
size.
A.3.2

Large optical components

Most papers on interstellar laser sailing acknowledge the fact that large optics are
required to direct the laser/maser emissions from the Solar System based power
station against the distant starship sail. The type of optic usually assumed, the
O'Meara para-lens, was introduced by Forward in 1984. Shown schematically in
Figure A.2, this device is essentially a large Fresnel lens made of concentric rings of
low-mass, transparent material. The para-lens is constructed in such a way that there

Figure A.2. The O'Meara para-lens.
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are concentric voids between the rings; support spars are used to give the lens
structural integrity.
Although many authors have mentioned the para-lens, few have attempted a
detailed diraction analysis. In a preliminary 1989 analysis, Mallove and Matlo
sugested that a re¯ective optic would function better. Taylor et al. (2003) have
published a diraction analysis of a sample 500 m diameter O'Meara para-lens
designed to focus 500-nm laser light against a 500 m diameter sail at a distance of
2 light years. The results of this eort indicate that re¯ective optics are both more
ecient and easier to engineer than the para-lens for this application.
A.3.3

Pointing and tracking

Very precise control is required to keep the laser beam on the sail at interplanetary or
interstellar distances. The beam-focussing optic could be adjusted using control
vanes, in a manner analogous to control vane application to solar sails. However,
some method of making very precise pointing adjustments is essential. Conceptually,
this could be aected at the laser aperture by adjustments to the diractive optics.
Even the best pointing and tracking systems have pointing errors due to system
vibrations, optical imperfections, etc. This system `jitter' eectively tilts the beam
at an angle to the optical path. Following Taylor and Landrum (2001), the centre of
the beam is then moved away from the center of the target by:
Drjit  DlaserNtran jpoint

A:2

where jpoint is the pointing jitter. For the beam's centre to remain on the sail, the
maximum allowable jitter is calculated by equating Drjit to the sail radius.
Figure A.3 presents pointing jitter versus interplanetary distances for the 500 m
radius sailcraft previously considered. As discussed by Possel (1998), the state-of-theart in tracking and pointing jitter is about 0.1 microradians. To maintain the beam
on sail for 100 AU requires an improvement in pointing jitter of about 4 orders of
magnitude. As demonstrated in Figure A.4, current pointing jitter technology must
improve by 9 orders of magnitude to enable laser acceleration over interstellar
distances.
Because the spatial distribution of the pointing error is a random Gaussian
variable, the Central Limit theorem requires the irradiance distribution over a
given time interval to ®ll in a radial Gaussian distribution. Using Arnon's formalism:
IRR r:d:  IRR oe

r:d: 2
2 2
jit

A:3

where IRR o is beam central irradiance in W m 2 , IRR r:d: is beam irradiance at
radial dimension r:d: kilometres, and jit is the standard deviation of beam jitter or
jitter amplitude, in km. The jitter amplitude is calculated using:
jit  Drjit  DlaserNtran jpoint

A:4

Since the distribution mapped out by the laser beam is radially symmetric, it may
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Figure A.3. Pointing jitter versus distance (AU).

Figure A.4. Pointing jitter versus distance (light years).

not be necessary to maintain the laser on the sail at all times. If the sail can maintain
its location near the beam center, it will still be illuminated symmetrically and follow
the Gaussian pro®le. The loss of incident beam energy due to jitter is determined
using the above anaylsis as a function of distance from the main steering optic of the
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Figure A.5. Time integrated laser beam pro®le at 10 AU.

Figure A.6. Percent of laser power incident on the sail versus distance.

laser. The time integrated laser beam pro®le for a distance of 10 AU is presented in
Figure A.5.
If we assume that our sail remains near the centre of the beam and that the sail
radius is 500 km, equation (A.3) is integrated between 0 and 500 m at a distance of
10 AU to indicate that about 0.025% of the total beam is incident on the sail.
Assuming a 67-GW laser array, at 10 AU there will still be about 20 W m 2
incident on the sail, which is about 1.5% of the solar constant. Figure A.6

A.3 Laser/maser photon sailing history
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presents the percentage of incident power on the sail versus distance. Improving the
jitter will, of course, improve the incident laser beam power.
A.3.4

Large controllable space mirrors and antennas: Concepts and experiments

Although it is often assumed in laser-sailing discussions that the laser beam is
collimated by the optical system, Forward (1984) suggested that the para-lens
should be utilised to focus the beam slightly beyond the light sail, to insure that
the entire beam is incident upon it.
To alter the focus of the para-lens would require changing spacing and width of
the refractive rings ± a dicult if not insurmountable task. But this task matches the
capabilities of an in¯atable or electrically controlled membrane re¯ector. As the sail
distance from the re¯ector increases, in¯ation pressure or electrical ®eld strength
should be decreased ± increasing the radius of the re¯ector's catenary curve and
increasing the distance to the focus.
Therefore, the re¯ector is an active optical element. Teledyne Brown Engineering, Inc, in Huntsville, AL, has conducted research on the practicality of electrically
addressable membrane optics. The electrically controlled optic developed in this
project is described by Taylor et al. (2002, 2003). It can be pixillated, which allows
for beam steering and wavefront correction.
This experimental electrically addressed optic consists of two plates of conducting aluminum separated by a given distance. A high-voltage static ®eld between the
two plates is used to contour the surface optic. Electrostatic forces pull the plates
together into a catenary (parabolic-like) shape. By varying the ®eld strength across
the pixellated control surface, the re¯ector's surface ¯atness is controlled adaptively.
Experiments reveal that the refector can be maintained ¯at within optical wavelengths for re¯ector diameters greater than 5 m. Contol at larger (infrared or
microwave) wavelengths should prove easier due to the larger wavelengths.
The ®gure of the laser re¯ector surface would be sensed in space using a variant
of the common astronomical `Star Test' in which the Airy disc of visible or infrared
starlight would be continously viewed. Corrections would automatically be made by
applying perturbation voltages to tiles on the control membrane. A controller has
been designed to correct for both static deformation of the re¯ector and dynamic
eects such as thermal cycling or structural vibrations.
To demonstrate proof-of-concept, a small-scale prototype of the optic/antenna
has been constructed. As shown in Figure A.7, the circumference of a 1 m diameter
piece of 1 mil (0.0025 cm) thick aluminised Kapton polymide ®lm was bonded to an
elastic fabric. A circular hole was cut in a foam board frame; a ¯at re¯ective surface
was created by securing the fabric to the frame. The fabric's elasticity tensioned the
®lm and kept it ¯at in the de-energized state. At intervals around the ®lm's perimeter,
connections were made to the aluminum coating. These were attached to the positive
terminal of a high-voltage power supply.
Another solid sheet of foam board with aluminum foil bonded to it was placed
behind the re¯ective ®lm. The negative terminal of the power supply was connected
to this surface.
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Figure A.7. Schematic of membrane antenna experiment.

A satellite-television low-noise block converter (LNBC) with integrated feed
horn was connected to a satellite receiver and mounted on an adjustable arm in
front of the re¯ector. The assembly was placed in a location where it could view
the Sun. High voltage was applied, which curved the re¯ector and focused the
sunlight. Due to ®lm-surface imperfections, the focused sunlight produced a 20±
30 cm diameter spot size. The support arm was used to place the LNBF at this
focus. The LNBF was connected to the satellite receiver and the antenna assembly
was aimed at an orbiting satellite transmitting at 11.7±12.2 GHz. Tests revealed that
to insure satellite-signal acquisition, the aperture of the conical feed horn must
exceed 10 cm.
After acquiring the satellite's signal, high voltage was removed. This caused the
®lm to relax and the signal was lost. Application and removal of high voltage
resulted repeatedly in acquisition and loss of the satellite's signal. This experiment
con®rms that the electrostatically produced re¯ector curvature constitutes a practical
antenna.
The prototype was constructed using commercially available material with no
controlled tolerances or precise mechanical adjustments. Optimised materials, controlled tolerances, and accurate component placement would greatly improve
antenna eciency.

A.4 Architecture analysis: Square sails versus hoop sails
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It was also demonstrated than the ®lm's curvature was proportional to the
separation between ®lm and ground plane and the voltage dierence. This proportionality was evident from the movement of the focal point and diameter of the spot.

A.4

ARCHITECTURE ANALYSIS: SQUARE SAILS VERSUS
HOOP SAILS

As mentioned earlier in this Appendix, the most analysed photon-sail architecture is
the square or rectangular sail. Here, we attempt to rectify this imbalance by
comparing a typical square sail design with a hoop supported sail. the analysis
compares the mass and lightness factor of the two sails. Each sail has an identical
area of 10 6 m 2 ; the square sail is 1,000 m on a side, the hoop sail's diameter is
1,128.6 m.
We assume a square sail supported by four booms, with an optimistic boom
linear density (boom ) of 0.05 kg m 1 . We also assume an optimistic sail, sail , of
0.001 kg m 2 . The mass of the hardware required to connect spacecraft components
is Mhw and the payload mass is Mpay . The mass of the square sailcraft can now be
expressed as:
4
L
p  Mpayload  Mhw
A:5
Msquaresail  sail L 2  boom
2
Assuming a re¯ectivity coecient of 0.85, the square sailcraft lightness factor can be
calculated by applying equation (4.19):


L2
A:6
squaresail  0:001 46
Msquaresail
If we assume a payload mass of 150 kg and a hardware mass of 50 kg, the total mass
of this square sailcraft is 1,343 kg. The square sailcraft's lightness factor is 1.09.
If this sailcraft is unfurled at perihelion of a 0.1 AU parabolic solar orbit, the
Solar System escape velocity at perihelion is 133 km s 1 . Applying equation (4.27),
the sailcraft exits the Solar System at 139 km s 1 or about 20 AU year 1 .
Now consider the hoop supported sail with the same area, with the spacecraft
identical in design to the Oort Cloud Explorer described at the end of this Appendix
but with a diameter of 1128.6 m rather than 850 m. The mass of the hoop sailcraft is
1,201 kg and the areal mass thickness is 0.0012 kg m 2 . Applying equation (4.19)
once again for 0.85 re¯ectivity, the lightness factor of the hoop sail is 1.21. For
the same sail unfurlment strategy as the square sail, the hoop sail exits the Solar
System at 146 km s 1 or about 21 AU year 1 .
Figures A.8 and A.9 respectively show the lightness factors of square and hoop
sails versus sail area. The hoop sail has a slightly higher lightness factor until sail
areas exceed 3  10 7 m 2 , due to less structural-support mass.
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Figure A.8. Lightness factor of square sail versus sail area.

Figure A.9. Lightness factor of hoop sail versus sail area.

A.5

ENERGY/MOMENTUM CONSERVATION IN A PERFECT
SOLAR SAIL

Sometimes, it is productive for practioners in newly emerging ®elds to review the
fundamentals. Such a situation occurred during the summer of 2003 when a critique
of the basic physics assumptions of solar sailing was issued on the Web by Cornell
University astrophysicist Thomas Gold (http ://aexiv.org/html/physics/
0306050 and http://www.newscientist.com/news/news.jsp?id=ns99993895).
Events leading up to these Web publications are described by Louis Friedman of
The Planetary Society (http://www.planetary.org/solarsail/ss_and_physics.html).

A.5 Energy/momentum conservation in a perfect solar sail
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Gold correctly pointed out that under somewhat reduced atmospheric pressure,
the blades of Crooke's Radiometer (also called a Light Mill ± a device with a vertical
shaft equipped with horizontal blades coated white and black on alternate sides ± see
http: // math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/LightMill/light-mill.html)
turn in the opposite direction from what would be expected from photon pressure
assumptions. In response, solar sail researcher Bemjamin Diedrich (http://
www.ugcs.caltech.edu/~diedrich/solarsails/newscientistletter.html) responded that the correct (thermal) explanation for the spin of Crooke's Radiometer
was suggested by the Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell about 130 years ago.
Under high vacuum conditions, in fact (as pointed out in http://www.physics.brown.edu/Studies/Demo/thermo/demo/4d2010.htm)
the radiometer's spin
direction reverses as predicted by radiation pressure theory.
Diedrich also pointed out that Carnot's 19th century thermodynamics theory
(Ohanian, 1989) cannot be correctly applied to an open system such as a solar sail.
This conclusion was independently reached by Travis Taylor and communicated to
NASA MSFC solar sail manager Edward Montgomery on 25 June, 2003. Other
researchers responded to Gold's challenge by investigating various aspects of basic
photon-sail physics. Matlo developed a simple demonstration that both energy and
linear momentum are conserved in the operation of a photon sail (see Section A.5.1).
A.5.1

Energy/momentum conservation in a perfect solar-photon sail

It is possible to demonstrate that a perfectly re¯ecting photon sail obeys both
conservation laws. Consider the situation presented in Figure A.10. The reference
frame is positioned on a perfectly re¯ecting solar sail with mass Msail at time t  0. A
photon of wavelength  approaches the sail with a momentum of Pphoto; 0 , before it
interacts with the sail. At time r  Dt, the photon rebounds with momentum Pphot; 1 .
Now the sail moves with velocity DVsail relative to the reference frame.
From elementary quantum theory (Sears et al. 1980), the linear-momentum
change of the photon during perfect re¯ection from the sail is:
DPphot  Pphot; 1

Pphot; 0 

2h


A:7

where h  Planck's constant. In this momentum equation, the wavelength change of
the re¯ected photon is considered to be inconsequential.

Figure A.10. Solar sailing energy and momentum conservation. t  time; V  velocity;
P  momentum; P0  photon momentum before re¯ection; P1  photon momentum after
re¯ection.
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The linear-momentum change of the sail during photon re¯ection is Msail DVsail .
Assuming that linear-momentum is conserved during the interaction of the photon
and the sail:
2h
DVsail 
A:8
Msail
During its interaction with the photon, the sailõÂ s kinetic energy (DKEsail )
increases by:
1
2h 2
A:9
DKEsail  Msail DV 2sail  2
2
 Msail
The wavelength of the re¯ected photon will be very slightly dierent from the wavelength of the incident photon according to EM Doppler Eect, or `Red Shift'
(Stodolkiewisz, 1976). The re¯ected photon will have a dierent kinetic energy
from the incident photon, as expressed by:
DKEphot 

hc


hc
hcD
 2
  D


A:10

since the incremental velocity change is very much smaller than the velocity of light.
According to the EM Doppler Eect, D=  DVsail =c. Therefore, we can
express the decrease in photon kinetic energy as:
DKEphot 

hDVsail


A:11

We next substitute our expression for DVsail , equation (A.8), into equation (A.11) to
obtain the following expression for photon kinetic energy decrease:
DKEphot 

2h 2
 Msail
2

A:12

which is identical to equation (A.9) for the increase in sail kinetic energy. Thus, both
conservation laws apply to the perfectly re¯ecting photon sail.

A.5.2

Experimental/operational tests of photon sailing

As Diedrich points out in the website cited above, we have now obtained excellent
experimental and operational evidence con®rming the principle of photon sailing. As
well as being measured in laboratory experiments since about 1900, solar radiation
pressure was observed during the 1960s to alter the orbits of the Echo balloon
satellites, according to theoretical predictions. Solar radiation pressure was also
applied to steer the Mariner 10 ¯yby mission to Mercury and has been used in
orbital adjustments and attitude control of communication satellites.
The in-space propulsion community owes a signi®cant debt to Professor Gold.
As the solar photon sail begins to emerge from the theoretician's blackboard as an

A.6 Mission concept 1: A lunar microsail
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Figure A.11. Con®guration of a lunar microsail.

operational space propulsion system, a review of basic physical principles is a very
good thing.

A.6

MISSION CONCEPT 1: A LUNAR MICROSAIL

Early photon-sail demonstration missions could be conducted in cis-lunar space.
These could be unfurled from the space shuttle or an expendable booster, with a
small upper stage used to project the sail and payload to orbital heights of about
1,000 km, where atmospheric drag becomes inconsequential.
Figure A.11 shows a possible architecture for such a micro-spacecraft. Based
upon the hoop sail concept, this craft could deliver a 2.5-kg payload to lunar orbit or
impact within 2 years. The probe consists of ®ve 3.41 m diameter hoop supported
sails connected to each other as shown in the ®gure. The central sail disc supports the
outer four, which can be rotated for guidance and control. Payload is suspended in
the center of the main central hoop. This can be moved on guidewires to alter the
spacecraft centre of mass for steering purposes.
The simplicity and low mass of this spacecraft renders it inexpensive to launch
(perhaps as a secondary payload) and easy to deploy. The outer hoops can fold
inward on top of the central hoop, for easy storage within the launch vehicle. The
payload is about the size of a shoebox and the total spacecraft mass is less than 5 kg.
One small launch vehicle could hypothetically deploy a `swarm' of these lunar hoop
sails.
As discussed in Taylor et al. (2003), a 3.6 m diameter hoop supported sail has
been demonstrated in the laboratory. Finite element analysis reveals that a hoop
2 cm in diameter and 50 microns thick has sucient strength to support the sail
membrane under solar illumination and deployment. Analysis of launch-stress capabilities has not yet been conducted.
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One early photon-sail application of high interest is to locate a photon sail or ¯otilla
of sails at the L1 Lagrange Point in the Earth±Sun system. A spacecraft at L1 is
1.49  10 6 km closer to the Sun than the Earth and are located where gravitational
in¯uences of Sun and Earth balance, so that, with minimal orbital adjustment, the
spacecraft can maintain its position for a long period of time.
Solar space observatories at L1, such as the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) launched in 1998, provide early warning of solar ¯ares and Coronal Mass
Ejections, since the particles emitted during these events reach the observatories
about one hour before they reach the Earth. Not stationary at L1, they are in
`halo' orbits perpendicular to the Earth±Sun line, centered on L1.
NASA is considering a solar-photon sail L1 solar observatory. This observatory,
dubbed Geostorm, would have a long lifetime. Sail adjustments would be used to
maintain the spacecraft's halo orbit, rather than on-board thrusters. The main
limitation on useful lifetime would be sail survivability in the 1-AU solar environment.
Taylor (2003c) describes a detailed analysis of Geostorm sail dynamics. Aspects
considered include the calculation of equilibrium points for a solar photon sail in the
Sun±Earth system, the stability of the sail at these equilibrium points, control of
solar photon sails near the Sun±Earth line and calculations of minimum-time heliocentric solar photon sail trajectories.

A.8

MISSION CONCEPT 3: COMET RENDEZVOUS AND
COMET-NUCLEUS SAMPLE RETURN

As shown in Table A.1, many comets have perihelia within 1 AU. A solar photon sail
comet probe should be capable of matching orbits with a selected inner Solar System
comet, ¯ying in formation with that comet, gathering a sample of comet material and
returning to Earth.
Such a mission would have great public and scienti®c interest. Comets often
dominate the sky during their close solar approaches, or `apparitions'. Human
reaction to these celestial visitors has occasionally altered the course of history
(Sagan and Druyan, 1985). In 1986, space probes from Europe, Japan, Russia and
the US conducted ¯yby or ¯y-through encounters with Halley's Comet.
Comets sometimes strike the Earth, altering the ecology and biosphere. As well
as causing mass extinctions, such impacts have brought volatile substances
(including water) to the Earth's surface. A comet sample return mission would
address scienti®c questions about these sky objects. What is the tensile strength of
comet nuclei ± very signi®cant if we wish to alter a comet's course and protect the
Earth? What complex organic compounds ± the progenitors of life ± are present in
the layers surrounding the nucleus?
Comets represent the primeval Solar System and may be similiar in properties to

A.8 Mission concept 3: Comet rendezvous and comet-nucleus sample return
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Table A.1. Short-period coments with perihelia <1.00 AU.
Lodders and Fegley (1998).

Name

Designation

Perihelion (AU)

Eccentricity

Period (years)

2P
D1766 G1
23P
45P
1P
5D
D/1937 D1
122P
D/1770 L1
27P
35P
12P
72P
D/1827 M1
3D-A
D/1819 W1
73P
109P
55P
26P
8P

Encke
P/Helfenzrieder
P/Brorson-Metcalf
Honda-Mrkos-Skellerup
P/Halley
P/Brorson
P/Wilk
P/de Vico
P/Lexall
P/Crommelin
P/Herschel-Rigollet
P/Pons-Brooks
P/Denning-Fujikawa
P/Pons-Gambart
P/Biela
P/Blanpain
P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3
P/Swift-Tuttle
P/Tempel-Tuttle
P/Grigg-Skellerup
P/Tuttle

0.340
0.406
0.479
0.532
0.587
0.590
0.619
0.659
0.674
0.735
0.748
0.774
0.78
0.807
0.861
0.892
0.933
0.958
0.982
0.995
0.998

0.850
0.848
0.972
0.824
0.967
0.810
0.981
0.963
0.786
0.919
0.974
0.955
0.820
0.946
0.756
0.699
0.695
0.964
0.904
0.664
0.824

3.28
4.35
70.5
5.27
76.0
5.46
187
74.4
5.60
27.4
155
70.9
9.01
57.5
6.62
5.10
5.34
135
32.9
5.10
13.5

the Galactic nebula from which the Solar System evolved. A comet sample return
mission could even check the very controversial hypothesis that life evolved in this
nebular preceeding the evolution of the planets (Wickramsinghe et al., 1997).
A comet rendezvous mission will have several phases. These include: (1) launch
from Earth, (2) comet orbit matching and rendezvous, (3) formation ¯ying and (4)
sample return. Before considering these phases, we turn attention to selection of a
comet for our proposed sample return mission and the mathematics of proposed
mission.
A.8.1

Candidate comet selection

A listing of short-period comets that have made repeated visits to the inner Solar
System is included in Binzer et al. (2000). At least 18 comets regularly visit the inner
Solar System. Nine of these have aphelia between 4.09 and 6.19 AU (these may have
been in¯uenced by Jupiter). Eight have inclinations between 0 and 20 degrees; four
have inclinations between 21 and 61 degrees; three have inclinations between 61 and
100 degrees; and three have inclinations 101±180 degrees. The average inclination of
the orbit of one of these comets to the ecliptic is 47.3 degrees. The average comet in
this class has a perihelion of 0.74 AU and the average comet's eccentricity is 0.844.
As further justi®ed in Taylor et al. (2003b), the comet chosen for the proposed
sample return mission is 107P Wilson-Harrington, also called Minor Planet 4015.
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This object has a perihelion of 1 AU, which reduces the requirement for spacecraft
solar orbit adjustment; it orbits the Sun every 4.29 years, which allows ample mission
opportunities; and its inclination is only 2.8 degrees, which reduces the requirement
for inclination `cranking'. The eccentricity (ecom ) for Comet 107P is 0.623 and its
aphelion is 4.29 AU.
A.8.2

Sailcraft design parameters

Both disc and square sails have been considered for this mission. Both craft carry a
payload of 50 kg and use a sail areal mass thickness of 0.006 kg m 2 . This is not an
unreachable sail ®lm areal mass thickness in 2003. The sail re¯ectivity is assumed to
be 0.9.
The disc sail has a radius of 50 m. It is assumed that structure increases sail mass
by a factor of 1.3. The spacecraft areal mass thickness is 0.012 kg m 2 . From
equation (4.19), the lightness factor is 0.12. The total spacecraft mass is about
115 kg. Applying equation (4.17) and assuming that the sail is oriented normal to
the Sun, its acceleration at 1 AU from the Sun is 7.3  10 4 m s 2 .
The square sail is 100 m on a side and the structural booms have a linear density
of 0.05 kg m 1 . The spacecraft areal mass thickness, lightness factor and characteristic acceleration are essentially identical to those of the disc sail.
A.8.3

The mathematics of comet and sailcraft orbits

The comet's velocity at perihelion can be determined using an equation from
equation (6.49) of Fowles (1962):
Vperi  Vcirc ecom  1 1=2

A:13

where Vcirc is the circular velocity at the comet's perihelion distance from the Sun. If
we modify Fowles' equation (6.51), we can relate perihelion velocity to circular
velocity, perihelion Sun±comet separation (Rperi ) and aphelion Sun±comet separation (Raph ):
2
31=2
6 2R =R
7
aph
6
 peri7
Vperi  Vcirc 6
7
Raph 5
4
1
Rperi

A:14

Since we know the spacecraft velocity at perihelion (relative to the Sun) and the
perihelion distance, we can relate orbital energy at perihelion to orbital energy at any
other solar distance (RSO ), assuming no orbital energy change. Orbital velocity at
position RSO is calculated:


RSO Rperi  1=2
VSO  V 2circ 2:65  10 20
A:15
1  Raph =Rperi
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It is assumed that the ®rst manoeuvre after Earth escape is an inclination
change at a constant distance from the Sun. We have performed a curve-®t to
McInnes (1999), equation (4.23), to obtain:
 s=c
DI
exp 1:323 ln Rco 

Dt 0:05

2:3

A:16

where DI=Dt is the inclination change in degrees per week,  s=c is the spacecraft
lightness factor, and Rco is constant inclination `cranking-orbit' distance from the
Sun, in AU.
As the sail's orbit is adjusted, its angle is not always normal to the Sun. We can
relate the acceleration of a back-re¯ective photon sail tangential to its solar orbit
(ACCt ) to its acceleration when oriented normal to the Sun (ACCnorm ) and the angle,
, (between the normal to the sail and the line between the sail and the Sun) using
equation (50) of Forward (1990a):
ACCt  ACCnorm sin  cos 
A.8.4

A:17

Mission phase 1: Earth departure

Because of the low spacecraft mass, Delta/Atlas-class rockets are more than capable
of launching the sailcraft. We suggest a high-energy upper stage so that the Earth
escape (or hyperbolic excess) velocity of the sailcraft is about 3 km s 1 . This is the
same Earth escape velocity required to insert an Earth launched spacecraft into a
Mars-bound Hohmann transfer ellipse, as discussed by Bate et al. (1971).
The sail should be unfurled after Earth escape, used ®rst for inclination
cranking, then to rendezvous with the comet and ®nally to return to Earth. One
option is to use an upper stage capable of supplying an 8 km s 1 hyperbolic excess
velocity (equal to that required for a Jupiter-bound Hohmann transfer). Then, the
sail need be used only for inclination cranking and Earth return.
A.8.5

Mission phase 2: Inclination cranking

If we apply equation (A.16) for this spacecraft and the selected comet, we ®nd that at
1 AU, the 2.8-degree inclination change takes 12.7 weeks or about 90 days. Of
course, since the spacecraft will not always be at 1 AU and will not always be
normal to the Sun, perhaps 100 days should be allocated for this manoeuvre.
Within 2 years, an inclination change of 22 degrees is possible, bringing 8 comets
in Binzer et al's (2000) list within reach.
A.8.6

Mission phase 3: Comet orbit matching

Asuming that angle   45 degrees, we can apply equation (A.17) to the spacecraft
designs selected. A tangential acceleration of 3.25  10 4 m s 2 is quite possible. This
is equivalent to a tangential velocity change of about 10 km year 1 , which is more
than sucient for comet rendezvous, station keeping and return to Earth.
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Applying equation (A.13) to Comet 107P, we ®nd that the comet is about
8 km s 1 faster than the Earth at perihelion. Less than a year of orbit-matching
manoeuvres is required, for a 3 km s 1 Earth escape velocity.
For comparison, McInnes (1999) has considered a comet rendezvous mission for
a sail with a lightness factor of 0.05. Even for such a massive spacecraft, comet
rendezvous requires no more than 5 years.
A.8.7

Mission phase 4: Station keeping and sample collection

We propose a novel approach to sample collection. While the sail is used to maintain
the position of the spacecraft perhaps a few hundred kilometres from the comet
nucleus, a sample can of perhaps 0.000 4 m 3 volume is lowered to the comet's
nucleus, attached to the sailcraft by a tether. The sample container's launch
mechanism could be a spring.
Station keeping with an active comet near perihelion carries some risk of damage
to a gossamer sailcraft. As discussed by Williams in the 2003 website http://
nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/giotto.html, the 1986 European Space
Agency probe to Halley's Comet was impacted by a dust particle energetic enough
to shift the spacecraft's trajectory by 0.9 degrees. But as discussed by Marsden in
another 2003 website http://cometography.com/pcomets/107p.html, Comet
107P is a relatively inactive object that undergoes infrequent outbursts, even
during apparition. Furthermore, Giotto ¯ew through the coma of Halley's Comet
in March 1986 with a velocity relative to the comet of about 60 km s 1 . This comet
sample return sailcraft has a velocity relative to the comet close to 0 km s 1 during
sample collection.
During descent and ascent of the sample container, the sailcraft could
manoeuvre to avoid particles emitted from the nucleus of Comet 107P. The
sample container would be equipped with a descent and ascent stage. The landing
pads would be coated with an substance such as synthetic Gecko skin. As described
by Autumn et al. (2000) ± Geckos are small reptiles with feet equipped to adhere to
almost any surface, even in vacuum, by van der Waals forces. A counter-rotating
drill system is proposed in Taylor et al. (2003b) to collect the samples. After sample
collection, the ascent stage of the lander would simply detach from the ascent stage
and be wheeled slowly up to the sailcraft. The stage separation could be spring
loaded.
A.8.8

Mission phase 5: Earth return

With its comet nucleus samples, the sailcraft would return to the vicinity of Earth by
reversing the manoeuvres described above. Since the sail is still functional, no additional thrusting is required for capture by the Earth. The sample container can be
retrieved from the sailcraft after Earth capture for examination in space, or returned
to Earth in a re-entry capsule.
One option for Earth-return is discussed in greater detail in the following section
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and in Matlo and Taylor (2003). It is possible to utilise the sail parachute fashion in
the upper fringes of a planet's atmosphere so that the sailcraft is captured by that
planet.

A.9

MISSION CONCEPT 4: NEPTUNE RENDEZVOUS USING
SAIL AEROCAPTURE

We propose a mission to Neptune that is launched to Earth escape. The photon sail
is then unfurled and oriented normal to the Sun. The sail is suciently thin that the
spacecraft can achieve Solar System escape velocity; it is retained (and possibly
oriented parallel to the Sun±spacecraft line) during the post-acceleration cruise to
Neptune. Approaching Neptune at the solar escape velocity at Neptune's orbit, the
sail is oriented normal to the direction of travel. The sail is used parachute fashion to
decelerate by atmospheric drag in Neptune's upper atmosphere. After deceleration,
the spacecraft has been captured as an eccentric-orbit satellite of Neptune. If the sail
survives its pass through the giant planet's atmosphere, it can be used for orbital
adjustment.
A.9.1

Sailcraft Design Parameters

The design is based upon `Persephone' ± a Neptune/Kuiper Belt probe considered by
Matlo (2001c). The sail areal mass thickness is a challenging (but probably achieveable by 2010) 0.001 kg m 2 . The total spacecraft mass is 300 kg, half of which is sail.
About 30 kg is alloted to the science payload. Like the proposed NASA Interstellar
Probe, the sail radius is 219 m (Johnson and Liewer, 2000; Matlo et al., 2002).
Assuming a 90% sail re¯ectivity, equation (4.17) can be used to demonstrate that
the acceleration of the sailcraft at 1 AU is about 0.004 3 m s 2 , if it is oriented normal
to the Sun.
The original Persephone proposal assumed sail unfurlment after Earth escape
and acceleration to solar parabolic or escape velocity. The spacecraft then makes a
close approach to Neptune, ®ring its (chemical) rockets in reverse deep within
Neptune's gravity well (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of powered gravity assist
manoeuvres). The craft then cruises at reduced velocity to a Kuiper Belt object
near Neptune, depositing a landing probe on the surface of that object using
chemical rockets. Here, deceleration into Neptune orbit uses the sail alone and
requires no thrust.
A.9.2

The pre-Neptune encounter mission phases

As before, we assume a Delta/Atlas-class launcher and sail unfurlment after Earth
escape. The sailcraft initially travels at a velocity of 30 km s 1 relative to the Sun. To
achieve solar escape velocity, this velocity must be increased to 42 km s 1 . At the
acceleration described above, solar escape is reached at 1 AU after one month.
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The sailcraft then cruises to Neptune, which is located about 30 AU from the
Sun. Applying equation (1.3), we ®nd that the spacecraft reaches Neptune about 12.7
years after launch.
From Tholen et al. (2000) Neptune orbits the Sun at 5.48 km s 1 . The Solar
System escape velocity at Neptune's orbit is therefore 7.75 km s 1 . Also from Tholen
et al., Neptune's equatorial escape velocity is 23.71 km s 1 . Applying equation (4.12),
the velocity of the spacecraft relative to Neptune at the start of aerobraking is
[(7.75) 2  (23.71) 2 ] 1=2 or about 24.94 km s 1 . To be captured as a satellite of
Neptune, the spacecraft must reduce its velocity relative to the planet by 24.94±
23.71  1.23 km s 1 .
A.9.3

The physics of sail aerobraking

As a spacecraft passes through a planet's atmosphere, it encounters atmospheric
molecules. This interaction decelerates the spacecraft by atmospheric drag,
according to the equation (Harris and Spencer, 1965):
ACCdrag 

0:5Cd atm Asail

V 2s=c

Ms=c

atm V 2s=c
s=c

A:18

where the minus sign denotes deceleration, Cd is the drag coecient (usually equal to
2±2.3), atm is the planet's atmospheric density, Asail is the sail area normal to the line
of ¯ight, Vs=c is spacecraft velocity relative to the planet's atmosphere, Ms=c is the
spacecraft mass, and s=c is the spacecraft areal mass density during aerobraking.
Perhaps the ®rst question to address is how much acceleration typical sail
designs can withstand. This was addressed in a ®nite-element analysis of the structural stability of three types of solar photon sails, that was published by Cassenti et
al. (1996). Three types of solar photon sails (parachute, in¯atable and parabolic)
were examined during hypothetical high-acceleration, close-perihelion manoeuvres
required for interstellar solar sailing. (The parabolic sail con®guration examined is
Forward's (1990b) two-sail Solar Photon Thruster concept.) All three sail con®gurations can withstand 2.5 g, or about 25 m s 2 , using feasible structural arrangements
and materials.
Next we consider what happens physically during the high-speed run through a
planet's atmosphere. The choices for an atmospheric atom encountering the sail are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the atmospheric atom penetrates the sail;
the atmospheric atom causes sail atom plane dislocations;
the atmospheric atom ionises a sail atom; and
the atmospheric atom excites a sail atom, which later emits a photon and returns
to the ground state.

Option (a) is very unlikely. This is because the atomic spacing in a solid lattice is
of the same order as the atomic size (Kittel, 1962). Impacting atmospheric atoms will
probably not result in sail atom plane dislocation. Also from Kittel (1962), 5±10
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electron volts of energy are required to dislocate a lattice atom plane. Sail atom
ionisation is also unlikely because (as demonstrated by Matlo and Taylor, 2003),
impacts by many atmospheric atoms are required to ionise a ground-state aluminum
atom and the lifetime of a typical excited state is less than a microsecond. So option
(d), which results in sail heating by impacting atmosphere atoms, is the most likely.
As discussed by Matlo and Taylor (2003), this conclusion should be tested by
experiments. Interaction with chemically active upper atmosphere species may
certainly degrade a photon sail. But similiar devices ± large balloon satellites ±
have survived for years in the rarei®ed upper reaches of Earth's atmosphere.
A.9.4

An isodensity planetary atmosphere model and its application to
screening calculations

Exact calculation of an aerocapture pass requires calculation of sailcraft deceleration
in atmospheric layers of varying density ± a laborous process not easily amenable to
analytical solution. Instead of examining aerocapture using numerical integration
techniques, we present here an approximation based upon constant atmospheric
density. Comparison with numerical integration indicates that this approach is
accurate to a few percent.
Figure A.12 presents the simpli®ed geometry of an aerocapture pass. The
sailcraft is within the planet's atmosphere when the height above the surface is
less than hs=c; o . At the center of the aerocapture pass of length Dac , the height of

Figure A.12. Neptune aerocapture pass geometry.
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Figure A.13. The Oort Cloud explorer.

the sailcraft above the planet's visible surface is hs=c; m . The radius of the planet (in
this case Neptune), is Rnep .
If we apply the Pythagorean relationship to the situation in Figure A.13, we can
relate hs=c; o to hs=c; m :
hs=c; o   Dac =2 2  hs=c; m  Rnep  2  1=2

Rnep

A:19

This can, of course, be applied to any celestial body with an atmosphere, if the
appropriate radius is used.
The next step was the derivation of an approximate density pro®le for Neptune's
exosphere. This was derived using the Voyager data of Broadfoot et al. (1989):


1; 000 hs=c
kg m 3
A:20
atm; nep  4  10 11  exp
300
which is fairly accurate in the spacecraft height range (hs=c ) 1,000±4,000 km. In this
equation, spacecraft height is in kilometres.
In equation (A.20), the denominator of the exponential term, 300 km, is equal to
the density scale height. To insure a near-isodensity atmosphere, the aerocapture
pro®le selected must be such that the numerator of the exponential term is much
smaller than the denominator.
A.9.5

A Neptune aerocapture pro®le

We consider the following scenario. The sailcraft approaches Neptune in a solar
parabolic orbit, as discussed above. It must reduce its velocity relative to the
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planet from 24.94 to 23.71 km s 1 , or by 1.23 km s 1 , to be captured as a satellite of
Neptune.
Conservatively, we limit average deceleration to 1 g, or about 10 m s 2 . Aerocapture duration is therefore about 123 seconds. Since the sailcraft's average velocity
relative to Neptune during aerocapture is about 24 km s 1 , the distance traversed
during aerocapture (Dac ) is about 3,000 km.
We next apply equation (A.18) for our sailcraft areal mass thickness of
0.002 kg m 2 . The atmospheric density at the centre of the Neptune aerocapture
pass is about 3.47  10 11 kg m 2 . From equation (A.20), the sailcraft height
above the planet's visible surface (or cloud tops) at the center of the aerocapture
pass (hs=c; m ) is about 1,000 km.
According to Lodders and Fegley (1998), the equatorial radius of Neptune at the
1-bar atmospheric pressure level (Rnep ) is 24,764 km. We next apply equation (A.19)
to estimate the height above the Neptune cloud tops at the start and conclusion of
the aerocapture pass (hs=c; o ) as 1,044 km. Since the dierence between central and
edge aerocapture heights is very much less than the density scale height, the isodensity approximation works very well for this pro®le.

A.9.6

Thermal effects during aerocapture

It is assumed from the previous discussion that all sailcraft kinetic energy shed
during the aerobraking pass must be radiated by the sail. For this aerocapture
pro®le and spacecraft design, the sailcraft kinetic energy relative to Neptune
decreases by 9  10 9 Joules during aerobraking.
We next divide this decrease in sailcraft kinetic energy by the duration of the
aerocapture pass (123 seconds), to ®nd the average sail radiated power during
aerocapture, about 7.3  10 7 W.
This spacecraft has a sail area of about 1.5  10 5 m 2 , so the approximate average
EM ¯ux radiated by the sail during aerobraking is about 480 W m 2 . Recalling that
both sail faces can radiate, we apply the Stefan±Boltzmann law (see Chapters 2 and
4) for a sail emissivity of 0.6 to obtain the average sail radiation temperature during
aerocapture, 290 Kelvin. Thermal constraints do not unduly stretch current sail
technology, in this instance.

A.9.7

Modi®ed mission pro®les

It seems likely that further analysis will result in many alternative mission pro®les.
We could elect for a faster Neptune transfer, perhaps by unfurling the sail closer to
the Sun than 1 AU. This would reduce the trans-Neptune transfer time.
Alternatively, rigorous aerocapture calculation may demonstrate the existence
of decreased g-loading. This would reduce thermal and structural constraints during
aerocapture.
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MISSION CONCEPT 5: AN OORT CLOUD EXPLORER

Here, we consider what might be the ultimate Earth launched solar photon sail. It is
a hoop sail, which has perhaps 50% the performance of the space manufactured
solar photon sails considered in Chapter 4.
Consider the spacecraft con®guration presented in Figure A.13. This design was
originally published by Taylor et al. (2003a). The sail ®lm has a diameter of 681 m
and an areal mass thickness of 10 4 kg m 2 .
As shown in Figure A.13, the sail is supported by an in¯ated torus or hoop.
Steering and attitude control is provided by four smaller 5 m diameter hoops. Total
structural mass is calculated at 50 kg using state-of-the-art materials and the payload
mass is 150 kg.
The total mass of the sailcraft is the sum of sail ®lm mass, payload mass,
structural mass, main hoop mass, steering hoop masses and in¯ation gas mass.
Making reasonable assumptions about achieveable masses, the sailcraft areal mass
thickness is approximately 6.5  10 4 kg m 2 . The total spacecraft mass is therefore
about 240 kg.
If a 0.85 sail re¯ectivity is assumed, equation (4.19) can be used to calculate the
spacecraft lightness factor, s=c . For the con®guration examined, this parameter is
approximately 2.3.
To reach the Oort comet cloud in a ¯ight time approximating a human lifetime,
it is necessary to unfurl the sail as close to the Sun as possible. Solar System escape
velocities for such `sundiver' trajectories can be approximated in two ways. We can
assume an elliptical pre-perihelion trajectory and utilise equation (6.15) of McInnes
(1999) or assume a parabolic pre-perihelion trajectory and apply equation (4.27) of
this book. Both approximations yield similiar results for close perihelion passes and
both assume that the sail is normal to the Sun (not always optimal, as shown by
Vulpetti (1996a)).
At 0.01 AU from the Sun's centre, the solar escape velocity is 421 km s 1 . Substituting in equation (4.27), we ®nd that the sailcraft exits the Solar System at about
635 km s 1 or about 130 AU year 1 . Thus, the Oort Cloud explorer could reach the
inner fringe of the Solar System's Oort comet cloud, a few thousand astronomical
units from the Sun, after a ¯ight of a few decades. It is interesting to note that this
spacecraft could cross the 260,000 AU gulf between the Sun and Proxima/Alpha
Centauri in approximately 2,000 years, roughly twice the travel time of the best
physically possible space manufactured solar photon sails.
The 550-AU gravitational focus of the Sun is reached in the ®fth year of ¯ight.
So one scienti®c goal of the craft could be to check the predictions of relativity and
rival theories about the gravity focus, and to possibly exploit a location beyond the
Sun's inner gravity focus to perform astrophysical observations, as reviewed by
Heidmann and Maccone (1994).
Science in the Oort cloud will be challenging. The spacecraft will be light days or
light weeks from Earth and will therefore require a great deal of on-board intelligence and autonomy. Cameras and other instruments used to gather data on comets
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along the spacecraft track must be both very sensitive because of the low solar
illumination levels and very fast because of the high sailcraft velocity.
Mechanical design of this sailcraft will be challengaÈing as well, since the solar
radiation pressure acceleration at perihelion will be about 12 g. Sail perihelion
temperature can be estimated from equation (4.21). Assuming a 0.6 sail emissivity
and full sail unfurlment at perihelion, the sail perihelion temperature will be about
2,300 Kelvin ± which also presents major challenges to sailcraft designers.
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Afterword

Because some of the text in this book was written under NASA contract and was
therefore subject to the laborious International Trac in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
clearance process, the ®rst draft was completed in early 2004. A lot has happened in
deep-space exploration since then.
A new generation of Mars rovers and orbiters have revealed that abundant
surface water on that world was likely in past geologic eras. The discovery of the
spectral signature of methane provides a tantalising indication that bacterial life may
still exist beneath the surface of the Red Planet. American and European space
agencies have mandated expanded robotic and eventual exploration of Mars. If
these ambitious plans survive the con¯icting requirements to reduce budget de®cits
and combat global terrorism, we may know within a few decades whether extraterrestrial life exists in the Solar System.
The Galileo probe of Jupiter has completed its mission. Farther out from the
Sun, Cassini/Huygens has arrived in Saturn-space. Within a few weeks, Huygens will
separate from Cassini to begin its descent through the atmosphere of Saturn's giant
satellite Titan.
During the summer of 2004, two experimental solar photon sails were successfully unfurled in space from a sub-orbital Japanese rocket. An orbital test sail,
Cosmos-1, is scheduled for launch by the non-governmental Planetary Society in
early 2005. Other non-governmental organisations have successfully launched and
recovered humans on sub-orbital space¯ights and plan privately funded robotic
exploration of near-Earth objects (NEOs).
In December, 2004, science journalist Paul Glister's Centauri Dreams
(Copernicus±Springer, NY) was published. As well as oering a well-rounded,
non-technical review of the current state of interstellar travel research, Glister
discusses the formation of a new non-pro®t corporation ± The Interstellar Flight
Foundation.
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Afterword

Glister also discusses more current extra-solar planet results that are reported in
this manuscript. Of particular interest, to those who hope for eventual robotic
probes or homan occupied expeditions to
Centauri, are the observations
discussed by Glister that the binary star Gamma Cephei, has at least one Jupitersized planetary companion. Since these results indicate that planets are possible in
widely separated binary star systems, Centauri A and B look more promising than
ever. One can hope that, before too many years have elapsed, mountain top interferometers or successors to the Hubble Space Telescope will succeed in imaging
worlds circling one of the Centauri suns. And if one of these hypothetical worlds
has the tell-tale blue colour of a water world and the spectral lines of methane and
ozone, might these observations taunt us suciently to cross the interstellar
vastness?

Nomenclature

Variables
ABSsail
ACChab
ACCion
ACClaser sail
ACCrp; sail
Asc
Ascoop
amesh
BA
Bep; sw ; Bep; lw
Bism
Btorus
Dion
Dlas ship;max
Dplanet star
Enep; beam
F
Fion
Floop; mag
ffl
fqr
frec
fu
Hex

light sail fractional absorption
arti®cial gravity on the interior rim of a rotating space habitat
acceleration of interstellar ion
acceleration, laser sail
radiation pressure acceleration of a lightsail
solar cell area
ramscoop ®eld area
one half of perforated sail wire mesh width
Bond albedo
shortwave and longwave approximations for planet/star
brightness ratio
interstellar magnetic ®eld intensity
magnetic ®eld of toroidal ramscoop
distance travelled within toroidal ramscoop by interstellar ion
maximum separation, laser and starship
separation of a planet from its primary star
NEP ion beam energy, in electron volts
force
force on interstellar ion
magnetic force on current loop
Fresnel lens focal length
(energy/particle from a ZPE machine)/(energy/particle from
a fusion reactor)
¯ux received from celestial object
fraction of solar sail unfurled at perihelion
exospheric scale height
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Nomenclature

Ibeam; 0 ; Ibeam; x
Imag
Isp
iloop
Iwire
Jnep; beam
Jpm; mag
Krair
KEnf
KEs; grf
Lloop
Ls; grf and Ls; srf
Mcable
Mcloud
Mcoll
Mcon
Mdust
Mf
Mf ;am
Mif
Mion
Mj
Mmag
Mnep; lp
Mnep; rad
Mnf
M0
Mobj
Mpart
Mprobe
Ms
Ms; grf and Ms; srf
Mth
mbol
MR
MRrel
NEP
Nwire
NZfl
OTir
Plaser
Pnep

ion beam intensity before and after traversing hull thickness
magsail supercurrent
speci®c impulse
loop current
wire current in toroidal ramscoop
NEP ion beam current, in amps
magsail current to mass density ratio
interstellar/on-board fuel consumption for ram-augmented
interstellar rocket
nuclear fuel kinetic energy
kinetic energy of a relativistic starship, according to Earthbound
observer
loop length
length measured in unaccelerated and accelerated reference
frames
cable mass
interstellar cloud mass
collapsar mass
atmospheric gas molecular mass
mass of an interstellar dust grain
fuel mass
antimatter fuel mass
ion fuel mass
mass of interstellar ion
Jupiter's mass
magsail mass
NEP low-power power-conditioning subsystem mass
NEP radiator mass
nuclear fuel mass
unfuelled spacecraft mass
mass of celestial object
mass of particle beam
probe mass
ship mass
Ms measured in unaccelerated and accelerated reference frames
thruster mass
bolometric magnitude
mass ratio of a Newtonian rocket
mass ratio of a relativistic rocket
nuclear-electric propulsion
number of turns in toroidal ramscoop wire
number of zones in a Fresnel lens
planet atmospheric infrared optical thickness
laser power
NEP ®ssion reactor power, in kilowatts

Nomenclature

Pplanet; absorbed
Psp
Ps; grf
Pth
qion
Qnep
Qnet
Rarray
Rau
Rcent
Re;au
Restr
Rex
Rfl
Rhab
Rinit; Rfin
Rinit; au
R; mesh
Rmag
Rmtr
Rperi
Rplanet
Rsail
Rsl;au
Rsch
Rstar
RSun
Rtele
Rtrans; sail
RAD
REF
REFsail
REM
RPM
RPsail
rtorus
Sfl; out
Teff
Teff; planet
Tex
T;mesh
Thnep
TE
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radiant power absorbed by planet
speci®c power
momentum of a relativistic starship, according to Earthbound
observer
thruster power
interstellar ion charge
nuclear-fuel/nuclear-inert-fuel consumption ratio
net electrical charge
solar-collecting array radius
distance from Sun, in Astronomical Units
distance to centre of gravitating body
distance from Earth, in Astronomical Units
electrostatic turning radius
planet exospheric radius
Fresnel lens radius
radius of a cylindrical space habitat
initial and ®nal positions
initial distance from Sun, in Astronomical Units
mesh re¯ectance at wavelength 
magsail physical radius
magnetic turning radius
perihelion distance
planet radius
sail radius
Sun±laser separation, in Astronomical Units
the Schwartzchild radius of a collapsar
star radius
solar radius
telescope radius
fractional re¯ectance of transmissive light sail
celestial object radius
celestial object re¯ectivity
light-sail re¯ectivity
Roentgen Equivalent Man (or Mammal): biological radiationeect measure
rotation rate of a rotating space habitat, in revolutions per minute
radiation pressure on a light sail
distance from centre of toroidal ramscoop
spacing, Fresnel lens outer zone
eective black-body temperature
eective planet black-body temperature
exospheric temperature
perforated light sail mesh fractional transmission
NEP ion engine thrust, in Newtons
total orbital energy
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Nomenclature

Ttrans; sail
tstar
Tsurface
T k
TScable
t
tburn
tion
tmesh
ts; grf and ts; srf
Urair
V1 ; V2 ; V3
Vbeam
Vcon; av
Vcr
Ve
Ve;if
Ve;nf
Vfp
Vin ; Vfin
Vmag
Vpara
Vpara; peri
Vperi; obj
Vprs
Vs
Vsrm
Vsrm; per
W
WHR
Wplanet; emit
Wtele
xhull

e; rock
fp

in ;

fin

s

DKE
D
DVperi

fractional transmittance of transmissive light sail
star surface temperature
planet surface temperature
absolute temperature of sail material
cable tensile strength
time
NEP nuclear engine operating time, in years
time for ion to be de¯ected from rtorus to toroidal ramscoop centre
mesh thickness
time measured in unaccelerated and accelerated reference frames
parameter used in ram-augmented interstellar rocket kinematics
consideration
velocity prior to, at and after periapsis
particle beam velocity
mean thermal molecular velocity of an atmospheric gas
cruise velocity
exhaust velocity
exhaust velocity, ion fuel
exhaust velocity, nuclear fuel
ramjet runway fuel-pellet velocity
initial and ®nal velocities
ship velocity during magsail deceleration
escape of parabolic velocity
perihelion parabolic velocity
parabolic velocity at periapsis of celestial object
probe velocity relative to Sun
ship velocity
ship velocity relative to local interstellar magnetic ®eld
ship velocity component perpendicular to local interstellar
magnetic ®eld
weight
waste heat radiated
radiant ¯ux emitted by planet
re¯ected light energy/second entering telescope
thickness of spacecraft hull traversed by ionised cosmic radiation
beam
rocket exhaust velocity/c
Vfp =c
Vin =c; Vfin =c
Vs =c
2 1=2
1
s
change in kinetic energy
angular separation
change in velocity at perihelion

Nomenclature

skin
"ei
"ia
"laser
"lrc
"ne
"nf
"sc
"trans; sail
Fnf
sail

laser
beam
mesh
mtp

cable
dust
ion
in
in; grf
eff
!cloud
!hab
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skin depth
electrical to nuclear-inert exhaust energy conversion eciency
eciency of converting electrical energy to ion exhaust kinetic
energy
laser eciency
laser-to-electricity conversion eciency
nuclear-electric energy conversion eciency
nuclear energy fraction transferred to nuclear exhaust
solar cell eciency
emissivity of transmissive light sail
mass/energy conversion eciency
sail lightness factor
light wavelength
laser wavelength
attenuation coecient of an ion beam in matter
perforated light-sail mesh cross-sectional circumference
momentum transfer eciency
angle subtended by distant celestial object
cable density
interstellar dust grain density (grains per cubic metre)
interstellar ion density
interstellar ion mass density
interstellar ion mass density measured in an unaccelerated
reference frame
sailcraft areal mass thickness
angular velocity of interstellar cloud
angular velocity of a rotating space habitat (in radians per
second)
trajectory bend angle

Constants
c
g
G
h
k
MSun
fs
qelect
Sc


speed of light, 3  10 8 m s 1
gravitational acceleration at Earth's surface, 9.8 m s 2
Universal gravitational constant, 6:67  10 11 N m 2 kg 2
Planck constant, 6:63  10 34 J s
Boltzmann constant, 1:38  10 23 J kg 1
solar mass, 1:99  10 30 kg
permeability of free space, 1:26  10 6 Henry metre (or Newtons
amps 2 )
electron charge, 1:6  10 19 c
solar constant, 1,368 W m 2
Stefan±Boltzmann constant, 5:67  10 8 W m 2 K 4
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Nomenclature

Interplanetary/interstellar distance units
AU
Light year
Parsec

1.5  10 11 m
9.46  10 12 km
3.26 light years

Glossary

Aerobraking A method of spacecraft deceleration by momentum transfer collision
with molecules in the outer fringe of a planet's atmosphere.
Aneutronic reaction A thermonuclear fusion reaction in which few or no neutrons
are produced.
Antimatter Charge-reversed particles with the same mass as their corresponding
`ordinary' matter counterparts.
Astrometry The branch of astronomy dealing with stellar motions and positions.
Black body An object that absorbs all electromagnetic radiation that strikes it.
Brown dwarf An object intermediate in size between a giant planet and tiny star.
Burn fraction The fraction of a nuclear reaction's output energy that can be transferred to the kinetic energy of a spacecraft exhaust.
Collapsar A gravitationally collapsed celestial object.
Cosmic ray A highly energetic charged subatomic particle with an extraterrestrial
origin.
Doppler shift The shift in light wavelength or colour caused by the radial motion of
the light source.
Ecosphere The region in a planetary system in which life on an Earth-like planet
might form. At the inner and outer ecosphere boundaries, the planet's oceans boil or
freeze.
Emissivity A measure of how closely an object approximates a black body, which
has an emissivity of 1.
Exhaust velocity The velocity of a spacecraft motor's reaction products as measured
from the spacecraft.
Exosphere The upper limit of a planet's atmosphere; its boundary with space.
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Fission A nuclear reaction in which a massive atomic nucleus splits.
Fresnel lens A thin-®lm optical component made up of alternating plastic layers and
capable of redirecting a beam of light in a lens-like manner.
Fusion A nuclear reaction in which low-mass atomic nuclei are merged.
Gravity assist A manoeuvre in which a spacecraft increases orbital energy by interacting with the gravitational ®eld of a celestial object.
Gravity lens Optical focusing and ampli®cation by a gravitational ®eld.
Heliosphere The realm of the Sun's in¯uence on interplanetary particles and ®elds,
bounded by the heliopause at about 100 AU from the Sun.
Insolation Received solar radiation per unit area.
Interferometer A telescope in which several or many small mirror components share
a common focus and thereby simulate resolving power of an equally large, singlemirror telescope.
Interstellar ark A spacecraft requiring many generations to complete an interstellar
journey.
Kuiper Belt A region of icy, sub-planetary objects between about 30 and 50 AU from
the Sun.
Laser/maser sail A spacecraft propelled by the pressure of a collimated beam of
radiation from a laser or a microwave maser.
Magsail A spacecraft decelerator operating by the magnetic re¯ection of ions.
Mass ratio The quotient of a spacecraft's fully fuelled to unfuelled mass.
Muon A short-lived sub-nuclear particle intermediate in mass between an electron
and a proton.
Nanobot A robot constructed at the molecular size level.
Near-Earth objects (NEOs) A population of small (kilometer-diameter), Earthapproaching (or impacting) objects of asteroidal and cometary origin.
Neutrino An uncharged sub-nuclear particle, with little or no mass, that is unreactive with conventional matter.
Nuclear-electric propulsion (NEP) A spacecraft propulsion technique in which
nuclear energy is used to ionise and electrically accelerate exhaust fuel.
Nuclear-pulse propulsion (NPP) Spacecraft propulsion using exploded nuclear
`devices' or fusion micropellets as exhaust fuel.
Nuclear-thermal propulsion A spacecraft propulsion technique in which nuclear
energy is used to heat and accelerate a spacecraft's exhaust fuel.
Oort Cloud A spherical region extending to perhaps 100,000 AU from the Sun in
which as many as one trillion comets may exist.
Optical thickness A measure of the opacity of a planet's atmosphere to light.
Orbital energy For an object in open or closed orbit around a larger celestial object,
the sum of kinetic and potential energies (relative to the central object).
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Panspermia The theory that life originated at one or a few locations in the Universe
and then spread to other celestial habitats either naturally or arti®cially.
Parabolic velocity Escape velocity.
Particle-beam propulsion Spacecraft propulsion by momentum transfer from an
impinging beam of accelerated particles.
Perforated light sail A solar or laser sail reduced in mass by the incorporation of
many tiny perforations with dimensions less than a wavelength of light.
Photometry A branch of astronomy dealing with star brightness.
Pion A short-lived sub-nuclear particle intermediate in mass between an electron
and a proton.
Proper motion Motion of a celestial object across the celestial sphere.
Quantum ramjet An interstellar ramjet obtaining energy from the universal vacuum.
Radial motion The motion of celestial object towards or away from the observer.
Radiation pressure Electromagnetic photons carry momentum, although they have
zero mass.
Ram-augmented interstellar rocket (RAIR) A spacecraft obtaining reaction mass
from the interstellar medium and energy from onboard nuclear sources.
Ramjet A spacecraft obtaining both reaction mass and energy from the interstellar
medium.
Ramscoop A device used to collect fuel or reaction mass from the interstellar
medium.
Rayleigh's criterion A measure of resolving or collimating power of an optical
device.
Resolving power (resolution) The measure of a telescope's ability to observe objects
of small angular size.
Rocket A spacecraft propelled by the exhaust of energised onboard fuel.
Schwartzchild radius The distance from the centre of a collapsar at which escape
velocity exceeds the speed of light.
Solar constant Power received per square metre from the Sun by an object in space
at 1 AU from the Sun and oriented normal to the sunlight.
Solar-electric propulsion A spacecraft propulsion technique in which solar energy is
used to ionise and electrically accelerate exhaust fuel.
Solar sail A thin-®lm spacecraft propelled by the momentum of impinging photons
of sunlight.
Solar-thermal propulsion Energy of sunlight is used to heat and accelerate a spacecraft's fuel.
Solar wind An interplanetary stream of ions ¯owing outward from the Sun.
Speci®c impulse A measure of rocket performance.
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Terraforming The modi®cation of a planet's environment to make it more Earthlike.
Tether A long cable or wire unfurled in space.
Thrustless turn A manoeuvre in which spacecraft interaction with an interstellar
magnetic ®eld eects a change in direction.
Worldship A spacecraft requiring many generations to complete an interstellar
journey with a simulated Earth-like environment.
ZPE Zero-point energy obtained from the universal vacuum.
ZPE laser A laser pumped by ZPE.
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